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WATER SUPPLY FEASIBILITY REPORT

Suggested Outline

I. BORROWER AND PROJECT AGENCY

1.01 Give a brief history of the agency which will carry out the
project and be responsible for operating the water supply
system. Include information on organization, administration,
relationship, to government departments, and organization charts.
Describe existing legislation, regulations, charters, or by-laws
that outline the agency's responsibilities and its powers to
carry out the proposed project, to borrow funds, to charge fees
and taxes, and to enforce their collection. Describe any pro-
posed changes.

1.02 Provide a schedule giving by categories of work, the number of
people employed by the water agency at the end of each of the
last three years.

II. PRESENT WATER SUPPLY SITUATION

2.01 Furnish a general schematic map showing all present water systems
including the areas served by each, supply sources, and (by-symbols)
the location of pumping stations, storage tanks, reservoirs, and
transmission and principal distribution mains. Give information
on the average % of time each system is under pressure and the
maximum, average, and minimum pressures in each system when under
pressure.

2.02 Describe raw water sources for each water system, give withdrawal
data, static and pumping levels, and any trend of change.

2.03 Give re'sults of recent analyses of the untreated water including
temperatures, turbidity, color, type and concentration of bacteria,
pH. carbon dioxide, and the concentration of chlorides, hardness,
total solids, iron and manganese, ammonia nitrogen, nitrites,
nitrates, and other salts. Describe the arrangements for the
testing of water quality, and the analytical standards used.
Describe any problems with the quality of the water and any
changes that have occurred. Give the dates of all analyses.

2.04 Describe water pumping stations. List major pumps giving type
and characteristics, including rated and present capacity (if
known), how they are driven, the dates of installation anu.
indicate the general condition of pumps and other equipment.
Give the total capacity of each station. Describe any recent
difficulties. Give present overall efficiency of pumping
units and drivers, and describe method of determination.
(Give details of bulk water purchases (if any)..



2.05 Briefly describe the water transmission and distribution facili-

ties. Provide a simple plan showing line locations, length,
diameter, capacities, materials of construction, and dates of

installation. Indicate physical condition of lines, leakage,
and any recent difficulties. Show reservoirs and.indicate

capacity.

2.06 Describe any regular program for sampling and analysis of water
from the distribution system.

2.07 Describe the scope and cost of expansion (or replacement projects)
for the major parts of the water systems during the last five
years and those now in progress. Give dates. Describe whether

work was done by the water agency, by contract, or other means.

2.08 Describe pertinent information bearing upon the rights of the

water systems to use their sources of raw water. Give details
of any disputes about water rights during the last five years
or any pending problems.

Analysis of Consumption

2.09 For each of the last three years give total water produced for
each water system and the total uf all systems. Provide actual

data if available; otherwise provide the best possible estimates.

Describe how are the above production data determined (master

meters, pump rating, hours of operation, or otherwise), and what

is the probable margin of errcr in %? Explain all estimates.
Describe any efforts to check or verify data or estimates.

2.10 Describe data estimates and analyses of peak monthly, daily, or

hourly flows.

2.11 For each of the last three years, give the distribution of water

as follows for each individual system:

Class of Water User No. of Service Connectdons Annual Distribution (Volume)
Metered Not Metered Total Metered Not Metered Total

Domestic
Commercial
Industrial
Public Fountains

or taps
Public or
Government

Free (give details)
Wholesale to

other systems
Other (give details)
Unaccounted-for
water
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N.B. If actual data are not available, estimates should be provided and
fully explained. Explain your definition of these classes. Other
classifications may be used if they provide a detailed breakdowr. of
water uses equal to that given in this suggested table. Is the
metered distribution shown in the table calculated on the assunicticn
that all customers have used at least the quantity allowed for the
minimum charge? / r

2.12 Give a table showing, for each of the last three years, the
average (actual or estimated) water consumption per person
per day for (a) the total population, (b) the population
served.

2.13 Give estimate of consumption of water drawn from private sources
in each of the areas which will be served by the public system
upon completion of the proposed project.

2.14 Explain water use practices by all people who make use of wa-er
from sources other than the piped water system such as frcm
ponds, rivers, wells, etc.

III. EXPECTED DEMAND

3.01 Discuss the growth of.population in the city and the pattern cf
growth within the city, and indicate the assumptions made reEar:-
ing future population growth, density, etc. in the preparatin
of the project. Attach supporting data from census records and
studies.

3.02 Describe any zoning regulations, .regional planning, and forecas.s
for development for the areas to be served by the proposed rrojecz.

3.03 Provide estimates of expected total water consumption during the
year for each year for which population estimates are given.
These should be based upon analyses of present consumption and
water use practices as well as trends in population, domestic,
commercial, industrial, and other significant types of consulp-
tion, unaccounted-for water, use'of public watering points,
installation of modern plumbing, use of water service and all
other factors which could affect water consumption. The esti-
mates of the yearly design consumption should be broken down
into the consumptions by various user categories.

IV. THE PROJECT

Water Resources Development

4.01 Describe the long term plans for the staged development of
water resources to meet' the long term demand. Describe how
the proposed project fits in this development.



Description of Project

4.02 Give a general description of the proposed project. Include a

map showing principal roads and geographic features, existing

built-up areas, the areas now served by water systems, the

areas to which service will be extended under the proposed 'con-

struction project, and approximate areas which are expected to

be served by successive future extensions.

On the same map or a separate map, show the location of principal

components of the proposed project, such as, main supply lines,

pumping stations, reservoirs, and the like.

l.03 Provide the general capacity criteria used for design of the

major elements of the proposed project - distribution, trans-

mission, storage, pumping, treatment, supply elements, etc.

What provisions for fire flows, if any, are made in the design

of the major elements of the proposed project? Explain generally

how the capacity of the major elements would be expanded. in the

future to accommodate future extensions and increases in water

demand.

4.04 Describe the results of studies on the yield and the chemical

and bacteriological quality of the various sources of supply

which have been considered. 'Explain the reasons for selecting

the proposed sources.

4.05 Describe the methodology used to select the most economic size

for the major project components.

4.06 Describe the program for extension replacement and improvement

of secondary mains, meters, etc. and all other works not included

in the project but necessary for fulfillment of the objectives of

the proposed project.

4.07 Describe the present status and schedule o'f project planning,

detail design, further studies, procurement and construction.

Explain how the work is proposed.to be done - by force account,

contract, etc.

4.08 Provide a construction schedule for the major items of work on

the proposed project.

V. COST ESTIMATES

5.01 Cost estimates for the project should be given in sufficient

detail, subdivided into logical project elements, and supported

by assumptions and bases for figures in adequate detail to per-

mit detailed analysis., The estimates and any revisions thereon

should be dated and should show local currency and foreig:n exchange

costs, land costs, consultants' fees for design and supervision,

and allowances for price increases and contingencies.
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5.02 Cost estimates should be prepared on the basis that there will
be international competition for all contracts, and the sources
of unit prices given in the supporting data should be identified,
such as, "recent construction costs", "orders placed", "bids

received", "informal information from potential suppliers and
contractors", etc.

5.03 Provide an estimated schedule of expenditures, by year, for
the estimated project costs given by foreign exchange and
local currency expenditures. The schedule should be sub-
divided to show requirements for the major parts of the

project and should be coordinated with the preliminary con-

struction schedule. Show expenditures already made as of a
given date and estimated expenditures for subsequent pericds.
Dates of expenditures should be the dates cash payrents are
due. A specimen table is attached as Annex 1.

5.04 Provide a similar cost estimate and schedule for other second-
ary works not included in the main project but necessary for
fulfillment of the objectives of the proposed project.

5.05 Describe any major water supply works which you expect may be
undertaken during the- first five years after this project is
completed (and which are not included in works estimated above).
Include cost estimates and approximate dates.

VI. FINANCES

Rates and Billings

6.01 Give complete details of present water service charges or taxes

including minimum charges, consumption allowed for minimum
charge (if metered), charges for different- service sizes or
classes, penalty or rebate provisions for delayed or prompt pay-
ments, basis of charges for public taps, etc. Are there any
special charges or discounts for government, military, charitable
and other special users? Who owns and maintains meters on service

connections?

6.02 Describe any changes in the rate schedules within the last ten
years.
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6.03 Describe any other charges to water customers, such as charges to

property owners for construction of new mains in. streets

adjoining such property, charges for fire hydrants installated
on public or privote property, meter and service connection

charges. Are any of; these treated as "capital receipts" in the

accounts?

6.04 Who is responsible for recommending and approving water tax

or rate changes? What is the procedure fcr making changes?
How long does it take to have changes approved and put into
effect?

Financial Results

6.05 Furnish balance sheets (or proforma balance sheets) as at the

close of each of the last three fiscal years in the form

shown in Annex 2.

6.06 Furnish income statementsl/ (or proforma income statements) for

each of the last three fiscal yearn, in the form shown in Annex 2.

6.07 For itemized operating costs, show on a separate table the

amounts budgeted for those years and for the current year

compared with the amounts actually spent. Describe the system
of budget authorization.

6.08 If possible furnish cash flow statements for the periods covered

by the income statements, in the form shown in Annex 3. The

purpose of this statement is to show for each year what funds

were needed and how they were provided; it should be derived

from and consistent with the statement in 6.05 and 6.06.

6.09 Itemize loans outstanding at date of latest balance sheet,

showing for each the date of issue, original amount, amount

now outstanding, currency in which payable, interest rate,

maturity or amortization provisions, holder (government,

banks,....), and any covenants req.uiring or limiting payment

of dividends, maintenance of working capital, issuance of debt

investment in fixed assets, etc.) Show short-term debt separately.

6.10 Equity - (the value of total assets less the total liabilities).

Under equity, please show separ:tely, if available, customers'

contribution, the amount contributed on a permanent basis by

any authority to the water agency (such as government grants

for public water supply systems), -as well as any amounts of

surplus arising from any revaluation or sale of fixed assets or

from any other source.

1/Sometimes called "Revenue Account" or "Profit & Loss Account".
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6.11 Describe purposes of and principles of allocations to all reserves.

6.12 Describe method of valuation of fixed assets. Describe any
revaluations which have been made during the last five. years.

6.13 Describe depreciation policy as applied to major categories
of assets.

6.14 Describe how unallocated stores (inventories) are priced and charged

to works. (See, Note a/ on Annex 1).

Receivables

6.15 Give an analysis of all accounts receivable (bills sent out but not

collected) at the end of the last three fiscal years, sho.,inw those
less than six months old, those between six and twelve months old,
and those over twelve months old. List any significantly largc
outstanding adcounts and provide some explanation for such accounts.

If applicable, give amount written off as bad debts during
each of the last three fiscal years.

6.16 Describe any substantial asset or liability included in the balance
sheets under"Other".

6.17 Describe any substantial non-operating income or expenses in the
income statements furnished.

6.18 Describe any occurrence since the date of the latest financial
statements that has materially altered the financial position
from that shown (e.g. tariff changes).

6.19 Summarize tax legislationapplicable to the water systems,
including the method of calculation for taxes, if any paid by the
systems (such as production or turnover taxes, income taxes,
property taxes), and the current rate of each.

6.20 Give details of insurance carried on fixed assets, inventories

(stores ), etc., showing amounts in force and types of risks
covered.

6.21 Describe any subsidies (direct or indirect) cr other payments
made to the water agency which are not included under previous
questions in this section.

6.22 Describe any funds derived from water revenues or water taxes
which have been transferred to .other accounts and used for other
purposes during the last three years and which have not been

fully covered under previous questions.



VII. FINANCIAL PLANNING

Financing Plan during the Construction Period

7.01 Give the proposed financing plan in the following form (for
the entire construction period):

Requirements for Funds

Project Construction 000

Interest during Construction 000
Other Interest and Debt Repayments 000
Other Construction (itemize) 000
Renewals and Replacements 1/ 000
Taxes, if applicable 000
Increase in Net Working Capital 2/ 000
Other (specify) 000

Total Requirements 000

Sources of Funds

Cash Generated from Operations 3/ 000
Government Grants (specify) 000
Customers' Contributions (specify) 000
Decrease in Net Working Capital 2/
(if applicable) 000
Other (specify) 4/ 000
Sub-total before Borrowings 000

Borrowings - IBRD or IDA 000
Other 000

Total Sources 000

NB: Allowance should be made for anticipated inflation in all future
projections.

1/ If not charged to operations (that is, not shown as expenses in the

income forecasts), or not shown under construction costs.
2/ "Net Working Capital" means the excess of current assets (including

cash)over current liabilities. -Provision should be made for working
cash, stocks and inventories, normal increases in accounts receivable,
and other current assets necessary to operate the system.

3/ Net income before taxes and interest and before charging depreciation.
4/ Proceeds of sales of fixed assets or other assets, etc.



Rate Schedule

7.02 Include any proposed new tariff in detail. Explain when it

will be put into effect and any future changes which are

anticipated.

Financial Forecasts

7.03 Provide a detailed breakdown of estimated water sold con-

sistent with 3.03 and revenues anticipated under the forecast

tariffs by years until three years after the proposed project

completion date. Revenues for service connections, meter

charges, etc., should be included under "Other Revenues".

Income from land leased to others,-etc., should be included

under "Non-operating Income".

7.04 Give detailed estimates of the annual costs of operating and

administering the system beginning now and continuing through

the first five years after the estimated construction completion

date. Include sample computations for each expense category.

Maintenance should include the cost of materials, equipment

and maintenance labor. Salaries should include the costs of

employees' benefits such as retirement, hospitalization, etc.

Administration should include the costs of insurance, legal

services, office equipment and supplies, etc. Items under

"other" should be itemized and explained. A miscellaneous or

contingency item is appropriate under "other". Include the

cost of any additional management or operating assitance.

7.05 From the estimates provided above, as well as from additional

estimates which may be necessary, compute an "Income Forecast"

in the form shown in Annex 3 for each year from the present until

three years after the estimated project completion date. Give

full details concerning any items not previously described

including:

i. Other Revenue
ii. Interest

iii. Depreciation
iv. Other Expenses
v. Non-Operating Income

vi. Taxes

7.06 If possible, from the financing plan and income forecasts, give

cash flow estimates for each year from the present until three

years after the estimated project completion date, following

the form shown in Annex 4. Give full details of assumptions

with respect to:
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i. Government grant and advances.
ii. Increase in long-term debt, including Government loans,

iii. Amortization of long-term debt.
iv. Increase or decrease in short-term debt.

7.07 Indicate any financing arrangements already completed. On the
basis of the last balance sheet of the water agency and the
foregoing forecasts, compute year-end balance sheets for the
first full fiscal year following completion of construction and
for the following three years. Give full details of assumptions
with respect to overall working capital requirements, including:

i. Level of cash required to maintain operations.
ii. Amount of receivables to be outstanding.

iii. Inventory requirements.
iv. Amount of accounts payable.
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ANNEX 2
Page 1 of 3 pages

BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS

Current Assets a!

Cash and Equivalentl/ 000

Receivables:
Accounts Receivable 000

000

Less Reserve for Bad Debts 000
000

Stocks and Inventories:
Chemicals 000

Pipes 000

Spare Parts and Supplies 000

Others.(Specify) 000
000

Other Assets (Specify) 000

Total Current Assets 000

Fixed Assets

Land 000

Buildings 000

Machinery and Equipment 000

Gross Fixed Assets in Operation 000

Less: Accumulated Depreciation 000

Net Fixed Assets in Operation 000

Investments c/ 000

Work in Progress- 000
Other (Specify) 000

Total Assets 000

a/ Include only items which are reasonably expected to be converted

into cash within the ensuing year in the ordinary course of business.

Receivables, loans and securities (other than government) not

expected to be liquidated within the year should be carried

under "Investments," regardless of marketability. Materials
earmarked for construction' and advance payments on equipment or

to contractors should be carried as Fixed Assets under "ork

in Progress"
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b/ Include short-term bank deposits and marketable government
securities.

c/ Besides the items mentioned in Note a/, "Work in Progress"
can include capitalized interest during construction and
engineering fees, insofar as these are not yet allocated
to specific fixed assets in service.
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BALANCE SHEET (continued)

LIABILITIES

Current LiabilitiesW

Accounts Payable b/ 000
Accrued Liabilities- 000
Short-term Debt (see 6.09) 000
Other (Specify) coo

Total Current Liabilities 000

Reserves (Specify) 000

Long-term Debt (See 6.09)

IDA or IBRD (if applicable) . 000
Other Debt (Specify) 000-

000

Equity (See 6.10)

If applicable:
Contribution of Administ ring Authority 000
Customers' Contribution-' 000

Revaluation Surplus 000
Other Capital Surplus 000
Earned Surplus 000

Total Equity 000

Total Liabilities and Equity 000

a/ Include all items due or expected to come due
within the ensuing year.

b/ Accrued expenses, interest, taxes, dividends declared, etc.
Itemize.

c/ May include connection fees, if the related costs have been also
capitalized under "Fixed Assets."



ANNEX 3

INCOME STATEMENT

Water Production (Physical Volume) 000
Water Sales (Physical Volume) 000
Total bills sent out: Number 000

Value 000
Total bills collected: Number Q00

: Value 000

Revenues from Billings - Water taxes 000
- Flat rate charges 000
- Metered charges 000

000

Other revenues (Specify) 000

Total Revenues 000

Less Operating Costs:
Power and Fuel 000
Chemicals 000
Maintenance 000
Salaries 000
Administration 000
Other 000
Depreciation 000

Total Operating Expenses 000
000

Net Income before Taxes and Interest:
Interest 000

Plus: Non-Operating Income (Specify) 000

Income before Taxes 000

Less Taxes (if applicable) 000

Net Income 000



ANNEX I

CASH FLOW (where supplied)

Sources of Funds

Net Income before taxes and interest 000

Depreciation 000

Total cash generated from operations 000

Non-Operating Incomde 000

Customers' c6ntributions 000

Increase in long-term debt:
IDA or IBRD - if applicable 000
Other (Specify) 000

Increase in short-term debt 000
Increase in other current liabilities 000
Decrease in current assets (other than cash) 000
Other (Specify) 000

Total sources 000

Application of Funds

1/
Investment in fixed assets:-

The project, if applicable 000

Other construction 000
Renewals and replacements 000

Interest on Loans:

Amortization:
IDA or IBRD - if applicable 000
Other long-term debt 000

Total interest and amortization (debt 000
service)

Taxes, if applicable 000
Decrease in short-term debt 000
Decrease in other current liabilities 000
Increase in current assets (other than cash) 000
Other (itemize) 000

Total application 000

Cash Surplus or deficit for year 000
Cash Balance at beginning of year 000
Cash Balance at end of year 000

l/ Interest during construction., if capitalized, can be

included here instead of under -"Interest on Loans".



FORM NO. 2tOC WORLD BANK OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM (Telegram, Cable, Telex)
IMPORTANT (PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS BELOW BEFORE TYPING FORM.)

Class of see: TELEX December 30, 1977

Telex No,: 680 440 F Originators Ext: 75343
12 10

0 START
HERE

1 TO CYRIL GOMELLA, SETUDE

CITY/COUNTRY PARIS, FRANCE

MESSAGE
NO.A PRIMO PRIERE NOUS ENVOYER D'URGENCE VOTRE CV.

4 SECONDO AU SUJET DE VOS HONORAIRES JE LE REGRETTE

5 INFINIMENT MAIS IL PARAIT QUE LE CHIFFRE JOURNALIER QUE

6 JE VOUS AI TRANSMIS A PARIS EST PLUS ELEVE QUE LA SOMME

7 QUE LA BANQUE EST CAPABLE DE PAYER. JE SUIS CERTAIN QUE

8 VOUS COMPRENEZ QU'UNE ORGANIZATION PUBLIQUE INTERNATIONALE

9 TELLES QUE LA BANQUE NE PEUT PAS OFFRIR DES HONORAIRES QUI

10 SONT AU MEME NIVEAU DE CEUX DU SECTEUR PRIVE. IL PARAIT

11 QUE LE CHIFFRE MAXIMUM QUE NOUS POURRIONS PRENDRE EN

12 CONSIDERATION SERAIT DE L'ORDRE DE DOLLARS 2000 POUR

13 COUVRIR VOS HONORAIRES ET VOS DEPENSES. EN PLUS LA BANQUE

14 VOUS PAYERA LE VOYAGE EN AVION. VEUILLEZ CONFIRMER PAR CABLE

SI CES TERMES VOUS SONT CONVENABLES. ENSUITE NOUS FERONS

16 LES PREPARATIFS AU SUJET DU BILLETD'AVION ET NOUS

PREPARERONS UN CONTRAT EN DUE FORME.

TERTIO VOUS INFORME QUE DR LACY SE FERA ASSISTER PAR

WADE MILLER ET RIP RICE POUR SA PRESENTATION. VOIR
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Atlas Copco AB
~IfflaCopco Group Headquarters

Mr R MacWilliam
Europe, Middle East and North Africa -- ~
Water Supply and Sewerage Division
World Bank -----
WASHINGTON D.C.

Your reference/Your letter Our reference -Stockholm

MI OL/TG 1977-12-16

Dear Mr MacWilliam,

A few years ago Atlas Copco was running a one-day seminar in
Washington D.C. dealing with construction projects in de-
veloping countries.

After consultation with some officials in the World Bank and
the Interamerican Development Bank we have concluded that so
many new elements have entered this subject that it would be
time for a new gathering. In cooperation with the Swedish
Embassy we are therefore pleased to invite you to participate
at a seminar along the following lines, and we would appreciate
it, if you could reserve Thursday February 9, 1973 in your
calendar.

The meeting will be at the Mayflower Hotel, from 9.30 a.m.
to (approx) 2.30 p.m., including lunch. Early morning coffee
will be served from 9.00 a.m.

We have felt it would be appropriate to concentrate on four
topics, labeled as follows:

Methods and techniques for extraction of underground
resources (mainly water and minerals).

Applications of "total cost" calculations.

8 Examples of infrastructure projects in various parts of
the world - problems, experiences, solutions. (Projects
to be discussed fall in the categories roads, railroads,
tunnels, airports, harbors, irrigation, and hydropower
projects.)

Postal addrea Street addres Teleph ne Cable Telex Bank
S-10523 Stockholm Sckla Industriag 3 08-24 3000 Atlascopco 19940 Skandinaviska
Sweden Nacka Stockholm copab s Enskilda Banken

Sweden Stockholm
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2

"Software" aspects on projects in developing countries -
- education, training, project planning, systems approach,
technical service, etc.

The subjects have not yet been hammered out in detail - your
suggestions and comments on the above outline would be much
appreciated.

After hearing from you and getting confirmation on your
preliminary interest, we plan to send you a brief background
of each of the subjects chosen to facilitate active participa-
tion from your end. At the seminar senior Atlas Copco staff
will introduce the subjects, but most of the time available
will be devoted to discussions. We hope you will be willing
to share your views, ask pertinent questions and contribute
cases, examples and problems.

Please mail the enclosed sheet to let us know of your interest
to participate. Any comments or suggestions you may wish to
make will be appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

ATLAS COPCO AB

International Office

Olle dqu'st

Encl Facts
Reply form
Addressed envelope

/
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Atlas Copco 1977
Atlas Copco, one of Sweden's major industrial companies, is also
one of the largest in the world engaged in modern compressed air
technique.

Although we have made our name as compressed air specialists,
we are actively engaged in many other fields as well. We usually
describe our specialization as "pressure energyo - the technique
of using gases or liquids to transfer energy and put it to useful
work.

As you might expect, most of our 1 000 or so products are
designed for compressed air. Some also incorporate hydraulics,
while others are fully hydraulic, e.g. certain rock drills. And we do
not hesitate to make use of other technologies to meet our
customers' requirements.

AMAL ATLAS COFC0 MAUGUIERE

Organisation of the Atlas Copco
EMAC ARPIC Group

The heart of the Group is the parent
company, Atlas CopcoAB, and the
three product companies MC T,
Airpower and Tools, together with
manufacturing units and associated
companies.

Group Management Berema AB, with three manufactur- Atlas Copco MCT AB. MCT (Mining
Group management, located at the ing units in Sweden. Manufactures and Construction Technique) has its
parent company Atlas Copco AB, is and markets motor drills and Head Office and main manufactur-
mainly concerned with strategic hydraulic truckmounted cranes. ing unit in Nacka, Stockholm. It
management and general group develops and manufactures Group
policy, as well as with financing, Monsun-Tison AB, with two work- consruct for the mining and
long-term planning, long-range shops in Sweden. Develops, manu-
research, and communications. factures and markets hydraulic MCT's operations are grouped into

At the parent company there is also components and systems. It also seven market-oriented units. Each is
a sales department for handling develops and manufactures pneu- responsible for its own budget, as
trade through state trade organiza- matic components. well as for product development,
tions and another for trade via production and marketing in its
distributors. The Product Companies particular field. These fields are:

These engage in product develop- 0 underground equipment, with the
Independent subsidiaries of Atlas ment, manufacture, sales support, manufacturing units Avos Works,
Copco AB are: etc. As required, they also assist the Eyra Works, Orminge Works in

sales companies with design and Sweden and Atlas Copco
Atlas Copco ABEM AB, Sundbyberg with the adaptation of products and Maschinen AG in Switzerland.
(Stockholm), which manufactures methods to meet the special needs 0 surface equipment, with the
indu trial rmeas hysinstruments, of customers. manufacturing unit Atlas Copcoindutril masuing nstumets.MCT, G.m.b.H., in Germany.



" contractor tools, with the manu- Atlas Copco Airpower N.V. air drills, screwdrivers and nutrun-
facturing units Jahrls Works and This company, with Head Office at ners, grinders, and riveting and
Dala Works, as well as Atlas its plant in Antwerp, manufactures chipping hammers. The range also
Copco (Manufacturing) Ltd in and markets piston and rotary screw includes finishing equipment,
Great Britain. compressors, portable as well as pneumatic components and auto-

* drill steel equipment - Sandvik stationary, and equipment for matic systems, air motors, hoists
Coromant. installation, such as air dryers, and air line accessories.

* rock drills, manufactured in Nacka, aftercoolers and control equipment
Stockholm. for automatic operation. Airpower is

also responsible for Atlas Copco Sales Companies
* exploration equipment, - Atlas equipment for lake restoration, ice

Copco Craelius AB and subsidi- prevention and the containing of oil Atlas Copco is represented on the
aries. spills on water (,,bubble barriers). market in 40 countries by its own

* compressors, manufactured at sales companies. Each has a local
the Sickla Works. This unit works Atlas Copco Tools AB sales and service organization, and
in close collaboration with Atlas This, the Group's product company in some cases also manufacturing
Copco Airpower on certain types for industrial technique, is located units.
of compressors. adjacent to its major manufacturing In another 85 countries the Group's

unit in Stockholm. The company products and techniques are
manufactures and markets marketed through distributors.
airpowered industrial tools such as

Th Atlas Copco Group
- invoicing and orders over five years.

4000 -
mill. SKr

Orders received
3000 -- Invoiced sales

2000-

1000o-

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

-I H 1 I

Addresses Board of Directors Appointed by the employees: Goran Lundborg
Bo Henning Deputy Managing Director

Group Headquarters: Elected by shareholders Manufacture and technology

Atlas CopcoAB, S-10523 Stockholm, Peter Wallenberg Per-Erik Nyholm Sven-Ingvar Svensson
Sweden. Phone 08-24 30 00. Chairman Bngnar Berthelsen Deputy Managing DirectorSween.Phne 8-4300.Kurt-Allan Belfrage (Deputy) Marketing - West

Product Companies: Deputy Chairman Kjell Nordstrom Bo Gyllenberg
Atlas Copco MCT AB, Fack, Henry N Sporborg (Deputy) Production Director

S-102 60 Stockholm 4, Sweden. Jan Hellner Director, R&D

Phone 08-24 30 00. Axel Iveroth Group Manage- Rolf Lahnhagen
Atlas Copco Airpower N.V., Boomse Erik Johnsson ment Committee Personnel Director

AtasCpc iroerN.,Bome Sture Odner Rune Back
Steenweg 957, B-2610 Wilrijk, If Brntt Tom Wachtmeister Managing Director
Belgium. Phone 031-87 68 70. Ulf-C Bratt Managing Director Atlas Copco MCT AB

Curt G Olsson Bengt Andersson Ivan Akerman
Atlas Copco Tools AB, Fack, Tom Wachtmeister Deputy Managing Director Managing Director
S-104 60 Stockholm 20, Sweden. Managing Director Finance, Administration Atlas Copco Airpower N.v.

Phone 08-44 99 20. Einar Liwendahl Theo Dietz
Deputy Managing Director Managing Director
Marketing - East Atlas Copco Tools AB
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Mr. John M. Kalbermatten, CPSVP December 15, 1977

L.W. Barker, Training Officer, EDC

Daniel Okun. Manpower Development and Training in the Water Sector.
Responsibilities of the World Bank. PU Report No. 28, June 1977.

1. You asked for my comments on this report and in particular for
any supplementary observations that I might have on Mr. Francis Letlm's
maeorandum dated September 14th, 1977.

2. Mr. Lethem's comments on the report are succinct, objective and,
in the main, I agree with them. However, whereas the report does, perhaps,
quote currently fashionable themes relating to the need for appropriate
technologies and "promoters" for rural water supply projects, might it
not equally be fashionable to conclude, as the memorandum does, that the
report reveals nothing that the Bank has not already considered? Assuming
this to be accurate and that the Regional Divisions take heed of the report,
it is surely no bad thing to have the collective thinking of relevant Bank
staff on these key issues incorporated between the covers of a single document.

3. Mr. Lethan's point about water sector training requirements
being fundamentaly different from those of any other sector, is well
made. Water seetor managers and specialists seem curiously unable or
unwilling to make capital of this fact, preferring to be regarded, it seems,
as the "silent service". But the water sector is not so much special because
it needs good managers, and a variety of specialists who can deal with the
problems of water, Of the features which distinguish the water sector from
other sectors, those which generate the most prevalent managerial problems
would appear to include:

(a) the nature of the work which tends to scatter the work force
in small groups throughout the area of supply;

(b) the capital intensity of the sector, with a higher ratio of capital
investment per employee than most if not all other sectors.

(c) the bulk of the assets are buried beneath the ground and, not
infrequently, are inadequately mapped;

(d) the dilemma as to whether water is a public health service or
one which provides a product to consumers on demand and at an
economic price;

(e) the imbalance which exists between the status of water supply on
the one hand and sewerage/sewage disposal on the other;

(f) the constraints which tend to hamper the introduction of modern
business methods, caused by the influence of lay management
bodies and supervisory boards;
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The report could perhaps have done more in identifying these features
and distilling from them the implications for manpower development and
training.

4. Bank water project staff indeed need to know how to identify
training needs and make realistic proposals for the design and implementation
of training programs. Assuming their competency to do this, there remains
the problem of allocating adequate time to full mission schedules to enable
the investigations to be made and the data to be collected, if this exists.
The fragmentation of the workforce particularly in the neglected area of
operations and maintenance militates against this and accounts, presumably,
for the observation that the training component tends to be considered by
the appraisal team, "on the way to the airport".

5. These and other areas for strengthening the Bank's future attention
to and provision of,,manpower development and training in the water sector
will form the substance of the session on this subject at the forthcoming,
and timely, Water Supply Training Course you have arranged for January 1978.

6. In conclusion the report's assertation that the usefulness of a
water sector training specialist located within the Education Department
will unavoidably be limited, requires some qualification. The availability of
one such specialist is (hopefully) an advance on the situat on that existed
pre - July 1977, and the extent of the operational services that one man
can provide to the six Regional Divisions, and others, will perforce be
limited wherever he may be located.

Cleared with & cc: E.A. Chittleburgh.
cc: Messrs Aklilu, Letham



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 21, 1977

FROM: John M. Kalberma (Water and Wastes Adviser, EWTDR)

SUBJECT: Ad Hoc Working Group on Rural Water Supply
Meeting of November 2 and 3 in New York 1/

Ad Hoc Panel Working Group Adjournment

The Working Group met to consider the Task Force report which

recommended the establishment of an inter-agency mechanism to improve

the coordination and promotion of rural water supply activities under-

taken by the participating institutions.

A couple of days prior to this meeting, Dr. Mahler, Director-

General, WHO, addressed a memo to some but not all agencies represented

on the Panel recommending another alternative.

Partially as a result of this initiative, the initial discus-

sions during the meeting did not only lack focus, as has been the custom,

but turned at times acrimonious. Finally at the request of the Chairman,

each participating organization was requested to state its reaction to the

Task Force proposals.

UNDP and IDRC, in general, supported the Task Force proposals,

while UNICEF, the Bank, WHO, and FAO, expressed reservations. The Bank

and WHO further indicated they would not participate in the mechanism

proposed by the Task Force. Both had an opportunity to explain their posi-

tion (for details, see Mr. Rovani's memo to Mr. McNamara and Dr. Mahler's memo

both attached) and, in particular, the possibility of providing other agen-

cies an opportunity to participate in the formulation and execution of the

Bank/WHO Cooperative Program activities.

In the course of the discussion, UNICEF suggested that WHO ela-

borate the proposals contained in Dr. Mahler's memo in consultation with

the Bank, and present it to the agencies participating.in the Working

Group by letter or through individual contacts. This was accepted by the

participants and the Working Group adjourned sine die. It was decided that

the amounts remaining in the Trust Fund under WHO administration (about

$79,000) should be frozen and that WHO should submit to participating agen-

cies an audited statement as of December 31 of this year.

Cooperative Program Staffing.

Some Working Group participants expressed strong doubts as to the

capacity of WHO staff to undertake the work described by 
WHO and Bank. These

1/ This memorandum should be read against the background of Mr. Rovani's

memorandum of October 27 to Mr. McNamara, reviewing the history of the.

Working Group, summarizing and reacting to the recommendations of the

Task Force and outlining a proposed position for the Bank representa-

tives at the November meeting.



Files - 2 - November 21, 1977

doubts have been expressed before not only by the Working Group but by Bank

staff as well. While in New York and afterwards, during Dr. Dieterich's

visit to the Bank, I discussed with him the staffing of the Cooperative

Program. Dr. Dieterich tentatively agreed to major modifications which 
were

discussed with and approved by Mr. Rovani. According to our formal agreement,

five of the present C. P. staff members, namely, Messrs. Jackson, Schultzberg,

Laugeri, Vogel and Tomassi, would remain with the program. 
All the others

would be assigned elsewhere. To complement these five we agreed to help

WHO in a search for an economist and three financial analysts. Successful

identification and hiring of these four would bring the Cooperative Pro-

gram's staff strength to nine which, together with the 
two decentralized

positions (Mr. Gunter Heyland in New Delhi and one as yet unidentified

individual with PAHO) represent the full authorized strength of eleven posi-

tions.

Mar del Plata Follow Up

During the Working Group discussions, the on-going C. P. program

reflecting Mar del Plata follow-up activities was explained in detail to

convince the participants of the need to look at rural water supply as a

component of the water supply and sanitation sector. While the discussions

were lengthy and both the advantages and disadvantages of the approach 
were

argued vehemently, unanimity was not reached, as again 
UND? and IDRC believe

that rural water supply should be treated in isolation.

Subsequently, Messrs. Rovani, Dieterich and I agreed to explore

further the possibility of assigning C. P. staff to Washington for Mar del

Plata follow-up work.

Attachments

cc and cleared with: Mrs. Boskey (IRDDR)

cc: Messrs. Baum, Rovani

JMKalbermatten:mk



WORLD BANK / IN TRNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFF E MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McN ra DATE: October 27, 1977

Through: Mr. Warren C. Baum /

FROM: Yves Rovani4

SUBJECT: The Ad Hoc Working Group on Rural Water Supply

1. The Ad Hoc Working Group on Rural Water Supply was set up in

1974 by five agencies (WHO, UNDP, UNICEF, IDRC and IBRD) to identify

actions needed to promote investment in rural water 
supply and to ensure

coordination between interested agencies.l/

2. In its three years of existence the Group has not produced any

significant results. It has been badly affected by internal tensions, due

to distrust of WHO by the other agencies. It began work with what has

proven to be an erroneous concept, namely that 
technology diffusion was the

principal sector constraint and therefore 
that the successful CGIAR model

was relevant. About two years ago, at a meeting in Geneva at which 
a wide

variety of institutions and both developed and developing 
country govern-

ments were represented, the Group presented a proposed program of 
training,

information dissemination and research which had 
been developed by WHO on

its behalf. The program envisaged a global network of centers which 
would

develop specific projects suitable for funding by governments, development

banks or other sources. The potential donor agencies represented at the

meeting, while recognizing the need for accelerated 
provision of rural water

supply, rejected the proposed "network 
of centers" approach. The Bank con-

curred with this view.

3. Subsequently, with the idea of demonstrating to 
donors the kinds

of projects which would deserve support, 
a few pilot exercises were launched:

WHO organized a workshop in Africa; the Bank employed 
a consultant to make

case studies of country rural water programs; and 
IDRC prepared an outline

of an information system. However, by any reasonable standard the activi-

ties and achievements have been minimal, and there has been growing 
res-

tiveness and dissatisfaction within the Group. A consensus was reached that,

while inter-agency coordination and collaboration was 
desirable, the Group

as constituted and functioning was not successful. As a final effort, the

Group therefore established a Task Force to recommend 
a more effective

approach to collaboration.

4. Next Wednesday, November 2, the Group will meet for the last time,

to consider the recommendations of the Task Force. These recommendations

envisage the creation of a new inter-agency mechanism, and 
would, if accepted,

involve the Bank in: membership in a Steering Committee of contributing

agencies (initially the five members of 
the Group) meeting three times an-

nually; an annual contribution by each agency of about $130,000 
in support

of a Service Unit of four staff, located in WHO HQ in Geneva but independent

of WHO; and a moral commitment to provide staff support 
to the Service Unit.

1/ Subsequently, its area of concern was extended 
to include "urban

fringes", but its emphasis has been 
almost entirely on the rural

subsector.



Mr. Robert S. McNamara - 2 - October 27, 1977

5. We believe that the Bank should not agree to these proposals.
The creation of yet another new mechanism is unlikely to be the most
cost-effective way of achieving results and the proposed Service Unit
would lack the "critical mass" necessary to have an impact on the sector.
Furthermore, the problems of rural water supply should no longer be viewed
in isolation but rather in the context of the HABITAT and U. N. Water
Conference resolutions which called for: provision of safe water and sani-
tation to everybody by 1990; countries to prepare, by 1980, national pro-
grams to meet this objective; the period 1980-90 to be designated the
Drinking Water Decade; and international organizations and developed coun-
tries to assist in the preparation and implementation of the programs to
meet the decade goals. The Bank's most appropriate and effective role is
in the support of this global effort, including within it, however, a spe-
cial focus on the neglected rural and urban fringe areas, which would be
in keeping with the Bank's objectives of focussing on the needs of the
urban and rural poor.

6. We are presently working on alternative proposals which we will
outline, in tentative form, at the November 2 Group meeting, in order to
determine whether there is any support for them. We will make it clear
that these proposals have not yet been discussed with Bank management and
do not have their endorsement. The general principles underlying the pro-
posals are likely to be:

(a) The promotion of investments in rural water supply should be
dealt with as one specific component of the U. N. Water Con-
ference resolution, rather than separately.

(b) The Group should recognize WHO's responsibility and mandate for
the monitoring of progress in the provision of water supply and
sanitation, and should entrust this function to WHO rather than
set up a new unit.

(c) The Bank's experience in project lending and in sector analysis
gives it a comparative advantage in assisting countries to plan
strategies and programs in preparation for the 1980-90 decade.

Provision of this assistance may require some regrouping of staff
within the Bank. Follow-up would be by the IBRD/WHO CP staff
(some of whom will be decentralized to WHO's regional offices
during the coming year to improve their operational efficiency).

(d) Some inter-agency mechanism will be required to coordinate acti-
vities, oversee progress, and act as a point of contact for poten-
tial donors.

(e) Whatever mechanisms are finally adopted, there must be an injec-
tion of more resources into this effort if it is to command
credibility.



Mr. Robert S. McNamara - 3 - October 27, 1977

7. If the meeting is responsive to these tentative proposals we will
prepare a detailed paper for Bank management approval and subsequent dis-
cussion with the interested agencies. The reasons for bringing the matter
to your attention at this stage are that:

(a) Mr. Mahler may refer to this matter when you see him at the ACC
meetings next week.

(b) Mr. Hopper and others who promoted the Group may be disappointed
at hearing our position (since they are concerned to minimize WHO
influence over future action) and may wish to know our reasons.

cc and cleared with: Mrs. Boskey

cc: Messrs. Kalbermatten, Middleton

YRovani/SBoskey/JMKalbermatten/RNMiddelton:mk
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27 October 1977

To : Mr Bradford Morse

Administrator, UNDP

From : Director-General, WHO

Subject : Cooperative action for the implementation of the Mar del

Plata resolution on drinking~ water supply and sanitation

I am enclosing WHO's present reflections on this subject.

It would seem to me that we first 
of all have to address ourselves

to the following key questions:

1. Do we agree with the premise that 
we must move on a

much broader frontthan hitherto conceived 
of?

2. Do we agree to strengthening existing 
mechanisms

rather than creating a new and independent 
unit?

3. Do we agree to engage in a joint 
memorandum which

would be negotiated along the lines of the 
organiza-

tional arrangements proposed with or 
without modifi-

cations which some of the organizations 
may wish to

make?

4. Do we agree to a key role of the 
Resident Representa-

tive of UNDP and UNDP chairmanship 
of the high level

standing committee referred to under item 
3.2.(d).(iv)?

If we generally agree to answer these 
questions positively then we

should instruct our representatives at 
the forthcoming Ad Hoc Working Group

meeting accordingly.

H. Mahler, M.D.

... Enclosure
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RESOLUTION ON DRINKING WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

(A proposal made in response to the recommendation for the setting up of

new mechanisms by the Ad Hoc Working Group on Rural Potable Water Supply

and Sanitation)

1. During its existence, the Ad Hoc Working Group has focussed attention on

the problem of rural potable water supply and sanitation and has contributed

to the awareness in all agencies that existing programmes in this field need

strong reorientation towards the populations most in need.

An important and welcome recommendation of the Ad Hoc Working Group is

that coordination and cooperation of international agencies at the country level

must be strengthened, and that the RRUNDP should become an essential instrument

not only for this improved coordination and cooperation but also for more effi-

cient inter-action with government in (i) stimulating national action; (ii)

planning inputs from international agencies, and (iii) liaison and coordination

with bilateral agencies relative to the Mar del Plata target for rural water

supply and sanitation.

However, the recommendations made by the Task Force are considered insuf-

ficient because:

(i) only a few countries would benefit whereas the Mar del Plata resolu-

tion calls for wide-spread action during the preparatory phase (1978-1980)

of the proposed International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade;

(ii) focus on needy groups requires a broad approach to the Mar del Plata

target; this is ignored;

WHO 27/10



(iii) a new mechanism, in the form of an independent Service Unit is

proposed, instead of building on existing collaborative mechanisms to

meet the international water decade targets;

(iv) no funding commitments for country operations have been assured.

2. In the following paragraphs, proposals are made which are believed (i)

to be more practical than those made by the AHWG, and (ii) would contribute

to the current efforts to streamline the efficiency of the UN system (including

efforts made in the UNDP Task Force).

3. WHO Proposals

3.1 Obectives:

To strengthen technical collaboration between inter-governmental agencies

and Member States in implementing the Mar del Plata target for water supply

and sanitation in as many countries as possible, through strengthened coordina-

tion and cooperation at the country, regional and global level.

The specific objectives to be pursued would be as follows:

(a) At the country level

(i) A substantial acceleration of development through national decision-

making and political commitment, and more effective national participation

in any required technical cooperation.

(ii) Coordination and joint efforts of the international agencies at the

country level with a key role assigned to the RRUNDP.

(iii) Through this mechanism at the country level, to collaborate with

governments specifically in formulation of national policies and programmes,



including the setting of targets both nation-wide and for the most needy

populations; identification and preparation of projects for both internal

and external funding; strengthening of institutional and managerial base,

mobilization of self-reliance and community participation; the development

of manpower; and the application of appropriate technology.

(b) At the WHO Regional Level

(i) To build up capacity in the WHO Regional Offices to provide technical

support to the RRUNDP.

(ii) To monitor progress at the national and regional levels and liaise

with other agencies.

(iii) Liaison between WHO Regional Offices and the Regional Economic

Commissions in view of their role with respect to follow-up on the Mar

del Plata Action Plan as a whole.

(c) At the Global Level

(i) Global political stimulation.

(ii) Continuous monitoring of needs and progress achieved towards

the global target and maintenance of permanent liaison with the other

concerned international agencies.

(iii) Convening of annual consultative meetings of all those concerned

with a view to disseminating the information obtained through monitoring,

stimulating increased flow of financial and other resources, and formu-

lating mutually accepted development policies, criteria and approaches.



3.2 Organizational arrangements

(a) General

It would be proposed that the major international agencies (presumably

FAO, IBRD, UNDP, UNICEF, WHO) hereinafter referred to as the participat-

ing agencies enter into a joint memorandum of understanding and agree

on the arrangements and actions outlined above. The memorandum should be

very flexible and allow for changes and expansion.

(b) At the Country Level

(i) To make technical cooperation effective it is indispensable that

governments establish inter-ministerial task forces or committees as

appropriate which would assume responsibility not only for the formulation

and implementation of national programmes but also for international tech-

nical cooperation (they would follow the Country Health Programming model

whereby nationals are responsible for the development of programmes).

(ii) In the light of the considerable number of national agencies

involved the RRUNDP will be requested to interact with governments speci-

fically on the subject of water supply and sanitation with a view to the

following:

- general liaison for stimulating political awareness, interest

and commitment

- liaison with bilateral and other international agencies

(iii) The participating agencies,-through designated representatives and

the WHO representatives, will consult regularly with the inter-ministerial



task forces or committees referred to in (i) above to ensure the widest

possible coordination of international inputs into national programme

development and implementation, and effective dissemination of relevant

information to other international agencies at the country level.

(iv) Specific programmes or activities of technical cooperation would

be executed by the individual agencies according to their normal proce-

dures but would be coordinated through the mechanism described in (iii)

above.

(c) At the Regional Level -

(i) The regional organizations of the participating agencies would

continue to function in accordance with their procedures and policies in

executing specific technical cooperation activities following the outcome

of country level coordination as described in (b).(iv) above.

(ii) In the case of WHO Regional Offices, they would in addition provide

logistic and technical support services to the RRUNDP in the discharge

of his functions as outlined in (b) above. Where the Regional Offices

lack capacity, it would be understood that they be supported from resources

available at the WHO global level (reference: Organizational Changes in

EHE/HQ).

(iii) WHO Regional Offices would furthermore assume the additional role,

in consultation with the regional organizations of the other participating

agencies, of liaising and presenting the subject of water supply and sani-

tation vis-a-vis the Regional Economic Commissions which are given a

major role in the overall follow-up on the total Mar del Plata Action Plan.



(iv) As part of the functions described in (iii) 
above, the WHO Regional

Offices would also assume a monitoring function 
relative to the implemen-

tation of the Mar del Plata Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation 
target

at the regional level.

(d) At the Global Level

(i) The Director-General of WHO, on behalf of the 
Executive Heads of

all of the participating agencies, would invite, at least once a year,

all agencies concerned, including Banks, multi- and bilateral 
agencies,

inter-governmental agencies and NGO's, to attend a consultative 
meeting

for the purpose of global political stimulation, 
reviewing progress and

stimulating the flow of financial and other resources 
to identified

programmes and projects. The participation of governments of the 
dev-

eloping countries in these meetings is indispensable.

(ii) The Group for Global Promotion and Coordination, 
which will be

established within EHE/HQ (under the new organization plan) 
will carry

out global monitoring of progress, identify 
problems and issues for dis-

cussion by the consultative meeting referred to under 
(i) above. The

Group will serve these meetings but should 
not be regarded as a formal

secretariat.

(iii) The Group's task includes of course the permanent 
and systematic

contact and liaison with the other agencies between the annual meetings.

(iv) This Group would also be the link on water supply 
and sanitation

matters to the United Nations Centre for Natural Resources, Energy 
and

Transport, which serves as the CNR's secretariat.



(v) The participating agencies would establish a standing committee

which would periodically review and provide guidance concerning the

implementation of the joint memorandum of understanding. It may be

advantageous if UNDP were to assume chairmanship of this committee in

view of the key role of the RRUNDP as well as the overall developments

in the UN system (UNDP Task Forces).

3.3 Specific Actions by WHO

The following will make a major contribution to the implementation of the

proposal:

(i) The WHO, together with IBRD, is in the process of undertaking a

"rapid assessment" of countries' prepareniess for the Decade. This acti-

vity would be a major starting point for the cooperation described in

the above proposal. It would furthermore identify specific technical

cooperation activities which should be undertaken between now and the

beginning of the Decade and which would need support or funding by the

participating agencies, and other concerned agencies.

(ii) The IBRD and WHO would invite the other participating agencies

to take part systematically in the IBRD/WHO Cooperative Programme, par-

ticularly the periodic planning of programme activities and in follow-up

activities.

(iii) Another major contribftion to launch this joint arrangement would

come from the WHO/UNICEF JCHP study "Water Supply and Sanitation Compo-

nents of Primary Health Care".

(iv) Furthermore, the Secretary-General of the UN has agreed that WHO



assume the lead function for the in-depth study regarding the implica-

tions of the Mar del Plata Resolution II on Drinking Water Supply and

Sanitation, to be presented to the forthcoming special session of the

CNR in June 1978 and it would be most desirable to point out in that

study that the major agencies concerned are taking measures to join

forces.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: October 19, 1977

FROM: Richard N. Middleton, Senior Sanitary Engineer (EWTDR)

SUBJECT: Pipelines - State-of-the-Art Paper
Bookman-Edmonston Engineering Inc.

On October 18, 1977 I discussed the progress of this study with
Messrs. Langley (Vice President) and Cannon (responsible for report pre-
paration). Mr. Cannon was in Washington to conduct further interviews
with water supply staff as input into the paper. The following points
were agreed.

- Some slippage has occurred in report preparation, mainly
because of non-availability of Bank staff. However,
Bookman-Edmonston will still endeavour to have a first
draft ready by mid-November. This will be sufficiently
polished to use as teaching material for the January
1978 Water Supply Training Course.

- Bookman-Edmonston will submit as soon as possible an outline
for a one-day seminar during the course. If it appears that
a longer presentation (say, 1-1/2 days) would be desirable, they
will indicate this, together with an expanded outline, but they
should not count on being allocated more than one day.

- Bookman-Edmonston will submit an estimate for supply of the
report bibliography (which is fairly extensive) to the Water
Supply Library.

- The deadline for completion of the report may need to be extended,
depending on the reactions during the seminar and the amount of
rewriting or insertion of new material required; this will be
further discussed at the time.

cc: Messrs. Kalbermatten, Bharier (EWTDR)

RNMiddleton: jbe



September 26, 1971

Mr. A. C. Chturtedi
Cbairan, nironaments DL-vison
lnstitutiqn of Enginers (IndIin)
316 3-park Roed, Luoknov 226001
India

iear Mr. Chaturvedi:

Thank you for sendin7 us your tvo-vlume report etitlad 'Control
of ;nacouate4-for Water' , whieh we 4aye now raceived and reviewed. We find

your report provides couSidereble information about the problvns of unee-
aountv-for water in projects finunceu by the World 3ank.

Ufortuaately, howewer, our ciO>ncuSiOn i that four report dos not

meat ta6 requirennts apelld4 out in your ters-of-refereaee. These terms-

of-referonce (copy attuehol) gave you the specifie assi Vaent of preparin4
u manual on the coutrol of unacco-nted-for vater, a manual which would draw
on the fund of Letawulated eXporienee and vouli be a practieal document of

immediate operationotl uxi. Xn p rticular it was specified that y:u klake

reemmeqdat ions on.

a Atandard definition of 'a=eoxted-for water' and levels
OA nnaccouinted-for water' whicti <an eonomcally be aGhieved

b. specific essures to reJuve waste water aMd the casts and
:,erits of theae me-axre-a

c. specific m.*asures to improve the coliectiao of revenqes

4. the justification for metering anM methodw of asanly-ig anl
tzirtiiz- its effeCtiVeftesS and

e. terms-of-refernce for astdies of control of aascunted-for
water.

'ivan your lon, discuasion with Dank staff, extensive information
you nave alreAy Fathered, and your own baekiroun end experi*4ee, we aro
naturally disappointed that you have not been able to organire thi. infor-
nation so as to pro4uce the manual we requsted. We therafore prepose that

you prodtte tb. auaal by Nirrr.er 30, 197T, on the clear =derstaning that
this revision and recasting of your work would not entail further expenses

or fees to be pA for by the orld Bank. Pilese let ns know by return whot-aer
you grete to Io tbis.



Mr. A. C. Chaturvdi -2- Septembwr 2, 1917

leauvtile, we havt approved for p.Aynwt your statemets of fees and
expenses to date, azd you a1oud soon be receiving reimbursewmet for these.

Yours sIuoerely,

Joahn ll. albrattexi
Water and Wastes Adviser

Znergy, Wter and Teleosowzuaicntions Departaent

Attaickeat

ec: Messrs. Rovami, Warford (EWTD-R)
e. Stone (PJEA4 R)

RNmddleton: .Ju4r/4b*



September 23, 1977

Professor Donald Lauria
601 Tinkerbell Road
Chapel Hill, Iorth Carolina 2T514

Dear Don:

Many thanks for your letter of September 15 setting out the
procedures for field testing of the model. I have passed two copies of
it to Svcn Sandstrom, the leader of the Egypt urban mission; he in turn
will pass one copy to John Kirke, the municipal engineer on the mission.
John will, I hope, be able to arrange for spare copies of this data
(vhich is all part of the information he should in any case be assembling
during preappraisal) to be available for you when you pass through London
in late October.

In due course I will also be discussing the requirements with
Tony Pellegrini, who will be going to Manila in October, and I hope this
may lead to resurrection of fieldwork in the Philippines.

The paper has at last been printed, and is being distributed
throughout the water supply divisions. I enclose ten copies for your own
use, please let me know if you would like some more.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Richard N. Middleton
Senior Sanitary Engineer

Energy, Water and Telecommunications Department

Enclosures

RNMi eton:jbe



Members of Sewerage Task Group:
Messrs. Pettigrew (Chairman), Bruestle, Cuellar, September 15, 1977

Rasmusson, L. V. Chang, Serdahely

A. Saravanapavan (AEPEW)

Proceedings of the Third National Conference on Sludge Management Disposal
and Utilization

1. 1 attended the conference last year, December 14-16, and only
received the proceedings this month!

2. The papers are of special interest because they are presented
against the background of EPA policy as developed under the "Marine
Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972," that ocean disposal of
municipal sludges is to be phased out by 1981. For the developing countries,
therefore, a substantial part of the research presented here in recycling
of sludge as fertilizer or feedstuffs will be of great interest.

2. As this is the only copy of the proceedings, please have it hand-
carried to the next member on the list who is not away on mission.
Please send in your comments to Mr. Pettigrew and indicate if you wish to
have a meeting to discuss the report.

Attachment

cc: Kalbermatten

ASaravanapavan:amb

AEP & Div. Files



AT I' N' F'Z s V' /aI #f /(m d 11(
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR NTERNATINA F

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Christopher R. Willoughby, Director, TRP DATE: September 14, 1977

FROM: Miguel E. Martinez
Senior Economist, TRP

SUBJECT: Alternative Concepts of Marginal Cost for Public Utilities Pricing:
Problems of Applications in the Water Supply Sector

1. I have reviewed the above paper and the comments that follow refer

to
(a) the relationship between the paper and the research proposal

submitted in March 1974 and

(b) the analysis and conclusions of the paper.

2. (a) Relationship between the paper and the original research proposal

My impression is that the paper does not fully correspond to the original

research proposal. The main objective of the paper is " ... to clear up ambiguity

in the definition of marginal cost in the water supply sector." While this is an

interesting and useful objective, it is much more narrow than the objective of the

research proposal which was: " ... to seek approaches to decide upon pricing policies

based on economic principles which recognize constraints set by:

a. Low availability of information (e.g., as regards demand

elasticities);

b. uncertainty;

c. income distribution;

d. technical and cost limitations to accurate metering;

e. externalities (e.g., health benefits in water supply);

f. financial and fiscal objectives;

g. institutional factors (e.g., what the institutions can be

practically expected to accomplish; the problems of billing, etc.)"

Furthermore, it was stated that the general approach would consist of an exam-

ination of the trade-offs between efficiency and the various constraints and ob-

jectives listed in (a) to (g) above and it was also expected to test the principles

so derived in concrete situations (case studies).

3. In my opinion the paper has not met those objectives. It starts with a

general discussion about the problems of implementing marginal cost pricing and
then presents alternative definitions of marginal cost and discusses the results



Mr. Christopher R. Willoughby,
Director, TRP

- 2 - September 14, 1977

obtained through simulation in nine hypothetical cases. It is a paper on

the definition of marginal costs rather than on the trade-offs between

economic efficiency and the other objectives listed above.

4. A proper definition of marginal costs is fundamental for a proper

analysis of the trade-offs, so, in my opinion, the paper can be considered

as an important step toward the fulfillment of the research proposal, but

the study of those trade-offs and the testing of the principles so derived

in concrete situations have still to be done.

5. (b) The analysis and conclusions of the paper

The first part of the paper deals with the problems of application

of marginal cost pricing in the water supply sector. This is an interesting

discussion which draws on the general principles of marginal cost pricing in

public enterprises. Some of the main ideas there developed were already con-

tained in two documents issued at about the same time the research proposal

was presented: Urban Water Supply and Sewerage Pricing Policy (PU Report 
No.

PUNll of March 1974) and Economic Evaluation of Public Utilities Projects

(PU Report No. GAS10 of September 1974) and some others have been developed

in recent papers: Economic Evaluation and Financing of Sewerage Projects

(PU Report No. GAS13 of February 1977) and Shadow Pricing and Evaluation of

Public Utility Projects (PU Report No. GAS14 of April 1977).

6. Some .of the ideas have been elaborated upon a little further than

in these papers, but my general impression is that the analysis is too 
des-

criptive and that to produce results useful from an operational 
point of view

a more in-depth study of the trade-offs between the conflicting objectives 
of

the pricing policy would be required. A possible approach might be to elaborate

along the lines suggested by Turvey in his book, "Economic Analysis and Public

Enterprises" (Rowman and Littlefield, 1971) supplemented by case- studies.

7. The second and third parts of the paper dealt with alternative def-

initions of marginal cost and their performance in a simulation. Strict appli-

cation of MC pricing (TMC using the paper's definition) would lead to prices

equal to short run marginal cost until capacity is 
reached, when price would

increase to ration consumption. This increase in price will signal the need

for increases in capacity. After the increase in capacity, allocating efficiency

requires prices to be reduced to short run marginal 
cost. To avoid these fluc-

tuations in prices, three alternative definitions of marginal cost 
which include

not only the short run marginal cost but also some cost component 
for future

increases in system capacity are proposed in the paper and defined as: TLRIC,

PWISC and AIC. A compromise between allocative efficiency and price volatility

is implicit in these definitions of marginal cost. Their common feature is a

welfare loss in the short run when there is excess capacity (prices 
are set

above short run marginal cost), in order to obtain a more stable price over.

time.

8. One important aspect which is missing in the discussion is 
the theo-

retical foundation for the alternative definition of marginal cost. For example,

if price volatility is not a constraint, optimal 
pricing requires that prices be



Mr. Christopher R. Willoughby
Director, TRP

- 3 - September 14, 1977

set equal to TMC. While if it is required that a uniform price be charged
during a considerable period of time, Anderson and Turvey 11 have proposed
that the pricing rule that will maximize the present worth of willingness-
to-pay for the product less the present worth of all cost is to set prices
equal to TLRIC. It is not clear which are the theoretical foundations of
PWISC and AIC and how the different definitions compare in terms of the
short run welfare loss that they implied when compared with TMC, or in other
words which are the costs (in terms of welfare losses because of the con-
straint of minimizing price volatility), associated with the use of TLRIC,
PWISC and AIC.

9. In Part III the four definitions of marginal cost previously pre-
sented are used to compute the corresponding marginal cost in nine hypothetical
situations. Assuming that price is equal to marginal cost, the performance of
each definition is analyzed in terms of price and revenue variability, total
amount of revenue generated, and deviations from TMC. This is an interesting
mathematical exercise, but the results are seriously limited by the assumption
that demand is completly- inelastic. If that assumption holds, demand is inde-
pendent of the pricing system and there is not an allocation of resources problem,
which is precisely the problem that the authors attempt to solve through alter-
native definitions of marginal cost. The trade-off between allocative efficiency
and price volatility is not relevant anymore and if the minimization of price
fluctuation is the objective, why not keep the price constant over the life of
the project?

10. In my opinion, the discussion about alternative definitions of marginal
cost is relevant only in the context of a demand for water not fully inelastic,
so the trade-off between short term allocative efficiency and price volatility
can be studied, and this case is not dealt with in the paper.

11. If demand is not completely inelastic, the pricing system will affect
consumption and therefore, the time at which new capacity has to be brought into
operation. The system cost streams will then not be independent of the pricing
system and even though the simulation would be more difficult, the results would
be more relevant. I have some reservations about the statement that a price
elasticity of demand of -0.2 would not affect the general conclusions of the
paper. Even with such low price elasticity, substantial changes in consumption
will result from the different pricing policies and therefore different streams
of system cost will be relevant in each case and the assumption of independence
between these streams and the pricing system used in the paper will not hold.
For example, the following table shows for Case B (the most common case in water
supply according to the authors) the reduction in water consumption in a given
year if prices are increased from TMC to AIC in the ratio indicated by Table 6

1/ Anderson and Turvey, "Electricity Economics", Chapter 17
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Director, TRP
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(page 48) and assuming a price elasticity of demand of -0.2:

Percentage reduction in

CASE water consumption

4 69
B 5 56

6 8

12. This table clearly shows that even though the elasticity of demand

is only -0.2, the point in time when system capacity will have to be increased

would be different depending on whether prices are set equal to TMC or to AIC.

Therefore, the assumption of similar system expansion cost streams under both

pricing policies will not hold.

13. In conclusion, I think that the paper is very good in studying the

performance of alternative definition of marginal cost in the case of a com-

pletely inelastic demand curve. But this is a very restrictive case, where

there is not a problem of allocative efficiency and some generalization of

the results would be very useful. This would require the development of opti-

mum pricing rules under constraints about the degree of price fluctuation,

which will clearly point out the trade-offs between that objective and short

run welfare losses; and simulation using a demand curve not completely in-

elastic, so that system cost streams will not be independent of the pricing

system.

cc: Messrs. Robin Bates (EAP)
Arthur Bruestle (AEP)
J.H. Collier (OED)
J. Culagovski (LCP)
Orville Grimes (VPD)
Jeremy Warford (EWT)
Dennis Anderson (DED)

MEMartinez:hps



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: September 9, 1977

FROM: Richard N. Middleton, Senior Sanitary Engineer (EWTDRS1>

SUBJECT: Research Work at University of Maryland by Professor Sternberg

1. I called Professor Sternberg on September 6 to enquire about
progress. The present situation is:

(a) The wear test on the simulated pump handles has terminated
at 2 million + cycles. All combinations of impregnated
wood/galvanized pipe showed a satisfactory performance.
A report is being drafted and should be available for com-
ment in 10-14 days. The report will not be released to
IDRC prior to Bank clearance (Sternberg had already made
this clear to Journey). Professor Sternberg agrees with me
that further work should be in the field, undertaken by
interested organizations in developing countries, so as to
include the effects of local fabrication, rather than in the
laboratory. He sees little merit in IDRC's (i.e., Journey's)
request to extend the laboratory trials beyond 2 million
cycles.

(b) USAID are funding research on the water metering device
and on the automatic valve, of which we have already seen
prototypes. The study, lasting one year, has just commenced.

(c) No funding has been found for research into simplified
Fordilla-type valves or water metering devices for public
hydrants. I said that in my view these could await and
profit from the results of (b); the Bank would not be
interested in funding this work at present.

cc: Messrs. Kalbermatten, Bharier (EWTDR)

RNMiddleton: jbe



See Distribution Below September 8, 1977

Richard N. Middleton, Senior Sanitary Engineer (EWTDE)

Manual on the Control of Unaccounted-for Water
Consultant's Draft Report

1. I attach (Annex 1) the two-volume draft report prepared by the
consultant, Mr. Chaturvedi. I would be grateful if you would review
this document, bearing in mind the following questions in particular:

(a) Does it respond to the terms of reference (Annex 2)?
(b) If it does not, is the problem with over-ambitious

or inappropriate terms of reference or with the con-
sultant's approach to the study?

(c) What changes should be suggested to the present draft
before it is finalized?

(d) What further work (field studies, seminars, etc.)
should be undertaken?

2. A review meeting will be held at 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday, September 21,
in Room D-1056; please attend if you can.

Attachment

Distribution

Messrs. Kalbermatten, Bharier (rWrDR), Beach (AEPEW), Erkmen (EAPEW),
SalaZar (WAPEW), Thys (XMPWS), Williams (ASPEW), Zavala(LCPWS), -Yepes,(
Maisch, Freedman (LCPWB), Skytta (ASPEW), Coyaud (EAPEW), Buky (WAPEW),

RNMiddleton: jbe



WOK._ BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAl 4

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Bookman-Edmondston Engineering Inc. DATE:September 7, 1977

(through Mr. Middlytvy)
FROM:R. C. Prevost (AE

SUBJECT:State of the Art on P Ielines Materials and Specs. Contributions

1. As I shall be overseas when the consultants start working, and
because of my personal deep involvement in the subject, I believe it could be
useful if I put a few considerations on the subject in writing. This subject
is no doubt of prime importance, because pipelines whether for transmission
or distribution probably never represent less than 70% and sometimes 90% of
water supply project costs, /1 Further, my own experience suggests that quite
substantial savings can be made through the use of available up-to-date specs.
There are however major constraints to any action in this field and, I believe,
we have to address ourselves to them first - technical problems usually are not
major obstacles.

Constraints

2. The first constraint stems from the Bank's position. The Bank
reviews projects prepared by others and, in the end, has to be satisfied that
the proposed works comply reasonably with technical and least-cost require-
ments. The Bank cannot however often overrule a consultant and/or a borrower
who stand firm on positions open at least to questions, such as standardization
on a type of pipe. There have been instances in which I have felt that I
could not advocate, for example, changes in the specifications for steel
pipes beyond the use of the AWWA publications on the matter, although I knew
that this was not enough, even that it was of no avail. I could not lecture
our consultants/ borrowers about my personal work on thin steel pipes which
would have probably induced them to follow AWWA on the design of steel
pipelines . . . because I represented the Bank and for no other reason.

3. A second constraint, probably the major one, is the reluctance to
change (to say the least) shown by consultants and water supply operators in
departing from old well-proven design, which have yielded century-old systems.
Such attitudes stem most often from sheer lack of cost consciousness and
technical knowledge which leads to intellectual immobility, while technique
progresses and the same techniques thought to be long established date from the
end of the last century (reinforced concrete pipes), the 1920s (steel pipes),
or the last war (plastic pipes).

4. The opposition to change is often based on the legitimate concern
for standardization; there are obviously major problems where a distribution
system is built out of different types of pipes, fittings and appurtenances.
Spares and tools, together with costs, are increased; new types of pipes or

/1 Similar percentages apply to sewerage.
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techniques require labor training or some equipment and can cause problems
in operations. However, such considerations do not apply usually to trans-
mission pipelines, the design of which should be governed by costs and
unbiased technical considerations.

5. Also commercial interests and relationships as well as established
markets can be obstacles to progress.

6. There are ways to overcome the above constraints. The Bank's
Procurement Guidelines can be adequate tools to settle commercial problems
provided they are well applied, particularly in advertising the project.Il
However, advertisement only may not be sufficient; therefore, a kind of
promotional campaign may be required to interest large contractors and pipe
suppliers, particularly if changes in pipe design are necessary (e.g. type of
joints for sewer pipes locally manufactured), or if a pipe factory could be
moved to the site. The "State of the Art" paper could deal with other
constraints and help spread up-to-date, adequate and economic techniques. The
paper should be prepared for our borrowers and international consultants
throughout the world and needs only to set forth the quintessence of present
day technique, referring to available standards and codes of practice or
other publications in such a way that they could no longer be ignored.
Further, the paper must be short; otherwise, it would not be read. It should
be given to our borrowers before the start of detailed engineering and/or the
drafting of terms of reference for the latter.

Bank's File Review

7. I do not believe much is to be gained from a thorough, but elusive,
difficult, time consuming, review of past or ongoing Bank projects. I am
confident that the conclusion of such a study would be:

(a) references to standards is most often adequate;

(b) types of pipe (e.g. ductile iron, asbestos cement, thin or heavy
steel, etc.) are often not, at best, preselected and certain types
are excluded without real justification; and

(c) laying conditions are not satisfactorily specified and are old-fashioned
(particularly in tender documents prepared by European consultants);
there is little use of notions of soil mechanics (fills compaction), with
few references to existing codes of practice or similar documents;

/1 The advertisements for "contracts" may be unsatisfactory yet expensive
because they focus on part of an ensemble; the advertisement for a
project or a series of works or supplies shows the size of the market
which will be opened and may raise much more interest from foreign
potential bidders.
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(d) design methods are inadequate or inadequately specified, or, for
example, thicknesses (steel) are specified, but not determined by
adequate design methods;

(e) testing after laying often does not fit local conditions, (e.g.
unavailability of water); and

(f) provisions for inspection (laying) particularly are inadequate./l

8. In reviewing Bank files, I do not recommend relying on a question-
naire (we do not have time to fill them in, and the questionnaire I have
seen would not be of much use); however I do recommend discussing the

problem with engineers and procurement officers. All of the latter should be
requested to hand over to our consultant a few of the more representative (good
and bad) transmission and distribution pipe supply and/or laying contracts

(contracts preferably to tender documents) with which they are dealing for

their comments. Any other method would probably be ineffective.

Basic Facts

9. I feel free, being a European Engineer, to depart from European
methods for pipe design and to recommend the use of American methods. I do

not mean to say American pipe standards are better because European pipe

standards, or ISO or other standards, are generally equivalent to them.

10. However, American designs are empiric based primarily on practice

and experiments. Extensive researches on loads on buried circular structures

"in situ" have been carried out only in the U.S. around the first world war

(Iowa State College). There have been no other experiments of the kind

anywhere, except about 1960 in Belgium; there have been many experiments in

laboratories everywhere which do not mean much. The U.S. experiments have

shown the paramount importance of the flexibility of pipes, of related "passive"

(lateral) earth pressures and the interaction between external loads and

interior pressures in the cases of cast iron, asbestos cement and prestressed

concrete. The U.S. practice leads to a very simple method for computation of

steel pipe thicknesses (which results in thicknesses usually one third of

that calculated by European methods). These are applicable also to ductile

iron pipes. Belgian experiments emphasize effects of interior pressure in the

case of steel pipes without substantially changing the results of the American

method on the whole.

/1 Often this is, to a large extent, one among other consultant tasks, but

there is to my thinking no adequate provision which specifies the number of

inspectors, (contract employee/consultant) or tests (compaction) to be

made (contractor's contract).
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11. Most European engineers (this was 10 years ago but I do not
believe that the methods have much changed) want to make accurate calculations
(particularly on concrete or steel pipes). However, they have scant knowledge
of US research on earth loads, still take the diameter of the pipes instead
of the width of the trenches as the major factor in computation of earth
loads on pipes in trenches, take into account inadequate side pressures and
ignore effects of flexibility and consider attentively bedding conditions
which are of little consequences.

12. Another major factor which makes obsolete such rational methods is the
inability of any theory applied to composite materials such as reinforced
concrete (whether prestressed or not), asbestos cement, cast iron to:

(a) calculate with sufficient accuracy the deformation of as simple a
structure as a ring;

(b) correctly predict the interaction between external loads and
interior pressure. The usual theory demonstrates that this
interaction is linear (on a graph, the permissible interior
pressure decreases linearly as the external load grows).
Experiments show that this relationship has the shape of a
parabola; the permissible interior pressures are higher than the
ordinary theory shows. This effect is taken into account in U.S.
design methods.

Steel pipes of course respond quite well to more elaborate theories, taking
into account the first degree effects of the deformation under external load,
as long as the deformation is small. Experimental results are however
blurred by the effects of shape defects (the best pipe is not circular!).
Steel pipes prove to be much stronger than any theory suggests when deformations
become large (the interaction curve shows a big bulge).

Recommendations

13. Therefore the "State of the Art" paper should
recommend use of US documents such as:

(a) AWWA Mll Steel Pipe Design

(b) ANSI A211/AWWA C101 Thickness Design of Cast Iron Pipe

(c) AWWA C301 Prestress Concrete Pressure Pipe (Appendix A)

(d) ANSI A21.50/AWWA C150 Thickness Design of Ductile Iron Pipe

(e) (This list is incomplete).

AC pipe design is also among AWWA publications for design of pipe lines, i.e.
the selection of class of pipes of a given diameter or thickness (in the
case of steel or ductile iron pipes), in connection with interior pressure
and external loads (earth and live loads) and the laying (and bedding)
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conditions. Pipe strength (sometimes needed) can of course still be calcu-
lated; however it would become essential to know the bearing capacity of each
class and size of pipe, except for steel, through three points tests.

14. The above design methods imply simultaneous selection of type of pipes

(class, thickness) and their actual laying and backfilling conditions which
will be carried out by a contractor. The contractor most often has little
knowledge of soil mechanics and/or does not care unless pipe laying inspection
is efficient. Savings on pipes (or thickness of steel pipes) can be made at

the cost of better laying conditions. Before setting the laying conditions, a
realistic assessment of the available contractors' capabilities must be
made.

15. There are more standards for each different type of pipes (dimensions,
specifications, tolerances, material specifications, tests, etc.) in the US than

in other countries. However, all standards for the most-used pipes, whether
US, ISO, or European, are generally equal, as noted above (some specify
dimensions only). US standards will have to be metricized within the next

few years; until then their use may create problems, and cannot be recommended

without amendments and, except of course, when still required. There may be
minor problems in adapting the "design" methods to metric pipes which are

recommended above; this should be left to consultants. Further, the AWWA

standards specifying steel pipe thicknesses include a footnote which implies

possible use of very thin pipes that could be crushed by accidental vacuum;

these should be excluded (I would not accept the use of pipes less than 1/100
of the diameter, unless I were fully satisfied with the contractor's capability
to handle such pipes).

Miscellaneous Considerations

16. When several types of pipes (for example, steel and prestressed

concrete) are in competition, there may be a problem arising out of small

differences in roughness and actual diameters of the same nominal size (or

from the use of different unit systems); this would happen primarily with
transmission mains. The loss of head varies with the fifth power of the

diameter for the same discharge, so a small difference in diameter does

matter. It is obvious that, in the case of raising mains (following a pump

station), the evaluation of bids must take care of the required energy; in
the case of gravity line, the nominal diameter of part or all of the line may

have to be adapted to match the available head (tender documents must take

care of this).

17. The "paper" obviously must mention jointing methods and joint

standards, their costs and technical characteristics. Steel pipe welding

deserves special treatment. Though it is the method used on oil and gas

pipelines because it is the most reliable technique, water suppliers seem to

be reluctant to utilize it (except in Zaire!)., There is a method for welding

small-size, mortar-lined steel pipes without damaging the lining which seems
worth mentioning (France).
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18. Protection against corrosion (interior and exterior), must also

be included. Could a table showing different methods and their recommended

uses be the backbone of that chapter? The same remark applies to the uses of

different types of pipes.

19. A point of particular interest is the wire for prestressed concrete

pipes, a potential source of delayed problems of major magnitude. Prestressed

concrete pipes without steel cylinders should not be omitted from the list of

pipes types because of their uses in the Far East.

20. Large contracts for pipe supplies with a narrow range of sizes

could justify moving a plant to the site of a project. It could be interest-

ing to indicate the prerequisites of such an undertaking, the needed size and

type of contract, type of pipes, companies who could move a plant (or did in

the past), and how to proceed to interest such suppliers.

cc: J. Beach
J. Kalbermatten

RPrevost:hh



September 7, 1977

Dr. J.M.G. van Damme, Manager
International Reference Centre
for Community Water Supply

P.O. Pox 14o I
Leidschendam, the Netherlands

Dear Dr. van Danme

Thank you for your letter of August 24 addressed to John Kalbermatten
(who is at present away on mission) enclosing your book on handpumps and the
bulletin on the handpump workshop. These will be welome additions to our
water supply library; there has been a reaL need to have a eonsolidated over-
view of the present situation in this field and of the research efforts now
in progress.

I am glad to see that you anticipate issuing revised editions from
time to time to reflect the results of pilot studies and research programs.
There seems to be considerable activity worldwide at the present time, and
in, say, a couple of years an updating would be well worthwhile. Please let
us know when you are about to undertake this work, and we will see how we can
be of assistance.

The only research project which we have in hand at present, which
has a direct bearing on this topic, is the investigation of wooden pump
handles being done by Professor Sternberg at the University of Maryland.
I hope to have a draft report on this in the near future, and will let you
have a copy in due course.

Regards,

Yours sineerely,

Richard N. Middleton
Senior Sanitary Engineer

Rnergy, Water and Tel emmueations Department

cc: Mr. Kalbermatten (ELVTDR)

RiMiddleton: jbe



-ORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORI kTION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Richard Middleton, Senior Sanitary Engineer DATE: August 19, 1977

FROM: Christian Debaene

SUBJECT: State of the Art Paper on Pipelines 6 L^$

I have been to all regional offices to discuss with the engineers
about the "Pipeline Project Questionnaire" and arrange appointments. From
these discussions, I can point out:

- Few engineers are or will be available. Most of them are on

mission, home or annual leave.

- Among those I have met, some don't believe I could get these

kind of informations by myself, considering the fact I don't

know too much about each project. They will try to provide

some informations from their experience. Others gave me their

contract documents or the references in their Regional files,
in order for me to provide all the informations for the

questionnaire.

Following is a list of the engineers who received a copy of the

questionnaire and/or who will be available next week:

E14ENA Mr. Cuellar (will be there next week only)
41r. Mac William: Appointment Thursday 25th, 2:00 pm

LAC Mr. Rodriguez (will be on mission next week)

Mr. Chang (will be back next week)

EAST ASIA AND PACIFIC

w r. Prevost Appointment Thursday (to be arranged)
Mr. Bruestle

SOUTH ASIA

Mr. Pettigrew
Mr. Rasmusson
A4r. Shytta Appointment Thursday, 11:00 am

EASTERN AFRICA

Mr. Coyaud (will be may be on mission)
Mr. LaBahn (will be back next week)

WESTERN AFRICA

.Mr. Rietveld Appointment Thursday, 10:00 am
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Unfortunately, a lot of engineers will not be able to fill the
questionnaire and/or to be available next week. Among those who were
present at the World Bank, many suggested that late September will be a
better time for Mr. Cannon's visit, arguing the fact that in late August
and September, most of the engineers are on missions or vacation.

CDebaene:cju



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP, r INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Messrs. J.Beach(AEPEW), E.Erkmen(EAPEW),R.Salazar(WAPEW),

TO: A. Thys(EMPWS), E.Williams(ASPEW), A. Zavala(LCPWSPATE: August 18, 1977

FROM: Richard N. Middleton, Senior Sanitary Engineer (EWTDR) .-

SUBJECT: State-of-the-Art Paper on Pipelines

Mr. Cannon, of Bookman-Edmonston Engineering Inc., consultants for
this study, will be visiting the Bank on August 25 and 26 to continue col-

lecting data on Bank experience on pipelines. My secretary will be calling
you shortly to arrange appointments. Meanwhile, it would be most helpful
if project officers could complete copies of the attached questionnaire for

as many projects as possible prior to Mr. Cannon's arrival. To help with
this, I have asked Mr. DeBaene, one of our summer assistants, to get in

touch with you.

Attachments

RNMiddleton: jbe



PIPELINE PROJECT QUESTIONAIRE

PROJECT NAME

LOCATION _

DATE CONSTRUCTION COMPLETE

PIPE MATERIAL USED

APPLICABLE SPECIFICATIONS

MANUFACTURING PROCESS (TRADE NAME OR DESCRIPTION)

SOIL TYPE (UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION IF AVAILABLE)

BEDDING SPECIFICATIONS

BACKFILL SPECIFICATIONS

FITTINGS MATERIALS

CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS

PERFORMANCE SINCE CONSTRUCTION

JOINT TYPE (SKETCH OR DESCRIBE)



FORM NO.27 WORLD BANK / IFC XU IBRD
(11-75) OUTGOING MESSAGE FORM E IDA

(TELEGRAM/CABLE/TELEX) QwC
Q1 ICSID

Mr. A. C. CHATURVEDI
TO: CHAIRMAN, ENVIRON MENTAL DIVISION DATE: August 11, 1977

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS (INDIA)
B/6, 3-Park Road ORIGINATOR'S EXT.: 3343
LUCKNOW -22603

COUNTRY: INDIA CLASS OF
SERVICE: LT.

CABLE NO. & TEXT:

REURLETS JULY 23 AND AUGUST 2 ALPHA WE HAVE RECEIVED FEW REPLIES TO

SHIPMAN QUESTIONNAIRE SO FAR AND DO NOT CONSIDER WORTH FORWARDING

AT THIS STAGE BETA WE WILL DECIDE ON ANY FURTHER ACTION IN CONNECTION

WITH UK TECHNICAL WORKING GROUP DEFINITIONS ON RECEIPT AND REVIEW

YOUR DRAFT REPORT GAMMA WE WILL NEED ALL POSSIBLE REPRINTS OR COPIES

OF JOURNAL ARTICLES ETC TO WHICH YOU REFER STOP SUGGEST YOU ARRANGE TO

FORWARD AS SOON AS POSSIBLE SO WILL BE AVAILABLE DURING REPORT REVIEW

KEEPING COPY FOR YOUR OWN REFERENCE DELTA PLEASE RETURN APPRAISAL REPORTS

AND SUPERVISION MEMOS THROUGH BANKS DELHI OFFICE

REGARDS

MIDDLETON

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED
REFERENCE: AUTHORIZED BY (Name):

RES-620 Unaccount d-for Water Richard N. n, r- ;qnitaxy P"gi"er
DRAFTED BY: DEPARTMENT:

RNMiddleton: be EWTDR
CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTR BUTION: SIGNATURE (Of Idlvkdualu hized to approve):

SECTION BELOW FOR USE OF CABLE SECTION

CHECKED FOR DISPATCH:

PINK - File Copy; WHITE - Transmittal Copy; YELLOW - Bill Copy
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Mr. Harold Shipman, Consultant (EWTDR) August 8, 1977

U. W. Barker, Training Off leer, EDC

The Economics of _Meterin

1. I refer to our discussion the other day on this subject and atta'hi
a copy of the UK National Water Council (OW) report on "Paying for Water".
I hope that the paper on Metering at Appendix IV, page 31, together with
the accompanying Tables, may be of some value to you in assembling your
paper on this subject.

2. You will note that although the tea adopted is still somewhat
guarded, the approaches rocomnended are more forward looking than the Malvern
Report of 1969.

3. I think you will be interested also in the Second Report that I
attach. This is the official NWC report on the methods used by the Water
Authorities last year in England and water to tackle the unprecedented
drought. The analysis of the principal technical and administrative problems
which were faced could form a useful basis for a training session for any
interdisciplinary group of water managers. Every senior level seminar or
training course on water management should include one. I call it -The
Management of Water under Crisis Conditions" and, as we know, this learning
is relevant both to developed and developing countries.

4. I an in no great hurry for the return of the documents and perhaps
you could pass them to John Kalbermatten to await his return from leave.

MB; rak (S

cc: Mr. Kalbermatten
Mr. Chittleburgh/TAO 2/2



Mr. Hans Pollan August 3, 1977

Alain F y

Attendance of Mr. Al-Khafaji at the International Congress on Desalination
and Water Reuse

In agreement with the Water and Wastes Advisor in CPS,
Mr. Kalbermatten, attempts are being made by the regional water supply
divisions to assign some of their staff to keep abreast of the latest
developments and innovations in selected technical areas of the sector.
The goal is to advance and broaden the expertise of these individuals in
these areas so that they could sevve the Bank-wide need for such expertise.

Mr. Al-Khafaji was designated from our Division to follow up
on developments and recent advances in the field of water desalination
and related topics. He was involved in the review of the Saudi Arabia
five-year water desalination program and currently working on the
Montenegro Coastal Region Water Supply and Sewerage Project which could
involve the use of reverse osmosis for treatment of brackish water. He has
also been assigned to supervise the Engineering Loan to Oman for Power
and Water Studies that will evaluate, inter alia, the development of dual
purpose desalination plants to meet the projected power and water needs of
Oman.

The International Congress on Desalination and Water Reuse, to
be held in Tokyo November 27 to December 3, 1977, is sponsored by the
International Desalination and Environmental Association and is expected
to be an international forum for presentation and discussion of the latest
advances in this field. We propose to have Mr. Al-Khafaji attend this
conference and upon his return, report to the monthly meeting of staff
of the water supply divisions, the highlights of the conference presentations.

Mr. Al-Khafaji is tentatively scheduled to visit Yugoslavia in
mid-November for pre-appraisal of the Montenegro Coastal Region Water
Supply and Sewerage Project (FY/79) and-to visit Oman in late November for
supervision of the Engineering Loan for Power and Water Studies. His travel
arrangements to attend the conference will be coordinated with these missions.
Conference attendance fees and related charges will be covered by the
Training Division, Personnel Department.

May I have your concurrence.

.cc: Messrs. Howard, lber:ten
Files

Al-Khafaj i/ba



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: G.F. Darnell, Asst. Director, AGR, CPS DATE: August 1, 1977

FROM: F.L. Ho , Irrigation Adviser, AGRDR, CPS

SUBJECT: Atten ance at Annual Meeting of Universities Council on Water Resources,
Brookings, South Dakota, July 25-26, 1977

1. On July 25-26, 1977, I attended subject meeting, primarily to
present, at the invitation of the Council, a paper entitled World Bank
Activities in Financing International Water Resources Efforts. This was
one of five papers presented at an afternoon session devoted to "Inter-
national Exchange of Water Resources Information." The other four papers
and their authors were as follows:

Non-U.S. Viewpoint: Dr. Ven Te Chow, President, International
Water Resources Assoc.

The Role of U.S.A.I.D.: Dr. Frederick E. Hutchinson, Vice President
for Research and Public Services, University
of Maine

Consortia-A Review: Dr. Bruce H. Anderson, Consortium for International
Development, Utah State University

Education and Training Exchange: Dr. Louis Goodman, Acting Director,
Technical Development Institute, East-
West Center, University of Hawaii,
Honolulu

2. During informal discussions with meeting attendees over the two-day
period I was asked several questions regarding the Bank and its operations.

The question most frequently asked (by at least six different individuals)
was "How many loan defaults has the Bank experienced?" My answer was:

"None; but there have been special temporary moratoriums such as occurred

after the change in government and the civil strife in Lebanon."

3. An interesting presentation with new (to me) information was given
by Dr. Fred Hutchinson, Vice President for Research and Public Services,
University of Maine, and a member of the AID Advisory Board on Agriculture.
He indicated that the AID Administrator and the Board were still probing to
find a good method of operating, since the Board, within its purview, was

co-equal with the Administrator.

4. Dr. Hutchinson gave the example of sorghum as a crop to receive
special attention and research efforts. The University of Missouri has been
charged with writing a complete "State-of-the-Art" paper on sorghum, which
will summarize knowledge and research needs. Missouri will not be one of the
schools to conduct any of the specially-financed research on sorghum (to help
maintain an unbiased report).
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5. He also indicated, after my talk, that he would like to stop

by the Bank on one of his next visits to Washington, D.C. to talk to

some of the Bank staff about agricultural research. I told him that I'd

be pleased to arrange some appointments (e.g. Yudelman, Darnell, Lejeune,
Coulter, Fransen).

6. Dr. Bruce Anderson of Utah State University summarized the
problems of the operations of Consortia comprised of several universities

to assist in international agricultural development. He is Executive

Director of the Consortium which includes Colorado State University,

University of Arizona, University of California (Davis), Utah State

University and three others. I had not previously been aware of the

formation of a corporate entity for such work, to broaden the scope

and depths of services available and to reduce impact on single university
programs and staff. Anderson also mentioned that the costs of educating

foreign students is, in effect, subsidized to the extent of 53% by the

state of Utah. This is causing legislative concern especially when
publicity is given to the fact that there are 200 Iranian students now in

Utah universities.

7. During an afternoon meeting of a Committee on Technology Transfer

I learned of the Newsletter Water Research in Action, which reports on such

research in the 50 United States. I asked to be placed on the mailing list.

Dr. Jack Jorgensen of the U.S. Office of Water Research and Technology

stated that some people in the Bank do already receive it. I will try to

arrange for a broader distribution within the Bank.

8. A copy of a bulletin on Guidelines for Water Resources Technology

Transfer was obtained and will be circulated.

9. Some successes and failures of various university water resources

institutes-to have their findings distributed by state agricultural extension

services, were reported. The consensus seemed to be that this avenue should

be developed further.

10. A Seminar on desalination of brackish waters, groundwater, recharge,

and conjunctive operation of surface and groundwater sources, is scheduled

to be held in Orange County, California at "Water Factory No. 3." It would

be useful for the Bank to have someone attend the seminar: perhaps Steve

Allison and someone from John Kalbermatten's shop.

11. The Universities Council appeared eager to learn of Bank perceptions

of research needs for water resource and agricultural development in LDC's.

At various times during the sessions several of their representatives emphasized

that their work is almost entirely "mission-or-problem-oriented, or should be,"

and that the universities need to make certain that key problems are focused

upon.

FLHotes:dd

cc: M. Yudelman
J. Coulter
J. Fransen
J. Kalbermatten
S. Allison



Mr. W. J. Cosgrove, EM01P July 22, 1977

H. W. Barker, Training Officer, EDC

Training Materials for Sewage Treatment Plant Operators

1. At the time of writing my memorandum to you dated July 13, 1977
I had not seen your letter dated June 28, 1977 to Mr. Alex Redekopp.
The second paragraph of my memorandum is therefore answered. I would,
nevertheless, be grateful for a copy of Mr. Redekopp's reply to your
letter seeking information on training materials for use in French-speaking
developing countries.

2. On the question of sources of information on technology trnsfer,
the US Environmental Protection Agency has recent-ly completed a project
which had listed over 2,000 references which might be useful for water
quality control training. This work has been assembled in the form of
an Instructional Resources Information System (IRIS) for Water Quality.
I hope to obtain a copy shortly and will be pleased to advise you on
whether or not it could be relevant to your inquiry.

cc* Messrs. Pollan, Rietveld, Kalbermatten

HWBarker/jdb

File: TAO 18/3



Mr. R. M. Middleton (EWT) July 22, 1977

R. C. Prevost (AEP

P.U. Report No. PU a 29, The Costs and Benefits of Water 14etering. June 1977

1. In regard to our phone discussion on the above paper, I feel that
it may be useful to clarify some aspects within the subject. Hany of the
following ideas expressed are implicit or implied assumptions within the
above paper; they should be clearly and emphatically stated, whether or not
they seem obvious. In essence, the paper attempts to set forth rules to make
the decision to meter households based on "economic" considerations. The
paper includes a two page essay (pp. 5 and 6) giving a general theory and
three examples to which this theory is not directly applied and in which an
estimate is made of the percentages of reduction required to balance metering
costs against some of the consequent savings (foregone investments); these
are followed by a judgment on whether such reductions can realistically be
expected.

2. The first objective of metering has been, obviously, to enable
the "utility" to charge for water. It is not the sole means by which
charging can be accomplished but it is probably the most equitable and
effective method. Since water charges or tariffs have been associated with
metering from the onset, metering without "adequate" tariffs to meet the
financial, social and conservation objectives which are sought makeslittle
sense. Since "tariffs" are quite a sensitive issue in the Bank's operations,
the association metering/tariffs is very important.

3. Although data are scarce - and indeed, they are difficult to
be established - it can be considered as a fact of experience that metering
plus tariffs reduce consumption up to 50%. Such a figure applies to cases
where metering and tariffs have been instituted where none formerly existed.

4. As a result, metering/tariffs appear an efficient way to control
consumption (or rather, to reduce wastage) and can be used for this purpose;
it seems particularly suitable for use in LDCs. This has become a second
objective for metering.

5. However, this kind of wastage control applies obviously to measur-
able wastage, therefore, to conscious uses of water. Water meters do not
record small discharges of water and, hence, the normally tiny but continual
flow due to inadequately maintained in-house systems: metering cannot
control that kind of wastage, which is important and is a major part of the
"unaccounted for" water.

6. Most generally, the consciously curtailed wastage of water has no
"disutility" or other value, because most tasks can be thoroughly completed
without "wasting" water (e.g., washing vegetables and cars, watering a
garden, even taking a shower). Where the nonwasteful use of water stops and
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wastage begins can be the subject of long discussions. The fact is, it is
possible to satisfy one's needs fully with a limited amount of water, but one
can waste a considerable amount of water before the harmful effects are
noticed, and hence wastage is stopped.

7. There are, however, other means of controlling consumption:
physical means, such as "ferrules" (orificeplates in the pipes), or special
valves ("Fordilla" faucets, delivering a fixed volume of water per stroke).
These create obvious inconveniences, or hazards, e.g., when associated with
roof tanks, and, in most cases, do not primarily control wastage. Being
generally used for unmetered connections, they increase the "unaccounted for"
water. Further, a household which cannot afford a meter (costing say,
US$20), can most probably not afford a connection, (costing say, US$100), and
other water charges so there should be few of them. If there are few
(potential) customers on a system, distribution is only possible through
standpipes. Therefore, physical means of controlling consumption probably
have limited applications - and is not a good solution because of their
defects (although widespread in a number of countries).

8. The third major use of metering is statistics.

9. The fact that metering/tariffs may have quite a substantial impact
on consumption is of prime importance, for determining the investments in
production (source and transmission) and distribution. The amount of the
investments may be much less in proportion to demand to be satisfied (simple
extension); it may also grow much faster than demand (the new scheme would
probably be much more expensive than the last one). As the paper points out,
each case should be considered on its own merits. However, investments in
urban water supply, whether for a new system or an extension of an existing
system, usually amount to at least US$50 per capita served (c), up to more
than US$300/c, not including the connection cost. For domestic consumers,
the investments per household per connection, serving, say seven persons,
would be at least US$350 + US$100 - US$450 and this may include a meter
costing US$20 installed. The US$350 is paid by the utility and recovered
later, the rest is invested by the customer. As the consumption foregone
through metering/tariffs may be as high as the "useful" consumption, the
decision about metering should be governed by the comparison between the cost
of an installed meter (US$20), and the overall foregone investments, which
are of the order of (at least) US$450 (or US$430) or a substantial part of the
latter amount: the cost of the meter will most generally be a tiny fraction
of the total investment for the community./1 A similar approach can be made
in connection with the annual cost of the supply of water, in which
metering, billing and collection represent only a small percentage of
the total ; they are dwarfed by all pipeline and other capital costs, labor
costs, and the other, usually less important power costs, etc. There is
little doubt, therefore, that metering will be justified in most instances,
but adequate tariffs have to be instituted or restored jointly. This is
not the impression the reader gets from the paper.

/A Even taking into account the short lifetime of a meter (which is more
than five years).
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10. That industry and large customers are to be metered is not ques-
tioned. In these cases, there may be a cost to foregone consumption, in
connection, e.g., with substitutes.

11. Obviously, the reduction of consumption in connection with
metering/tariffs is due to the customer safeguarding his own interest
in avoiding unnecessary water charges. On the other hand, the utility
decisions are not necessarily governed by considerations of the costs to its
customers. The inequality called the "metering decision relationshiD," of
page 6, mixing savings, some of them called costs, and costs to the consumer
(some of them immaterial) and costs to the utility would apply to a regulatory
or planning agency - or the Bank - concerned with the general interest of the
community. There is, however, no need for semi-mathematical developments of
imnrecise notions when a few plain words can do - as the conclusion shows.

12. The three cases of the paper follow one of the right approaches for
justifying or rejecting metering. Case A, however, becomes immediately
suspicious because there is no mention of the distribution costs (always
large) and the exceptionally high cost of the meters (at 1974 prices!) is not
justified. 11ould it not be better to state the case as follows: "let us
assume that the marginal cost of water is US 61/1000 Ig, as the result of
exceptionally low cost of source and distribution work .... "? Indeed, in
such a case, it may well not be justified to meter demand of about 100 Ig/cd
(450 1/cd) in a very poor country!

13. In city 3, the fact is stated that unmetered connections (how are
they measured?) consume 40% more than metered connections: indeed savings of
101% can be expected throu-h metering! TAhat matters is that the 40% saved
covers the metering costs with a substantial profit. But, it is not clear
how the figure of $6.2 has been arrived at, or why the consumers save 40%
when they are metered.

14. In the last case, contrary to the last jara. of page 11, there is a
worthwhile saving to the consumer equal to USS0.06/cu m (price of water) x 40
cu m/month (foregone consumption through metering) - US$2.4/month, which
explains the suppression of the consumption from about 210 I/cd for consumers
recently metered to 80 1/cd. The "consumer cost" (second para., page 12) or
foregone consumption estimated at $1.20/month, does not seem to mean much;
the same for the consumer cost K, whose calculation has something wrong with
it (first para., page 12). Tlere again, what matters is to show that the
annual cost of metering is a fraction of the annual capital cost of the
foregone investments.

15. While the rationale in the three examples is basically correct
(but there may be other ways to conduct it), the theory on pp. 5 and 6 needs
a few corrections:

J1 Even when all cost to the community is considered.
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(a) First para., p. 5: On the contrary, the demand is affected
by price, otherwise there would be no decrease in consumption
when metering is instituted.

(b) Seventh line, first para., p. 6: the quantity between the square
brackets is equal to 1/2 p(V1 -V2), which is -K not E.

E - p (V0- 1) - 1/2 p(V 2- 1) (see figure bottom p. 5).

That V 2> V, should be taken into account.
0 2> 1

16. In conclusion, it should suffice to state that the benefits of
metering, which are all foregone costs, must exceed its cost and the best
possible estimates of all factors involved should be made in each case. This
is not exactly what is stated in the conclusion. Also when "the metering
decision" is to be taken, the following should be considered:

(a) the system of water charges;

(b) data collection;

(c) possibility, ways and means, and program of implementation of
the "decision"; and

(d) the distribution of water through standpipes, wherever the financial
and conservation objectives are out of reach through metering, or,
possibly, physical means of controlling consumption.

cc: Messrs. Kalbermatten, Beach
AEP and Division Files

RCPrevost:md



BOOKMAN - EDMONSTON ENGINEERING, INC.

SPECIALISTS IN WATER RESOURCES
102 NORTH BRAND BLVD., SUITE 600 OFFICES

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91203 GLENDALE,CALIF.
BAKERSFIELD, CALIF.

TELEPHONE SACRAMENTO, CALIF.
213) 245-1883 July 21, 1977. WASHINOTON,D.C.

IN MEXICO CITY
H ID RO - CONS ULT, S. A.

Mr. R.N. Middleton
Senior Sanitary Engineer
Energy, Water & Telecommunications Dept.

International Bank for Reconstruction

& Development
1818 H. Street, N. W. , Room D -1036
Washington, D. C. 20433.

Dear Dick:

In the "Scope of Work" for preparing the pipeline materials paper,

there are included some words to the effect that analysis of the Bank's

experience in some 70 water supply and sewerage projects in some 40

countries would be of considerable assistance. To this end, I have

reviewed my notes on the meetings in Washington and find it difficult to

correlate the comments with more than a very few specific projects. I

am also not sure that all of the people involved were represented in the

meetings. I have, therefore, prepared a short questionaire covering

points I feel are critical to such an analysis. It would be helpful if, prior

to my coming to Washington, these forms could be circulated to the

cognizant parties in order that they could accumulate some of the data

prior to our next meeting. As an example, I have filled out one copy of

the form with information taken from the report on the Ivory Coast Project.

With regard to the next visit to Washington, I understand from Maurice

Langley that you will be out of the country during the week of August 3. I

have two commitments, one for the week of August 15 and another for the

week of August 29, but could schedule the trip at any other time satisfactory

to you. Please let me know what arrangements can be made.

I have so far accumulated a considerable volume of data, a large

portion of which is from either the Bookman-Edmonston library or my own

personal library. I do not know what your ideas on this material are;
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however, applicable material will be referenced in the bibliography. Some
of it is available from manufacturers and some commercially. How this

should be made available to you can be a subject for discussion during the

Washington trip.

Maury also mentioned that you do not have a record of who we met

with when I was in Washington. Enclosed is an internal memo prepared
after the trip which lists the names as I got them at that time.

Very truly yours,

Bookman-Edmonston Engineering, Inc.

By:

James R. Cannon

Enclosure



MEMORANDUM

To: Files (360.4)

From: J. R. Cannon

Date: April 14, 1977

Subject: Meetings with World Bank Staff

On April 7 and 8, 1977 the writer met with World Bank staff
members to discuss with them their concerns regarding pipeline
materials and specifications. The purpose of the meetings was to
determine the principal direction and emphasis that the upcoming paper
should take.

The staff members met, and their areas of responsibility were:

J. Kalbermatten, Water and Wastes Adviser
R. Middleton, Senior Sanitary Engineer

Latin America and Caribbean

A. Zavala, Division Chief
L. Chang, Engineer
J. Freedman, Engineer
E. Maisch, Engineer
A. Sanchez, Engineer
C. Fernandez, Financial Analyst

Europe, Middle East and North Africa

W. Cosgrove, Deputy Division Chief
R. MacWilliam, Engineer
J. Renkewitz, Financial Analyst
A. Banerjee, Technical Assistant

East Asia and Pacific

A. Bruesfle, Engineer
A. Saravanapavan, Engineer

South Asia

E. R. Williams, Division Chief
J. Pettigrew, Engineer
P. Ware, Engineer
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Western Africa

J. Buky, Engineer
E. Motte, Engineer

With each group there was a discussion of the problems and con-

cerns that they had, and these were widely varied. This memo will

attempt to generally categorize them.

Pipeline Materials

Suitability of prestressed concrete in sea water.

Use of PVC and PE in hot climates (ultraviolet).

Combined use of varied materials.

Cement and aggregate quality

Concrete pipe for sewers

Cast in place pipe (No Joint)

Ductile iron (cathodic protection)

Effect of salinity in water

Types which can be produced locally and which should not.

Castiron-carbonization
Vitrified clay

Pipe joints in all types

Expected life of various materials

Appurtenances

Air valve design and reliability

Standards for house connecti:ns

Connections to PVC (Hays Mfg. Co.)

Fittings made by gluing ends together and wrapping with fiberglass

Cutting RCP for fittings

Relative costs of available materials
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Size of valves relative to size of pipe

Valve markers

Tracer lines on plastic or AC pipe

Bedding, Backfill and Soils

Working below the water table and in tidal areas

Aggresive soil (effect of pH)

Cities which are built on fill materials

Justification of changing bedding and backfill specifications with
change in pipe materials

Frost action

Expansive soils

Testing for soils resistivity

Linings and Coatings

Epoxy (reliability, abrasion resistance, flexibility)

Lining in hot climates

Lining in place

Rehabilitation

Cleaning and lining

Polyethylene bags for castiron and ductile iron pipe

Miscellaneous

Pipelines in sea water

Seismic effect
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Price trends

In-plant inspection

Performance record of various materials

Cover and wheel loads

At what point does it become economic to set up pipe plants?

Stress corrosion in prestressed pipe

Comparison of furnish and install contracts as opposed to

separate contracts

Testing and inspection

Possibility of infection caused by joint lubricants

Storage and packaging



Water Supply Task Group Members July 21, 1977

Richard N. Middleton, Senior Sanitary Engineer (EWTDR)

Research by Professor Donald Lauria - Low-Cost
Water Distribution Systems

1. Professor Lauria has recently submitted his final report on his
initial studies, covering water distribution networks in Bogota (Colombia),
Sana'a (Yemen) and Ouagadougou (Upper Volta). The results appear far more
useful than we had hoped when launching this study: simple equations relate
variables such as persons per standpipe, per capita water use and average
pipe size, allowing secondary distribution designs to be checked and costed
by slide rule calculations. The effects of varying design criteria or of
altering network staging can be quickly investigated.

2. We now propose to verify these mathematical models in further case
studies of Bank projects. Meanwhile, the results appear interesting enough
to justify publication, and a draft paper in the EWT Research Working Paper
series has therefore been prepared. A copy is attached for your review, and
I would be grateful for any comments by c.o.b. August 5.

Distribution

Messrs. Kalbermatten, Ringskog, Warford, Saunders (EWTDR), Bharier (CPS),
Singh, Strombom, McCullough, Stone (URB)

cc: Mr. Lauria

ANachmen

RNMid eton: jbe
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Horace W. Barker, Training Officer, EDC

Training Materials for Sewage Treatment Plant Operators

1. I have noted your inquiry dated February 7, 1977, to the
Training and Certification Section, Ministry of the Environment, Toronto
in connection with training programs for personnel responsible for the
operation and maintenance of water and waste water systems and would be
pleased to offer you further advice on such training, should you require it.

2. Mr. R. R. Doddridge, in his reply to your letter, referred you
to Mr. A. B. Redekopp, Chief, Training and Technology Transfer Division,
Environment Protection Service, Ottawa, and I would be interested to
know whether you have followed up this suggestion. I am reasonably
familiar with Alex Redekopp's work, the central feature of which is the
production of thoroughly evaluated audio-visual slide-tape instructional
programs covering most, if not all, of the sewage treatment plant operations
and processes both basic and complex. Although the instructional programs
that I personally have seen used English scripts, I know that it was
Mr. Redekopp's intention to produce programs using the French language.
It is possible that he may, by now, have achieved this.

3. I have no doubt that selected samples of these programs could
be demonstrated to you and your water engineers and know that Mr. Redekopp
would be happy to cooperate in this way. I believe he will be visiting
Washington in late August on other business and, if suitable to you, I would
ka pleased to pursue this on your behalf.

4. The attraction of these particular programs is that they have been
designed to be used either for self-learning by individual plant operators
(on remote stations), or, supported by appropriate instruction manuals, by
supervisory staff for small group instruction of plant operators.

5. An additional source of training literature of the kind that you
have in mind could be the Compagnie Generale Des Eaux, Paris, where the
Training Manager M. Claude Dyard operages a comprehensive training program
for water services operators and supervisors. M. Dyard's training resources
includes a well equipped practical, off-the-job training center located at
Orleans from which training manuals may be available upon request.

6. I know Claude Dyard well and, again, would be pleased to pursue
this lead on your behalf.

cc: Messrs. Pollan, Rietveld, Kalbermatten, Chittleburgh

HWBarker/jdb



BOOKMAN -EDMONSTON ENGINEERING, INC.

SPECIALISTS IN WATER RESOURCES

102 NORTH BRAND BLVD., SUITE 600 OFFICES

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91203 GLEDLE , CALIF.
TELEPHONE SACRAMENTO, CALIF

(213) 245-1883 WASHINOTON, D. C.

IN MEXICO CITY
July 11, 1977 HIDRO CONSULTS. A.

Mr. R. N. Middleton
World Bank
Energy, Water and Tele-

Communications Department
1818 H Street
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Dick:

I have read with interest the report by Mr. Vos on the manu-
facture of concrete pipe in Abidjan. I would offer a few additional
comments.

Apparently the pipe is to be used for sewers. Mr. Vos states
that a lifetime of at least 25 years can be expected under normal con-
ditions. There is a technique for estimating the life of concrete and
asbestos-cement pipe used in sanitary sewer systems. This method
is known, in this part of the world, as the "A-Z Method" and is put
forth in "Process Design Manual for Sulfide Control in Sanitary Sewer

Systems" EPA 625/1-74-005, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency,
October 1974 and in the "Sewer Design Manual" distributed by Hydro
Conduit Corporation P. 0. Box 939, Corona, California.

I certainly concur with Mr. Vos that the pipe should be put into
curing as quickly as possible. I do not know what the climate in Abidjan
is, but if there are periods of low humidity this would be very important.
As a practical matter, pipe curing is sometimes not started until enough
units have been manufactured to provide a full curing area, but no later
than the end of the day manufactured.

I note that Mr. Vo s mentions a bedding factor of 1.8. Not having
seen the specifications, I can't say whether this is reasonable; but I do
know that it takes considerable care and effort to provide bedding of this
capability. It would require compacted granular bedding under the pipe
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and up to the horizontal diameter, or a bedding in granular fill shaped
by template to the external diameter of the pipe. A designer would be
wise to assume something much lower. I recently had occasion to
testify at a hearing concerning a pipe failure where, among other things,
the designer had assumed a bedding factor of 1. 5 when the specifications
would provide not more than 1. 1.

I have had correspondence with ARC Concrete regarding their
"Slimline" pipe. The material you had furnished left several questions
in my mind, and Mr. Farahar has resolved most of them. One remain-
ing, or rather new question, did arise. Mr. Farahar stated that current
U. K. practice relates trench widths to the internal diameter of the pipe;
however, the dimensions quoted do not appear to provide sufficient work-
ing room for adequate compaction. Incidentally, I note that ARC Concrete
is a member of the Gold Fields Group. The Gold Fields Group has just
acquired Hydro Conduit Corporation that I mentioned above.

As I expected, correspondence and obtaining specifications is tak-
ing longer than I hoped. The British Standards Institute, AFNOR and DIN
publications are available from ANSI in New York. However, only AFNOR
sent a list so that I am now trying to create a list of applicable British
Standards. I have not been able to obtain information on the DIN standards.

We have also inquired about the Japanese Standards, but I am
advised that these are only published in Japanese.

I have recently received information on a new type of fiberglass
reinforced plastic pipe using a technique that results in a rigid pipe. The
data I have so far received is sketchy, although I have talked to the de-
veloper. He is out of the country at present since they have shipped a
plant to Taiwan to start producing the material there. Apparently the
equipment is such that the pipe plant can be portable.

Very truly yours,

James R. Cannon
Chief Design Engineer



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCEASSOCIATION , RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: July 7, 1977

FROM: Richard N. Middleton (EWTDR)

SUBJECT: IDRC Activities

On July 6 I was telephoned by Mr. Journey (IDRc), who has
just returned from a mission to Africa and Asia. Among the points
raised were:

Thailand

Mr. Charan Burapharat (Chief, Infrastructure Project Division,
NESDB) is interested in further development of indigenous hand pumps and
simple drilling rigs.

IDRC are likely to support this project, working through Asian
Institute of Technology, Bangkok. Tentative plans are to hold a workshop
in Bangkok in October 1977, to discuss the problem and formulate the project
more precisely. Mr. Journey will call the Bank divisions responsible in
the course of the next two weeks to invite Bank participation.

Bangla Desh

The Cholera Research Laboratory is reorganizing and will now have
an Environmental Division. This new division is planning a research project
on the design of individual household systems incorporating simple pumps and
some in-house storage.

The newly-established Socio-Economic Research Division within MWD
is seeking IMC assistance in developing simple fluoride-removal techniques
for small systems.

IDRC are sending the research division data on community participation
in water supply schemes (mainly from LAC), for possible trials in Kenya (I re-
peated to Mr. Journey the information given me by Mr. Kozel - that vandalism
had increased following community participation, since MWD had been unable toprovide a good service and the villagers were naturally annoyed; this impliesthat participation is of little use without competent institutions).

The research division (headed by Mr. David Baker) are also interested
in pumping technology - possibly using photovoltaic systems and Wanlass in-
duction motors. Mr. Baker has apparently already developed a self-washing
upflow filter, which is in successful operation in Uganda.

Desalting

An Australian invention is a polymer which will remove salts from
brackish water. Back-flushing is by means of hot water, not chemicals. IRC
are obtaining further details.

cc: Messrs. Kalbermatten (EWTDR), Golan (AEP), Beach (AEPEW), Erkmen (EAPEW),
Allison (AGP), Williams (ASPEW)

RNiddleton:jbe
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July 6, 1977

Mr. A. C. Chaturvedi
Chairman, Eavironmental Divisdarn
Institutin of Engin rs (India)
/6, 3-Prk Road, LulmoV.-226 001

INMIA

Dear Mr. Claturvedis

Thank you for your recent letter. I = glad to hear that
your various visits to the water undertakings around the Far East
were of valus, and look forward to reading about your findings.

You should by now have received all the appraisal reports
which we were able to collect. I regret that it has taken us sm*.
what longer to assemble the various supervision reports, but those'
listed in the attacbment are nw on their way to our Delhi office,
with a request that they notify you when they arrive.

Your fees request is now being prooesoed, urnartunately it
arrived at the end of our financial yar, when the various departaentS
concerned have a particularly high work load, but I hope settlement
will not be unduly delayed.

With my regards to your wife,

Your, sincerely,

Richard B. Middleton
Senior Sanitary Dagineer

aergU, Water and Telecomaumications j)partMent

Attachment

ton + jb



ATTACHMENT

Date of

Country Project Supervision Report

East Africa Kenya Mombasa and Coastal
Water Supply 02/04/77

Zaire Water Supply 03/15/77

Wraziland Water Supply & Sewerage 05/25/77

West Africa Ghana Accra Tema Water Supply 03/28/77

Gabon Libreville Water Supply 07/13/76

Cameroon Douala & Yaounde Water Sup. 05/30/73

EMENA Egypt Alexandria Water Supply 05/27/77

Jordan Amman Water Supply & Sewerage. 04/18/77

Tunisia Urban Sewerage 05/02/77

Yugoslavia Sarajevo Water Sup. & Sewer. 04/04/77

Sarajevo Air Pollution 05/ /77

East Asia and Indonesia First Water Supply 01/28/77

Pacific
Philippines Manila Water Supply 06/16/75

Malaysia Kuala Lumpur Water Supply 04/16/77
Kuala Lumpur Water Supply 02/14/77
Kuala Lumpur Water Supply 02/07/77

Singapore Second Sewerage 02/11/77
Environmental Control 02/11/77

Thailand Bangkog Water Supply 03/31/76

South Asia Bangladesh Chittagong Water Supply 04/07/77

Dacca Water Supply 04/14/77

Pakistan Lahore Water Supply 05/03/77

Nepal Water Supply I 11/10/76

India Calcutta Water Supply 08/07/76

Uttar Pradesh Water Supply 01/26/77

Bombay Water Supply 01/11/77

LAC Mexico City Water Supply 05/18/77



ATTACHMENT
Page 2

Date of

Country Project Supervision Report

LAC Panama Water Supply 12/29/76

Colombia Palmira I 04/18/77
Bogota I 06/16/76
Cali Water 11/18/76
Medium Cities 04/15/77

Bolivia Water Supply 03/10/77

Brazil Sao Paulo Water Supply 10/11/76

Nicaragua Managua 2nd 10/28/76

Jamaica Kingston Water U/05/76

Ecuador Guayaquil and Guayas Water 05/27/77

Bahamas New Providence 05/06/77
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f T.w*-ftv* at the 50 warw lalmited d apoed 1w the wIdaIon Qdoft
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Annex 1
Page 1 of 15

ear
Country Torn oanstruc, "rill. iaued .apacit- Jepth in Cost in US$ Additional Coments

ad L'/.e c Pne ers

1/ Excludes the cost of pumps. If prices are quoted including the pump as well as other items (screens, etc), please fill Table 1-3
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TABLE 1 -B Page 2 of 15

Source of Supply - Wells Complete

Year
Iountry Town Construc. Drill Duggec Capacit Depth Cost in US$ Additional Coments

ed Lt/sec (meters)
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Levated .:s2:" rs rorx ervo

own H-ar Cost Conents
1"t -aevation :ateri al.at crOnsr C. U.S. U.S.$
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ear aLacita;
Country T hnstalled its/sec ,eters Cor rents
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______________t Page 5 of 15

I nlli

I ~~n ~IULI:ce
ubo uonentsCountry Yom Year se o -
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Page 6 of 15

.DiaIeter Working [vailability Price
Pressure 4U.S.$ per

Country Io'n - ear 2 * * 4 4
i'. Kg/cm Atm. 'I I . B Loca Other it T Coments

1/ Should include the costs of joints but exclude installation costs
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~er ul' Page 7 of 15

-
rkin-,

Country Town ear Dianeter Pressur ost/ etr Comments
(Jnch) (Ft. - US$

1/ Should include: transportation costs, laying, joining, testing, excavation, refilling and repavement of trenches
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TABLE 4-CAne1

TABL h-CPage 8 of 15
Water Supply Pipes - Complete Works

Working to0Country Town Year Diameter JDpth Type of Pressure i 0 a) ost/metej Comments
(_as) (mts) soil g/

___________~ ~~~~ ------------ -- -~.- ~ . ..

1/ Should include: Supply and installation.

Nh



TABLE 5-A Annex 1

Waste Water Pumping Stations Equipment

Capacity Head Unit Price
Country Town Year (it/sec) (meters) US$
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Waste Water Pumping Stations - Civil Works and Equipment

Capacity Head Unit Price Comments
Country Town Year (it/sec) (meters) _ US
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TABLE 6 Page 11 of 15

Manhole Construbtion Costs

Manhole

Country Town Year Depth Diameter Unit Price Comments
(meters) (cms) US$



TABLE 7 Annex 1

Waste Water Treatment Faccilities 
Page 12 of 15

Country Town Year Capacity Pro-ces Cost Comments
US$
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Table 3 Page 13 of 15

Project Data hequirements

1 - ane of Project

2 - Loan/Credit Numoer 3 R _e zion

A - Country c -ity (iey)

6 - Local Currency 7 - ncow/apita

8 - Date of Appraisal ) - awD of Last :upervision

-ater Only beler Wnly Water ani Zewer

1 - Appraisal Cost of Project (H.US$)

2 - Present Estimate (M.U5)

B
3 - Executed Works to Date (_.U_$)

4 - Length of Pipes (eters)

5 - Design Population

6 - Estimated Completion Date

Project Description



Annex 1
Tablo a Page 1 of 15

At Apprasa-L Estimate at comple-
1___________tion 19

- change as ( US$ 1.0 _ )

1 - T ariff tvenues

G 5 2- Total Operatin;; .. evenues

3- Total .onoperating- :.evenues

Total Revenues

1 - Total Operating_ Cost

H ~ 2 - Total .onoperatin_ _ _ Cost

- Total Cost

p. - Fixed Assets in Operation

2 - Average Net Assets in Operation

I !3 - Work in Progress

- Depreciation

- Accurrulated Depreciation

- Debt Service

- Total Liabilities

-_Total Eouity

1/ Revalued ( ) Unrevalued ( ). If revalued, please provide date of last revaluation.
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Page 15 of 15
Table 8

Estimates
atALpra sat 2oimple tion
Date _? 19

2 - fatal Population ____ _ ___ __r

3 - Population :i t.ou__ __e Connections

C 4 - Population -ith nd ?upply_

5 - Population 0 -! -rupply_

6 - Population it , 3eer

7 - Population Oth 'ter Waste Disoosal_

1 - Storage Capacity

D 2 - 'axlnun Delivery Gapacity (sater)

3 - Laximun Treatmert Capacity7 (sever)

1 - Volume Produced

2 - Volune Cetered

E 13 - Volume Sold

4 - Percent Residential Consumption

5 - Percent Un-accounted for

1 - durber of >etered Connections

2 - Number of Unnetered Connections

F 3 - Number of Residential Connections

- Number of Standposts

5 - lumber of Sever Connections
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A.0 Appraisal estimates means the total Project cost as
estimated in the Appraisal Report.

A.1 Present estimates means the total Project cost as esti-
mated at the end of the latest quarter.

A.2 Executed means the total amount of invoices regarding
Project Cost.

A.3 Contracted means the total amount of the contracts signed
by the Borrower. to execute the Project with a provision for
future price adjustments.

B.O Annual Inflation Rate - Appraisal means the estimated rates
of inflation appearing in the appraisal report for the years
under consideration in Table B.

B.1 Annual Inflation Rate - Actual means the new estimates at
the time of preparation of Table B.

B.2 Total Population Appraisal means the estimated population
appearing in the appraisal report for the years under con-
sideration in Table B.

B.3 Total Population Actual means the new estimates at the time
of preparation of Table B.

C.0 Volume Produced means the total volume of water treated and
delivered to the system (at plant output).

C.1 Volume Sold means the metered volume plus the volume of water
which could be bought by the amount paid by unmetered connec-
tions (equivalent water sold).

C.2 Operational Revenues means revenues directly related to the
services rendered. They cover: tariff revenues; other ope-
rational revenues (connection fees or rightsi/; assigned taxes
and miscellaneous revenues; late payment charges; other fees;
etc.).

C.3 2perating Costs means all the costs incurred and directly
related to providing the services, including taxes, but ex-
cluding depreciation, interest and non-operating costs, such
as earnings on the sale of assets, etc.

C.e This year's uLdated budget means new estimates for the total
year on the basis of the experience gained (C.c)

C.f Appraisal Estimates this year means the figures of appraisal
for the year under review.

1/ Excluding connection charges,
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D.0 Total Connections Before Project Start means the number
of existing connections in the year the Project has been
approved by the Bank.

D.2 Total Connections End Last Year means the number of connec-
tions at the end of the year preceding the one under review.

D.3 Total Connections End of This Period means the number of
connections at the end of the quarter preceding the super-
vision mission.

D.6 Number Employees End of Period means the total number of
full-time employees, plus the full-time equivalent of part-
time employees. Since the number of employees is to be
provided for water supply and for sewerage, each figure
should include part of the employees involved in both ser-

vices (e.g., administration).

E.0 Total Receivables means uncollected amounts due from custo-
mers at the time the Project was accepted by the Bank (Ea)
and at the end of the quarter preceding the supervision mis-
sion (Eb). They are net of allowance for uncollectable ac-
counts. They do not include, in principle, long-term receivables.

COMPUTATIONS

Monitoring Indicators Computations

A.4 % Execution A2
A

A.5 % Contracted A 3

A

B.4 Population Growth Appraisal Year n - Year (n-1)
Year (n-1)

B.5 Population Growth Actual Same as B.4

C.d % Completion this year C
C

- b

C.g % Completion updated Budget C
vs. Appraisal C

f

C.4 Revenues Per Unit Produced C2 (In local currency

C and US$)
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___0
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Page 3 of 3

Monitoring Indicators Computations

.5 Costs Per Unit Produced C3 (In local currency
C and US$)

C.6 Average Tariff C2 (In local currency

C and IJS$)

C.7 Unaccounted-for Water (%) C - C160
CO

D.1 % Increase Appraisal Estimates Total Estimated Con-
nections at Completion
of Project - 0

D 0

D.4 % Increase End Period/ D3 - D2
End last year

D2

D.5 % Increase End Period/ D3 - D
Before Project D 0

D.7 Employees/'000 Connections D6

D3 1000

D.8 Number persons per Connection Latest Estimates

D.9 Population Served D8 x D3

D.10 % Total Population U
B (this year)

D.ll Volume sold/connection/month C1 (from Column C
1______ c

D3 x period covered
(in months)

E.1 Receivables in % of Billing E

C2 (from Column C c
311111=1C
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INFORMATION SOUGHT % OF PROJECTS LACKING THE INFORMATION

LAC Projects only
10 1971 1972 1973 197_h -1974

Other Direct Cost
Number of Persons/connection 100 100 100 100 100 83.33

o umber of Employees 100 100 9b.74 91.31 88.24 83.33
4 Number of sewer connections 100 100 89.48 91.31 100 83.33

General Costs 87.5 91.7 89.48 86.96 94.12 100.00
100 83.4 89-.8 82.61 82.36 83.33

Other Income or Costs (net) 87.5 75. 74.69 78.26 76.48 83.330 Number of Water Meters 100 91.7 88.48 78.26 70.59 83.33
H %Long-term debt to total 87.5 83.4 81.22 69.57 64.71 16.66

assets
Average rate base * 87.5 66.6 68.43 69.57 58.83 0.0

c 0 Number of water connections 100 58.4 68.43 56.53 52.95 66.66
Population 87.5 75. 73.69 52.18 47.03 33.33

Wages cost 75. 50. 47.37 47.83 61.18 5o.
Total volume sold 25. 25. 31.58 43.48 35.30 66.66
Total Debt Service 87.5 50. .47.37 43.48 35.30 16.66
Total investment 75. 41.7 31.8 39.14 41.18 33.33

- Total operating revenues 25. 25. 32.58 39.14 23.53 33.33a Total volume produced 25. 33.4 48.11 34.79 35.30 50.00
Total costs 12.5 0 15.79 31.44 23.03 13.33Rate of return 75. 41.7 36.85 31.b4 11.77 0

'Depreiataon * 5o. 33.4 15.79 26.19 23.53 00 Water Revenues from sales 37.5 16.7 26.32 21.74 17.65 13.33Total assets * 62.5 41.7 26.32 13.05 5.89 0

* Includes revalued and unrevalued figures



RAYMOND INTERNATIONAL INC.
POST OFFICE BOX 217, OAKLAND, N.J. 07436

W. E. McQueeney
ASST. VICE PRSSIDENT-MANAGSR

June 22, 1977

Mr. Richard Middleton, Senior Sanitary Eng.
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development EWT D1035
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Middleton,

Thank you very much for attending our seminar on clean-
ing and cement-mortar lining of pipelines on June 15th.

We recognize the important responsibility you carry
for water projects in your region, and we are hopeful
that you found the seminar and film informative.

It could well be you will incur situations where clean-
ing and up-grading via cement-mortar lining is the best
cost/benefit scheme for restoration of deteriorated
transmission and distribution systems.

Tony Iammatteo and I are at your disposal to discuss
the application of our service for such projects.

Please accept the enclosed penknife as a memento of
the occasion. We hope you find it useful.

Cordially,

W.E. McQueeney

WEMcQ/cw
cc: A. Iammatteo
encl.
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JNT13ERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECON5TR UCT N AN)) DVELOPM1NT

3818 H Street. NW., W.'Fbil.,gfn. 1). C. 20433. USA.

A.. OCd 202 14. .... - 3 16 k0 ( Ad-. - INi [I V A A

June 3, 1977

Mrs. Lourdes Flor
Program Officer
Health Sciences
International Development
Research Center

Box 8500
Ottawa, Canada KIG 3119

Dear Mrs. Flor:

I appreciate the opportunity of cooperating with your organi-
zation by reviewing the proposed study on the Colombian Rural Water
Supply and Sanitation Program. I am returning the documents you
sent with your letter of May 13 and have the following comments.

Ceneral Observation

Almost all the countries in Latin America have received inter-
national loans, grants and technical assistance for rural water
supply programs. Over a period of years these ranged from shallow
dug wells with handpumps to the more complete type with distribution
lines and house connections.

From the results of these experiences, it was found that com-
munity participation was the prime factor in the success of these
projects and- that instruction in basic personal hygiene and health
education a necessary adjunct. The financial success, by which I
mean the funds to guarantee minimum operation and maintenance,
required that more than half the houses in the community be provided
with house connections. Rarely were funds.in excess of this obtained--
even in Argentina or Venezuela. But perhaps Colombia has made more
success.

The design criteria (design period, per capita consumption, etc.)
is an old argument. It is especially critical if the supply has to
be pumped. The fact is that very little measurement of actual con-
sumption has been done.
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Specific Comments on the Documents

Document No. 1

Page-1, line 3. "Easy access" may need to be defined. "Reliable

supplies" may need to be defined.

Line 11. "Poor operation and maintenance capabilities"

might indicate that the design of the 
systems

should give more attention to this problem.

Line 13 and Another reason is that it is easier to collect

following tariffs from users with house connections. This

is very important with diesel enginc-driven pumps.

No mention is made of "safe water source" or 
dis-

infection by chlorination or treatment by slow

sand filtration.

Page 2, line 1. "Implementation".

Line 5. "The collection of water rates". Does the community

water "Junta" disconnect the user's connection 
for

nonpayment or is some other means 
of enforcement

used?

Line 14. "Unlike the vast majority of water supply 
programmes...

tariff schemes are established in consultation 
with

the community and considerable financial return 
is

achieved." (I question this statement which may

exaggerate the results, at least in Latin American

rural water supply projects. Second, I would like

to verify the financial statements of a larger

sample of the "Juntas" as to whether they are 
suc-

cessfully paying even operation and maintenance.

Previous surveys in other countries have 
shown lit-

tle village capacity to pay more than operation

and maintenance, especially in pumped systems.) 
If

the Colombian villages can do better, I 
think it is

wonderful, and the proposed study could verify this.

Page 3, lines 2 This seems to contradict previous paragraphs. 
Of

and 3 course some villagers can pay more than others, so

there would be a range, say from a tariff that covers

only operation and maintenance to one that covers

operation and maintenance plus small extensions and

some debt service.
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Concluding Paragraph

The design life of 20 years, if it refers to materials such

as pipe, may be alright. However, the design period should o-

viously be much less--ranging from a system to satisfy the present

population needs to one. for, say 8 to 10 years in the future.

Page 5, Objectives

(a) It is assumed the term "sanitary edu-

cation" includes the more usual ones

of "health education" and "personal

hygiene" in terms that the villagers

can understand.

(d) It is assumed that this includes "ad-

ministration" of the system.

Page 5, line 6. "Water f16w limiting devices". These are not in-

expensive and there are several types that have

been used in Latin America. 
One is manufactured

in Mexico and has a variable 
orifice and can be

mounted in line; another has been used in 
Argen-

tina, has a float-controlled orifice 
and requires

a house tank; a third is a hydraulic 
type valve

and must be actuated by hand 
and has been used on

standpipes. One question to be answered (in a

gravity system supplied by 
a source with a good

flow) is whether the cost of flow control 
devices

is justified.

Para. 2, items This should include standardization 
of materials

(4) and (5). and equipment as well as the design of tanks and

major structures. If several hundred systems are

to be built, only 4 or 5 diameters and types 
of

pipe, few types of pumps and appurtenances; 
and

tank modules should be used. This permits simpli-

fied design, bulk purchases and warehousing of a

fewer number of materials and fittings.

Pm (f). A PERT diagram as is indicated will, require constant

revision throughout the project. It is assumed that

this will include the selection of communities, the

Identification and development of water sources, as

well as the other items mentioned. How more useful

than. a sample bar chart is questionable.
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Page 7, line 3. The evaluation of the 700 systems can give valuable

information if only a few important data are 
selected

for which reliable information is readily available.

Information as to the nunb'er of house connections,

number of houses not connected, hours of service,

actual tariffs and revenue collected, 
should be

available.

Page 7, Second Line 7 from bottom, ..... 1carry out a limited survey

Stage of sanitary, social and economic conditions....I

It is not clear whether the source of water will

be identified at this time or earlier. If a well

is to be the source of water, there 
is no assurance

of the yield or quality until the well 
has been

drilled and tested. Somewhere this step has to

be included, generally before the system is designed

and sometimes is a costly and time-consuming 
affair.

Similarly, .spring sources should have 
the flow

measured and water quality tested. 
The identifi-

cation and development of the water source can be

one of the greatest causes of delay.

-age 9, Third (a) "Reliability of service". Does this mean a

- Stage constant minimum quantity, 24 hours a day,

at a desired pressure?

"Water auality". I think this should include

turbidity, taste, odor, some bacteriological

index and any special locally occurring pro-

blem chemicals such as high chlorides 
and sul-

fates.

(b) Water demand. To measure water demand, a 
master

meter should be installed at the 
inlet and out-

let of-the storage tank to measure 
production

and total village consumption. 
Care should be

taken in the selection of the meters 
to accurately

measure low flows. It will be difficult to mea-

sure individual user consumption 
because the

smallest commercially available domestic water

meters operate at flows high above the average

flows commonly found in rural communities. The

care and maintenance of the chart read-out meters

could also become a problem if adequate main-

tenance is not provided for.

(c) Water pumping regines. I wonder if diesel en-

gines are used exclusively and are easier to

maintain than the ubiquitous air-cooled gaso-

line engine. If diesel engine-driven pumps
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are used (as any internal combusion en-
gine), they must be operated at a speed

that corresponds to the optimum speed
of the pump. It might be interesting to

include a tachometer to measure the speed

of the engines and pumps and so the ef-

ficiency. Whenever possible, electricity

would be advantageous but this means re-

stricted hours.

(d) Local technical capacity and fabrication

skills. Generally speaking, there will be

a lack of special tools for cutting and

threading pipe, wrenches, blow torches,

masons and brickloggers' tools, carpenters'

tools and spare parts and mechanics' tools

for the engines and pump. Training alone

will not suffice.

Page 10, (k) Simplified forms and records should be devised

and (f). for the administrators of the water systems. Also,

information should be obtained as to what the lo-

cal policy is with regard to delinquent payment of

water bills. Is the water shut off or is some

other means employed?

Careful records should be kept of the cost of ope-

rating and maintaining the system as well as the

tariffs and payments.

Page 10, last "In-line water meters". As previously stated, it

line will be very difficult to find a commercially avail-

able meter that will register the low flows expected

in the individual household connections. When the

average consumption falls below about 30 gallons

per capita per day (120 liters), the available meters

may not register or will have an error of around 5%.

If the householder has his own rooftank, the situ-

ation is aggravated. One possible way to circumvent

this problem is to use one meter for a group of houses

so that the flow is great enough to activate the meter.

Document No. 2

Page 6, line 2. How much money is actually in the sectional level

revolving funds?

Page 7, con- No description is given as to how the wells are

struction drilled or surface sources of water are developed.
Nothing is mentioned. about chlorination or slow

sand filters, No explanation is given about pump

installation.
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Mrs. Lourde's FlIor6

e of Los NegritoS is supplied with a

Annex B-3. The Vill th el ectric motor--driven pump.
teep wel with an lti in Document No. 1 has to

Most Of the discussIOn
do with diesel engine-driven pumps.

3 I don't think enough emphasis is given to e-

Noplaining the importance of washing hands with

soap and water before preparing food and eating.

Conclusion

think that the study will be useful 
to the other programs

becauseiit ta th e of years of experience with many village

beas ttakes advantageoyerdsnstdasad
wersystems. It will be useful in revising design standards 

and
eter systebi. te from taris s I think the most important

revnu possibilities from tariffs- tfcosption patterns

aspects of the study will be the measurement 
of consumpt pa gs

of different villages, the eraluation of the capacity of the villager

to meet their tariff and financial 
obligations and an analysis Of

administration, operation and maintenance 
pro I hope that my

comments will be helpful.

Very truly yours,

Jo eph Freedman

Senior Sanitary Engineer

Water Supply and Sewerage 
Division

Latin America and the 
Caribbean Regional 

Office

JFreedman:clh

CONTROL NO. CO-7-1
3 5
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John N. Kalbermatteu, Water and W.t., Adviser (UIM)

bAI Lmmh New ImaDpRA Valve

Mr. Riabard Pbrd, retired President of Ford Meter Box Co., will
be visiting the Bank on Tuesdah June 7 to present a new model of the
"Fardilla* self..closing valve. This new model is specificly designed
for installation on public hydrnto, an applioation for which earlier
models were unsuited. His presentation will be in Roca D-1056 at 12:20 pm.,
and is expected to be fairly brief.

Please bring this meeting to the attention of any staff who you
believe would be interested but who may inadvertently have been left off
the distribution list.

Messrs. Varford, Sauders, Juliun (miNt), Ramani (UB), Sternberg, Shipman,
Pineo, Sangler (Consultants), Daldson (PAD), Huang t=U), Olivero (1DB)
Water apply staff

RN tA~nsjbe
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Mr. Yves Rovani May 19, 197

las

Arziual &:!owr of ud Mit. on Nter aA Swraas Froeci.

3.,. Since our last review of PPARs (see the attached reno by
Mr. Middleton to you dated Noveaber 9, 1976), ORD have completed thre

project pertbraence audit rports (PPARs) on water supply or seweage

projects. These are v

Malaysia (Loan 561-MA)i uaOA Lumpur Water Supply Project
Caeroon (ioan 604-0); Dmala and teoundo Water S.pply Project
Botwsana (Cr. 233.BT); Gaborone-Lobate Water Supply Project

Coments on each of these are given below, and copies of the reporte axe

attached for ease of refemnce.

2. LWL Migr -Omw& Proj*St - OED claim that no particular

lessoan n be draim fr this project. I agree with the exqption of the

outcome of the demand projections and the reporting requiremints. These

two points am further discussed in pares 5 and 6 below. On one point
I disagree when the audit argues that the Bwnk appraisal mission's staging

of the treatment plant capacity of 28 Iogd into two stages of 14 Imgd

capacity was suboptiial. My opinion, and that of the regional projects

division, is that the Bank appraisal mission was fully justified in staging

the treatment plant and not only was this economically justified, but also

it eased the utility's financial situation. As the treatment plant capacity

did on no occasion constitute a bottleneck in the system capacity, it is

difficult to see what OEDs claim is based on. The preaent-wrth comparison

OED supply as justification is too simplified to form a valid argument.

tisproject from the c-

wercial, financial, technical and mnagerial points of view. It goes on

to state, however, that te epected benefits have not benefitted the

lowest income groups of the two cities to the extnt desirable. The audit

with its second guessing may have a point although it is notoriously dif-

ficalt to base oneself on population estimates wlhen. making service coverage

comparisons. The audit's claim that the percentage of the combined popula-
tion served by the project in the two cities is likely to have dropped from

about 65% in 1969 to about 43% in 1975, is obviously not valid if the

population estimates are erroneous. The general lessons of the project An

in the area of demand projections and will be treated in para 5 below.

4. 2W- 20 general lessons can be

learnt from this project except again the i portanoe of demand projections.

The project included the construction of a 32-.ile pipeline that, with the

wisdom of hindsight, proved to be premature by several years for satisfying
demand. The decision to go ahead with the construction at the time of the

project does appear justified to assure the contnuous operation of an impor-

tant local industry. Appropriately enough, the industry is servicing the

debt of the portion of the credit related to the pipeline.



Mr. Yes Novdn -2- May 19, 1977

5.ggong of Co9!on Interest - In two of the projects reviewd,
those of Botswana and Cameroon, mention is made of lower dwmwd per con-
nection. In Kuala Impur it is thought to have renained constant. For
Botswana this is attributed to sharply higher tariffs in the period
preceding the project and the abolishment of free water to civil service.
For Caneroim water conswetion per oonnection dropped by scme 35 for
laound. over the project period and by some 4% over the project period
in Douala. his reduction in -onewuption we witneass over and over ain
in Bank projects and can be attributed to the better administrative con-
trol of billings and collections, better setering, higher tariffs, extenmd
service coverage, and the price elastic demand for water. It is certainly
an important lesson and together with Mr. Rodrigues of the 3EA Water
Sopp3l Divisin, I am presently drafting guidelines for urban water demand
forecating which we intend to publish as public utility guidelines in the
amr future,.

6. In two of the reports, those of Malaysia and Botana, uition
is made of eomplaints by the borrimmrs over axmesive reporting requiremients
to Lhe N*. We may have to evaluate critically whether our benefits of
the borrowers' project reports justify the substantial input of scarce staff
time to prepare tham hata collection and presentaticn without a clew
purpose and uses is too costly so as to oblige our borrowers to engage in it.

c Messrs. Kalbermattenj Middlston (EWTM), Rajagopalsa

Ulingskogsjbe



M.Jae 3. nemns

6Wo Secarity bendIng
102 North Brand Uivd.
MADU, Ollb a 9

Dear .ame#a

I .*2*m .ppien of sst to eigoI arU&. WI* xe attms
vhtoh I wmoWd l3e y to q 1* the piplisnU p er.

Us article an th* OLi pipelae, altbw#4& not vrw satia-
fbotomy In mny respeats MAights, the u" of a sine-,epow 140dA-vtm in Plae of thiewor and law demimble ocal tar or erant
wrtar iUnl s and ales the prohbm of mintaising welding quality

In a developing country. You emid disomm this with our enginers
oma4ouse and get further detal.

mt i swnd article, an th use of polyethylow pipe as a
sowsp for** main, describes an qjSllation Vh*ah aIght have smiad-

erble potential en BwJk pm* $afts artan rl for -,,a balm
(tbat is, meins which are demigd to a1llate einditima sfr a ft

yveze whdm mre peiuaneat or larger epwAty work& mv dwdiged and
omftnated. A ream t xSwle sceaued in eur ust psJ..wt In kxaW1e,

wher the e .axistIng outfall he to be mwmtad as a nattsr f urgmW
to allo port sacut lasi to proceed, but whare the ovoitml pattern at

SmpAW dispesl, and bsn.e the leeation a" aime t Ves ofakt emt*an wokas,
is Owrsatly 100finas4.

lems p me in tmwh with progme an the ppors, and let no
aw yho amsu plan to vIsit the B fbr MaimloMa with stoff.

Riaherd I. midstt..
30nior smaitar Mgie r
twum'p Wator and vla=="m=as

Middltonasjbe

Articles: Steel Epoxy-Lined Pipe Serves South American Water System

by Donald F. Cook, Resident Engineer and William A. Garlow, Project
Administrator, Gilbert Associates, Inc. - Water & Sewage Works, March '77

Polyethylene Sewer Force Main, Water & Sewage Works, April 1977



my 13, 197

Dr . G. Dmthmakh
*Micipal QOMssiaiamer

"Matiipel Corperation Of OMboay
whapalika 3rg
Prt, . )bay - 1

INDIA

Dear r. DAnkh &A_/

We attactieruth a quesriclre uhieh is being sent owt mwrldaide
to a selected group of water suppLy organisations uhose experiaene en
questiens of water Mtering and t ooated-for voter shuld prove valuable
in reaching oonszonmua m re oine.ed practices and my sLow umindtaking
of appreashes e0107d in various ewtmewi. Doesuas of the data wiah we
believe mey be available from your operticus, yew orpaisatam has bee.
inclded an the list reoelving the q0estiemmire.

it is possble that ym will ot hae readily availabl, all the
information inmosnr7 to ansner all questiew adsd, in ibich easo, please
feel free to eit the "o ee"ed and passen to the others. We hope
that you will be able to return the completed queetiomai ie within about
three wedik or eoome.

We hope, in dne coures, to be able to tabulate and asalyse the data
and to provide yma with opies.

If by amy chaiwe ye should also receive a opy of this qustimaie
from the International ater SUpql Assoctation, please reqomd only to e.
he oapy attached cestalsm all the inurnatim presmated in the IWBA form

plus two pars on mW -cgmted-for water. We will 1e aslidate all data fro.
both quemaires in the tabulation.

ftook you for amy hel you an give in meeting this re*uest.

Eanrely yours,

John N. Solbeintten
ater and Wastes Adviser

Msert Water and Teleesia s ti1Ms )IparImuest

JMalbeinatten

cc: Mr. Shipman (FWTDR)
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M. Rabmm, Chairman
Dacca *ter Supply & Sewerage Authority
156/157 btijheel Commercial Area
Daces 2, BMJIOADU5M

Dear Mr. Rabwnt

We attach herewith a quetiorgaire which is being sent out uwrl&uide
to a selected grop of water supply orgnisations whoa. experioes on
questions of water metering and umacounted-for water duld prove valuablt
in reaching conclusions on rooin.ftd, practices and may allow d
of approaches employed in various ceintries. Because of the data which we
believe may be available frm your operations, your orpnisation has bee
inclmded on the list receiving the quetimmirs.

It is poesible that you will met have readily available all the
information i*sese0ry to anisnr all es"ia asked, in which ease, please
feel free to eit the emus ooenemd and pass an to te others. We hope
that you will be able to return the campleted qustimir within about
three weeks or saoce.

We hope, in cts ceurse, to be able to tabulate and aalye the data
and to provide you with opies.

If by any chance you should also receive a opy of this quetinnaire
from the lhtematioal ater bpply Association, please respond only to an.
Ib. epy attached contains all the infegmation prested in the IMA form
plus two pages on maocouted-hor ater. We will consolidate all data from
both questiomaires in the tablation.

Thask you hbr any help ye can give in weting this request.

waleersly yours,

John . Kalbereatten
Wter and Wktes Aviser

kirgy, Wter and ?eleeicaticn DGpart mt

Attacheint

JmNalbermtten41

0o: Mr . Shipman CMTDR)



mhy 13, 1971

r. hair Ahmed
- mreetor
Ibter and Sanitation Aescy
4M 2LhrT
labore, PAMSAW

Dear Mr. Ahmed:

we attash heraith a Whisciir wuih is beiag seat out worlide
to a selected grp of water supply orgaisaticms who.. ms o!- s on
qaostians of motor ntwling sad -mosssinatd-bar voter duald prove valuable
in reaching anl M, e rmded pretess and ay allow mdtkiag
of sggrundes iamphyed in various amumres. san of the data whia we
believe soy be available from yur porstims, your orguisatiem has beem
incladed en the list receiving the -stIenirs.

It is possible that Iu will met have readily available an the
Infarastim smmsary to assast all questions aded, In which ease, please
feel fres to oait the ese mnmened and pas en to the others. We hope
that you will be able to retarn the eongested qssti1nire vitia sbout
the-! weeks or sooner.

We hope, I due as me, to be able to tabulate and osnalye the data
and to provide yu with copies.

If by as aames you dwu al. rsesive a appy of this questionnaire
from the itarmtiowal 1tr &pply Associaties, please respond only to ew.
tke copg attached castainA all the Iftnf ostn preseated in the D1M form
plus two page on misacouted-fr voter. We will omssl4iat. all data from
both questioumaires In the tabulation.

Thook you for say help you cam Xv* In meeting this request.

Saaoarl youra,

iota x. albeomattai
btar aed lbstes Adviser

oriey, Vatr and leoations Deprtmient

Attachment

JM~abermttsnmo

cc: Mr. Shipman (EWTDR)
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Mr. R.M estba
proj.ct-iu-clarg.
watr &Wply and ueWPg* Board

DW r bat

Wi attach heruuim a qeastiwairs which is beig seant oat w.,lwIdA9

to a s.lectd graup of watw ripply mrWgiSUatirnO she x C On,

questions of water Meteriag Sad u~eom otd-dr water eabwd3 prewmahi.

a roaching c.asw ens an jecomaemed pratieS sad -y allow NIertakiag

of aproabes wloed in isriou counties. Bemse of the data which we

belie =,y be availablo frau yeu opu- timf, yoer orpaimatim bas bees

iasladed Of. .s list O .g tU. q.tI.s-aIre.

t is p-sw e that yo win aet have ready avaiable all the

acmtS neessry to ar all ueti#s aad, in which ems., please

feel free to swt the -s ooermd &A paws& c to the others. Ws bo"

that you wilbe abie t return tbo oeltw 4psdampire within abowt

three weeks or aW.

a hp, in d&* cura., toe be able to tabulate and anallm the data

sad to provide ya with copies.

If by ay chesane yeo shuAld a3.o receive a spy of this queatAil"'5

a the Matt al water Supply Associations, please respond esly to as.

M cop attached omstaine all the infervotion presented in the DU form

plu two paga en vasm -for water. * will .-- IUdate an data fre.

both quoesnmaired in tbo tabulation.

rumak you for amy help yoa as& give in meeting this ".0st.

-LS.MOU yaws,

jobs W. lalbeveattes
W ad Wetes tAdviW

bferga, *tor and . P.4ieS Dpartman

Atta@1t

Malbett+

cc: Mr. Shipman (EWTDR)
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4 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE

SCENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL

POUR E Dv Box 8500, Ottawa, Canada, KiG 3H9 - Telephone (613) 996-2321 - Cable: RECENTRE - Telex: 053-3753

May 13, 1977 Ref: 3-P-76-0142

Mr. J. Freedman,
Water Supply and Sewerage Division, Date Received-
Latin American and Caribbean Desk,
Energy, Water & Telecommunications Sector, Date Ac;el, edAed
The World Bank,
1818 H Street, N.W., Assigned tc-
Washington D.C. 20433 -

Dear Mr. Freedman,

From my colleague, Mr. W.K. Journey, who is away from the Office at
present, I am forwarding to you documents relating to a study on the Colombian
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Program. Document No. 1 describes a
research proposal on this Program which has been submitted to IDRC for support.
Before we present this proposal to our Board next June, we would greatly
appreciate your assessment of the proposal, both from the point of view of its
usefulness and its quality. Mr. Journey has indicated your in-depth knowledge
of rural water programs in Latin America involving community participation.
May I suggest your review look into the following aspects:

- contribution of this study to the available knowledge in this field, both
for other Latin American programs and for the international organizations
working in this field;

- usefulness of this study for the Colombian Rural Water and Sanitation Program;

- adequacy of the methodology put forward to achieve the specific objective

set-out;

- any other aspects you feel relevant to comment upon.

As background information, I am enclosing document No. 2 which describes
the history of the Colombian Program as well as document No. 3 "Manual de

Educacion Sanitaria"(Manual of Health Education) which is one of the five or

six Manuals published by INPES in relation to the Program. This document can

give you an idea of the sort of norms and procedures the Colombians talk about

in the study (as this is our only copy, would you please return document No. 3

to us with your comments).

Mr. Journey will be calling you on Monday, May 16, to elaborate further

on this subject.

Thank you very much for your cooperation in this matter.

Yours cerely,

1-Lurdes Flor (Mrs)
Program Officer

cc: W.K. Journey Heal-th Sciences
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 12, 1977

FROM: Richard N. Middleton (EWTDR)V

SUBJECT: Ad Hoc Working Group on Rural Water Supply
U. N. Study Proposal

1. On May 12 Mr. Rovani telephoned Dr. Dieterich (Director, EME,
WHO-Geneva) to discuss the reasons for WHO's rejection of the proposal
that the Ad Hoc Working Group (AHWG) be responsible for some studies
following up on the March 1977 World Water Conference (WWC). The fol-
lowing note records the principal points raised during the discussions.

2. Mr. Rovani recapitulated the arguments set out in Mr. Kalbermatten's
memorandum of May 9, as a result of which the Bank had expressed to the other
members of AHWG its support in principle for the proposal:

- prompt follow up to WWC was essential if valuable momentum
was not to be lost;

- the AHWG was an existing multi-agency group that could
rapidly move into this follow-up work, and by so doing would
perform a more useful function than in the past;

- the estimated cost, $16,000, was small in comparison to the
likely benefits;

- the study would only last until October, after which time the
AHWG could be disbanded and leave other agencies or bodies to
follow-up on its recommendations.

3. Mr. Rovani stated that he had some reservations over the arguments
in the memorandum (which admittedly had been drafted in some haste immediately
prior to Mr. Kalbermatten's departure); in particular:

- it was questionable whether anything useful would come out of
a three-month desk study;

- the proposal ran counter to established procedures and
responsibilities within the UN family;

- the AHWG had shown incredible powers of survival so far, and
some of the phrasing in the Fano proposal 2/ led him to fear
that the study would merely serve to perpetuate and institu-
tionalize the AHWG.

Nevertheless, in view of the small amount of money involved and the possibility
of a positive outcome, Mr. Rovani was ready to consider proceeding with the
proposal unless Dr. Dieterich had very strong arguments to the contrary.

1/ e.g., references to work subsequent to the study (para 1) or the
possibility (only) of meeting the October 1977 deadline (para 3).



Files -2- May 12, 1977

4. Dr. Dieterich said that his opposition to the proposal was
essentially based on two objections:

- it was not going to produce any useful results;

- it was the wrong way to go about solving the problem.

His doubts over the likely outcome were based on discussions with Mr. Mageed
(Secretary, WWC), who had told him that, after review of the papers submitted
for the conference he had concluded that they did not contain data which would
be useful for planning country strategies up to 1980 and for the 1980-90
Decade - simply because the countries had not been asked to submit such ma-
terial. Desk review of the WWC papers would not therefore be profitable.
Even if it were a job worth doing, he (Mr. Mageed) doubted that Mr. Krishna-
murthy was suitable for this task (Dr. Dieterich also mentioned that prior to
this discussion Mr. Mageed did not know of the proposal, nor of the suggestion
that Mr. Krishnamurthy, a consultant on his staff, be involved; although Mr. Fano
was in Geneva at the time, he had not raised the matter).

5. Dr. Dieterich's second objection was that the AHWG was a totally
inappropriate body to attempt to carry out any review of sector status or of
programming needs pre-1980. It had not been entrusted with this responsibility
by WC, and had no contacts with governments whic h would provide it with a
workable means of assisting them in sector assessment and planning. The only
effective way of doing this work was through existing agencies which had good
channels of communication with Government, which had a good knowledge of sector
conditions and of the problems in investing in the sector, and which could draw
on an existing pool of manpower and expertise to carry out a difficult task
within a short time frame.

6. Dr. Dieterich's objections had been cabled in some detail to Mr. Cohen
(copy to the Bank); on receipt of this cable, AHWG members could decide what
future action or discussion was appropriate. Meanwhile, he agreed with
Mr. Rovani that it was essential not to lose the momentum provided by the WWC.
During the next two days, he expected to receive from the World Health Assembly
instructions to prepare a proposal for implementing the work entrusted to WHO
by the WWC Action Plan; that is, a proposal for a rapid intensive effort to
assess sector programming needs as the first step in the three-year exercise
leading up to the 1980 review. This proposal would be circulated to the various
UN agencies for comment (he mentioned that recent discussions in Geneva had
already indicated the likelihood of conflicts between WHO and CNRET on re-
sponsibility for executing the WWC Action Plan).

Future Action

7. It was agreed that the Bank would await Dr. Dieterich's cable

(para 6) before deciding on further formal action.

8. Based on this telephone discussion, the appropriate future action
for the Bank appears to be:

- notify the AHWG members that, based on discussions with WHO
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of their objections to the proposal, the Bank has reconsidered
its earlier support of the proposal;

- emphasize that follow-up action to WWC is nevertheless a matter
of high priority.

- urge WHO to produce the proposal requested by WHA as soon as
possible;

- defer decisions on the mechanism for WWC follow-up until the
WHO proposal can be discussed.

(These items were not included in the telephone conversation, but were identi-
fied in my subsequent conversation with Mr. Rovani.)

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Kalbermatten (EWTDR), Kearns (OPD)
Mrs. Boskey (IRD)

RNMiddleton: jbe



Mr. Charles Weles, Jr. (PAS) May 1, 1977

Richard 1. Middleton (WM)

Water Resurces 6ot

I regret that staff constraints prevent taking more than a
Oursory glance at the 100-9age drAft informal report; I imagine that
most of my oclleagues are umilarly constrained, and if the document
is to be seriously reviewed in the kxk it needs to be substantialLy
shortened and edited.

The original plan - to identify projects which would benefit
fro" a long-r6nge, Multi-Msetoral analysis, and then provide the neces-
wary eGpert assistanOe - seems well amcniwsd. This would have helped
to OnBUre that the report addressed actual problems net in Bank work,
and that the noamres it proposed were realistio within the frmework
of Bnk policies and operations. As it is, the report is likely to be
ignored by the regions, since it will probably be perceived as yet
another dooweent by a iAn-Oe*rt telling eports how to do the job they
would in any aase like to do if Ank orpniation, programing and bud-
geting constraints were removed.

The part of the document to which Post attention is invited is
the "SecutiVe Overview.* A rumber of statetents in thUs setion ar
highly questionablet

Page 3, (W)t In our saer the 1iS perepectives is largely
irreleant to the application or otherwise of
1OW-4OISw, aMAll-ale teahnologiw. It is
not olsar why the appropriate tehology issue
is raised at all at this point or elsewhere in
the report;s as the author says, it should be the
subject of a separate investigation.

Pao 3, (a), The logical focus within the nwk for eapert
(and elsmhere) review of basin implications of water resources

projects is the Agriculture and Rural Develap.
ment partaent. Not only is this sector by
far the largest Oonpzstive user of water re-
sources, but also the central staff could
contribute considerable operational knowledge

and expertise to the analyses. Good laian
VelatOmshlPs have already beaw established
between that department and others, suach as our
Omm, which inem Oases are potential ompetitors
for the se rescures.



Jer. charles IbiOs, Jr. A- ar 11S 1977

Pago 4, The text states that "lack of sultI-ectr*l
first pars planning was a major probliw in BeAk water

resourco projects, and was the causal impedi-
ment to bettor choice of technology."
I seriously question the first statement. The
seand is simply untrue in our sector.

Pag 101 The eflowissal of distribution systeMA rahilitation
or epansion as "a technica1 fix of a psycho-Socia*
"people" based probleui" is too s a4stic to merit
serious debate. Ma~rly the Bank (or, more OorrectlY,
its borrowers) needs to pay far more attention to
consumer attitudes and emnmemer education - bAt while
water is desperately short, systeas ave not adequately
maintained, and may people have to be served through
public hiydrants for which they feel no personal re-
apornality, all these problems (illegal eonnections,
losses, wastage) will persist.

Pags 33# No ne would question the need to employ staff who
can appreciate the human as well as the toohnical
implications of projects with which they aem concerned
(i.e., who awe blessed with vicarious empatu). It
would seem, however, to be a very retrogpade step to
.0ploy eminent social scientists" to advise on these
matters, in partioular developed country peronel.
Wherever possible, these advisers should be drown from
the developing contries conerned, and could be at a
very such lower level than the reommeunded professor -
for example, cmwuity development offlcers at the
barangay (50 Wmily unit) level in the Philipines.
(Of course, whatever change in approach in recoamended
is largely meaningless unlas P&B are prepared to
adjust staffing coefficients to reflect the inevitable
large manpower ecmnitment to psycho-social aspects of
project develapoent and supervision.)

ec Mesrs. vaui, lalbervatten (UOI), Hotes (Aa), WilSM (AgSM)

id~ltd ujbe



WC 3 BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR ')N

OFFICE EORANDUM
TO: Water Supply and Sewerag Task Group ':embers DATE: April 27, 1977

FROM: Richard 1T. i.iddleton (EWTDR)

SUBJECT: Registcr cf Individual Consultants

One of the intended objectives of the Task Groups is to
establish and oaintain a register of individual consultants which
will enable staff quickly to identify suitable candidates for con-
sulting assignments, whether to assist us or our borrowers.

Experience has shown that the files maintained by Personnel
Departrment take too long to sort through, do not include many candi-
dates who are promising but who have not been employed by the Dank,
and do not contain complete data even on the in4ividuals who are on
file. In the past, therefore, CPS has tried (without much success)
to naintain a register; in addition many regional divisions are aware
of consultants in their own area, but this information is usually not
shared with other regions.

I therefore propose that we meet on Tuesday, hay 3, at
2:00 p.m. in Conference Room D-l056, to discuss establishing a more
efficient register (N.B. date not as Mr. Pettigrew's memo of 4/26/77 to the
Sewerage Task Group embers). As a preliminary contribution, I have
gone through the existing card files in this department, and have set
out the results in the attached annexes:

Annex 1 - Consultants on file for whom data seems reasonably
complete (although it may need updating or correction).

Annex 2 - A preliminary classification of the Annex 1 consultants
by areas of expertise.

Annex 3 - Consultants on file for whom the data is so incomplete
as to be virtually useless; unless it can be amplified
these cards should be dropped.

Annex h - Various consultants e:.ployed on EWTDR research projects,
not yet entered in the cards.

The present register kept by my secretary is a series of loose cards (a typical
exaw.ple is shown in Annex 5). They are in a variety of color, but that is
of no significance.

The necessary future actions that I can foresee at present, and
which I would like to discuss at the meeting, are:

1. Agreement on the form of the individual index card (Annex 5).

2. Agreement on a more comprehensive description of the individual,
his competence, exact nature of work carried out, and evaluatlon
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of his perfori.iance (a draft of such a sheet, prepared by
the Management Task Group, but for companies rather than

individuals, is attached as Annex 6).

3. Nomination of two staff per division who would have a

continuing responsibility for identifying all consultants
used by or known to that division who should be on file 1/,
and for preparing draft cards and back-up sheets (we would

endeavour to provide secretarial support from EWTDR).

h. A search of the information held by Personnel Department to

determine what should be copied into our system.

5. Identification of gaps in the expertise in the consultants

currently on file, and active effoft to identify further

consultants to fill these gaps.

We would also need to consider whether we include in this register

individuals in large companies who are known to us and who might be useful

for individual assignments, also individuals from organizations like WHO,

PAHO, IDRC, etc.

Please call me if you have any matters you want to discuss prior

to the meeting.

/ e.g., 1essrs. Grover (Onan project), Vos (Abidjan Sewerage Project),

Flintoff (Calcutta Solid Wastes).

Water Supply Lembers: YMessrs. Yepes, Maisch, Freedman (LCPWS), Skytta (ASPEW),

Coyaud (EAPEW)

Sewerage Members: lessrs. Pettigrew, Rasmusson (ASPEW), Cuellar, Serda-

hely (ERPWS), Bruestle, Saravanapavan (AEPEW)

cc: 1r. Kalbermatten

RNMliddleton:jbe



ANNEX 1

Consultants on File

EWTDR files contain cards on the following consultants, setting

out: name; nationality; language competence; specialty; address; and 
ex-

perience on Bank projects. This information may not, however, be correct

or complete, and needs verifying.

Jorge Arboleda (Colombia) Water Treatment

Alfred Ashworth (Canddian) Civil Municipal and Structural
Engineering

Javier Bacigalupo (Peru) Rural Water Supply
Harvey Banks (US) Water Resource Development

Samuel Baxter (US) Water Resource Planning and
Management

Louis Bergeron (France) Pumping Installations; Water Hammer

John Bethel (?US) Envirorpuental Engineering

Ralph Bloor (US) Dan Construction

Roland Burlingame (US) Water and Waste Water Treatment

Ruperto Casanueva (Chile) Sanitary Engineering
John Cleasby (US) Civil Engineering; Water Treatment

Delwyn Davies (UK) Water Supply Management

Rolf Deininger (US) Water Quality Planner

Anders Erikssao (Sweden) Hydrology; Ground Water Exploration

Roger Faure (Switzerland) Groundwater Development
John Fett (US) Engineering Geology; Geohydrology;

Geophysics

Aurora Gallagher (US) Technical Editor

E. Gangarosa (US) Bacterial Diseases

Sarkis Garabedian (Syria) Sanitary Engineering
Earnest Gloyna (US) Water Quality
Jack Graham (US) Hydrology; Well Construction

Andrew Gram (US) Health

Charles Gunnerson (US) Wastewater

Heinz Gorges (US) Solid Wastes Technology & Economies

Yves Gouriten (French) Wells; Water Treatment; Water
Distribution

John Hale (US) Sanitary Engineering

Herbert Hudson (US) Water Treatment

K. J. Yves (UK) Water Treatment

John Jay (?Canada) Effluent Treatment

P.S. Jeffcoate (UK) Sanitary Engineering

Kaz Kawata (US) Health

? Lagrange (French) Water Distribution Systems

Maurice Leroy (French) Concrete Arch Dams

Roland LeRoy (French) Organization and Management; Training

Omar Lillevang (US) Open Channel Flow; Sediment and Pt.

Costa Lindvall (Sweden) Water Hammer Analysis
H. Lupton (UK) Surge and Water Hanunier

John Mann (US) Hydrogeology; Water Rights Litigation

G. Marais (S. Africa) Low Cost Sewage Collection and Treatment

Donald YcCann (US) Groundwater Geology; Engineering Geology

James Morgan (US) Water Treatment Research
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Victor Ojeda (Peru) Solid Wastes Collection and
Disposal

William Oswald (US) Stabilization Ponds
David Farker (UK) Hydrogeology; Well Drilling
Gunnar Peterson (Sweden) Sewage Treatment
Charles Pineo (US) Rural Water Supply and Sanitation
George Post (French) Dams
Michael Powell (UK) Engineering Economics; Management
John Scheliga (US) Hydrogeology; Engineering Geology
Hillel Schuval (US) Civil and Sanitary Engineering
M. Slivitzky (Canada) Dams; Hydrology
Charles Spangler (US) Rural Water Supply and Sanitation
Zane Spiegel (US) Groundwater Hydrology
Don Stokoe (Canada) Sanitary Engineering
Leib Wolofsky (Canada) Geology; Dam Foundations
James Westfield (US) Industrial Reuse of Wastewater
Adolfo Yanes (Venezuela) Pumping Installations; Water Treatment

and Distribution
Woodrow Wilson (US) Civil Engineering
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PRELIMIUARY CLASSIFICATION OF CONSULTA TS BY AREA OF EXPERTISE

General Sanitary Engineering

Ashworth, Baxter, Bethel, Casanueva, Cleasby, Deininger, Carabedian,
Gloyria, Gunnerson, Hale, R. LeRoy, Shuval, Spangler, Stokoe

General Civil Engineering

Wilson

Water Supply

Water Resources Banks, Baxter, Scheliga
Hydrology Slivitsky
Hydrogeology; Geophysics Friksson, Fett, Graham, Mann, McCann,

Parker, Scheliga, Speigel
Dams Bloor, M. Leroy, Post, Slivitsky,

Wolofsky
Engineering Geology Fett, McCann, Scheliga, Wolofsky
Wells and Groundwater Development Graham, Gouriten, Faure, Parker
Pumping Installations Bergeron, Yanes
Water Hammer Bergeron, Lindvall, Lupton
Channel Flow Lillevang
Water Quality and Treatment Arboleda, Burlingar.e,Cleasby, Deininger,

Gloyna Gouriten, Hudson, Yves, Morgan,
Yanes

Distribution Gouriten, LeRoy, Lagrange, Yanes
Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Bacigalupo, Grahai , Pineo, Spangler
Health Gangarosa, Gram, Kawata, Kesic

Sewerage

Wastewater Treatment Burlingame, Cleasby, Jay, Narais,
Oswald, Peterson

Wastewater Reuse Westfield

Solid Wastes Gorges, Ojeda

Engineering Economics Powell

Management Davies, R. LeRoy

Miscellaneous

Editor Gallagher



A1UEX 3

Incomplete Data

The EWTDR card files on consultants contain the naxes of the
following individuals who were presumably recommended at some time or
another for assignments. However, in most cases there are no details of
address, specialty, or Bank experience. Unless otherwise stated, all
appear to be general sanitary engineers.

Robert Clark (US)
Edward Cleary (US)
G. Clement (French)
Willem Eysvogel (Dutch)
Floyd Eunpo (US)
Mohamed Galander (Sudan)
Julio Gonzalez Guevara (Colombia)
Joseph Haratani (US)
Ed Healy (?) Manpower/Organization
Arthur Holloway (US)
? Houdaille (French) Ilydrogeology, Groundwater Exploration
D. Hugues (?UK)
Earl Jackson
Warren Kaufman (US)
Eugene Kazmierczak (?) Treatment
Eddy Kinsell (US)
J. G. Kop (Dutch)
Bong. T. Kown (?) Nuclear and Pollution Control
Don Laverenty (?)
Maurice Le Bosquet (US)
Brashearers Leggette (US)
N. Maasland (US)
J. McKee (US)
A. M. Milburn (Venezuela)
P. Minart (French)
P. Morgan
William Oldham (Canada)
Dean C. Pappas (US)
D. Pastir (US)
Rajini Patel (Kenya) Water Hammer
Albert Petersen (US)
George 0. Pierce (US)
? W. Rangeley (?)
J. Ringonoldis (?)
Vince Roach (US) Iron Removal
?G. Rouiralta (Costa Rica)
Domingo A. Ruiz-Delgado (Venezuela)
Mario Salvador (?) Well Drilling
John van Dyke Saunders (?)
Isadore J. Silverstone (US)
Clarence I. Sterling (US)
J. van Dort (Dutch)

These cards need to be completed, or else the cards should be withdrawn from
the file.
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EVITDR Consultants not yet on File

The following consultants emrployed on research projects supervised
by EWTDR are not yet included on the card files; this will be remedied in due
course:

Samnuel Kantor (Israel) Survey of Rural and Urban Water
Supply in LDCs (1974-75)

David Bradley (UK) Health Impact of Water Supply (1975)
Alexander Langmuir (US) It i if 11 it

Abel Wolman (US) it if it r it

B. Cvjetanovic it 11 It ft
Donald Lauria (US) Standards of Service (1976 -)
Peter Kolsky (UK)
Gilbert White (US) Water Supply Lending and the Urban

Poor (1976-77)
W. K. Journey (US) Mannually Operated lumps (1976)
Daniel Okun (US) Training in the Water Supply

Sector (1976-77)
McGraw (?) Editor (RES 2) (1976)

Yaron Sternberg (?) Wood Bearings for Handpumps (1976-77)
Robert Curry (US) Urban Poor Impact of Water Supply

Lending (1977)
Daniel Goldberg (Israel) Agricultural Reuse of Wastewater

(1976-77)
Gomez (Colombia) eter hanual (1976)
Chaturvedi (India) Control of Unaccounted-for Water (1977)

Note that these do not include the majority of the consultants who will be
employed under research project 671-46 (Appropriate Technology in Wastes Disposal);
it will be the particular responsibility of the Sewerage Task Group, in its review
of this research project, to ensure that details of these consultants are trans-
ferred to the register.



ANiEX 

SATLE CAD FRO.1 CO:.SULTA?:T REGISTER

(Actual Size)

Name: Marcel Savard

Nationality: Canadian

Languages: French, English

Specialty: Financial Analyst

Address: 108 Wellington Street West

Sherbrooke, Quebec

Canada

Experience
with Bank: Served as financial analyst on the Bank's Appraisal Mission to

Ivory Coast



AmjEX 6

Draft Consultant Re.istr- Entrz

The following is a draft prepared by the Nanagenent Group:

Consultant Register

Consultants: P.A. Management

Office Involved: Geneva : staffed from Paris office, Rue Bellini, 160
(727-35-79)

Head Office: London (International H. Q.), Australia, Europe, etc.

Techniques: Management, Organization, Production, Marketing, Finance and

Accounting, Personnel Selection, Training, Project Planning,

Computers.

Director: Mr. A. Bonafi (Paris Office) French National

Staff: Mr. R. Dagiral (organization expert)

Mr. M. Buhler (psychologist)

Mr. D. Antoni (expert contable)

Project: Andekaleka Hydro Electric Project (Madagascar) IDA Credit of

about $30 million.

Assignment: 1. Reorganization of newly formed JIRAMA which merges two

former Electricity and Water Supply Companies (formerly

operating concessions in Madagascar).

2A Selection and determination of duties and responsibilities

of department and section chiefs.

3. Establishment of opening balance sheet (one company's

accounts were 3 years behind).

4. Production of improved monthly operational and financial

control statements including restructuring procedures and

computer programs.

Coiments: A very high professional standard of staff and, as far as can

be judged, effective implementation. The consultants appear to have a very

successful working relationship with management and staff.
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Reason for Assignrent: IDA insistence that this work was required.

TOR: Drafted by Consultants and reviewed by IDA staff.

Fees: About $100,000 for an aggregate of 12 man months plus local

expenses and air fares.

Other Firms Considered: 1. Ed F

2. Peat Marwick Mitchell (Paris)

3. A local firm of expert-comptables

Financed by: JIRAHA (foreign currency provided by Central Bank).

Bank Staff: Pierre Roger du lMee (FNA)

Dan Ruiu (ENG)



Those Listed Below April 20, 1977

John M. Kalbermatten, Water and Wastes Adviser (N=T)

Bag LAnch - Modern Pump for Village Water Szpply,
Apari 26, all7

Representatives of )RA (Forage Rationnel omstraction)
will be visiting the Dank on April 26 to make a presentation on their
VPRB drilling rig and on the Vergnat pump; the latter has been proposed
for use on fank projects, on the ground that this pwmp uses a radical
nw approach to the problem o maintgnan. The maintenanoe for thi
pump can now be ezscuted by a single manwith only light tools. This
has been achieved by using modern teeology and mater=. (RACW
representatives will also present ezperiences in the Ivory Coast with
the new driing rig, the Vergnet pump and the location of new well
sites by aerial photography.

The presentation will be in Roon D-1C56, fr = 12130 pa. tin
2n00 p.m. The room has been reserved from 12 noon for the benefit of
anyone who wishes to lunch early.

Please bring this meeting to the notice of any staff mabers
who you think would be interested but mho may inadvertently have been
omitted from the distribution list.

Distribution

Messrs. Rajagopslan (A&sP), Shipuan (ZWTmt), Allison, Hotes (Aap), 0auba (WAP)
HUang (EDI), Sternberg (U.D), Sengler, Pineo (Consultants), hnry (IUC),Donaldson (PAW) Olivero (XIS)
Water S&ppy Staff

W~idttntjbe



Edward V.. J4Vo.x April 18, IM?
(throuh Nicolas Lothbritde)
Priedrioh Uawtr

The anakms Water Pr.Jeats and fttba Poverty

As por your request I disuused with Mr. Xalbernatton how to promote
the urb poverty impact of the Bank's water projects. Mr. Salbermatt.n
has now found the resources to hire a onvultat, Mr. awn, iho is to
develop arelevant methodology and test this methodology In the field.
Mr. Gunr will begin working an Nq the 16th and will In fact coe to
Washinagto as from Maq the 24th for a period of aewev weeks. I attach
his torms 0f reforowe which soon to oowr the gmund fully.

For thi field testing it is now expeted that C03tbis will be
chooeo uere a cmsiderablo esunt of data is availabe. Suboequent to
the field testing and the av -lability of the rosults from the caulta%
Mr. Kalbermtten hopes to exous the five year landing prgrw a-d ex.
poeted aimpt a the poverty target group. This would include an oxami-
natin cc bo and to what extent the poverty impact of the lanmng programs

am be increased. Be also expects to est.hbsh a monitoriag wtm for
the poWerty impaot of water projects.

Mr. Kasbenaisttn feela that the poverty mit maa give hiMa mest use-
ful *vport durin g the ozminatim of the five e*w llaxng progrm In
water and its possible refarlantim in the 11$tt of poverty ariteria,

wbich Whuld start soestime in July.

Fnsrb

*as Duiwarley, Ghaill, XOWU , Sian, StramIoas Belor, CourbW



forage rationnel construction
Paris, April 14th, 1977
JB. CD Mr. E. MAISCH

Room A 842
THE WORLD BANK
1818 H Street

N.W. WASHINGTON D.C. 20433

Dear Sir,

We are referring to the letter of our
Chairman Mr. LAMOTHE of March the 19th, in which it was
agreed upon with Mr. KALBERMATTEN that we will send you
the documents relative to the content of the presentation
titled "VILLAGE HYDRAULICS" which will be held at the
World Bank on April the 26th.

Are sent by air mail for each partici-
pant to this group meeting :

- a pamphlet VILLAGE HYDRAULICS
An integrated Ground Water Supply Service
by the firm FORACO

- a pamphlet "The VERGNET hydropump"
by the firm MENGIN

A 10" FORACO movie on the V.P.R.H. drilling
machine will be also presented.

We wish you good receipt of these documents
and welcome the opportunity to meet you at this group meeting.

Faithfully Yours

FORA CO

Jean CRARLON
Business Development VP

Si6ge social, direction g6n6rale: 24, avenue George V, 75008-PARIS - T61. 720-91-55 +
T6lex : FORACO 610 439 F

Centre d'Etudes et d'Essais : Le Plan d'Aigues - B.P. 17 - 13760 SAINT-CANNAT
T6l. (91) 28.24.67, 28.21.46, 28.22.71, 28.23.24

T6iex : FORACO SCANA 420 375 F
SA au capital de 1.975.000 F - No SIRENE : 302 179 130 00026



O. CE MEMORANDL A
TO: Mr. Robert Curry (Consultant) DATE: April 7, 1977

FROM: DeAjine Julius (EWTDR) \j

SUBJECT: Urban Poor Impact Study - Terms of Reference

You should arrive in Washington, D.C. on or ahout i4ay 2)4. and

spend a total of not more than 7 weeks accomplishing the following:

1. Background briefing

(a) Review of Bank appraisal repirts, project briefs,
guide:lines on financial and econonic viability,
and other decunents perta'ning to water supply
projects to gain faialiaritv with Bank policies
and operational practice.

(b) Review appropriate Bank literature on urban poor
lending, including the report of the Te;sk Force
on Urban Poverty and the quantification of urban

poor by city prepared by U1GJ.

(c) Meet with Bank staff from both water supply and
urban departments to disuss practical problems
in identifying/dcsigning Lor/incorporating the
urban poor in water supply projects.

2. Develop measures of urban poor impact.

(a) Exxamine conventional measures (proportion of
population; proportien of' water consupti on;
proportion of investment) and if appropriate,
propose adaptations, expansions or new alternative
measures to use as criteria for judging the impact
of water supply projects on the urban poor.

(b) Choose two or three recent we ter sup-py projcts or
urban projects with water supply co:ponents to study
in depth, and compare the subjective evauation of
the staff involved wi-th suggested objective measulres
of the urban poor impact of the projects.

3. Prepare prelindnary report for discussion with Ellf staff
on alternative measures considered, results of discus sion
with other Bank staff and recoma::edations of' most proe:ising
measures to be tested in the field.

4. Field testing of best alternative measures.

(a) Doterirdnc data requirements, sources and availability
for each measure.

(b) Estimate reliability of data and teot smsitivit.y
of each mcascur to that ranc>t of uncertaint.y.
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Mr. Robert Curry

(c) Test which measurCs are most appropr(iat for specifiC

pre-prOject/Post-proj 
conditiOns (in terms of

service levels).

(d) Test effect on utilitY' s financ v ilt of

raxirizing urban poor impact. iUanC ia te

for tariff levels or imirly anCeP is t

utility' s finfncal- p

meet acceptable stancards.

onditions, if "Ily,

( ) Point out the sit P - ult s for each a sy,

*which ould give
Igtho "Peasu.res

ubit final report describing th4ouca h r e
Prepthe r sult.s of the field tesT a thr t

above)~ an rc2 dlatiOns for adoptiO h re9Ort byhouldi

include a step by step de iptjon varia for use bn

staff on appra a ained and how th! use h

measure(s) can ba da

is calc.ulated.

DeApneJulius :mds

I esrs. Kalbermatten, iddletof

cc: essrs. Wford, Saunders and Ms-Feter



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA'ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Messrs. J.Beach(AEPEW), E.Erkmen(EAPEW), R.Salazar(WAPEW),

A.Thys(EMPWS),E.Williams(ASPEW),A.Zavala (LCPWS) DATE: April 1, 1977

FROM: Richard N. Middleton (EWTDR)9,_

SUBJECT: State-of-the-Art Paper on Pipelines

I attach the terms of reference for the consultant, Bookman-

Ednonston Engineering Inc., for preparation of the above paper. Mr. Cannon,
the engineer with responsibility for the assignment, will be visiting the
Bank for initial discussions on April 7 and 8. I confirm my request that

you make your engineering staff available for these discussions, and suggest

the following program:

Thursday April 7 - 9:30 a.m. EWTDR
10:30 a.m. LAC
14:00 p.m. EMENA
15:30 p.m. South Asia

Friday April 8 - 10:00 a.m. East Asia & Vacific
14:00 p.m. West Africa

(East Africa omitted due to staff mission commitments.)

Please let me know if these times are inconvenient.

Attachment

cc: Task Group #5: Water Supply (Messrs. Yepes, Maisch, Freedman, Ringskog
Skytta, Coyaud, Buky)

Task Group #6: Sewerage (Messrs. Pettigrew, Cuellar, Rasmusson, Serdahely,
Bruestle, Saravanapavan, Chang, Zavala)

RNMiddleton:jbe



Bookman - Edmonston Engineering Inc.

Basis for Quoted Fee

(not to be incorporated in contract with consultant. For information of Personnel

Department and EWTDR only, as basis for any contract extension for field trips,
etc.)

Nan-days Rate Cost

Prepare Paper

Mr. Cannon and other 275
principle engineers 41.;2!/ 11,275
Mr. Payne and other
engineers 5 2642/ 1,320
Drafting plates 18 1587/ 2,844

Report printing (To be done by World Bank) -

Hold Workshop in Bank
Mr. Cannon 4 275? 1,100

Travel

Plane fare: 3 trips to Washington @$38h (coach) 1152

Expenses = 18 days O $60 1080

Telephone and miscellaneous expenses - allow 500

Subtotal 19,271
Contingencies 51 964

Total 20,235

Say $20,000

1/ Allows 28 days research and meetings with Bank staff; 8 days drafting and
editing; 2 days review. 3 days field work in Japan is included (travel in
connection with another assignment - no cost to Bank), but no other field work.

2/ Annual salary x 2.25 divided by 1840 hours/year, for each hour worked.

Includes typing and support staff.



U. N. WATER CONFERTINCE

MAR DEL PLATA ARGENT-A

MARCH 13 - 26, 1977

Reportby Th World Bank Represencrtatives

I. Introduction

In I:y, 1973, the U. N. Economic and (kocial Council (ECOSOc)a proved the boldin g in 1977 of a United NationE Wator Conference4'esolution 176j C (LIV27, in Argentina.

The preparatory work for the Cnference, which began in early 1976was focxrsed on four sepaat activities. The Re gional Economic Commissions
organizd regional meetings at which governmant presented papers highlighting
experience, probems, and proposed solutions ir water resource develoraent.On the basis of rports on these meetings submitted by the Regional Economic
Comissions, the Conference Secretariat prepared a report entitled: "Consol-idated Action Rocommendaticnrs," which became the basic working document forthe Cbn cronce. The Conerence Secretariat, with the assistance of the U. N
spc4alizc agencies and conaultants, prepared f~ur thematic papers whichs erved as technical background papers. Bank Staff contributed papers to thiswork. The specialized agencies were asked to prepare four papers dovoted toparLicu.ar water resource sectors. These papers had been reviewed, modified
and endorsed by Ad Hoc Panel s of Esperts before being submitted to the Cor-ference. One of these on Comiriunity Water Supply was co-authored by WHO andthe Bank. Finally, governments also submitted papers as background informa-tion.

II. Conferenoe

The Conference was attended by 1-5 governmental delegations: 10specialized 8gencies, 12 United Nations organizations (including the RegionalEconomic Cornnssiono), 15 intergovernmental organizations, 63 nongovernmentalorganizations, and one organization in U. N. observer status. The Bank del-egation was headed by Mr. Yves Rovani, Director, Ecorgy, Water and Tele-communications Department.

The tone of the Conference, set by speakers at the Plenary sessionsand followed by the delegations in the working corrmttees, was one of coopera-tion, remarkably free .of political overtones. This was. illustrated by the
fact that even in commi ttees, recommendations and resolutions were adopted byconsensus, although on occasions this was possible only after protracted debateand significant comprom-iso. As a consequence, work in the committees wasgenerally iasue-oriented, resulting in a large number of action proposals.Regrottably, most of these recommendations are rather general and lack impact.
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The major exception is the resolution on community water supply which, in
addition to endorsing the HABITAT targets, recommends to governments a

specific action program with target dates.

There was also noticeable agreement, expressed by speakers in both
the Plenary session and in the committees, that water resource projects and

programs should generally be financially viable and that beneficiaries should
generate the necessary funds to the maximum extent possible. At the same
time, it was felt that tariffs and charges necessary to achieve financial
viability should reflect social considerations. There was general support for
increasing funding of international lending institutions (the Bank was men-
tioned specifically) and a request was made to these institutions to take
account of social benefits when considering water resources projects and when
fixing terms of lending. Discussion of this item in committees provided an
opportunity for the Bank delegation to explain Eank policies, informally to
delegations and formally through intervention during committee deliberations.

Other themes generally accepted were: (a) the use of appropriate
technology; that is, methods and designs suitable to local conditions, (b)
use of local materials and labor-intensive methods for construction to reduce
foreign exchange-costs, (c) more liberal procurement terms on the part of
international and bilateral lenders so that the purchase of foreign goods and
equipment would not be restricted to single countries, (d) improvement in
water use efficiency and the reuse of wastewater, (e) better intergovernmental
and U. N. interagency coordination.

Probably the most important and divisive issues discussed at the

Conference were the regional and international coordination of activities and
the generation of investment funds. Some delegations strongly recommended a
new water resources agency and water resources fund, while others equally

strongly resisted any new organization or fund. Eventually, a compromise was
reached in the form of a request to the U. N. Secretary-General to prepare a
study of the most flexible and effective mechanism to increase the flow of
financial resources specifically for water development and management and to
report thereon to the General Assembly at its 32nd session.

Having resolved these two issues satisfactorily in a protracted late
night committee session, the Conference ended on an upbeat note. To lend
emphasis to water resources development, the onference recommended that 1980-
1990 be designated "International Water Resources Development Decade." The
final resolution urged that governments faithfully implement Conference recom-
mendations and designated the Conference resolutions and recommendations the
"Plan of Action of Mar del Plata."

III. World Bank Participation at the Conference

The leader of the Bank delegation made a statement at a Plenary
session, outlining general Bank concerns in the water resources area and,
in view of the priority given to Community Water Supply as a result of the
HABITAT recomendations, described the varlous types of projects and programs
by which the Bank helps to expand community water supplies in developing
countries. He also outlined the key factors which must be addressed in order
for community water supply programs to achieve success.
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The Bank delegation participated in Plenary and Committee sessions,
and in informal meetings with country delegations and special interest groups.
In the formal sessions, the Bank's role consisted primarily of explaining
Bank practices and policies as they related to the specific issues which were

raised. In particular, there seemed to be considerable misunderstanding among
a number of country delegations abouL the way in which Bank lending rates are

determined, and considerable ignorance of the basis on which IDA resources
are allocated, in particular that it is not allocated on a sectoral basis.

In addition, the Bank delegation found it necessary on several occasions to

reiterate that the Bank is vitally interested in the social, health and envi-
ronmental impacts of its water resource investment, and does not limit its

project evaluation and justification to narrowly defined financial and eco-
nomic considerations.

IV. Principal Conference Recommendations

Numerous proposals were considered and many recommendations made
at the Conference. Generally, however, the Conference gave priority to water

for agriculture and to community water supplies, with concerns over shared
water resources also receiving significant attention. Somewhat less atten-
tion was given tp the incidence of floods and droughts, water for industry,
hydroelectric power generation, inland navigation, and matters related to

pollution and environment. Conference recommendations of general interest
included the following:

1. Since the assessment of water resources is an important prereq-
uisite *.o investment planning and to the operation and maintenance

of water resources, all nations should increase their efforts to

improve the basic hydrological and meteorological data pertaining
to their country and regions within their country.

2. Since developing countries are faced with severe resource scar-
cities -- particularly, with a lack of technical expertise and for-
eign exchange -- every effort should be made to assure that the
technology used by countries is "appropriate" to their needs.

3. Since food production has to be increased to satisfy both present
and future needs, countries should take steps to increase irri-
gation capacity by constructing additional irrigation projects, by
improving water use efficiency, and by rehabilitating existing
irrigation facilities.

4. Countries should formulate and adopt specific and detailed plans on
water supply and sanitation services suited to their individual and
specific conditions, so that all people may be provided with water
in an efficient and equitable manner as soon as possible.

While these recommendations are clearly of general interest, several
could, in the future, have a more direct and significant bearing on Bank oper-
ations:

1. Increased Financial Resources: The Conference unanimously recom-
mended that increased financial allocations be made to existing



organizations within the United Nations system, particularly,
the United Nations Development Programme, to increase the

funds available to all developing, and in particular, the
least developed countries to meet their needs in technical
assistance and programs related to water resource develop-
ment. The recommendation concerning additional funds referred
to bilateral, subregional, regional and international organiza-
tions and programs, including those of the Bank and the regional
development Banks and proposed that they review their terms and
conditions in view of the economic and social implications of
water development projects, with the objective of providing the
best possible terms.

2. Feasibility Study: A group of delegations led by several African
naTions suggested the establishment of a fund under United Nations
auspices to be used specifically for the development of water
resources. Other delegations felt that increased development
assistance would better come from existing sources. It was this
diversity of opinion which led to the compromise resolution referred
to above requesting the Secretary-General to undertake, after con-
sultations with governments and U. N. organizations, a study of
mechanisms to increase the flow of financing specifically for water
development and management.

After the resolution was adopted, representatives of the U. N.
Secretariat asked the Bank delegation informally for assistance in
determining the scope of the proposed "feasibility study." It is
likely that the Bank will be asked, as a minimum, to assist in
drawing up terms of reference.

3. Water for Agriculture: The Conference recommended that countries
make available, hin two years, phased programs of financial
requirements for the development and use of water for agriculture.
These programs would be used to draw the attention of international
financing agencies to the need to adapt to the intensified program,
in recognition in particular of the severe constraints imposed by
current methods of project financing for the development of water in
agriculture. This calls, the resolution said, for a shift in the
apportionment of funds, to give higher priority to water for agri-
culture. It also requires more flexibility in local currency fi-
nancing and in introducing integrated program financing, in addition
to traditional project financing, together with the development of
new evaluation criteria and methodologies. Finally, it requires
greater use of national and regional financing facilities and of
local human and material resources. It is interesting to note that
the recommtndation as initially proposed by FAO called for program
financing "rather than" traditional project financing.

5. Communitx Water Supply: Primarily as a result of the water supply
goals set at the HABITAT Conferpnce and of the general acceptance
of the ideas put forth in the WHO/World Bank Community Water Supply



paper, the discussions on community water supply resulted not only

in general recommendations, but also in the proposing of dates by

which specific activities are to be achieved: the adoption of

appropriate programs with realisitc standards for quality and quan-

tity to provide water for urban and rural areas by 1990, if possi-

ble; the preparation, by 1980, of detailed plans for the implemen-

tation of these programs, including the identification of the nec-

essary resources; and the review, in 1980, by an appropriate body
to be defined by ECOSOC of the national plans, and of the resources

already mobilized and still required to support them.

Also of significance to Bank involvement in community water supply

was what seemed to be a general acceptance on the part of countries, includ-

ing those which categorize drinking water as a so-called social good, that

water supply projects and programs must be financially and economically

sound, as well as responsive to social needs. The Conference recommendation

which comes closest to an official expression states that countries should

"adopt pricing policies and other incentives to promote the efficient use of

water and the reduction of wastewater, while taking due account of social

objectives."

Underlying these Conference recommendations was the general recog-

nition that if the 1990 targets are to be achieved, annual investments in

urban water supply will have to be at least twice those made during the first

five years of the current Development Decade, while for rural water supply,

annual investments would have to increase by approximately fuar times.

V. Conclusion

As might be expected at any meeting of delegations which consists

primarily of water resource experts and diplomats,the U. N. Water Conference
resulted in a general call for the allocation of increased resources to water

resources sectors, along with numerous statements that water is a "special"

resource and should therefore be among the highest priority claimants for

investment in all developing countries.

In addition to these generally expected results, however, the Con-

ference adopted a number of substantive positions which are reasonably con-

sistent with Bank policy. Thus, there seemed to be a general understanding

that the best way to solve existing and future water resource problems is to

set goals, and then to develop plans and comprehensive policies through which

an efficient and equitable allocation of resources can be achieved in meeting

them. In other words, the Conference seemed to conclude that if significant

programs in the water resource sectors is to be made, it must be done by coun-

tries taking the load and adopting policies which are not only socially respon-

sive, but also financially and economically sound.

A full set of resolutions and other Conference documentation has

been placed in the E Xocutive Directors' Library.

Fhergy, Water and Tolecommunications Department
April 27, 1977
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Mr. President

Distinguished Delegates

Ladies, Gentlemen:

The World Bank has long been involved in Water Resources Projects,
and on an increasing scale. While helping finance such projects, for irri-
gation, power, industry and water supply, we have met many of the complex
issues facing this Conference: the problems arising from shortage, excess
or misuse of water, the needs for planning, for river basin management, for
drainage and flood control, for protection of health and the environment as
well as the basic need of people for water and for food.

Today, however, I wish to restrict my remarks to only one subject,
namely the provision of drinking water for people. This subject, which was
highlighted last year by the HABITAT Conference is one which has received
increasing attention within the Bank over the years. I will attempt to
describe briefly the role of the Bank in helping expand community water sup-
plies in developing countries, and then to outline, from our experience some
of the key factors for success.

The Bank's Involvement in Water Supply and Sanitation

Since 1962, the World Bank has lent close to 1-1/2 billion dollars
towards project costs of nearly 4-1/2 billion dollars, for water supply and
sanitation projects in 29 countries. The amount lent last year for projects
of this type was about 200 million dollars. In addition, we lent about 150
million dollars for water supply and sanitation purposes, as part of other
multisector or integrated projects for urban development, rural development
and agriculture.

Most of our water supply lending is still in urban areas although
lending in rural areas is increasing significantly.

Urban Projects

The aim of our Urban Water Supply Projects is not only to provide
water supply authorities with funds which help to finance the production,
transmission and distribution components of supplies, but also to strengthen
the institutions in the sector and to see that access to service is provided
in all sections of cities, including the lowest income areas where the resi-
dents in many cases cannot afford to pay the full costs of supply. For
example, a recent water supply project in Zaire, covering six cities, will
increase access to service from the current 30 percent of the population to
almost 100 percent. .This was done when local authorities reallocated a sig-
nificant proportion of the inveatment fundn from thn provinion of h co cnn-
nections for a limited few, to public standponts which ensured a minimum level
of service to all.

The Bank also lends for projects which concentrate exclusively on
the Urban Poor. These projects include a variety of components such as ser-
vices and basic infrastructure; serviced lots on which poor people can construct
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their own homes; loans to homeowners to help complete their houses; loans

to small-scale enterprises to foster employment; and social services such

as schools, community centers, and health clinics. In all of these projects

a significant proportion of the investment is for water supply and sanitation

services, designed to standards that make the costs affordable even by the

poorest members of society.

Rural Projects

The problem of providing a safe and convenient water supply to resi-

dents of rural areas of developing countries is in many cases more complex

than its urban counterpart -- the costs of supply are sometimes higher, the

people are poorer, trained personnel do not want to live in rural areas,
institutional and logistic problems impede the efficient operation and main-

tenance of systems. When we first considered increasing our emphasis on

lending in rural areas, we saw few solutions. As a result, we undertook an

extensive world-wide survey of existing programs. Our findings have since

been published in a summary Bank paper on "Village Water Supply," and in a

comprehensive book by Saunders and Warford on "Village Water Supply:

Economics and Policy in the Developing World." Thus we have reached the stage

where the next step is to lend, and that is exactly what we are beginning to do.

We are already lending for water supply and sanitation as components of inte-

grated rural development projects, and we are now helping countries prepare

national or regional rural water supply and sanitation programs which will be

suitable for Bank financing.

Several years ago, the Bank and the World Health Organization joined

efforts in a cooperative program designed to help countries to develop policies

and investment programs for water supply and sanitation. We are now examining

with WHO and others in the international community, principally FAO and UNICEF

how this program could be used to foster more effectively the expansion of rural

water supplies.

National or Regional Sector Ians

Another means by which the Bank has recently begun participating in

water supply lending in developing countries is through loans which assist in

the implementation of region-wide or country-wide water supply programs, rather

than lending for individual projects within the sector on a one-at-a-time basis.

We have considered such sector-wide loans in cases where there are established

and stable institutions, skilled manpower capable of detailed project selection

and appraisal on a large scale, and sector policies which promote efficient

resource allocation, universal service to all income groups, and the financial

viability of institutions in the sector. So far we have made several such loans,

notably for the State of minas Gerais in Brazil and the State of Uttar Pradesh

in India.

Sanitation Proe cts

Through the years we have become increasingly involved in financing

sanitation projects. To date we have helped finance 37 urban or regional

sewerage projects, independently or as part of other types of projects.
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The major problem with conventional waterborne sewerage is that it

usually costs at least twice as much per capita as a water supply system.

And given the difficulties associated with providing water for everyone, it
is clearly not feasible in the foreseeable future to solve the human waste

disposal problems through conventional waterborne systems.

Under present circumstances, we at the Bank deal with this problem

on a case-by-case basis searching for the least cost solution to meet the most

urgent waste disposal and drainage problems. Where pit privies or holding
tanks are cheaper and feasible, we recommend serving a maximum number of peo-

ple in this way, rather than serving just a few by the more costly waterborne

sewerage. We also, of course, are not unaware that since increasing per capita

water use generates increasing waste disposal problems, one alternative might
be to encourage the consumption of less water on a per capita basis.

Thus, we need to know more about costs and about the social, economic
and health implications of each of the alternative means of dealing with waste

disposal and drainage problems. We have, therefore, embarked on an extensive

world-wide survey of waste disposal alternatives. We hope that as a result

of this effort we will in the near future be better able to advise developing
countries on more appropriate and affordable technologies which will help to

reach their service goals sooner.

Meeting this basic need of people for water supply and sanitation is

part of the Bank's fundamental objective of improving the productivity and

living standards of the poor. As such, I anticipate that this part of Bank

lending will increase. How much this increase will be, depends on many fac-

tors which cannot yet be evaluated; factors such as the total resources of the

Bank and IDA, countries' own priorities, and the availability of projects that

can be properly prepared.

Strategies for More Rapid Progress

The goals are clear -- safe drinking water for 100 percent of the

world's population. The 1976 HABITAT Conference suggested 1990 as the tar-

get date for this to be achieved. Such a task, however, is enormous. At
this time, over a billion people -- or some 60 percent of the population of

developing countries -- lack access to safe water. Nearly 70 percent are

without adequate sanitation. Given existing population trends, if present

real levels of *investment are maintained for the next 13 years, only about

half of the people in developing countries will have clean water, and only 40

percent will be provided with adequate sanitation. Thus, to achieve such

goals by 1990 will require a massive effort. In most countries progress will

depend partly on the availability of large additional investment funds. It
will also depend significantly on the extent to which we are successful in

dealing with the following crucial issues:

Firstly, it is clear that countries have many priorities besides

water supply, agricultural and industrial production, health and nutrition

services, education, transport, and so on. Water supply investments must

compete more effectively for funds with these other priorities.
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This implies sector strategies stressing the priority of basic
human needs, effective planning and systematic efforts to minimize costs

by adopting standards of service which are affordable and least cost tech-

nologies appropriate to the specific situation.

Secondly, to ensure orderly sector development and to avoid
dependence on allocations from central government budgets, every attempt
must be made to mobilize funds through water charges in developing countries
where public funds are at a premium. This is absolutely central to the
maintenance and expansion of water supply systems. Our experience indicates
that social objectives can be accommodated through suitable tariff design:
"lifeline" rates for small consumers, and subsidies for standpost supplies
ensure that the poorest members of the community receive their basic needs
at a price they can afford, while charges for larger quantities should approach
the long run marginal costs of supply. Such a water supply tariff structure
can allow all segments of society to benefit from the investment, will dis-
courage wasteful use of the service, and can give water supply agencies the
financial means to perform their functions.

Thirdly, effective and stable water supply institutions must be
created and given a degree of autonomy by governments, so that sector respon-
sibilities are .clear, and so that detailed financial and engineering plans can

be prepared and implemented in a smooth and continuous way over time.

Fourthly, the very real problems of recruiting and retaining skilled
manpower within the sector -- at all levels from managers to operators -- must

be solved. Few countries have adequate manpower development programs, and
there is often a high rate of transfer to the private sector because salaries
and service conditions within the government are noncompetitive.

Taken separately, all of these items are feasible: create a sector
strategy; reassess technical approaches; implement tariffs which ensure
financial viability and encourage efficiency and equity; create stable auton-

omous institutions with clear responsibilities and government support; develop
manpower and ensure that the sector offers a worthwhile career to qualified
staff. These items, however, are like individual links in a chain: if any one
of them fails the chain breaks and scarce development funds are wasted.

Conclusion

I have the uneasy feeling that all I have done here today is essen-

tially to restate the obvious. We all know what our goal is. We know that it
must be achieved as quickly as possible,and we know that the tasks ahead of us
are difficult. In fact, taken as a whole, these tasks appear forbidding. But
taken one by one they can be dealt with and our goal can be achieved. It in

an exciting challenge for governments and for people at all levels. We at the

Bank associate ourselves with this challenge and we look forward to doing our

share.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMFNT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J.M. Kalbermatten DATE: March 24, 1977

FROM: John M. Pettigrew, ASPEW

SUBJECT: Sewerage Task Group

I was asked at a group meeting held to-day to take up the following

points with you.

1. We discussed the Workbook on Municipal - Industrial wastewater

re-use and one of the conclusions we came to was that the authors, Development

Sciences Incorporated, had stuck fairly well to the brief they had prepared
for themselves but that we might have helped them if the brief had been

reviewed by the task group; we offer to conduct such reviews should the

opportunity arise and if you think we can be of service.

2. Mr. Cosgrove intimated that Mr. Serdahely who has recently joined

the Bank would like to join the sewerage task group. If you have no other

plans for him please let me know and I will extend a welcome.

3. A decent interval having passed since the task groups were set up

may we expect to see an indication of the doings of the task group

organisation as a whole?

JPettigrew/ms
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Mr. Esref Erkmen March 22, 1977

E.A. LaBahn

Finance and Development

1. The following comments relate to Mr. Clark's memorandum of March 11
requesting suggestions as to possible future changes in the subject publication.

2. Most of the articles appearing in past issues of the publication,
in my opinion, have been overly academic being weighted heavily in the areas
of economics, research and theory. Only one article ("Energy Problems of the
Non-OPEC Developing Countries, 1974-80") listed by Mr. Clark as of interest to
Bank staff and included within the E&WS sectors was recently published.
I believe that other subject material could be developed for the water supply
and energy sectors although it is doubtful that regional staff have time to
prepare such articles. CPS is a more logical candidate.

3. Same possible subjects of interest in the E&WS sectors include the
following:

a) Marginal cost pricing and its significance in
developing economies;

b) Utility service to the urban and rural poor;

c) Metering water deliveries to the urban poor;

d) Development of rural water supply projects.

EALaBahn:hmv

cc: Messrs. Reekie, Bates, Kalbermatten (EWr)
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TO: Water and 4Ower Enginecrs and inancla! Analysts
Energy and Watr Division Chief and relevant C.F staff

FROM: Pierre Roger du Me

SUBJECT : Pofg ster o Consulans_(bana en t and Organir ation

As you may know, water supply enajineers and Kn nanial analysts

have recently formed "task groups" Lo facilitate the co-ordin tion of

existing informution and acquisition of more extensiv knowled e in

specialised fields of our operations.

I belong to the managmenl tsk group, toget ih A. Albwy-

Glanstaetten, W. Cosgrove, E. Costs, C. Fernandez, E. Togsnn and K. Thnmas

Each of us has been allocated a partic-ular specialised field

to co-ordinate, and my own task is to compile a riginter of can sltants

who hve undertaken assi gnment5 on the institutional di of "a- ic

Utilities., i.e. manngemant, oraqication, accouanting, stff sal ction,

computer selection and irntpllation, etc.

I should be grateWFu, if you 5hould hve kowledge of ruch

consulting; assigneuts in the pAst, or =90in, If you Vuld I' l __ 1 n;

on as such infore on as you can to me so tnti 1 can mke it wvailK

to those collegs u-o Loy be thining about hvinm sucs work W:itahel

in thair countries.

As a sap I enclose particulars of a current assionant AWi1

Whioh I a im nvolv.



Con cultt. m BrVster

Carn5 ul ,s: 'P.A. Management

Office Involved: Genova : staffed from Pars offi cn, Rue Ballini, 16" (72Y-3509)

Head Offi ce: London (In ernttional U. Q. ) Astrali a, Enrupe etc.

TjeyLmayue: Management, Organisation, Production, Marketing, Finance and

Accounting, Personnel Selection Training, Project Ilanning.

CompuL tcrs.

Director: Mr. A. Bonafi (Paris Office) French natinaI

Staff: Mr. R. Dagiral (organization expert)

Mr. M. Buhler (psychologist)

Mr. D. Antoni (expert cocrtable)

Pro jet: Andekaleka Hydro Electric Project (Madagascar) !DA Credit of

about $ 30 million,

Ass irm t. 1 Reoranization of nevl'y forid J A w chich r-pc

two former Electricity aW o te upy CTanccs

(formerly opcrolfr conccvdons in a

2. Selection an etprmnation of duti2 and respona iltes

- of dupartment and section chflfs.

3. Establishnt of opening alce shout (one ru'

accountr were 3 years Whind).

4, PJiltion of iprued moDgy opcivlir al and finni aa1

contyn! statemonty ninuvdin rst, ucuriNg prncedures anti

coqMpter PrULXros.A V-'- Ly Pic PCWc-"I WN"1-d OF OU and an farc asr C

Im ~ ~~~ C Ougd -UtYW CsunpqZi" t CaV

Si ~d~:-. IC \ i . i1 isfu l-Ii r t -



R2eaoni Jr Aa uvent: IDA imiagIAsco that this work way raquired.

TR--: Drafted by Conmulzants and ruviewed by TIDA ta f.

As:_ About $100,000 for an aggvvegate of 12 man months plus loval

expenses and air fares.

Other Firms Considered: 1. Ed F

2. Peat 'urwik Mit chell (isa i )

3. A local firm of expert-comptables

Fri nacd by: JIRAMA (foreign curruacy jovided by Central Bank).

Bank Staff: Pierre Ro.er du Me (FUA)

Dan Ruiu (Eao
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V. __0 BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA -

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members: Sewerage Tas Ijorce DATE: March 11, 1977

FROM: John M. Kalberma , Water and Wastes Adviser, (EWTDR)

SUBJECT: tunicipal Industrial Wastewater Reuse Opportunities

I am sending you a draft report of a workbook on the above topic
for your review. The workbook was prepared by Development Sciences, Incor-
porated, to serve both Bank staff and prospective borrowers where the ques-
tion of wastewater reuse could have significant impact on the water supply
and sewage disposal situation. For a better understanding, I am also attaching
a copy of the terms of reference which were given to DSI. I would like to

point out, however, that I am less interested to your opinion on whether DSI
has lived up to the letter of the terms of reference, than on your comments
on whether the workbook is useful and what improvements you would suggest
for it.

I would appreciate it if you would send comments to my office by
close of business March 28. I am asking Mr. Shipman by copy of this memorandum
to review and consolidate these comments by the time I return on April h.
I will then send the consolidated comments to DSI who has agreed to join us

on April 14 at 2:00 for a discussion of the workbook and the comments we make.
If Mr. Shipman feels a meeting of the Sewerage Task Force would be beneficial
to reach a consensus, he will call such a meeting. After the meeting with
DSI on April 14, I anticipate that the workbook can be finalized andbe, the
basis of a half or one day workshop for interested Bank staff,

cc: Messrs. Shipman (EWTDR), Cosgrove (EMP), Freedman (LCP), Middleton (EWTDR)

JMKalbermatten:sp
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A PROPOSAL TO PREPARE A WORKBOOK
COVERING MUNICIPAL-INDUSTRIAL

WASTEWATER REUSE OPPORTUNITIES AND
METhO3S OF EINCOURAGEMENT

20 April 1976

Subinitted to:

Mr. John M. Kalber-a tten
Water and Wastes Advisor
Energy, Water, and Tel ecomIunication
International Bank -or ReconsLruction

and Development.
1818 H Street, N.W. -- Roo [1036
Washington, D. C. 20433
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MUNICIPAL-INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER REUSE OPPORTUNITIES
AND

METHODS OF ENCOURAGEMENT: A WORKBOOK

Scope of Work

The following outline presents the suggested contents of a workbook.
This workbook would be directed toward Bank engineers involved in project

development, monitoring, management, and evaluation. The workbook would
not be technical but would present general information of use to profes-
sionals familiar with some aspect of industrial and domestic wastewater
reuse (economics, engineering, environmental, etc.). The focus of the
workbook would be to present sufficient general information about municipal-
industrial wastewater reuse to encourage and allow IBRD to include waste-
water reuse in projects they fund. A workbook format has been suggested
because, while there is a varied audience for this subject, there is a
common goal to which each person must contribute. The workbook will thus
lead a person from general descriptive information on what is being done
and can be done through to possible Bank roles and postures to encourage,
institute, and demonstrate reusc. The following outline for chapters in
the workbook can also serve as a work task outline. Each chapter will also
constitute a discrete project task and the completion of work on each task
will involve production of a draft of the chapter.

CK~trCurnt eus;e Profile

A description of rensc projects currently underwaay, projects which
have been demounstrated and types which aei probable will be included in

t)!VF.[OINM.NT S ENCLS IN rop p T



this chapter. This will be highlighted by general examples (selected cases)

for large-scale industrial uses of domestic wastewater as well as industrial

reuses of their own wastewaters. Several cases will be described. The

selection of actual cases will be the first item of work and this selection

will be made in conjunction with Bank personnel. An additional tnitial

itemi of work will involve meetings with several Bank engineers in order to

better structure the workbook to meet varied- needs of bank personnel who

will be using the book.

Chapter II - Targets for Reuse

This chapter will include data tied to the SIC (Standard Industrial

Classification) system showing, by quantity, quality, and selected process,

those industrial types which use large amounts of water, provide usable

wastewater, and which are targets for reuse.

Ch apter III - Uncovering_ Oportunities

A discussion of technical and institutional characteristics necessary

for successful reuse will be included in this chapter. This chapter will

also contain a presentation of risks and ways;of overcoming and dis-tributing

them. The information presented in this chapter will identify those general

institutional, administrative, implementation stumbling blocks which have

been found to commonly create problems in wastewater reuse programs.

Chater IV -RoleCs for the Bank

This section wil1 focus on two to four hypoths ti cal cases of wastewa ter

reuse. A topic (hypothetical case) such as industrial co-location and joint



use of domestic wastes will be highlighted and Bank roles discussed in this
context. The selection of the type and number of tasks will be initiated

following the completion of a draft of Chapter Ii.

General

Each chapter will be followed by a bibliography identifying principal

publications, the type of information they cortain, and, wherever possible,

the source where a copy can be purchased. The work program will be cul-

minated by a 1/2 day work session at the Bank offices. During this session,

selected DSI personnel will explain and discuss the workbook and will go

through its application using the cases presented in Chapter IV. This work
session will serve as a final review of the workbook as a question, answer,
and planning session for further expansion of this work.

Work Timing and Project Costs

The minimum time of ccmpletion for a draft of the workbook would be

1 1/2 months from receipt of written notification to proceed. The 1/2 day

workshop could be held two weeks following delivery of 10 copies of the
draft workbook to IBRD for review. Based on the discussions and comrnents

at the workshop, DSI will finalize the workbook and deliver an original and
10 Xerox copies of the final workbook to IBRD within three weeks of the

wvrkshop.

The total costs for the project including manpower, travel, reproduction,

and workshop presentation Pas been calculated as $9,100. Table 1 presents

the breakdown of costs based on estimated manpower, travel, workshop. and

miscellaneous printing and comnunication neds.

I -yLLO. (.I I 4r-( N(-- INC i't' P 11



TABLE 1

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS

Ca orj Man-Months Cost

Manpower 2 $ 8,000.

Travel (air & surface 500.
Boston-Washington)

Workshop 300.

Misc. Printing &
Cmunication (progress, draft,

final reports) 300.

PROJECT TOTAL $ 9,100.

Based on the above estimate, DSI will be willing to contract on a

tice and materials or a fixed-price basis, whichever is acceptable-to

ISRJ. We will bill on a monthly basis for work performed with a holdback

of 10 percent to be paid upon acceptance of the Final report.

A set of resumes of personnel who would be most directly involved in

the work are included as well as a discussion of DSI capability to under-

take the work.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: R. Salazar (Chief WAPEW) DATE: March 14, 1977

FROM: J. C. Rieeld (WAPEW)

SUBJECT: Water Supply Division Chief's Meeting with CPS. (Kalbermatten and Rovani)
on Thursday 3/10/77 on CPS Memo of 3/2/77 on New Direction of WHO/WB
Cooperative Program.

1. The new direction of the WHO/WB cooperative program (CP) is

the result of *HO's evaluation of this program with the help of J. Kearns

of the Bank. The new direction is summarized as follows:

(i) transfer of CP staff to WHO regional offices,
where feasible. For the moment only to SEARO

(new Delhi) and possibly PAHO (Washington);

(ii) direct communications between the CP and the

WB water supply division chiefs;

(iii) delegation of a WB staff member as assistant
CP division chief in Geneva;

(iv) a possible exchange of 2 staff members between

the CP and the WB;

(v) diversifying The CP involvement into project

preparation; ~and

(vi) workshop to train CP ,taff.

2. The program costs the Bank US$640,000 per year, which is the Bank's

part of the total CP cost of US$850,000. Ten-man-years of CP time are

available.

3. The general tone of the meeting was that the Divisions were very

disappointed in the performance of the CP over the last five years, however,

were ready to try again in view of the Bank's responsibilities. The major

problem recognized was that it would be hard to regain the credibility of

the WHO-CP and also the WHO in the countries.

4. Mr. Kalbermatten requested the water supply division chiefs to

present a work program for the CP in their region before April 11, 1977.

The date on which he wanted to make the complete work program for the CP.

However, he also indicated that he or his assistants, would like to discuss

the proposals as soon as they are ready.

CRietveld:js



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Management Task Group DATE: March 14, 1977

FROM: P. Brereton

SUBJECT: Terms of Reference of C. Fernandez

Attached is a copy of the terms of reference proposed by Mr. Claudio

Fernandez. Any comments on the draft should be sent to Rm. A-842 by

Friday, March 25, 1977. Thank you.

cc: Messrs. J. Kalbermatten
J. Davis



WATER SUPPLY TASK GROUP ON MANAGEMENT

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PUBLIC UTILITIES

TERMS OF REFERENCE

1. Objectives

To collect and analyse information on the best computer pro-

grams being the more commonly used by public utilities, especially in

the areas of General Management and Finance, and to produce a library

of programs that can be used by the Bank and our Borrowers.

2. Justification

Even simple computer programs, such as billing, are most fre-

quently improvised in utilities which are computerizing their systems or

changing their computer. In many developing countries, good system ana-

lysers and programmers are also scarce. The results of these problems

are:

(i) Many computers are used for only a few hours and

have very few programs; thus, the cost-benefit

ratio is low;

(ii) Programs are inaccurate, inefficient and difficult

to maintain; there are no appropriate manuals and

often serious mistakes are made;

(iii) Development of the initial program or its updating

for a new machine may take several years because of

lack of software capacity;

(iv) Output is incomplete, lacks statistical analysis or

is not adequately summarized for management's decision;

(v) Large sums of money are invested for the development of

programs by consultants who often have no experience in

public utilities and very vague terms of reference;

(vi) Since there is little confidence in the programs, pro-

cesses are manually duplicated; thus the use of computers

is in many cases unjustified.

The tasks described below constitute an attempt to solve these

, problems through the provision of basic programs for easy use by the dif-

ferent utilities and the setup of an inter-utility technical assistance

program.
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3. Scoeof the Study

The study will have three consecutive 
parts:

A. Machines and Programs Presently Used

Survey of water, power and telecom utilities 
to find the type

of computers more commonly used, their characteristics, 
the language

used and the utilities' experience with prograins for tariff studies, billing,

payroll, accounts receivable, inventories, 
accounts payable, general ledger,

investment planning and control, etc. The questions to be answered are:

(i) Which computers are preferable for 
a given size

of utility?

(ii) What configurations are preferred?

(iii) Which languages?

(iv) Which program should be developed?

(v) What time is required for each 
different application?

(vi) Which companies are willing 
to share programs?

(vii) Which companies have qualified personnel?

(viii) Which company could assist other 
utilities?

This information would be collected 
by means of a questionnaire

that would be distributed to all P.U.s 
benefitting from a Bank loan.

B. Selection of the Most Apropriate Programs

Detailed analysis of input-output, and software of the programs

rated better (by the users) in order to select the best fitted for each

application and computer configuration. 1/ Visits will be made to more

promising utilities which may have these programs.

C. Basic Library of Computer Programs

Start a library of programs, donated by users, and promote

the creation of an "International Association of Computer Users in Public

Utilities" which could update the library and facilitate the exchange of

information between companies. The Management Task Group would serve as

a liaison between the Association and Bank staff and would provide techni-

cal assistance to appraisal and supervision teams whenever necessary.

1/ Three basic configurations are considered: (a) below 16K bytes of

memory, disk storage; (b) below 64K bytes of memory, disk storage;

(c) more than 64K bytes, disk and tape files.
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If one or more programs considered essential for a well-run utility are

not obtained from donations, these programs will be developed by consul-

tants using as reference the best models found -in (B) above.

The following points should be determined for each program:

The billing program, for example, should specify types of tariff struc-

tures to be considered, input system (casette, prepunched cards, 
magnetic

ink, mark sensing), inconsistency reports, data file per user, identifi-

cation codes (street, number, arbitrary), receivables control; billing

summary; statistical water use; meter control and maintenance; readers

control; safety precautions; auditing. Additional reports: overdue

receivables, total water usage by city sections, houses without 
water

or too little consumption, meter repair and inspection program, etc.

4. Resources Required (for Part 1-2)

(i) Personnel: 1 full-time YP or Research Assistant

for 6 months and 1 full-time consultant for 6 months;

(ii) Missions: 1 per region, covering 3-4 public utilities

(Water and/ or Power) in each mission;

(iii) Publication: Reference library of programs, computers

and utilities using them. Manuals of selected programs

(input-output and flow diagram).

5. Time

This study is expected to require one year. The writing of the

programs which could not be obtained free from 
public utilities or which

would be considered inappropriate may require an additional 
6 months.

cc: Management Task Group

CFernandez/RCosta:nq:clh

March 9, 1977
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OFF I CE AE\ORA\NDUM
TO: Mr. Richard Middleton DATE: March 4, 1977

FROM: John M. Pqttigrew, Sanitary Engineer, ASPEW

SUiJECT: Treatment of Combined Sewer Overflows by high Gradient
Magnetic Sep a ation

Ycu have asked if we should learn more about this. From the Banks'
point of Vicw I think it unlikhly thnt we wil) encounctr proposals fcz
this sort of treirment in the countrics we deal with for many years to
CO1c. But as engincers, yes, we 1hould learn 1r a bout it. I read the
paper with great interest and can think of places where the method could
have attractions. In rimple terrip (probably over-sirple) the rethod
involvcs mixing weak swage (storm sewage from combined systeMs) with
magnetito (plus flocaulnts, pH correctors etc. where uecessary) and passing
the Ai ture Lhrough a graded magnetic field The MagnCeiSCd partiCles adhera
to a mash, the field is destroyed, a backwash t s Lh muck to U s LOINg
tank and the cycle is repeated.

The method can be applied to crude sewage and pagcs 65 aad 66
give some indication of lVvels of capital and operational costs. The
paper advocates application to conhined sewer overflows aN here we have
to beat in mind the typical combined system - i.e. thare are overfloys in
all sorts of places where locating anything norn than a crude screen poses
serious prob;ems. On the other hand there is often ennulh s*orm water
arriving at the sewage treatment works to make scm- c of eatmen
common; usually simple sedbmentation. So perhaps thera are ponsible
applications hare.

Evideuily there is scope, for consideration at least, for application
of the ethod on some existing combined systems. What about new systems?
Therc are not many new systems of the combined type but there is a revival
of interest in the combined Estem and there is a case for adopting combined
systeca from the outset in the towns and cities that come within the Eank's
field of interest. In such instances there may be reason for considerini
this type of treatmcnt, subject of course to ncrrmal justification on economic
grounds when compared with the other ethods available.

In answer to your second question - yes, wa should have it in
our library.

J~-ettigrew/rms
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ABSTRACT

Seeded water treatment by high gradient magnetic separation techniques

was carried out on combined storm overflows and raw sewage influents. Both

bench-type and continuous pilot plant tests were performed to evaluate the

effectiveness of the process in purifying waste waters. Critical parameters

were varied to determine optimal removal efficiencies, sensitivities and

relative importances of these variables. Attempts were also made to compare

the effectiveness and economic feasibility of high gradient magnetic separa-

tion treatment with present methods of waste water treatment. Finally,

recommendations for the next phases of study have been presented.

The results of the present study show this process to be a highly

effective method of reducing most forms of pollutants present in CSO and raw

sewage to low levels of contamination. Capital cost estimates for high

gradient magnetic separation systems also compare favorably with traditional

secondary plants. Several additional benefits are realized such as extremely

high processing rates, small land requirements, and lowcr chlorine demand

(ecological- benefits).

This report was submitted in fulfillment of Contract No. 68-03-2218 by

Sala Magnetics, Inc. under the sponsorship of the U. S. Environmental

Protection Agency. This report covers the period of June, 1975 to July, 1976.

iv



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Water Supply Management Task 'Group DATE:March 4, 1977

FROM: P. Brereton

SUBJECT: Task Group on Management
Minutes of Second Meeting on February 24, 1977

1. The meeting reviewed four draft terms of reference for individual

study topics and offered the comments summarized below:

(a) Organization Structures - W. J. Cosgrove

The meeting made the following comments:

(i) the objectives and end product of the study seemed
unclear; would it draw conclusions or develop
guidelines?

(ii) the intention outlined in para. 2 (to analyze the
effects of organization structure on the functioning
of specified institutions) was of less importance
than identifying the reasons governing adoption of a
particular organizational structure;

(iii) Para. 4 was found obscure since the terms extracted
from A. Weiner's The Role of Water in Development
are not understandable to anyone who has not read
the book;

(iv) since the organization of water supply utilities seems
to be weaker in handling distribution and commercial
matters and stronger in bulk water collection, the
study might try to determine if there is any organ-
ization structure which encourages the good management
of distribution and sales;

(v) the study might consider whether there is any evidence
to support the idea that publicly-owned water companies
are better run if they are independent than if they are
combined with other authorities like electricity;

(vi) the meeting wondered if the study should be confined to
four specified countries in one region, or would not be
more valuable if it covered a wider sample of regions;

(vii) staffing and travel requirements should be specified
for budgetary purposes.

The meeting decided to refer the draft to Mr. Cosgrove for
him to consider these comments.
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(b) Management Objectives - R. Costa

The meeting suggested that the staff requested include one
consultant and either one YP (if possible) or alternatively
one Research Assistant. The travel should be decreased from
seven missions to four (Far East, Europe, USA-Canada, and
Latin America, the last done in conjunction with a Division
mission).

(c) Human Resources Management - E. Pogson

Comments from the meeting have already been incorporated
into the attached draft.

(d) Management Information - B. K. Thomas

Draft accepted with one emendation to staff requirements--
a YP will be needed for six rather than three months;
elapsed time for the total study will be one year. The
meeting suggested that the published study include examples
of good reporting system(s).

2. Terms of reference for studies (b), (c) and (d) were agreed to
be circulated to Mr. J. Kalbermatten for:

(a) Approval of terms of reference for each study and

(b) Budgetary and any other authorization before the study
commences for the required travel, staffing and facilities.

3. Terms of reference for the study by Mr. C. Fernandez will be cir-
culated shortly and that for Mr. du Mee on his return to Washington.

cc: Messrs. J. Kalbermatten (EWTDR)
J. Davis (EWTDR)



R. Costa
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WATER SUPPLY MANAGEMENT TASK GROUP

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES, POLICIES, PLANNING

AND DECISION-MAKING

COORDINATION WITH URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Terms of Reference

A. Objectives

To collect and anlyse information and present conclusions 
on

worldwide management techniques regarding the setup of objectives 
and

policies and the planning and decision-making processes 
in public util-

ities (water supply) with special emphasis on the gaps, if any, between

developed and developing countries and inter-relationship between manage-

ment of water supply utilities and urban development strategies 
and

techniques. The study is expected to be completed within one year.

B. Collection of Information and Analysis

(i) Desk research

Mostly in Washington - review of available materials

in the Bank and Congress libraries. Preparation of

a questionnaire to be filled by Project Officers 
in

the Water Supply and Urban Development Divisions of

the Bank.

(ii) Visits

To water supply utilities in major urban areas in 
the

world, i.e., Los Angeles, Montreal, Mexico City, Buenos

Aires, London, Paris, Tokyo and Manila.

(iii) Analysis and Conclusion

Preparation of reports on major topics of interest.

C. Presentation and Technical Assistance

(i) Presentation

In Washington to water supply and urban development

personnel;

(ii) Technical Assistance

From Bank experts in the field. To be determined on

basis of reports prepared and comments of staff during

presentation.



R. Costa
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D. Resources Required

(i) Personnel = 1 Full-time 6-month consultant

1 Full-time 6-month YP

(ii) Missions = 7-to Europe (2), USA (1), Latin
America (2), Far East (2).

(iii) Coordination through J. Kalbermatten (CPS),
A. Stone (URB)

cc: Members of Management Task Group , Ms. Brereton (LCPWS)



DRAFT
EPogson:lma.

February 28, 1977

WATER SUPPLY TASK MANAGEMENT GROUP

Proposal for a Report on Methods which have been used

Successfully to find managers in LDCs and to train them

Objective

The purpose of the study would be to give ideas and help to

Projects staff who need to advise a borrower on way.s of finding and training

managers for water supply 1/ undertakings.

Method

The study would consist of a review of methods used successfully

in public utilities and private enterprise. It would result in a written

report and one (or more) lectures or seminars. The study would be direct

and practical, would not include any research of new ground, and would be

more concerned with on-the-job, not academic, training.

The study would be done in three phases:

(1) Collection of Information;

(2) Analysis of Information;

(3) Presentation.

Phase I Collection

1. Visit to the Management Development Branch of ILO Geneva (this

organization has a computerized information retrieval service -- the first

purpose of the visit would be to "pull" and review all the relevant published

1/ The information would also be relevant outside the Sector.



DRAFT -2- February 28, 1977

information and the second to discuss the ILO experience world wide in

management training.

2. Visits to some three or four multi-national companies who have

successfully found and trained local managers (probably including Royal

Dutch Shell - Amsterdam, British American Tobacco Co. - London).

3. Visit to one National Water Authority with training responsibi-

lities, and ELECTRICITE de FRANCE (who have a wealth of experience in West

African countries).
Phase II Analysis

Desk work in Washington to analyze and edit the information

obtained and to organize the presentation.

Phase III Presentation

Probably one small report with case examples and the organization

of one (or more) lectures.

Resources Required Time Required

(i) Either one or two Bank staff members About 6 weeks

or a consultant (principally for the About 10 weeks

collection of information)

(ii) A Y. P. or Research Assistant About 12 weeks

(principally for Analysis and

Presentation)

(iii) Consultants / Lecturers Fees for two people
X 10 days

(iv) Travel and subsistence

(a) 3 return air tickets equivalent

Washington/Geneva/Washington

3 X US$750 US$2250
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(b) Subsistence for about 6 X 1 week

30 X 50 = US$1500

Time Required - Dependent on the availability of Staff time,

but the aim would be to present the information

in January 1978.

To be coordinated with Mr. Chittleburgh.

EPogson:lma:
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Water Supply Task Group on Management

Management Information Study

Proposed Terms of Reference

Scope of Study

1. The study should identify the information required.by managers
at all levels in the sector for:

a) planning;
b) control of operations (including maintenance)

2. Planning information will include:

a) long-term (strategic) planning data, such as:

- population trends

- urban/rural development

- plans for industry/tourism/agriculture
- water resources
- funds requirements and sources

b) short-term (tactical) planning data, including performance
goals and related work plans for all main segments of activity,
resource and financial budgets.

3. Operating (including maintenance) information will embrace all infor-
mation -required to measure performance in relation to goals, and to re-plan short
term action as necessary. Principal types of information required will be:

a) technical - e.g., production, water quality data;
b) statistical - e.g., productivity and efficiency measures;

- c) financial

4. For all information the study should consider in relation to the
needs and responsibilities of various levels of sector management:

a) the nature of the information required;
b) to whom it should be provided;
c) the form and means of presentation;
d) the frequency of reporting.

5. The study of operating information will involve a review of
performance indicators. The study should identify which indicators are most
valuable for measuring performance in the sector:

- for managers in controlling sector activities
- for the Bank in project supervision

The study should attempt to specify, on the basis of experience, a realistic
quantitative value for each selected indicator. Because of differences between
countrie's and between different kinds of water systems, this will probably
involve a presentation in terns of median, upper and lower quartile values.
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6. It is not intended that investigation should be made of
information systems because

a) data processing has been assigned as a separate topic;
b) utilities differ so much in their degree of sophistication

and equipment available.

Method of Working

7. The study will be based upon an examination (by questionnaire
and interview) of experience in all Bank project divisions engaged in the
sector. Since the resultant coverage will describe only LDCs, this should
be related to best Western practice by visits to and examination of (say)
two U.S. water utilities. The AWWA should be asked to give guidance.

Resource requirements

8. Assistance will be required with basic data collection for not less
than three months. This could be a useful training assignment for a Young
Professional, who would gain a valuable insight into utility and sector
practice in a wide range of borrower countries.

The elapsed time for the total study will not be less than six
months.



WORLC - "NK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIC

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Water Supply Task Group on Management (see list below) DATE:February 15, 1977

FROM: B. Keith Thomas

SUBJECT: Management Information Study

As agreed at the last meeting of the Group, I attach proposed

terms of reference for my assigned topic, for discussion at the meeting

on February 24.

BKTho s/ba

cc: Mr. John Kalbermatten

cc: Messrs. Costa A 843
Cosgrove E 740
du Mee A 1000
Fernandez A 823
Pogson A 842



Water Supply Task Group on Management

Management Information Study

Proposed Terms of Reference

Scope of Study

1. The study should identify the information required by managers
at all levels in the sector for:

a) planning;
b) control of operations (including maintenance)

2. Planning information will include:

a) long-term (strategic) planning data, such as:

- population trends

- urban/rural development
- plans for industry/tourism/agriculture
- water resources

- funds requirements and sources

b) short-term (tactical) planning data, including performance
goals and related work plans for all main segments of activity,
resource and financial budgets.

3. Operating (including maintenance) information will embrace all infor-
mation tequired to measure performance in relation to goals, and to re-plan short

term action as necessary. Principal types of information required will be:

a) technical - e.g., production, water quality data;
b) statistical - e.g., productivity and efficiency measures;
c) financial

4. For all information the study should consider in relation to the
needs and responsibilities of various levels of sector management:

a) the nature of the information required;
b) to whom it should be provided;
c) the form and means of presentation;
d) the frequency of reporting.

5. The study of operating information will involve a review of
performance indicators. The study should identify which indicators are most
valuable for measuring performance in the sector:

- for managers in controlling sector activities
- for the Bank in project supervision

The study should attempt to specify, on the basis of experience, a realistic
quantitative value for each selected indicator. Because of differences between
countric-o and between different kinds of water systems, this will probably
involve a presentation in ternsof median, upper and lower quartile values.
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6. It is not intended that investigation should be made of
information systems because

a) data processing has been assigned as a separate topic;
b) utilities differ so much in their degree of sophistication

and equipment available.

Method of Working

7. The study will be based upon an examination (by questionnaire
and interview) of experience in all Bank project divisions engaged.in the
sector. Since the resultant coverage will describe only LDCs, this should
be related to best Western practice by visits to and examination of (say)
two U.S. water utilities. The AWWA should be asked to give guidance.

Resource requirements

8. Assistance will be required with basic data collection for not less
than three months. This could be a useful training assignment for a Young
Professional, who would gain a valuable isight into utility and sector
practice in a wide range of borrower countries.

The elapsed time for the total study will not be less than six
months.



February 7, 197T

Training and Certification Section
}inistry of the T -ronment
135 St. Clair Av -ie West
Toronto, Ontario EIV "P5
Canada

Operations Training Courses and Manuals

Dear Sirs:

As engineer involved in the water supply and sewerage sector in
developing countries, I am often asked to provide guidance in the develop-
ment of training programs for personnel responsible for the operation and
maintenance of water supply and distribution networks, water treatment
plants, sever systems and sewage treatment plants. The World Bank has
copie3 of some of your manuals in its Water Supply Library, but it would
b, uneful for me to have a complete set within our own Division. Would
it be possible for you to respond to this request?

I note that the manual on Basic Sewage Treatment Operation (3rd
edition) does not contain a section on biological filters. Do you have a
publication on the operation and maintenance of biological filters or could
you refer me to another source? Finally, I wonder if you are aware of train-
ing aterial or Operations and Maintenance Manuals in the French language'.
(As an ex-member, I have already written to Association Queb6coise de3
Techniques de l'Eau asking if they are aware of the availability of such
material in French).

I will greatly appreciate any assistance or ideas you may have on
the transfer of water supply and severage technology to developing countries.

Yours sincerely,

William J. Cosgrove
Deputy Chief

Water Supply and Sewerage Division
Europe, Mi dle East and Iforth Africa Region

ce: Messrs. Pollan, Kalbermatten, Rietveld
TIWJEA FiLes, Division Files, Chron. File

Vkosgrove -em



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: February 3, 1977

FROM: E. H. MotteA PEW)

SUBJECT: Points of Interest Raised at the Water and Wastes Division

Chiefs Meeting of January 31, 1977.

I attended the January 31 meeting on behalf of our division. Ther

will be no other meeting in February.

Urban Poverty

EWT intends to hire a consultant who will (i) investigate how

one can measure the impact of water supply on reduction of urban poverty,

'and if so, (ii) look at the lending program together with the region staff.

The consultant would come up with his own recommendations that could serve as

a base for discussions with urban projects.

Under this plan the Liberia (Monrovia) and Senegal (Secondary

Centers) water supply projects would come under review by the consultant

during field preappraisal or appraisal.

Review of Usefulness of Project Brief

A memo by Mr. Van der Tak's office on the usefulness of project

brief was circulated to and is now under review by the VPs. The consensus

of the attendants at the present meeting was that it should (i) remain issue

oriented; (ii) be updated at each new step and (iii) replace the back to

office report if preparing the two reports became too cumbersome.

Hiring of Summer Students

EMENA mentioned it intended to hire a student to do some research

at the unit costs and investigate their relation with cost indices. Other

divisions will also hire one staff for such purpose. It was proposed that

each division would investigate what research they want to have done. WAPEW

could investigate with EAPEW the possibility of sharing such an empioyment
on similar grounds to those mentioned by EIENA.

Training Program Within Water Entities in French Speaking Countries

After discussing this issue separately with CPS and FMENA I raised

the point at the meeting. While most power companies in French speaking

countries receive technical and training assistance from EDF, and thus get

to be informed on sector developments, the water companies in those countries

have no european correspondant, receive little advise on sector developments'

in other countries and resolve their training and financial issues with almost

no knowledge of what is usually done in, or could be done with, water companies

in neighbouring countries. The Bank could play a greater role in assisting

in establishing closer contacts between them. It was proposed that a consultant

(i) investigate the needs of these general managers; (ii) discuss available

facilities and programs with training entities and other financing agencies:

and (iii) present his final conclusions at a general managers/directors' meeting
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which the Bank could sponsor. This meeting should hopefully open the

way to closer ties between water entities, greater awareness of water

supply issues and their possible solutions, and establishing of common

training programs at all stall levels, possibly with the Bank assistance.

Since the beginning it became clear that the recruitment of a

consultant could only come through the regional budgets and that CPS

could only bring its coordinating assistance in this exercise. Before any
action can be undertaken in the Bank, the matter should be discussed with

EAPEW representative and then brought up with EWTf.

FYMotte:js

cc: Mr. Salazar
Mr. Prenoveau
Mr. Buky
Mr. Rietveld.



WO" r) BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR )N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: See Distribution DATE: February 2, 1977'

FROM: W. Cosgro

SUBJP GT ask Group on Management_
8irisE Reference for a Comparative

Study of Organization Structures

1. As I will be on mission at the time of the next meeting of the Task

Group, I wish to set forth for discussion by the Group, my ideas concerning
the specialist topic I am to address. This is described in the minutes of
the last meeting as "Organization structures, political/executive relation-
ships, responsibilities and chains of command."

2. My intent would be to attempt to obtain some insight into the effects
the above-listed factors may have on institutions in our sector through a sys-

tematic comparison of the various institutions with which I am familiar. These

would include -

(a) Office National de l'Eau Potable - Morocco
(b) SociWts National d'Exploitation et de Distribution des Eaux - Tunisia

(c) Office National de l'Assainissement - Tunisia

(d) Etablissement Public des Eaux de Figeh - Syria

(e) Etablissement Public des Eaux d'Alep - Syria
(f) National Water and Sewerage-Authority - Yemen A.R.

The above list contains a national bulk supplier of treated water (1), a national

retail supplier of treated water (2), a national sewerage organization (3), inde-
pendent municipal water authorities (A and 5), -and a national water supply and
sewerage authority (6). I have deliberately restricted the list to organizations

with whome I have had personal dealings. This has the advantage that any criteria
applied in judging performance will be uniformly applied to all cases. Although
this obviously means that the study will be open to the criticism that it has been

weighted by my personal prejudices, I believe this is preferable in a comparative
study to the alternative of different weightings in judgement by several contri-

butors.

3. In comparing the various institutions, I will consider the following
factors:

(a) age (years since establishment)
(b) prior sector organization
(c) legal rights and obligations
(d) social, economic and financial goals
(e) organization structure
(f) strength of individuals in key posts

(g) training
(h) relationship with responsible (parent) ministry and other intorested

Government departments
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(i) Government objectives in the sector

(j) effectiveness of the institution as viewed by others

(k) Bank's role in the establishment and/or development of the

institution.

4. Weineri/ has identified six inputs as essential to successful develop-

ment of a sector. These are:

Material

(i) major capital investment
(ii) supporting capital investments

(iii) current production inputs

Non-Material

(iv) means to control know-how and techniques

(v) means to modify psychological space

(vi) means to restructure institutional space.

In evaluating and comparing the six institutions, I will also attempt to establish

whether there is any correlation between their strengths and weaknesses (as I see

them) and the presence of these inputs (or lack thereof).

5. Because of my work load, I expect this study will not be completed before

January 1978. In the initial period, I will be gathering the missing background

information during missions, through consultation with others who have worked with

the same institutions, or by reviewing the project files. I would expect the

information gathering phase to be completed by .the end of October 1977, and at

that point would also expect to be able to submit a draft outline of the report

for comments by the Task Group.

6. Your early comments on the above suggested terms of reference would be

appreciated.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Thi

cc: Messrs. Pollan, Kalbezmatten, Costa, du Mee,
Fernandez, Pogson, Thomas

FIENA Files, Division Files, Chron. File

WCosgrove:em
IBRD

1/ A. Weiner, The Role of Water in Development, McGraw-Hill, 1972.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Richard N. Middleton, Sr. Sanitary Engineer DATE: January 31, 1977

FROM: John M. Pettigrew, Sanitary Engineer, ASPEW

SUBJECT: Task Group 6 Sewerage

Outline of Work Program

I refer to your memorandum of November 28, 1976. The task

group met on January 28, 1977 and inter alia discussed this matter.

We would assume the general responsibility of keeping ourselves

informed of developments in our field and to provide advice on our subject

when called upon to do so and also to circulate to engineering staff items

of general interest and application. In this respect we have already been

called on to give consideration to certain aspects of the sewerage problems

affecting Manila and, more recently, Lahore.

However, we have specific items to address and we have compiled

the following:

(a) Review and update the Bank's sewerage questionnaire.

(b) Collect data about Bank-supported sewerage
schemes - making use of Water Supply Library in so doing.

(c) Collect planning and design criteria for use by Bank
staff, including guide lines for design of sewage treatment

ponds.

We also hope to include state of the art studies on such subjects

as (a) resistance of concrete pipes to acid attack, and (b) manufacture of

clay pipes in developing countries. For these however we are very conscious

of limitations on our time and if we are to pursue these interests we may need

to ask for outside assistance perhaps from consultants. We would welcome

your views.

JPettigrew/ms
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Mr. Joba Karboamtten Jauaar7 33, 1977

Ifia MWio ant NWt~ Aug&1 mtm

In response to vur request, I attach herewith am parzgaphs
hifch stat. po4ali.san water qualitir iil* oould be amoide'ed as guide-

2ine for use on Nonk-flmaoo water projects. Thms statements ulU no
drubt need same polishing but at this stage Wa serve to wtiaulate dis-
eussions with mXvision Chiefs. I believe the tUrbm Depurmt ought also
to be involved In mr diamwsalm aimas certain of the policy statemnts
pertialaTry an Intentittant uppy sad uter pressures my directly affect

mwW of their projects.



Thbam Listed amn J*==az7 28, 17

Jobn ). X.1.m t tD ler ad Wetvs Adviser, ZWL=

Rettwn*to GAB f& (Bqt Bllg O*4-h1a.=)

On Stber 24 and m Movmbor 17 a zwvlamd formt for
water and .wwr .a.etor vtud4s v= oiraniate for yvr review. Som

amanto wero rmcoved- notablY rzaa uho NH/Bmnk Goopomstive PrOPsVA
mau whdre pr*l~ablep 1hgve bson inawporated. I now propme to aiAnI
(m * tria badis Am=a 6 in the preamnt CAS 4 ia be s awwead. It Is
unws-tood tMt the proposed 2orat Is nt am t to be a strait.-jooket
but a guldone.n

I ua Iul1fln 6

Stmne, (Uzbmn Frojimts)
Kut, Bechar, Jmlmen, LsWpr, Y408 , %*iW sn, Sohultmbtrg
vaubt (WHOWP)
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ZMJTDX P0M SCTDR SIM

I. ~SMM.AR ANlD RRO001W DTEMS

(The su -w7 ahould preferably be a uawzf = of to pages wn
connatrate on the pFs.mnt service sit&t1an, ca set targets,

on the onstraints to achieve tem, and finally recoummA
masures to spoed up sector develapsent)

nr. corrAND MZLRn RjeREMn

A. Geography and limate
B. hater Rnouroe
C. Opilation

. Publio sealth
E. The sector in tho oconozy

F. 3ector Institutions

(This section should be purely dswiptve and be as briAf as
possible. A detaile supporting information should be *on-
tainad i the awnexe. An additional bird'a-e'e view of the

untry a the sector is further contained In the wSTATISTICAL SUWARI
for quick referawn.)

Z=. IDWV=PH AfLM IS D (The eatioc oould be organised according
to suba ctor or inatitutions active in tho sector)

A. Present Servioe Levels
(Urban wd &wral, WWAer Suply an Sowire/anitaton,
Qixetity and Quality)

B. Serviie Level Goals (either as proposed by the overnment or
alternatively by the missIon, should the Governat not haim
X1diUM teru target.)

(Urban and bural, Water Supp4y and SewweiagsA.itation,
Oisatity a" QM1lty)

C. Impucations of Neuting Goals

D. -onstralutz qppearing Von ooqparing ILW3cation with
available resourow

Z. Solutions r momended to rom or allviAte constraInt*
(This xigtt inalu pregosal for alternative targets)

(It is proposed that I.Leationa, comtraints, A solutions be
dievusas undar aah a, the ast important of which w1U likely
be anpowr, finsces, iztitatlaal arraoinata, plwVniig, etc.)
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V, L
V. aMLS
VI.

(As a minimow 4tated annexes on th* popUs atioA d its dI4-
tribution, on the aeotwr institutional Oi alccording
to functions, on actual and targetted service 2mv*l., and an
past and p jected sector Invstw nts abould be included.
Suggested follow-V either as prelvestunt otudles and project
operat4n or in the form of an actIon programs nW be
conmnifttly includad).

JUnVar7 18, 19M



Pa3711. 2
(Revised)

OUTLL,3E FOR cUOR 2fUDY i2PORrB

(The summary should preferably be a maximum of to pages and
concentrate on the present service situation, on set tareis,
on the constraints to achieve them, and finally reconmnnd
ir.'asures to speed up sector developnent)

II. COUUXRY AiD GhEXTOR BAQIGROU7D

A. Geography and Climate
B. 'ater Hesources
C. Population
D. Public healih
E. The sector in the economy
F. Sector Institutions

(This section should be purely descriptive and be as brief as

possible. All detailed supporking informa-ion should be con-
tained in the annexes. Ln additional bird's-eye vie>' of the
country and the sector is further contained in the "ST2ATI3iTICAL S iT"

for quick reference.)

12II. 3lE2T0RD2EiTBLO)P~nIU ,I ," (The section could be organized according

to uhsctor1, or in ittn ative in the sector)

Quantity and Quality)

B. Service Level Goals (either as proposed by the Government or
alternatively by the mission, should the Governx:ent not have
medium term targets)

(Urban and Rural, Jater Supply and Sewerag/lanitation,
Quantity and Quality)

C. Implications of oteeting Goals

B. Constraints appearing upon comparing inplications with
available resourcas

3. 3olutions reconnended 2Io remove or alleviate constraints
(2his Ii;ht iiclude propos al for a lternativc targe s )

(It is proposed that implications, constraints, and solutions be
discussed under each area, the xrost im>porJat of vim> vill likl

be isaupower, finances, institutional arrangements, planning, etc.)
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V. lop

V1.

(As a viinirimunz detailed annexes on the popultion and its dis-tribution, oa the sector institutthnatr aara nd din-to functions, on actual and emnts accrdin
pamt and Projected ccc&or* - teL l s, and on-

uggested Allow.-an either as prein,,, e ndlededt
operation or in he o a cin formn Studies and project
convaniebly included).

January 13, 1977



Ir. J. M. Xaelbxwtt, Water & Wastes Adviser Jaamary 21, 1977

Riabard N. Md4atan, &nimor a#.tez R1neer

Mk M a I I5a Water I V

1. A first aeting of the Task Graq was 1el an &Mbor 8, 1976j
pr"Mst were Nessrs. Baky, Coyap Maisch, crytta, yesp a1 melf.
Snce this was a intsductor Neting and since a umber okf MS activitias

WOrs MAr 7 Mnderway which would izvole the Grv, I agreed to intrvdcs,
the subJect and to act as rapporteur. For tuture atvities the Group
neds to $10vt a chairman.

2. 1 recepitulated the objeotivw of tht w ask Grop. as set out In
yur arlier ramomdas

- to keip up to date on demswlpwnts in wgtr sqpply tqwhno2g
and prectia. through cmultntst pupers Utaature Murys,
attendoweu at sssinars, etc.)

- to review 31Dk operations in the light of these curMent
dovelpm1ente and of Bonk policy;

- to aet as a vehicle for tranfsirring mnok es.er1*nce between
pratiag divisimas and

- to present the Gru*a fndings at staff NUetno., trainjag
cures, etc.

3. As part of its task the Group would be ewpected to:

- aintain a cuzent liat of shrt-tem coan tants

- enore Mropriate mwbermbip (by the Bwk or indivi&Wals)
of profs'sional assoa0iM1aus;

- on any neoesry additLis to the Water 3p~y
Ubaary; and

- idantifr particular staff t ining nredg.

4t The following oinXg or ilent ensultant studies initiated
by CPS are relevant to the work of this Gmp,

(1) Stanmrds of Water SLy Service (I&uria)
D() es-etic Water eters (Goes)

3) UnacOunt.d-.for Water (Proposds possibly Caturveda)
Fpelins (Proposed: possiblr Boolman - &anston)

ntHealth b of Water p1y (vjetanovic)
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(6) Public 'nMurts (IR2)
7) Wood Bearings for Hnd Pumps (Sternberg)
8) Rural Water Supply Progrems (Pineo)
9) Urban Poor Issues (Wbt.)

It was agreed that in principle the Group would concentrate an Items 1-5
above, leaving the remainder to be completed under CP review.

5. Other euggested aspects which should be considered for attution
as the Group &sthere namisatum weres

- The mechanisa for extending distribution systems or other
means to serve the peer (given that our present Involvaeent
is gmrally confined t a shaort time-slice of the primary
and possibly seoondary atwork). This would build an the
work done by Janria and White and explore Dak ifolvewmnt
in tertiary networks and houe connections, and in n&n-piped
mqpliss such as these diecussed by Pofessor Wite.

- Treatment plant design, specifications and procurement ticls
(now incorporated in CPS draft work plan for Fr 78). rtic
also para 7 below.)

- ftonduater prospecting (including ERTS) and developuent (well
design and materials selection).

- Rehabilitation and operations optimisation of treatment plant
and wall*.

6. The Group also identified matters requiring attentian which
might be covered b7 Group #Ta Project Wuinsentations

- Model terms of refernace (for feasibility studies, various
individual consulting assignments, ate.).

- Model water sqply legialation (e.g., on water rights,
establiabment of water mndertakings, etc. Reference we
made to a water law oumpondiiu prepared by UN).

7. At the tibe of the meeting no proposals were made for bag lunches
or staff seminars. I nugleOcted to bring to the Grop's attention the
proposed treatment plant eminar (see Anr 1). Sn. the meeting it has
also been .zggmsted that Raymand Internatonal be invited to make a pro.
entatien Cn the *Centrilnew pipe lining process (Annex 2).

8. It had been planned to hold a second Group meeting prior to the
sud-J&MMa7 staff meeting in order to firm up the Group presentation,
bwe to the recheduling of my mission I have been unable to arrange this.
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r copy, of this momorandum I am keeplng the Group in touch with developments,
and I suggest you ascertain before the staff neeting who from the Group
will be in attendance and ask one of them to make the appropriate presmntation.

0at Me.re. Boky (WAP), Cqaud (EAP), Freedan (ICP), Maiach (LCP),
RingakOg (EMM), %kWttai (AS-), Yepra (LCP'), 7AVSAl (I0r-WS)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John M. Kalbermatten DATE: October 29, 1976

FROM: RiCJ&rd N. Middleton',

SUBJECT: Qter Treatment Plant Procurement -- Possible Staff Seminar

Arthur Bruestle reminded me that Asian Development Bank, in con-
nection with their loan for Manila water supply, had arranged for staff
from MWSS and the consultants (CM, JMM) to travel round the world reviewing
treatment plant procurement procedures. It would be very interesting to
hear the conclusions of this survey, and learn the procurement procedures
now proposed for Manila (and how these work out in practice). Arthur sug-
gested that we invite CIR's staff member principally concerned, Paul Prendeville,
to make a presentation. I support this and think it would be a good half-day
seminar in the spring. Initially Saravanapavan probably ought to be the
person to clear this with ADB and approach CI4.

RNKiddleton/cel



January 17, 1977

Mr. W. 1. McQueeney
Raymond International Inc.
P. 0. Box 217
Oakland, U..- 07438

Pipe Lining: "Centriline Process"

Dear Mr. MeQueeney:

Thank you for your letter of January 6, 1977 and the enclosures

I have forwarded the information to our Central Projects Department
and, hopefully, a seminar can be arranged in the near future with the pro-
sentation of your film.

I am looking forward to receiving the pricing information from you.
Thank you again for the interesting discussion and the information provided.

Sincerely yours,

JBBuky/det i. B. Buky

cc; Mr. R. Middleton



RAYIMOWD INUTERWATIOrAL IPJC.
SERVICE CONTRACTS DIVISION

302 WEST OAKLAND AVENUE, OAKLAND, N. J. 07436
CABLE: RAYMONDINT -

MAIL ADDRESS; P. 0. BOX P17
OAKLAND. NEW JERSEY 07438

CENTRILINE DEPARTMENT
WILLIAM E. McQUEENEY

ASST. VICK PRSIDEoNT
""-AGER 'January 6, 1977

lieu )7.17.

Mr. Jozsef Buky 2 * ~
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street NN
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Buky,

Thank you very much for the opportunity of visiting with you on
December 22, 1976. I found our discussion to be quite en-
lightening, and hope you also benefited.

Enclosed for your review and consideration is a copy of our
booklet, "1What is the Centriline Process". The information
is presented in question and answer format and is specifically
geared to those who have some awareness of the process of
cleaning and cement mortar lining.

We believe our service is a particularly beneficial and cost
efficient means for rehabilitating older pipelines that have
become tuberculated and corroded, thus seriously impacting
flow and water quality.

World Bank is deeply involved with water system upgrading , and
we believe an awareness of the benefits of this service would
be useful to your project staff. 'Perhaps our best method of
communicating these benefits is a 30 minute, 16mm color/sound
film, It addresses the subject from the viewpoint of the
water system owner. We would be pleased to conduct a seminar
for World Bank management featuring the film Centriline Methods.

We would appreciate your help in arranging such a seminar.
Please be assured that as a Department of Raymond International,
we are quite experienced at making professional technical pre-
sentations.



R AYMOND INTERNATIONAL INC.

-PAGE NO. Tw
To: Mr. Jozsef Buky
January 6, 1977

Presently, I am gathering information to provide you withbudget prices for various diameters based on our experience
in different parts of the world. You will hear from me
shortly with this budget information.

. look forward to seeing you shortly.

Cordially,

RAYMOND INT'L INC.

W.E. McQueeney

'WEMcQ/ls 
f

Enc.

I 
-
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ON3ULTING ENGI NERS

Hansjakobstrasse156 - 78 Freiburg Germany

World Bank -jet'. .; ManOffice:

Attn. Mr. Rietveldt Hatsjakobstrasse 11,
78 Freiburg/Germany

1818; H. Street ACk d * Cable: Holing Freiburgbralsgau

Washington C. D. 20433.., -10

USA

Y UR LETTER YOUR REF. OUR REF, 56 78Freiburg,
53244 January 20, 1977

* Pr/be

Subject: Production of Concrete Pipes for Sewerage Projects
in Tropical Countries

Experience shows that the supply of pipes of sufficientchemical resistance for use in sewerage projects in tropicalclimates very often presents crucial technical and economicproblems. Scientific knowledge of the complex processes ofchemical attack under the special conditions encountered insewers transporting highly septic waste water of relativelyhigh temperatures has rzt yet been systematically assesscd.To our lnoLedg there --Ices not- yet exist a systematic reviewof technological constraints and possibilities to producepipes - particularly 'concrete pipes - which would guaranteesatisfactory resistance to the particular forms of attackto be expected in sewe. s under hot climates.

Within the scope of theiJbid.an Sewerage and Drainage Project
-7~ "IM we have conducted studies on these problemsw (6ich were specifically oriented towards the particular localproblems. We believe that our conclusions and recommendationsare fully justified, with the only possible exception thatproduction methods for concrete pipes using only compaction byvibration of exterior and/or interior for:s plus eventuallyaxial hydraulic comprossion maybe should not be admitted.Such methods, although obtaining satisfactory results under

very favorable conditions, may have such disadvantages for usein tropical countries that their elimination from tenders
may well be technically justified.

-2-



PAGE 2 REF. World Bank, Washington DATE 20/1/1977

As soon as pipe production in A6A1djan will have overcome the
habitual difficulties of start-up we shall assess the res-l:s
against the specifica'ions..of the contract and we shall report
to you about our conclusions. We shall furnish these serviccs
althtugh not included in our contract, because we take a
particular interest in these problems.

It may,however, be of interest to World Bank to have these
questions studied on a broader scale and we should like to
suggest to you consideration a general study of these
problems. 1iue scale and outline of such a study could be
the follcwing7:

1. Case study of problems connected with pi:.a su>7.y of
four to five typical seweragce projects in hot climates,
identifying the r n?0 of problems to be solved.

Case studies will be based on the spot interviews and
inquiries and shall be supported by photos and drawings.

2. Inventory of scientific knowledge and available tech-
nological means to solve these problems. In conclusion the
spectrum of possible solutions should be presesned in
particular: basic choice of materials and outline speci-
fications of materials which. are recommended, appropriate
or admissible for the required use.

3. Outline of general policies which may have a bearing on
choi-es. Such -olicies concern prorzoticn of the creaticn
of new indus cries assuring maximum added value c: local
production, promotion of the creation of local employment
and social progress. Due consideration will be given to
IBRD directives on procurement.

-4. Inventory, detailed description and technical evaluation
of different production methods for pipes particularly
methods for the production of concrete pipes and pre-
fabricated elements. In conclusion it should be possible
to classify the different production methods according
to their technological qualification into several
categories, for instance: recommendable, suitable, not
reo.mandu-bl e, un -abl.~ Decitin il esupr
by photos and drawings.

5. Economic evaluation of the different production methods,
cost estimates of the different components distinguishing
in a general way local costs and foreign currency costs.
Appraisal of the different production methods on the
basis of criteria derived from policy objectives as out-
lined under item 3.



G. HOLFELDER

3 WorLC ank, Washington . oAT 20/1/1977

6. Outline of special measures necessary in areas of
particularly intensive chemical attack or other special
conditions (coating, sheeting, choice of special pipe
materials) and cost evaluation -of such measures.

7. Outline of general' considerations for implementation
of pipe factories (rangle of break even points of pro-
duction under typical conditions in tropical countries,
market considerations, regional range of supply,
possibilities for diversifications of production to
other prefabricated elements such as telephone poles,
beams, ties, etc.)

8. Outline of a typical implementation programme of local
pipe factory, starting with study of local and regional
quantity requirements, identification of constraints
and quality requirements, tendering, etc. giving a check-
list of questions to be treated and a typical CPM-
diagramme of activities and indicating alternatives of
procedure.

9. Conclusions and Recommendations

10. Outline of research necessary to clarify certain complexe
questions not yet satisfactorily explored.

The study should be centered around problems connected with
concrete pipes but should take into consideration plastic
and other materials as alternatives. Problems connected with
the supply of appropriate aggregates for concrete, phenomena
concerning chemical attack on certain types of rock, cri.aria
for the choice of resistent aggregates etc. should be treated
under item 2.

The result should be a manual for the use of local sewerage
authorities on the implementation of local pipe factories
in tropical countries.

In case yow should ]e intere ted in such/a study We should
,be honored to submit to yoaya detailed proposal fnclud ing
terms of reference, work ptogramme, curriculum vitae of experts
scheduled to carry out the studies and a break-down of costs
of the studies as well as; all other relevant information.

Yours very sincerely

DR. G. HOLFELDER
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

7/r



January 13, 1977

Dr. Michael C. NeCarry
Senior Program Officer
Population and Health Sciences
International Development Research Centre
Box q5oi
Ottawa, Canada 1C 3H9

Dear Dr. McGarry?

Many thanks for sending us copies of the reports produced for
the Sri Lanka Bio-ras meeting which I look forward to read.

We are keeping a continuing interest in this field and are
still looking for an opportunity to be of help. Our current thoughts
are maving in the direction of including bio-gas pilot type installations
in a dairy and a rural development project, and use these installations
to better evaluate the economic and other feasibility issues which
trouble us.

Beat regards,

Yours sincerely,

Efrain Friedmann
Energy Adviser

Energy, ater and
Telecommunications Department

cc: Messrs. Weiss, I. Harvey
Fallen-Bailey (with incoming and attachments)

'rriediaann :ub



INTERNATIONAL OP VEil OMENI I NTERNATVI OAL DANK FOR INIERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOC IATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DVEL LOPME NT CORPORAT ON

OFhCE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. C. A. Morse (VPSVP), R. Wildeman (LCP), DATE: January 12, 1977

E. LaBahn (EAP), D. Jones (EMP), J. Gilling
and H. Busz (WAP)

FROM: J. B. BukyV'

SUBJECT: Project Management Task Group

During the recent meetings of the Task Group a number of
subjects/issues were discussed with a view to formulating a program
for the Group for the next (say) 6 months.

Two basic points were initially agreed as follows:

(1) The group will concentrate on the problems of Project
Management within the Bank and

(2) The group's "first" effort should be a modest one to test
our capacity to complete a useful exercise.

The range of subjects proposed for the first 6 months were:

(i) The analyses, by means of a CPM, of the processing of a project
from Appraisal to Effectiveness;

(ii) The evaluation of the performance of consultant(s) by the
Borrower, the Bank and the consultant himself - evaluation
methods, guidelines routine procedures;

(iii) Review and analyses of the process for Evaluation of Projects
(on completion) by the Borrower; and

(iv) The analyses of preparing a Procurement Schedule (contract by
contract) for a Project.

It was agreed that the first exercise will be item (i). An
ongoing project, namely the Malawi Water Supply (now in yellow cover)
was chosen for the first "trial run." E.'LaBahn will distribute copies
of the report to the group members for review and preparation of a sketch
CPM using (say) 10 major lines of action.

Due to a number of group members traveling the next meeting
to discuss further details will be called in late February.

Those group members present at the end of January Water Supply
Staff meeting should inform the meeting of the above.

JBBUKY:br
cc: Messrs. Kalbermatten

Middleton



WORLD BANK INTERNATION AL FINANCE C CbAI ON .

OFFICE MEORANDU M
TO: Water Supply Management Task Group DATE January 3, 1977

FROM: B. Keith Thoma '-

SUBJECT: Task Group on Management
Minutes of First Meeting on December 23, 1976

Present: S. Alber-Glanstaetten, R. L. Costa, E. Pogson, B. K. Thomas

Apologies: W. J. Cosgrove, P. R. du Mee, C. Fernandez

Purpose of the Group: On the basis of the objectives set out in
John Kalbermatten's memo of October 22, the group defined its principal
purposes as being:

a) to coordinate and develop knowledge and experience
available both within the Bank and outside in the
area of specialism;

b) to organize the transfer of such knowledge and experience
by the most effective means to other Bank staff concerned
in the specialist area;

c) to act as in-house consultants/advisors to Bank project
staff facing particular problems in tha speciali:t area.

Confirmation is sought from John Kalbermatten that this statement of purpose
is accepable.

Scope of Specialist area: The group adopted as a definition of its
specialist area the management of water in the widest sense, and recognized
at least four levels at which the science of managemcnt could be involved
in this sector:

- national
- regional
- local

corporate (i.e., the utility)

Some discussion took place as to the possible applicability of the group s
work to services other than water, but it ws agreed that it would be unrise
to embaik at the outset on too wide an area of study.

Method of Working: In view of the practical impossibility of assembling the
group together at any one time, it was agreed that the majority of the work
would be carried out on an individual basis. Neetings would oenerally be called
only when any member saw a need to do so (for cxample, to d(lscuss a draft paper),
and on such occasions the member call ing the meeting would take the chair. The
group will not therefore have a peruanent chairman; the group -,Pay be contacted
by others through Ms. Pat Brereton (A 8/3 cut 2485) who will oct as the group's
coordinator aud secretary.
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Allocation of Specialist Topics: To implement the agreed method of working,

specialist topics were allocated to the group members, so far. as possible on

the basis of interest expressed. The following is a tentative outline of the

- topics allocated:

Costa: Management objectives,.policies, planning and

decision making; coordination of sector management

with urban development.

Cosgrove: Organization structures, political/executive

relationships, responsibilities and chains of

command.

du Mee: Selection and use of consultants; consultant

register.

Fernandez: Data processing.

Pogson: Human resources management; management selection 
and

development.

Thomas: Information systems for planning and c rftr-ol;

including performance measurement.

Each member will prepare outline terms of reference for the work 
he is to

carry out in his specialist topic, propose his own timetable 
in the light of

his workload, and identify any. resources he may need. These will be circulated

to all members of the group and discussed at the next meeting.

Membership of the Group: In view of his other commitments, Stefan Alber

Glanstaetten expressed his wish to withdraw from the group.

Next Meeting: Thursday, February 24, 1977 at 2:30 p.m. in Room C810.

It is suggested that those unable to attend the meeting might still provide

copies of their proposed terms of reference for discussion at the meeting.

cc: John Kalbermatten 1/

BKT/ba



WOV BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAI A J 4o

OFFICE MEMORANDUM I
TO: Members of Water Supply Finance Task Group DATE: December 29, 1976

FROM: Ali N. Memon (WAPEW)

SUBJECT: Minutes of the Finance Task Group Meeting dated
Tuesday, December 28, 1976

1. Messr . Davis, Rietveld, Hayden, Keilani, L. V. Smith, Kapur,
and Memon attended the meeting.

2. The Group reviewed the suggestions on my memorandum dated
November 16, 1976 received from Messrs. Salazar, Costa, and Mathai
and, in general, agreed with them. This is reflected in the decisions
made by the Group which are described -below.

3. It was agreed that Mr. Davis will circulate copies of Mr.
Fernandez' report on compliance with financial covenants, to each
member of the Group. It was also agreed that more detailed informa-
tion would be required and for this Messrs. Davis, Kapur, and Keilani
would discuss with Mr. Zavala (LAC) the possibility of wider access
to the detailed input which was utilized in preparing Mr. Fernandez'
report. After obtaining the information, Messrs. Kapur and Keilani
will then assemble it in an appropriate format and will prepare a
proposal for further work required to be done on the question of
rate of return.

4. Mr. Davis confirmed that the draft report on standard financ-
ial covenants was with Mr. Rovani for approval. He promised to obtain
copies of the document for the members of the Group.

5. Mr. Hayden agreed to review with Mr. Mathai the work done to
date on the questions of asset revaluation and inflation accounting.
Mr. Hayden will subsequently prepare a proposal for any additional
work which may be required to be done by the Group on those subjects.

6. Messrs. Rietveld and Smith will attempt to collect available
material on glossary of financial terms for water supply. They will
attempt to compile and propose a glossary to the Group for use through-
out all the regions.

7. It was agreed that the next meeting of the Group should be
held in about two months. On my return from mission in mid-February,
I shall be contacting each one of you to discuss the progress on various
subjects and to agree on date, time, place, and agenda for the next
meeting.

cc: Members of the Task Group
Messrs. Davis, Kalbermatten, Middleton, Raizen,

Public Utilities Division Chiefs (For
circulation to Financial analysts)



WC 'BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John Kalbermatten DATE: December 27, 1976

FROM: W. Cosgro

SUBJECT: Value Engine ing

Further to my memo to you of July 29, 1976, I am attaching hereto
another related technical article.!/ In my previous memo, I suggested we
should have an internal (Bank) Value Engineering review of the design of
selected projects. I note from this most recent article that EPA now re-
quires Value Engineering reviews carried out at the expense of recipients
of US Federal grants. Perhaps we should require the same type of review
by our borrowers at their expense if we are unable to handle it because
of staff constraints (or for policy reasons) within the Bank.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Pollan
Thys

EMENA Files
Division Files
Chron. File

WCosgrove:em
IBRD

1/ Gordon L. Culp; Coping with EPA's Value Engineering Requirement; Water
and Sewage Works, December, 1976.



Coping with EPA's Value
Engineering Requirement
by Gordon L. Culp, President, Culp/Wesner/Culp, El Dorado Hills, California
and Leonard S. Horner, Value Engineering Manager, Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colorado.

While value engineering has been in use cheaper trickling filter but to find a way scarf above what the bare article wouldfor many years in other fields, it is a new to achieve the same function as the trick- bring. Esteem value is the difference.concept to most sanitary engineers. The ling filter at a lower cost. Two of the key Use value is that part of value attribut-U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's concepts underlying the VE approach are able to the functions that a thing per-proposed mandatory Value Engineering function and value. forms and is the type of value with which(VE) programs will require that VE studies VE is concerned. If we credit value tobe conducted on all wastewater projects Function only basic functions, we arrive at the lim-with a grant eligible Step Ill construction if there is a single concept that is it: maximum value results when essentialcost of $10 million or more (excluding unique to VE, it is that of function. When functions are provided at minimum costcost of sewers or interceptors). confronted with a need to improve value, The walls of the building enclosing ac-the value engineer thinks first of function. tivated carbon columns in a wastewaterVE is a disciplined effort to analyze the Unlike value, a highly abstract concept, a treatment plant would have no value if thefunctional requirements of a project for function can be precisely defined in just equipment could be designed to functionthe purpose of achieving the essential two words, one verb, and one noun. The outdoors year around. The white glazedfunctions at the lowest total costs (capi- purpose of reducing the function to the tile on the inside walls of a vacuum filtertal, operating, and maintenance) over the verb-noun form is to eliminate confusion building could have more than their ap-life of the project. Value engineering is a and to clear away all but the essentials parent esteem value, through the usefulsystematic. organized approach to obtain- so the mind can focus on other ap- enhance lighting, and minimiLe mainte-ing optimum value for each dollar spent. proaches which would provide the need- nance. Of course, these values must beThrough a system of investigation, using ed function. balanced against their total costs.trained, multidisciplined teams, value and In the examination of functions of the
economy are improved by eliminating or components of a wastewater project,
modifying items not essential to required more than one function will ordinarily be VE vs Conventional Design Practice
perfortnance. By using creative tech- identified. Those can be categorized as Value engineeing is not:
niques and current technical information basic functions without which the item * what a good designer does anyway
on new materials and methods, alterna- would have no value, and secondary * an. effort to trade off essential functions
tive solutions are developed for specific functions, which support the essential to cut costs
functions. Unlike simple cost-cutting by functions, but which might not even be 9 merely a review to elirninate "gold-plat-
using smaller quantities or cheaper mate- present if a different design concept had ing"
rial, VE analyzes the function of an item been pursued. For example, the function * a method for reducing costs' through
or method, asking such questions as: of the aeration basin in an activated degrading performance and reliability

sludge plant is basic (treat waste) while a in any way intended as a reflection on
" What is it? the function of a walkway leading to a the competence of the designer.
" What must it do?' platform mounted aerator (provide ac- Oftentimes, after the Step 1 selection of
" What does it cost? cess) is secondary to the wastewater the cost effective approach, many key
" What is it worth? treatment plant. Many VE studies have components (i.e., treatment process siz-* What other equipment or method could completely eliminated secondary functions ing) of the plant are accepted by the de-
be used to do the same job? by providing alternative designs which sign team as given and little added effort* What would the alternative cost? achieve the basic functions. For this rea- is made to consider the costs of other al-e Should the alternative be used? sen, only basic functions are considered ternatives. As a result, conventional de-

to have value. sign reviews often center upon assuracneThe heart of a VE study is the Project of adequate performance, contrP lechni-
Workshop where -the multidisciplfne Value carL6mpliance, and progress .vvard con-
teams, under the guidance of the VE A discussion of value is diff?.ult be- tract schedules, with cost given lesserTeam Co6rdinator, analyze the project for cause of the many meanings of the word. rank.
unnecessary costs. Cost reduction- is ac- Values usually are measured in- elation to The thrust of VE is to give cost oq'al,c mplished without .eprading essential other values- Comparisons of values often bf. only equal, ranking throughout the'performance, reliability, or maintainability. can be simplified by being expressed in design effort, it is not an effort to cheapIThrough eliminating, unnecessary design the common measurement of money. en the design. It is not an effort to tradecomplexity, VE corsistently improves reli- Cost valies can be misleOing, however. off essential functions to cut costs. Itsability, maintlinablty and performance , For examipf. the embroidered logo of an purpose is to- iminate, the costs relatedrather than degrading these factors, it Is "in fashion designer increases the mar- to non-essential functions, and to reducenot an attempt to, for example, build a ket price of a man's tie or a woman's to a minimrnum the cost to pro ,Je the es.
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MUNICIPA LlTY WASTEWATER TREATMENT VE TEAM COORDINATOR STATE ENVIR. U.S. EPA REGIONAL
A IDESIGNER PROTECT. AGENCY OFFICE

(OWNER) (DESIGNER) (VETC) (STATE) (REGION)

0
4A -G COMPLETED STEP I.SELECTS DESIGNER FOR STEP PREPARES PRELIMINARY 2
it, AND STARTS GRANT DESIGN OF WW T PLANT, AND
APPLICA TION AIDS OWNER IN SELECTING

VETC. (MAY SE MORE THAN
ONE DESIGNER) PREPARES VE STUDY PLAN 3

m ~INCLUDING VE TEAM PAR-
m REVIEWS PRELIMINARY DESIGN TICIPANTS FOR OWNER'S REVIEWS GRANT REVIEWS GRANT

m AND VE STUDY PLAN, AND USE N STEP 11 GRANT APPLICA TION. APPLICA TION. COORDS
INCOORA TES IN GRANT IAPPLICAITION INCL. OUALIF. OF CHANGES WITH STATEcoNCDC A ESTDPLNAN________________UEISTES IN GRANT APPLICATION. PLCTO.COO
APPLICATION. FORWARDS I VETC AND STUDY AND OWNER. APPROVES

TO STATE AND REGION 5 PARTICIPANTS 6 OR DISAPPROVES

RELEASES VE STUDY CONTRACT 7 [- - _

WITH DESIGNER AND VETC

PROCEEDS WITH DES'GN.
COORDINATES WITH VETC ORGANIZES VE STUDY.
AND SUPPLIES DATA AND CONTRACTS WITH ANY
DRAWINGS FOR VE STUDY OUTSIDE PARTICIPANTS

CONDUC TS VE S TUDY

REVIEWS PRELIMINARY VE WRITES PRELIMINARY READS READS INFORMA TIONAL
STUDY REPOAT. COORDS fl VE STUDY REPORT. INFORMATIONAL COPIES OF PRELIMINARY

REVIEWS DESIGNER'S ANSWERS WITH VETC AND OWNER COPIES TO DESIGNER COPIES OF REPORT
TO PRELUMINARY REPORT. Aiz AND OWNER FOR REVIEW PRELIMINARY
COORDS FINAL REPORT WITH WITH INFOFAATION REPORT
VE TC AND DESIGNER. COPIES TO REGION ANO
FORWARDS TOSTATE AND STA TE
REGION WITH APPROPRIATE 13 14
STEP 11 GRANT AMENDMEN T R

4-REVIEWS FINAL REVTEWS FINAL YE
VE REPORT AND REPORT
GRANT

iS , AMENDMENT

WORKS WITH DESIGNER TO DOES NOATR.
IMPLEMZNT APPROVED IDEAS REDESIGN TO INCORPORATE E APPROVE

APPROVED IDE AZ

REVIEV MEETING WITH
STATE. REGION. VETC,
OESIGNER. OWNER TO
RESOLVE DIFFERENCES

Figure 1. Step 11 VE study flowchart.



s!ntail functions. It differs from ty. recommendations are rejected due to nnel in the VE study so that later re-
piac'ice in that VE does not depend vii lack of communication between designer mw times are minimized. Careful screen-
hie chance occurrence of creative think- and VE Team Coordinator. ing of the VE Team Coordinator's qualifi-
ing by individual designers, but offers ef- A final report is then prepared by the cations, experience, and past
fective techniques and imposes mental designer (11) representing the concensus performance will insure that the VE Team
disciplines that enable competent design- of Owner and Designer as to feasibility Coordinator selected produces results,
ers working together to channel their tal- and cost effectiveness of every recom- not just paper exercises, so that frivolous
ents and experience in a way that mendation of the preliminary VE report. A ideas will not plague the program.
achieves results ordinarily expected only price lag is put on the design, construc- Too much emphasis cannot be given to
from an exceptionally innovative and as- tion, and operation effects of each re- making clear that no blame be placed or
sertive few. commended change. Reasons for rejec- recriminations made when new ideas are

tion of recommended ideas are presented found by the VE effort that result in cost
Grant Eligibility and documented. An amendment to the savings. This attitude must prevail with all

The cost of conducting a VE study is Step 11 grant application is prepared to parties. A full commitment to the end re-
grant eligible upon approval by the EPA reflect the change in design effort associ- suit of minimum total life cycle cost for a
Regional Administrator. A request for ihe ated with implementing the VE changes. system that meets all performance re-
VE study should be made concurrently Copies of the final VE report (12) are dis- quirements is required. This goal can only
with the basic Step 11 grant application. tributed to the State environmental agen- be achieved by all parties working togeth-
In some cases, VE costs may be added cy, to the EPA Regional Office for review er in a harmonious and constructive at-
to an existing Step 11 grant. and approval and to the VE Team Coordi- mosphere.

The interplay between the municipality, nator. If the EPA and/or State disagrees
its selected designer, the VE Team Coor- with the justification for rejection of any The Owner's Viewpoint
dinator, the State, and EPA can be best recommended VE change, they may call The owner, it unfamiliar with the oppor-
described by reference to Figure 1. With a meeting with the owner, designer, VE tunity for savings made possible by VE,
the advice of the designer, the owner Team Coordinator. State, and EPA to re- may see the mandatory VE study as an-
(municipality) or designer solicits propos- solve the difference so that approval may other hurdle to progress and as an addi-
als for conducting the Step 11 VE study be granted. Having received approval tional expense or a dilution of the availa-
(1,2), and selects a VE Team Coordinator from the Regional Offices, the owner ble design budget. The cost of the VE
.(as described in detail later), who will works with the designer to incorporate study should instead be weighed against
provide a detailed plan for the study (3). the approved recommended VE changes the potential savings in total life cycle
The VE study may be conducted by the (15,16). cost to design, construct, operate and
designer provided that the VE study per- maintain the facility. The potential savings
sonriel have not been significantly in- The designer's Viewpoint identified in one VE study to the owner
volved in the Step 1 or 11 work on the With a VE study now made a part of over the life of one 3.8 mgd wastewater
project. The VE study plan is made a part EPA's grant program, the designer may treatment project were several million dol-
of the Step 11 grant application (4) which be exposed to a previously unexperi- lars. At the conclusion of the VE study,
is submitted to the State (5) and the EPA enced level of design review. A natural the owner will participate with the VE
Regional Office (6). Upon approval, the first reaction is one of resentment and re- Team Coordinator and the designer in re-
owner may contract directly with the VE luctance to cooperate based on concerns viewing the recommended VE changes,
Team Coordinator to conduct the study, that his client will be puzzled by the need and to make the final decision as to
and the designer to support it (7,8,9), or to conduct added design efforts, that which changes to include in the final re-
the VE Team Coordinator may be a sub- unusual expertise or proprietary informa- port recommendations to State and Fed-
contractor to the designer. The detailed tion may be exposed to competitors, that eral environmental protection agencies.
study is conducted by using multidiscip- time will be wasted in responding to
lined teams, each with an assigned area poorly thought our suggestions, that un- When VE Should Be Done
to study for_ unnecessary costs. It may justified criticism by the owner may result There is a dilema in selecting the point
prove valuable to include as the last step and be aired in the public media, and the in design when VE should be performed.
in the VE study prior to preparation of the project will be delayed. The more complete the design, the more
preliminary VE report, an oral presenta- Each of these concerns needs to be readily the VE teams will understand the
tion f the study results by the VE Team addressed. First, the designer should rec- functions of the entire system and evalu-
Coordinator to the owner, designer, ognize that VE provides another powerful ate and price the basic and alternative
State, and EPA. The purpose of this approach beyond the scope of conven- designs accurately.
presentation is to make sure that all par- tional design practice to provide cost sav- However, the cost to incorporate a VE
ties understand the recommended ings and that the overriding goal is to change will increase as more and more
changes and to determine concerns which achieve savings for the owner which will drawings are prepared and specifications
the preliminary VE report should address. far outweight the costs of the VE study. detailed because and more work will have

The owner should seek the designer's to be done over. While such design costs
Immediately following the oral presen- advice in select: ig a VE Team Coordina- are linear, other costs are step functions,

tation, the VE Team Coordinator prepares tor and teams in order to avoid competi- which, having been passed, are nearly
the preliminary report (10). Comrrnts tive conflicts of interest and to ensure se- impossible to reverse. Examples are the
during I e earlier oral presentation should lection of a technically qualified firm. The early procurement of long lead time
not cause the deletion of a change that VE effort may be contracted for either di- equipment, wher, at the very least, termi-
had.,heen favorably evaluated by the VE recti/ by the owner or subcontracted by nation costs will be incurred. Thus, it be-
'ams. Action copies of the preliminary the designer as part ui his contract ex- comes necessary to strike a reasonable
report are presented to the Owner and tension. balance between these opposing factors:
the Designer, with information copies to A well planned VE study should not (1) accuracy of VE results increase with
the State and Federal environmental cause any unreasonable delay in the flow increasing completeness of design; (2)
agencies. Each recommended change will of the design. Delays can be minimized costs to implement VE changes also in- +
be reviewed in detail by the designer. Af- by scheduling the VE effort at points in crease with increasing completene"1 of
ter the designer has evaluated the prelim- the project when other 'major, interme6i- design. -, (
inary report, a conference should be ate desigo reviews (by *(be State or by In some larger and/or complex pro-
scheduled between'the owper, designer the designer's own firm) would normally jects, it may be desirable to schedule two
and VE coordinator to insure that no VE occur and by involving State review per- VE reviews during the course of the e-
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4 gn. The first may occur ',Ihen 10 to Approval of the actual l6vul of effort pro- irses in VE are conducted severalpercent of the design Is complete ar. posed lies with EPA and the State as part les a year in major cities by groups
w.uld concentrate on basic factors s:h o' the Step 1I grant-approval process. Ob- such as the American Consulting Erigi-as prgi.r" layout. processes used, gener- viously, the.proposed level of effort must neers Coundil and the American Instituteal approach to electrical, instrumentation, have a reasofvable relationship to the po- of Architects.
-ontrols, etc The second review would tential savings which-miqht resu!, from
occur when the design is complete the VE eftort. Acknowledgment
enough (approximately 50 to 60 percent The VE Team Coordinator who will Portions of this article were prepared
completr so that a dGel,,urview of the lead the VE study should have qualifica- under EPA Contract 68-01-3582 (prepa-1 6 electrical, mechanical, and structural de- tions in both theoretical knowledge and ration of a VE Workhook) by Culp/Vies-
signs could be made. practical experience in the use of the ner/ Culp, Clean Water Consultants of Elin the many projects where only one techniques of V . He should have the Dor-do Hills, California. Martin Marietta
VE review is ma(.J this latter point is first hand knowledy ;and experience to Corporation, Denver, Colorado, served asgenerally too late as basic changes re- overcome the various negative response subcontractor to Culp/Wesner/Culp. U
sultirj. from the VE work are costly to im- that can arise during a VE study.
plement. Thus, when one review is pro- Available Texts on VE
posed, the timing must represent a rea- A typical VE team has five members 1. Value Engineering in the Construction
sonable balance between the ease of and is composed of members who bring Industry, Alphonse Dell'Isola, 1973,
implementing VE ideas developed early in interdisciplinary skills to the project. They $16.50, Construction Publishing Compa-
the project and the potential for added should be highly qualified in the disci- ny, 2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
savings when detailed design information plines they represent. The creativity of 10016 (Telephone: (212) 889-0170). This
has been completed. EPA discourages the teams will be proportional to the text is addressed specificially to the tech-
any VE review after 80 percent design competence of their members and to judi- nologies of the construction trade. Its ex-
completion because of the costs associat- cious selection of the mix of those disci- amples are more closely related to waste-
ed with implementing changes at this late plines. For a treatment plant, a typical water treatment design than other texts
stage, the delays which could result, and team composition might be an etectrical which treat factory fabricated assemblies.
the increased resistance of all parties to engineer, a mechanical engineer, a ci- This is one of the texts used in thechanges. vil/structural engineer, a sanitary engi- ACEC-AIA workshops.

neer, and a cost estimator. However, 2. Techniques of Value Analysis and En-Organizing the VE Effort some projects may require other disci- gineering, Lawrence D. Miles, 2nd Edi-When a number of multidiscipline plines. The interdisciplinary composition tion, 1972, $15.50, McGraw Hill, 1221teams has performed a good VE study of of the Step 11 VE team is vital to the VE Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y.several areas of high cost, the savings in memers be clso late from 10036, (Telephone (212) 997-1221). Thisseveal rea of ighcos, th saing in concept. It is also vital that the VE team 103,(ephn(2)97-2).Tidesign and construction historically have members be completely isolated from is a new edition of the first VE text by thefar outweighed the cost of performing the their normal duties during the Project "Father of VE.study. There is often only one opportunity Workshop. 3. Value Management, Value Engineer-to make a VE savings, and that opportu- The team members must be experi- Ing and Cost Reduction, Edward D. Hel-rity might be missed with too small an ef- enced professionals in their own fields. It ler, 1973, $12.50, Addison-Wesley Pub-fort. may be desirable to designate a leader lishing Company, Jacob Way, Reading,Depending on the size and complixity for each team, preferably one with some Mass. 08167, (Telephone: (617) 944-of the project, the VE effort may vary VE experience, if the bulk of the team 3700). Although this book is out of print,from one team and one study to multiple members have limited VE experience. It is copies can still be obtained from the pub-deams and/or multiple studies in order to acceptable that persons other than de- lisher and the book is worth searchingequaely review the project. As noted sign engineers may constitute a part of for. Heller brings to a single volume a to-above, some projects may justify two the total study group. The Public Works tal and current "How To", technical, ad-separate studies. The determination of Administrator, Sanitation District Director, ministrative, and political, with insightshow many teams and how many studies City Auditor, Purchasing Division Manag- into designer and customer attitudes ancare appropriate must be made on a case- er, Treatment Plant Superintendent, and management policy decisions. An elegantby-case basis. For example, a large ad- others from similar positions, or their des- and uncontrived mathematical support forvanced waste treatment project may ignated subordinates often can contribute some of the judgement calls is intuitive toreadily justify separate teams, each with to a value study by providing a fresh the successful VE practitioner.a study area such as structures, mechan- viewpoint that "doesn't know that it can't 4. Value Management, A GSA Handbookical, electrical, process, and site. If the be done." When such administrative per- No. PBS 8000.1, Change 3, Generalsystem in question is simply an add-on to sons share the responsibility for recom- Services Administration, Order from Di-an existing plant to provide a single proc- mending value enhancing changes, the rector Value Management, Federal Supplyess, the level of effort may be relatively probability of adoption of the idea is often Service, GSA, Washington, D.C. 20405,small and readily handled in one VE re- improved. $1..00. This looseleaf handbook is direct-view. ed specifically to GSA's Public BuildingOn the other hand, a small but highly EPA's specific requirements for VE on Service and its approach to Value Engi-refined system, to provide the ultimate wastewater projects are speeled out in neering. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 which rela-that today's technology can achieve, EPA Program Guidance Memo No. 63 te to GSA's contracting incentives andwould require above average effort, per- dated January 20, 1976. Copies of the Contractor and A-E Programs are not ap-haps two reviews. If the conventional de- memo should be available from your plhcable, but Chapter 3, VE Methodology,sign is divided among two or more con- State Pollution Control Agency or from is exceptionally good, the equal of thesultants, coordination and review efforts your Regional EPA office. It is.likely that above texts.of VE would be above the norm. When a EPA will issue amendments or additions 5. Value Management Workbook, GSAproject has been divided into several se- to their VE policies In future Program Form 2760. Order from Director-Valuequential steps, the required VE effort is Guidance Memos.' Management, Federal Supply Service,Increased by the need for small studies, We have recently completed a Value GSA, Washington, D.C. 20405, noeach with the same coordination, review Engineering Workbook for EPA which charge.and reporting costs. These factors illus- outlines VE procedures for EPA projects 6. Value Analysis In Design and Con-trate the fact that the VE level of effort in some detail. The workbook Is schod- truction, James J. O'Brien, P.E., 1976,must be tailored to each specific project, uled to be in print this fall. One-week McGraw Hill.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Management Task Group DATE: December 22, 1976

FROM: Reng Costa (Acting Chief, LCPWS),

SUBJECT: First Meeting of December 23, 1976

1. For our meeting scheduled tomorrow, I propose to discuss the
following items without pretending that they constitute an exhaustive
list.

2. Items of Interest

(i) Definition of Management

- General Management
- Management of the Sector
- Management of Public Utilities Companies
- Managers

(ii) Definition of Organization

- Organization of the Sector (at the three levels)

- Organization of Public Utilities Companies

(iii) General Management

- Objectives and responsibilities of "sector"
managers

- Long range Planning and Policies
- Short range objectives, planning and controlling
- Decision-making process
- Integration with other sectorial activities (urban
development/rural development)

(iv) Organization

- Sectorial organization at national, regional and
local levels (should cover legal framework)

- Public Utilities Companies organization
- Consulting services
- Use and limitations of committees

(v) Materials Management

(vi) Construction Management

(vii) Demand Management

(viii) Financial Management (should cover accounting and
control)



Management Task Group - 2 - December 22, 1976

(ix) Management of Human Resources

(x) Administration

(xi) Systems and Data Processing

3. Definition of Responsibilities Within the Task Group

4. Program of Actions for the Task Group

5. Training

(i) Training facilities for the Task Group (attendance
at selected seminars, etc.);

(ii) Participation in ED courses;

(iii) Management training of Bank Public Utilities profes-

sionals.

6. Task Group Technical Assistance in Bank Project Preparation
and Processing

cc: Members of Task Group,t ,
Messrs. Davis, Kalbermatten, Middleton (EWTDR), Raizen (PAS),

Wyss (LCPDR), Zavala (LCPWS)
Public Utilities Division Chiefs
LCPWS Staff

RCosta/clh



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. Memon (WAP) DATE: December 22, 1976

FROM: R. Costa (Acting Chief, LCPWSY

SUBJECT: Finance Task Group Meeting of December 13, 1976

1. I would like to coment on your memo of December 16, 1976
regarding the Finance Task Group's first meeting, held on December 13,
1976, and particularly on para. 3(d) - Compliance with Financial Covenants,
para. 3(e) - Standardization of Financial Covenants, and para. 3(m) -
Monitoring Indices.

2. Regarding the preparation of an in-house study of the degree of
compliance with financial covenants, Mr. Claudio Fernandez (FNA, LCPWS)
completed recently a thorough study on rate of return achievements in
40 IBRD water supply projects signed after January 1970. The results of
this study were transmitted to CPS on October 12, 1976. Although the
study was limited to rate of return covenants and to the water supply
sector, I believe that the approach followed by Mr. Fernandez is adequate
and that his study should serve as a basis for future and larger investi-
gations.

3. Standardization of financial covenants has been a very debated
subject during the last few years. In fact, the first studies were made
by Mr. J. Jennings as early as 1973 (see my memo to Mr. Jennings of
September 21, 1973 and Mr. Jennings memo to Public Utilities Financial
Analysts of December 28, 1973). This subject was then discussed in length
during various financial analyst seminars in 1974, the latest in date
(that I am aware of) having been held on December 16, 1974. I would sug-
gest that all of this documentation be compiled and that the task group
prepare a draft for a CPS guideline on the matter.

4. The establishment of financial indices to be monitored for each
project has been another "on the spot" subject of discussion. Guidelines
for a Project Monitoring System for Public Utilities Projects was published
by CPS on November 8, 1973. These guidelines "should be applied in all
public utilities projects". In 1976, a new set of simplified financial
and technical indicators for water supply projects was discussed among
the water supply divisions of the Bank and CPS, with the general purpose
of establishing a good reporting system from our borrowers. I thought
that a final agreement had been reached on this matter.

5. I would like also to point out that one of the problems that
Bank financial analysts have to cope with is the various definitions given
to the same items in the financial statements that are presented to them
for analysis. The same problem arises when computer use is needed. I
would recommend that a dictionary of financial and economic terms be pre-
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pared by the Finance Task Group. On this matter I would like to point
out that a glossary for the use of Mr. Claudio Fernandez's ECOFI program
(computer program for financial projections) has been recently distributed
to all public utilities divisions.

The standardization of financial statements (para. 3(g) of your
memo) should not present, from my standpoint, any particular problem once
such a glossary has been agreed upon and the use of computers has been
generalized among public utilities divisions.

cc: Members of the Task Group
Messrs. Davis, Kalbermatten, 44iddleton (EWTDR), Raizen (PAS),

Wyss (LCPDR), Zavala (LCPWS), Jennings (PERS)
Public Utilities Division Chiefs
LCPWS Staff

RCosta:clh



WOHLL BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORA1iO1 w A

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Members of Water Supply Finance Task Group DATE: December 16, 1976

FROM: Ali N. Memon

SUBJECT: Minutes of the Finance Task Group Meeting dated Monday, December 13, 1976

1. Messrs. Davis, Keilani, P. Kapur, Middleton, Memon and Rietveld
attended the meeting.

2. Mr. Davis proposed Mr. Memon to be Chairman of the Group. Mr.
Kapur seconded the motion. Mr. Memon was elected unopposed.

3. It was agreed that the following items were of interest to finan-
cial analysts and might be tentatively considered for inclusion in the work
program:

a) Asset Revaluation - Determine the objectives of asset
revaluation and their practicability in various countries.
Study of the legal implications, methodology and accounting
implications used in various countries in order to draw
appropriate conclusions and if possible, establish guidelines
for future use.

b) Finance Summary Sheet - Preparation of "Finance Summary
Sheet" for each water/sewerage project, approved during the
last, say, 2 years. The sheets to be distributed to all
financial analysts in order to inform them about what is
happening throughout the Bank.

c) Rate of Return - Preparation of a detailed in-house survey
of the rate of return or other revenue covenant in water/
sewerage projects approved by the Bank during the, say, last
2 years (the Finance Summary Sheets may be a good starting
point) in order to know what has or has not been accepted by
the Bank under various circumstances. This will help inform
the analysts about available flexibility in preparation and
processing of the new projects.

d) Compliance with Financial Covenants - Preparation of an in-
house study of the degree of compliance with financial cove-
nants (e.g. rate of return, debt service, financial manage-
ment, audit, accounting system, etc.).

e) Standardization of Financial Covenants - Determine the need
for and degree of required standardization.

f) Water supply/sewerage tariff structure, especially relating
to low income groups.
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g) Standardization of Financial Statements - Determine the need

for standardization and the degree required. Carrying out

a study of what has been done to date in this respect and

what, if anything, needs to be done in the future.

h) The role of International Accounting Standards Committee

(IASC).

i) Exchange of Information Between Regions on Financial Policies -

Determining ways and means of effectively achieving the flow

of information. The vehicle for this might be the Finance

Summary Sheet (see para. b)) for each new project as it is

approved by the Board.

j) Centralized collection in the water supply library of terms

of reference and final reports for various types of financial

consultancy work done for the Bank-financed water projects.

Ensuring availability of the required text books in the

Water Supply Library or General Library.

k) Choice among the available computer programs for preparing

financial projections and the possibility of making them

available to our borrowers.

1) Study of current Bank practice regarding accentable capital

structure of water supply entities.

m) Establishment of financial indices to be monitored for each

project, and liaison with the Project Management Task Group

on this matter.

4. Some of the above subjects might be of interest to power and telecom

financial analysts. Accordingly, representatives from those two sectors would

be invited to participate in the discussions at a later date when the present

group has made some progress.

5. It was agreed that CPS and Regional Economists should be invited to

participate in discussions on f).

6. It was agreed that initially, services of a research assistant

would be required to collect data for the proposed studies. Mr. Davis promised

to look into the possibility of arranging some assistance on a part-time basis.

Mr. Middleton suggested hiring a research assistant for next summer. This

question will be discussed further in the context of 'the agreed work program'.

7. The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, December 28 at 2:30 P.M.,

in room D-1056. The main item on the agenda will be to agree on a realistic

work program.

cc: Members of the Task Group
Messrs. Davis, Kalbermatten, Middleton, Raizen

Public Utilities Division (h1e.s (For circulation to Financial Analysts)
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Mr. . E.KalbamatenBeember 1,1976

1 Wld a rmeeting Qf tho divition ChIets onDscsmbsr 1 1. kraenA
ero Nos=-ar Erkm n, WIiemAs, ;pr (Acting Ch .f) and RietVeld (d4eptad)

(part-tiae delqed by a Board Aoeting). Mr. zavata isoed the eetnAg due
40 a coNsaian ovr ti4nng, bt I briefed hMi cc Ve dimsaou.#1m and he is
In agrement wit t:A ~Oaim.aSUIEA mo not represented.

7he fol2owsng our diaolssionws

Th*re is smw disatistactIon with our prosmat teoniqw for
into-mimfing animer c idtou:ss too mah tltw is spent In "socital"
diroussln "nd tb4re is not omoqgh ooriatin btman IterVwars to
anmur* tkat all taohtl OPWU ar, overed.

Finamial Analyt zAnidst intam erlvved by Bank staff, sacw
OMnCWntratiDg On OMe PartCU1r Agest Of Vhe WOrkp eg., fITUnCiaL& WnAyIs,71
acontIng, projoct a-raluatimn, *to. Mhix arnvurs adequate in-depth inter.
viewings but ha" led to ese zielx difmea of opidma betwomn interviewers
as to the oandidata' attabUtq for "Up3"nt. I themfwm uugsted we
might wmide a pmel yvtor (ouch as is &Irea being used to som degra*
in South Asia). Cadimt. would vat bibe Intwrmi nd ~ividwli by
i'eramwnl, the divisimn chf or akf most like3 to to oammd aA

yourmelt. The IanI, tIne at present dowt to PerIPS foutr or fivO
Intorview with individual staff mmbers, vould be used for Intervi1w by
mme or two pwnels (prefesr3b,-y the latter to keep thn tT #-U). 2he wo uld
Iave =Ober qpeiaing in part+AoAar areas (psrh"p dvwa ftvp tho Usk
Qrxiup) and would, to tht extent pmIbI#, work to am agwxd agreed beftr.
hand, aving regxrd to tm regim and typ of job for which the oSAa*Aa is
belrng eensidermd.

Tbox. was Mmaral .sm.ppt fbr ti. coarpts and it you agree I think
w * oauld new develop one Ides fartr In discussions with Personnel and our
staff.

JFiamosad Isiatom to hlster Gui4nms (GAS L ki

Tha diamussion was nmnd ally based on RIngskoC#' prypoaa of
9/2/76, although in fact few of the mineats were directlr related to that
dmft.

Them Is sgwml support for tie sector br~st/metor rftOmwVISOt~
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survey structuxe (pare 5 and Ringi n#*# -- main ma). Howvr tbo prin-
cipal oinomwt. wre more gn Is

- iport. SMUA be briat ad -a-dmba

- Ihq S.Mld be a&v able proMptl.

Te expe.tatI.s fzv surve abhald be aore closely dtozg
in adum-e. If a Vaml varvmaw in required, then it will
noossarnly be saoewtat supr3faial. It in still n*0*&9%y

to oanoeontrate on speoific ixan. and analyp tbma to the
xtent the data prawtaj tbmre is a fteling that prosnt

reports O"y nothing about evarhiAbngO and give a priou.
twpressi of accurmW br mch jugglIng with mv llabl muiars.
Other survey* might be oamnmfed to more speelfic ector apeats,
or selected sub-sectre; the dept of anasis in the". woul
naturally tend to be deeper, but vu=ld deend an the t base
and the end use of tbe rport by Gawrment.

Shater forat is banbId in a revIsed W8 4, it shamid mot
be a streitja*ettj each morey will require p*sMtatin i an
Individual awy, altogh *a* standa i n Is olearly
desirebi".

Mr. Rrkmm prpoed tbat the sector report be meiilet an the
WneW strl*" apprisal reprt, with te annx sectimn being kept in loore-
leaf frmat and contnua11 updated by inforuatian obtainod Pnx rontine
tassim.on In itta way revised sectar brlafr, memo., eto., showing te
current contry situatim could quiakly be pmvpared. Mkanm , the rwadn!-
der of Vs participants conidered that the s gestim vas Isprotaal and
wwld e.ewi- e deands on stalf time.

Written ments an the priomsele bave bm rseived fra UMl
(letter 1L-A2t6), and swe oa-t Mr. ... U Slta are attwhed
(Jasaez 1).

I pro.sa tlat we adopt the mmn outline an a trial basis (as Is
in tAt belan de), inworPZrating WHO'* omnt., but tat we do not

reige GA3 4 until we are satsfie r frov our *.Verienw wit Initial
reports, that there are no unforeson snags.

Setiae MUMa at bank AR92:11 - to imI

This dazcmn(=4 cewtored m 1V0*a letter of U/29ti6.

Thsre was unin1aou, vwhent and .arplete rejestitry Ve ch f
of reIsse of inarmat to M except on a "ed to kreww basI. In
this te chiefAs ham raffirzad Vhe pmoitlmn they have taken everV tirs
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ta . itm has be=n amod. e roasos zain the amns

t-h lack of an nantda4ty wytkin W, particulary within
tm emgional offioes (and witMn H in relatim to Ar-,

wMth In a sne Is "oopting" with U Bank Ia the sectar).

the Witative nAture of P*W zwports, whiWt re0Dent only
the views of .as ms. or diviscans rather thm am k manage-
uamt. In pwtivuar, th rik* that Issues Pspen sn4 the
lk* be taken an representing Bank positions

?he pm tuxa disOSUM of ak negotiating and fallbak

pywtims an smaitive isaew such a* orgisatimnal xtrw-
ture, Uxar, &*aattar POUiCUS,, &to.

- The fanidmtil nature of xapervisin r*zrts d.alIng with
itemaasmh a iint ocsptonmo, fiacl "el oaro,
*.4.d triff inareae, eta.

HOWMVer, the ohbefs .wressed their Vnexal aWrval of ta

impoyemnt in Utaln whih is &adre being ami4eved, for nil by
providing uP wit aotry britnag material prior to a-ma, by briefing
and dah-" n of M alasiams witan the auk, and by tuoI-yearl riist

of the CP Coor wna to th kak to bum ftlism ans wit Projects
and Pzors #ta".

As"
We oned to repy to W 4maSting te atroarm s uad wiaa

we -x* able to reles dommte to thm (I b&" disussd IuU briefy witei
Mr. Rova.d, who woulA lke the mattr cleared with UM and witb whoemr

konns pmwent routin distritan to (NW).

That reply ahould Indiaath at tko dirIsanS UiLU be epdng

to the aqrqpriate eatnt, to the w rsised in EMs utter.

We then ned to agm thwo Wles wit the divinimn ana4.e- Thvagt
saiwal be given to the 2"I br W decantra.ismt of e CF

(for .inyple to MA or Pm), uma a maber of oanflmtlal internal
Bwak documents woul hm to be amt to W stoff In WH's regional offioss
(I Smg that the whboU ralwgamU* p4oeal we" be subjet to R

asomnt, but thic apt shoulA not be anerloolod).

Attacbmint

ati %bsers. Ringskog (Ir) RqnI ( Beach (A ) Z
R. ftl!or (iiiiiY, n1s ,4M). .xra tUM)

FMid tamSJI*
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Mr. David Drama1ds"
Area Prog Coordinator
Divisicn SareircuAnertal H"alth
Pea Amerl=e Health Oranti+n
525 2denty-VWXr4 Stzet, S.W.
Wangtc%, D.C. 2W037

Dear Davids

Thwk you for yaw letter of Dowommr 3 EPN/HM5w2172/63/3)
giving your oc.wats e Proesso Okmhw draft pq.r. For mmm r*e&S
the letter bas a4y just reaeoad me, and I wil not have a abaui to
repZ In any detail before I d rt m 3eaves however, I will pass
it to Prof.esr Okm &nd leavs him to mob* the ne san charges In the
xvwt versica.

I think I =auat ocnt briefay an row owuant A3, in vhic
ym ugg e that the Bank Lind for tnkining. The aimple answre Is that

we dot in our 7r 76 oans the" were funds ImlaIuoe fr training in
nearl every cme. Swe detai3 *r annm 4& Of morse you am r1ght
In sAying tat them ax p=Ject.-r*ated. an the oter hand the borrower
is frvquQtl7 a natimal or rogieal av r so that the *o t is very
mugh braeftr tJ= tho label "project-eated" might lap4, Moreover,
gilmn the Inst4it+i-a1 eakwas in the sector in mot of the inztries
with which we dZ, there dmsa't seen to be much point In landing g0l
for traInings it is eimntial to inclxa& the institution st gtnIn
tbAt oan raally Onsy bm aohieved in a project-ze1ated oontart.

I do not think the imsu is whthr we am zoady to make fd
avaIlabls learly we ars. Our primary problem is in ideatilying ne*ds

an sperving the iasures taken to mot thsm needs.

T*U" sbum"==17,

Hichan- I. Middletan
Senior Saniuary M*gInmw

Attedbonkt

ces Kalbermatten (AM)
Irafessor Okun

&cWtijbe



TRAINING IN FY 76 WATER SUPPLY LOAUS AM!D CREDITS

The following are extracted from project appraisal reports:

Training Component/Bank
Contribution (US$M)

(net of price & physical
Loan/Credit contingencies) Training Agency

Mexico - 0.5/0.2 SRH (National Urban

Medium Cities Water Agency)

Panama - '0-3/0.12 IDAAN (National Water

4 Cities & Sewer Agency)

Kenya - Mombasa 0.5/0.33 CPWB (Province Water

and Coastal Agency: covers 7.5p of
national population)

Zaire - / Regideso (National Urban

6 Cities 4.1/0.1 2/ Water Agency)

India - Jal Nigam (State Water

Uttar Pradesh /0.5 3/ Development Agency:
covers 16% of national
population)

Syria - 0.22/0.11 L/ EFEF (Damascus Water

Damascus II Agency)

Pakistan - - 5/ WASA (Lahore Water &

Lahore II Sewer Agency)

Yugoslavia - 0.09/0.05 Morava Region Water

Morava Community of Interest
(River Basin Planning
& Development Authority:
covers 120 of national
area)

Yugoslavia - /1.67 3/ Sarajevo Water Supply &

Sarajevo Sewerage.E~nterprise

Id managementassistance; costs not broken down in report.

Bank's Training Adviser indicates 2.5/ attributable to training.

2/ Program prepared by IDA consultants but funding on grant basis sought
from other a.encies.

3/ According to Bank's Training Adviser; details not given in report.

T1/ Supplemantary to training under Damascus I.
*-/ To be funded by UhDP and bilateral agencies.



WORLD BANK / INTERNAT!ONAL FNANCE CO!PORAT!ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Dist-ribution Below nMAr Decoembr .3, 1976

Rich:rd M-i'id has nk to arrmge LIhle iiti tal eeting of tihe
nI( v(,ei it was expected, inquiries of your secretaries indicate
thAi- 1h>re is in time before the next water supply staff mceting in
January at which all of us can get together; however, the week of
uJeceumcr 20 looks as though it would suit the majority and I have
accordingly reserved room A 720 at 10:30 a~m, on Thursdnv, December ?3
and hope that you will be able to be present.

The object of the initial meeting is "to prepare a work program and identify
the resources needed to achieve the group's objectives". For your reference
the objectives of the group set out in John Kalbermatten's original, letter
were:

a. Maintain proficiency in their speciality through -rofessional
literature, participation in professional activities, attendance
at workshops, semri.ars or conferences;

b. Provide leadership in their area of expertise by informing and
training water supply staff through staff working papers, work-
shops and individual consultation;

c. Identify and supervise consultants on appropriate state-of-Lhe-
art review and research papers;

d. Develop guidelines and policies for the use of Bank Staff on the
topics of their expertise;

e. Maintain a roster of an contact with consultants competent in
their area of expertise.

Distribution: Rene L. Costa, A 843; William Cosgrove, A 740;
P. Rager d Mt, A 1000; Stefon Albor Glenstaotten, A 337;
Eric Pogson, A 842.

cc: Messrs. Thys and Middletonv/

BKT:ba
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Decomter 9, 1976

Mr. Msario. N. Lwgley
Vie President

a-r---smanton Ingineering, xne.
1000 Vermont Avew.a, Suits 1100
Washington, D.Q. 20005

Dear Mr. LeTgo*yt

Thank you for your letters of November 29 and December 6 addressed
to Mr. Kalbrmatton, setting out your proposals for the state-ot-the-art
paper on ptelnoA an indicating the ost of an essooiated field trip
to -@ope.

As I mentioned to you in our recent telephons acveratioz, we
have had some unexpeeda n nd on our departAwnt budget which have
unfortunatelv made it neaessary to delay entering into now commitments.
We will, however, shortly be undertaking our sdA-year budget review
which will enable us to -*&sems tha situation me precisely,, and I
hope it will then be possible to lamh this very important study.

Yours xine.rely,

Richard N. Mddleton
Sr. Saaitary ngin*er
knergy, Water and Tel-somnlatlone Departmint

RNMiddleton:sp

cc: Kalbermatten, Peter



BOOKMAN-EDMONSTON ENGINEERING, INC.

SPECIALISTS IN WATER RESOURCES

1000 VERMONT AVENUE, SUITE 1100

TELEPHONE WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005 MAIN OFFICE

(202) 347-1122 GENDALF, CALIFORNIA

December 6, 1976

Mr. John M. Kalbermatten

Water and Waste Advisor

Central Projects Office, Room D-1036
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Kalbermatten:

This letter will confirm my telephone conversation with Mr.
Middleton today, and supplement our letter of November 29, proposing
preparation of a "state-of-the-art" paper on pipeline materials and
specifications and for presenting the paper at a workshop for your
representatives in Washington, D.C., in mid-1977.

In Mr. Middleton's letter of October 29 to me, he suggested that
at some stage in the study it would be very desirable for a member
of our team to visit Europe, to discuss European pipeline practices.
We concur in this suggestion, particularly in regard to contacts in
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. If such a trip is made
solely for this purpose, it would add approximately $6,000 dollars
to the $23,000 estimate contained in our November 29 letter, i.e.:

,S: , Air fare, 1st class round trip, California
to Frankfurt, Paris, and London $1,800.00

12 man days @$275.00 3,300.00

12 days' expenses @$60.00 720.00

Local taxis, car rental, etc. 180.00

$6,000.00

If the European trip could be combined with a technical assis-
tance mission on a bank project involving significant pipeline
problems, the incremental cost for this portion of the state-of-the-
art study would be reduced.

Sincerely yours,

Maurice N. Langley
Vice President

MNL/dj
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BooKMAN-EDMONSTON ENGINEERING, INC.

SPECIALISTS IN WATER RESOURCES

1000 VERMONT AVENUE, SUITE 1100

TELEPHONE WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005 MAIN OFFICE

(202) 347-1122 GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

November 29, 1976

Mr. John M. Kalbermatten
Water and Waste Advisor
Central Projects Office, Room D-1036
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Kalbermatten:

In accordance with your request, we are pleased to present this pro-
posal for preparing a "state-of-the-art" Paper on Pipeline Materials and
Specifications and for presenting the paper at a workshop for your re-
presentatives in Washington, D.C., in mid-1977.

Attached is a proposed outline for the paper. As work proceeds,
some minor modification to this outline may be made to more completely
cover the subject. However, we expect the final paper will be in sub-
stantial conformity with the outline, except for such new subjects as
we may mutually agree upon.

This firm has designed, prepared specifications and administered
construction contracts for more than 500 miles of pipelines in diameters
from 6 inches to 132 inches and including prestressed and modified pre-
stressed concrete, steel, reinforced concrete, asbestos cement, fiber-
glass reinforced plastic mortar and plastic materials. The firm and its
principals have had world-wide experience and are currently, or has been
in recent months, involved in Latin America, Asia, Africa, and the Middle
East.

We propose that the preparation and presentation of the paper be under
the direction of Mr. James R. Cannon, the firm's Chief Design Engineer.
Other firm members, with both pipeline and overseas experience, will be
called upon for advice as needed. Mr. Cannon was co-author with Mr. R. M.
Edmonston of a paper entitled, "Recent Developments in Irrigation Pipeline
Systems," which he presented to the national meeting of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in January 1974. In addition to the firm's
experience mentioned above, Mr. Cannon has supervised construction of non-
reinforced concrete and cast-in-place concrete pipelines. A resume of his
experience is attached.
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Mr. John M. Kalbermatten
November 29, 1976
Page 2

In estimating the cost of this undertaking, we have included the costs
of Mr. Cannon holding three review and research sessions with your staff
at the World Bank. The first session would be when the paper is approx-
imately one-third completed; the second at about two-thirds completion; and
the third for the purpose of setting up and conducting the workshop. We
propose to bill the cost of this work at a per diem rate of $275 for Mr.
Cannon's and other principal's time, and to bill the time of other employees
in accordance with the attached Schedule of Fees. Expenses would be billed
at cost. We estimate that the total cost of this study, including pre-
paration of all drawings and 100 copies of all material in loose leaf form
for the workshop, would not exceed $23,000, and would agree to this maximum.
A breakdown of our estimate is attached.

If any additional research, report writing, and printing are desired
after the workshop, the cost would depend upon what additions and revisions
you may wish, and upon the number of copies, type of binding, etc.

The confidence you have shown in our firm is greatly appreciated, and
we look forward to working with you on this assignment.

Very truly yours,

Maurice N. Langley
Vice President

Attachment

MNL/dj



ANNEX 1

OUTLINE

PIPELINE MATERIALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
THE STATE OF THE ART

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Scope of Paper

1. Will discuss various available materials, their applications

and limitations.

2. Will discuss basis of comparing alternative materials.

a. Expected life.

b. Hydraulic efficiencies including changes over time.

Susceptibility to cleaning to improve efficiency.

c. Relative ease of repair, rehabilitation, and replacement.

3. Will discuss specifications requirements for various materials.

a. Manufacturing and delivery.

b. Proper excavation, bedding, and backfilling.

c. Joint materials and assembly, including pipes of different

materials.

d. Special installation requirements.

e. Water hammer limitations.

4. Will discuss inspection procedures.

5. Will discuss possible mitigation of problems, including repair

of defects.

II. PIPE MATERIALS, APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

A. Under each type of pipe will be discussed:

1. Description of pipe and joints

a. Friction factors

b. Life expectancy
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2. Fields of application

3. Limitations in application (including sophistication of in-
stallers and interior and exterior corrosion).

a. Collapse under internal vacuum

4. Thrust anchorages

5. Manufacturing methods and variations thereof:

a. Requirements for special qualifications or equipment.

b. Testing

6. Fittings

7. Handling and shipping

8. Installation methods

9. Field testing

10. Maintenance

B. Pipe and related materials to be discussed

1. Rigid pipe

a. Unreinforced concrete

b. Reinforced concrete

c. Non-cylinder prestressed pipe

d. Cylinder prestressed pipe

e. Cast iron

f. Asbestos cement

g. Vitrified clay

h. Cast-in-place

2. Flexible pipe

a. Steel

1. Joint types
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2. Available coatings and linings (including field repair)

b. Concrete cylinder pipe

c. Ductile iron

d. Corrugated metal

e. Plastic

1. Thermoplastic

2. Thermosetting

3. Anchorages at bends, ties, blank flanges, valves, etc.

III. SPECIFICATIONS

A. Purpose of specifications

1. Must convey designers requirements to manufacturers, constructors,

and inspectors.

2. Wording must be clear, definite, and unambiguous.

3. Should not include materials and procedures beyond that necess-

ary to insure proper performance of the completed project.

B. Types of contracts and their advantages and pitfalls.

1. Furnish and install

2. Separate procurement and installation contracts

C. Materials

1. Standard specifications

2. Materials for which no standards are available

3. Special materials

a. Linings

b. Coatings

c. Cathodic protection

4. Manufacture and delivery

D. Installation
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1. Trenching

2. Bedding

3. Handling and laying

4. Joint makeup (including pipes of different materials)

5. Anchorages

6. Backfilling

7. Repair of damaged coating and lining

8. Cleaning (initially and in service)

E. Hydrostatic testing (including comments on permissible leakage with

various types of rigid and non-rigid joints)

F. Appurtenances

G. Warranty

IV. BID EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES (including sensitivity of

costs to delivery time and raw material markets; choice between fixed-

cost vs. rise-and-fall clause contracts)

V. INSPECTION AND TESTING PROCEDURES (for each type of pipe)

A. In-plant

B. Field

VI. PIPE OF THE FUTURE

A. Trends in pipeline technology

VII. ANNEX - GLOBAL RANGE OF TYPICAL UNIT COSTS AND TRENDS
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. N. Middleton (EWTDR) DATE: November 19, 1976

FROM: Ernesto Maisch (EGR, LCPWS)

SUBJECT: Comments on "State of the Art" Paper on Pipeline Materials

The outline of the paper looks quite complete. A few points

which, perhaps, could be included in the discussion are:

1) Pipe anchorage in bends, reductionjvalves and plugs

or blind flanges.

(a) Welding of steel pipes to develop by friction the

resistance to offsetting forces. Use of harnesses;

(b) Anchorage blocks;

(c) Other methods for concrete pipes.

2) Flexible pipe collapsing under vacuum.

3) Pipelines for sewers.

(a) Protection of the pipe crown against H2S attack;

(b) Use of special kind of cement;

(c) Ocean outfalls.

EMaisch/clh 4



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R.N. Middleton (EWTDR) DATE: November 19, 1976

FROM: Guillermo Yepes (LCPWS W

SUBJECT: Bookman-Edmonston Engineering Inc., letter of November 16, 1976.

Per your request I have reviewed the proposed terms of reference
to prepare a paper on the "state-of-the-art" on Pipeline Materials and
Specifications. The scope of the work is well identified and covers most
of the variables used in the design of pipelines.

I have the following suggestions for the proposed paper:

1. Discuss specification requirements for working pressures
with and without allowance for water hammer in relation to
bursting pressures and hydrostatic pressure testing.

2. Discuss specifications for special fittings required to connect
pipes from di erent materials (e.g. plastic and pre-stressed
pipes).

3. Leakage allowances and experiences with non-rubber or
flexible joints (e.g. mortar joints, etc.)

GYepes:ybs



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. N. Middleton (EWTDR) DATE: November 18, 1976

FROM: J. B. B*WAPEW)

SUBJECT: Pipeline Materials and Specifications
State-of-the-Art Paper

My comments on the Bookman-Edmonston proposals for the
above are as follows:

1. The "outline" appears very comprehensive, perhaps too much.
We should not spend too much time (perhaps at the expense
of more relevant subjects) on vitrified clay and cast-in-
situ pipes.

2. Item III.A.3. is somewhat unclear. Do they mean ... should
not include ... ?

3. I should like to see the following points included:

(i) A short presentation on the present direction of
pipe developments. What is the "pipe of the future"?
Are we going to have "on-site extruded jointless
plastic pipes" or the "on-site manufactured,
continuous, helically welded steel pipes", etc.?
This could also include something on the trend of
the "basic" cost of pipes, that is, raw material and
manufacture as far as it is likely to influence
future preferences for materials. Alternatively,
could we have a separate lecture on costs?

(ii) Under installation, testing and performance, a
presentation on pipe cleaning (initial "proving free
of obstruction" and subsequent) and possibilities of
rehabiliation and improving of carrying capacity as
this is influenced by the pipe material.

(iii) Pipeline security and maintenance as influenced by
the different materials.

4. How did we come to choose this firm? Five hundred miles of
pipelines does not sound very much.

JBBuky:fm
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BOOKMAN-EDMONSTON EN;TNEE RING, INC.

SPECIALISTS IN WATER RESOURCES

1000 VERMONT AVENUE, SuIT 1100

TELEPhoNE WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005 MAIN OFFICE
1202) 347-1122 GLENIALE, CALIFOHNIA

November 16, 1976

Mr. John M. Kalbermatten
Water and Waste Advisor
Central Projects Office, Room D-1036
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Kalbermatten:

In accordance with your request, we are pleased to present this pro-
posal for preparing a "state-of-the-art" Paper on Pipeline Materials and
Specifications and for presenting the paper at a workshop for your re-
presentatives in Washington, D.C., in mid-1977.

Attached is a proposed outline for the paper. As work proceeds,
some minor modification to this outline may be made to more completely
cover the subject. However, we expect the final paper will be in sub-
stantial conformity with the outline, except for such new subjects as
we may mutually agree upon.

This firm has designed, prepared specifications and administered
construction contracts for more than 500 miles of pipelines in diameters
from 6 inches to 132 inches and including prestressed and modified pre-
stressed concrete, steel, reinforced concrete, asbestos cement, fiber-
glass reinforced plastic mortar and plastic materials. The firm and its
principals have had' world-wide experience and are currently, or has been
in recent months, involved in Latin America, Asia, Africa, and the Middle
East.

We propose that the preparation and presentation of the paper be under
the direction of Mr. James R. Cannon, the firm's Chief Design Engineer.
Other firm members, with both pipel-ine and overseas experience, will be
called upon for advice as needed. Mr. Cannon was co-author with Mr. R. 11.
Edmonston of a paper entitled, "Recent Developments in Irrigation Pipeline
Systems," which he presented to the national meeting of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in January 1974. In addition to the firm's
experience mentioned above, Mr. Cannon has supervised construction of non-
reinforced concrete and cast-in-place concrete pipelines. A resume of his
experience is attached.

L, t:- V I z(. ' V Corir-



Mr. John M. Kalbermatten
November 16, 1976
Page 2

In estimating the cost of this undertaking, we have included the costs
of Mr. Cannon holding three review and research sessions with your staff
at the World Bank. The first session would be when the paper is approx-
imately one-third completed; the second at about two-thirds completion;
and the third for the purpose of setting up and conducting the workshop.
We propose to bill the cost of this work at a per diem rate of $275 for
Mr. Cannon's and other principal's time, and to bill the time of other em-
ployees in accordance with the attached Schedule of Fees. Expenses would
be billed at cost. We estimate that the total cost of this study, in-
cluding preparation of all drawings and 100 copies of all material in
loose leaf form for the workshop, would not exceed $23,000, and would
agree to this maximum. A breakdown of our estimate is attached. In Mr.
Middleton's letter of October 29, 1976, he suggested that at some stage
in the study it would be very desirable for a member of our team to visit
Europe to discuss European practices. We concur in this suggestion,
particularly in regard to contacts in France, Germany, and the United

4Kingdom. If such a trip is made solely for this purpose, it would add
approximately $6,000 to the above estimate as follows:

Air fare, 1st class, round trip, California
to Frankfurt, Paris, and London $1,800.00

12 man days @$275.00 3,300.00

12 days expenses @$60.00 720.00

Local taxis, car rental, etc. 180.00

$6,000.00

If the European trip could be combined with a technical assistance
mission on a bank project involving significant pipeline problems, the
incremental cost for the state-of-the-art-study would be reduced.

If any additional research, report writing, and printing are desired
after the workshop, the cost would depend upon what additions and re-
visions you may wish, and upon the number of copies, type of binding, etc.

The confidence you have shown in our firm is greatly appreciated
and we look forward to working with you on this assignment.

Very truly yours,

Maurice N. Langley
Vice President

Attachment
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OUTLINE

PIPELINE MATERIALS AND SPECIFICATIONS
THE STATE OF THE ART

INTRODUCTION

A. Scope of Paper

1. Will discuss various availabre materhis, their

applications and limitations.
2. Will discuss basis of comparing alternati've

materials.

a. Expected life.
b. Hydraulic efficiencies including changes

over time.

3. Will discuss specifications requirements for

various materials.

a. Manufacturing and delivery.
b. Proper excavation, 'bedding and bachfilling.

c. Joint matcrials and assembly.

d. Special installation rceuiremenLs.

4. Will discuss inspection procedures.
5. Will discuss possible mitigation of problems,

including repair of defects.

I. PIPE MATERIALS, APPLCATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

A. Under each type of pipe will be discussed:

1. Description of pipe and joints

a. Friction factors
b. Life expectancy

2. Fields of application

3. Limitations in application (including sophistication
of installers and interior and exterior corrosion).

4. Manufacturing methods and variations thereof:

a, Requirements for special qualifications

or equipment.
b. Testing
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5. Fittings
6. Handling and shipping
7. Installation methods
8. Field testing
9. Maintenance

B. Pip3 materials to be discussed

1. Rigid pipe

a. Unreinforced concrete
b. Reinforced concrete
c. Non-cylinder prestressed pipe
d. Cylinder prestressed pipe.
e. Cast iron
f. -Asbestos cement

g. Vitrified clay
h. Cast-in-place

2. Flexible pipe

a. Steel

1. Joint types
2. Available coatings and linings (including

field repair)

b. Concrete cylinder pipe
c. Ductile iron
d. Corrugated metal
e. Plastic

1. Thermoplastic
2. Thermosetting

III. SPECIFICATIONS

A. Purpose of specifications

1. Must convey designers requirements to manufacturers,
constructors and inspectors.

2. Wording must be clear, definite and unambiguous.
3. Should not exclude materials and procedures beyond

that necessary to insure proper performance of the
completed project.
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B. Types of contracts and their advantages and pitfalls.

1. Furnish and install
2. Separate procurement and installation contracts.

C. Materials

1. Standard specifications
2. Materials for which no standards are available
3. Special materials

a. Linings
b. Coatings
c. Cathodic protection

4. Manufacture and delivery

D. Installation

1. Trenching
2. Bedding
3. Handling and laying
4. Joint makeup
5. Backfilling
6. Repair of damaged coating and lining

E. Hydrostatic testing

F. Appurtenances

G. Warranty

IV. INSPECTION AND TESTING PROCEDURES (for each type of pipe)

A. In-plant

B. Field
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were these aim costrwted to differwnt na1 m =a or inttrnational atandw

(even whwre external 4anters are compatibU SU, aty In intiwnal Miatter
give rizs to icreased hydrmulnoc) Mhe; ao mrntimd that in
F zoe all pipes, meardlein of neterial, are garded as havizg tb. sam
ydraul'c halractarieties, a rwmar vKraih cy wltsh to fo I* wiV

our cvr rtmnh engineers and In the literature.

T,% Font-ap-.oas n represietatives wlomed tva idf of tka pru-
posed pIp0lInes paper When I outLUne4 it to t~Ml i partiCUlar, tV.y ftlt
it offered a oban to reacowiI various mrntietIng spaKi::Matimn2 and re-

3olvo pracur- nt. difficulties. Tby Vomviaed wtrV ooperation In providing
intoraatin for V* p.r, and I o isider Uhat it woul4 be vwry dnimable
If at sume stae in the stuy a inar of yvar tew vnisted rop. to di-

mua European practioes. TAv might *orA-fi7&b1y bo ac-h-A wit, tAmial
ass stwne m- a Bunk projdct whre xignificAnt pipwlsU pmblas aze being
mot. We car. disuss dtils In due ocurseI suggst you Include
an appropriat6 anmt V your budget propwsAl.

I 7Antiom to you "it a roprmfentAtive of a pretriiessd pipe
utfaturer hav asked to visit th* uazt amth to mak* a prwwnatic

to our ataff. Z havo n.w been lppraacled by a P1Pf l=nS m.-Pwny with a
asiItar mqut. I hope ym -ay be fre" to sit In m t.. prmntattcsj

I trll lot you know tw date In d curm.

una zm S.n t r Z g n e

Departwent

cc: Mr. Kalber--tten
eta. . ae - I .



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Water Supply Staff 

DATE: October 22, 1976

FROM: John M. Kalbermatt ater and Wastes Adviser, EWTDR)

SUBJECT: Professional Development and Participation in Bank Policy

Development inand wastes Sector

In my memorardum of September 17, I suggested 
3

Following discussions with many of you, 
I have come to the conclusion

that larger groups would be preferrable and 
that a limited number of

task groups with the opportunity to emphasize any of a number of

topics would be a better way of organizing our effort. I have, there-

fore, prepared a revised list of task groups which includes suggestions

and recommendations some of you made (Attachment 1).

Following receipt of your replies to my memorandum of September

17, 1976 and the discussions at the last regular staff meeting, I have

attempted to identify task group participants. To the mnaximtum extent

possible, I have tried to make assignments on the basis of the priori-

ties you expressed. Unfortunately, I found it difficult in those

cases where first priority was given to 7 or 8 topics. The assignments

are not cast in concrete and I suggest you discuss 
preferences with

Mr. Middleton, if you feel reassignments to another 
group would make

your contribution more useful.

In Attachment 3, I list the names of all those who returned the

questionnaire. If your name is not on the list, I suggest 
you let me

know which group you would like to join.

In order to start this effort and accomplish something productive

as soon as possible, I request each group prepare a work program and

identify the resources needed to achieve their objectives. I suggest

furthermore that you prepare a brief note of 
your program for discus-

sion at the staff meeting on January 25, 1977.

For your information, I reproduce below the objectives of the

task groups.

a. Maintain proficiency in their speciality through

professional literature, participation in profes-

sional activities, attendance at workshops, semi-

nars or conferences;

b. Provide leadership in their area of expertise by

informing and training water supply staff through

staff working papers, workshops and individual

consultation

c. Identify and supervise consultants on appropriate

state-of-the-art review and research papers;
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Water SuPPy af

d Develop guidelines 
and policies for the 

use of

Bank Staff on the topics of their exeIrise

aintail a roster of and contact with consultants

e. intf a ther area of expertise-

Attachments

cc: Kessrs. -Bronfma' (EAPDR)
Howell (AEPDt)
Pol)an (EWPDR)

Rajagopalan (ASPDR)

FAe (ASPDR)
Wyss (LCPDR)
RoVani (EWTDR)
Davis
Smith
Warford "
Saunders
Ringskog "
Middleton *
Morse (VPSVP)

agaleratten/hs



tanagement

Top-ics: * Organization

e planning

i tnformation Systems

* Computer Applications

* Staffing

e Training (Initial and Continuous)

* Inventory Management

Finances

* Accounting

e Financial Analysis and Projections

e Asset Valuation

a Billing and Collection

e Tariffs

e Financial Covenants

* Unaccounted for Water

Topics: * Project Logistics of Preparation 
and Implementation

0 Project Analysis

* Consultant Selection and Performance Review

o Procurement (specificatins, ICB contract administration,

evaluation)

* Appropriations of design and selection of materials

Water Resources

Topics: 0 Multipurpose Projects

e Major Civil Works (Dams, Tunnels)



Attachment # 1

Water Resources

* surface Water

* Groundwater (Hodelling, Recharge)

* Water Quality and Standards (raw, treated, reuse, receiving

waters)

Water Supply

* Demand

a Treatment (Traditional, Advanced)

* Transmission

* Distribution

* Leak Detection and Repair

e Metering

* Puips, Water Hammer

* Rural Water Supply

Sewerage

Topics:

* Quantity and Quality

e Treatment (Domestic, Industrial)

o Collection

* Disposal

Solid Waste



Attachment # 1

Project Documentation

Topics: * Questionnaires - Feasibility Report Outlines

" Project Briefs

" Appraisal Reports

* Supervision Reports

" Borrowers Reports

o Completion Reports

e Standard Data and Information

o Audits (what have we learned)

-3-



Attachment # 2

Revision of 11-4-76

TASK GROUP ASSIGNMITS

1 Management

Costa (1) (2); Alber-Glanstaetten (1);

Fernandez (1); du Mee (1); Cosgrove (1) (3); Pogson (1)

#2 Finances

Memon (1); Rietveld (1); Hayden (1); Todd (1); Keilani (1)

Culagovski; V. Smith

# 3 Project Management

Buky (1); Gilling (1); Wildeman (1) (3); Jones (1); La Bahn (1);

Busz (1); /Morse (W)7

# h Water Resources

Motte (1); Sanchez (1); Prevost (1); Rodriguez

5 Water SupplY

Yepes (1); Maisch (1); Freedman (1); Ringskog 
(1);

Skytta (1); Middleton (1); Coyaud (1); /luky7

L/6 Sewerage

Pettigrew (1) (2); Cuellar (1) (2) (3); Rasmus'son (1);

Bruestle (1); Saravanapavan (1)

7 Project DocumentatiOn

Morse (1); FernandCz (3); Skytta (b); Kalbermatten (1)

Solid Wastes

MacWilliam (1); Saunders (1) ;

7 1mplies interested in this as second field of activity.



Attachment # 3

Revision of 11-4-76

LIST OF STAFF WHO RETURNED QUESTICNNAIRE

Alber-Glanstaetten
Fernandez
du Mee
Cosgrove
Memon
Rietveld
Hayden
Todd
Morse
Buky
Gilling
Wildeman
Jones
La Bahn
Motte
Sanchez
Prevost
Yepes
Freedman
Ringskog
Skytta
Middleton
Coyaud
Pettigrew
Cuellar
Rasmusson
Bruestle
Rodriguez
Maisch
Busz
Keilani
Saravanapavan
Pogson
Culagovski
Smith
Saunders
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WORLD DANK / iNTERNATONAL FiNANCE COMA=RA xflQN

(JFFICL MEMC)RANDuM
10: Mr. Y. Rovani (EJTDR) DATE October 12, 1976

FROM: A. Zavala (Chief, P-RS),

SUBJECT: Financial Covenant in Loan Agreemletyts

We have completed our study on rates of rCLurn and average tariffs

performances in water supply projects to which you refer in your memo of

September 8, 1976. I am fully prepared to coordinate our work with Mr.

John Davis, to whom the results of our study are being forwarded .today.

RCosta:lma

cc: Messrs. Davis (EWT), - crmatter-(EWTDR), R. Costa, C. Fern'ndez

(LCPWS), H. Wyss (LCPDR)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John Davis (EWTDR) DATE: October 12, 1976

FROM: R. Costa (Deputy Chief, LCPWS)

SUBJECT: Financial Covenant in Bank Loan Agreements

1. I understand that a guideline paper on financial covenants is

being prepared, and I would like to convey to you the results of a study
we have just completed on rates of return and average tariffs performances

in water supply.

2. Without entering into the details of this study I would like to

summarize here its major findings:

(i) Only three Borrowers have complied with the annual financial

rate of return covenants of their loan agreements. It is

worthwhile to note that two of these covenants stipulate that

the rate of return would be calculated on non-revalued fixed

assets;

(ii) In general, our Borrowers have been able to set up tariffs
sufficient to generate an annual financial rate of return on

revalued fixed assets of about 3%.

3. Should you have any question regarding this study, please

contact Mr. C. Fernandez (FNA, LCPWS).

RCosta:lma

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Davis, Kalbermatten (EWTDR), LCPWS Staff, H. Wyss (LCPDR)



TABLE 1

COVENANTED RATES OF RETURN (CRR)

Frequency Distribution
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TABLE 2

COVENANTED RATES OF RETURN (CRR)

Cumulative Frequency Distribution
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TABLE 3

MEANS AND VARIANCES OF RATES OF RETURN

(A) Covenanted Rate of Return (CRR)
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TABLE 4

ACTUAL RATES OF RETURN (ARR)

Frequency Distribution
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TABLE 5

ACTUAL RATES OF RETURN (ARR)

Cumulative Frequencies
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TABLE 6

MEANS AND VARIANCES OF ACTUAL RATES OF RETURN (ARR)

Revalued and Historical
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TABLE 7

COVENANTED VS. ACTUAL RATES OF RETURN

Number of Cases of Excesses and Shortfalls
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RA:ES OF R1ETURN IN IBRD WATER SUPPLY PROJECTS

(by Claudio Ferna'ndez, FNA,LCPWS)

1. SUlt ARY

1.1 The covenanted IR!ates of Return (CRR) of 40 IBRD Water Supply projects,

signed after January 1970, were obtained from Back-to-Office 
reports and project

officers by Mr. Kishore Nadkarni, Research Assistant, LCPWS.

1 .2 The actual Rates of Return 
(ARR) during the period 1973-1976 

were

compared with the covenanted rates. The results are summarized 
in Graph 1 and

Graph 2, which plot. the actual 
and covenanted ROE for all revalued and

unrevalued rates aTd for the 
real (revalued) Rates of Return 

(RR). The

following statistical results 
may be drawn:

(i) There is little evident correlation between 
the actual and

covenianted rate of return. The correlation coefficient (R
2 )

is less than 0.17 and stays 
below 0.10 for most years.

(ii) A linear regression (see 
Graph 1) of all RR data (revalued

and unrevalued) shows that the (actual % rate) ARR may be

estimated at 1.5 plus 25% of the covenanted rate.

(iii) A linear regression (see Graph 2) of only the revalued ARR 
shows

that the actual rate may. be 
estimated as -1.7 pltrs 58% of the

covenanted rate.

(iv) The average ARR (revalued 
and unrevalued) in 1976 is 3.3%, lowcr

than in 1973 when it reached 
3.5%. The average ARR for the

revalued RR available is 2.3%.

(v) Out of the 20 cases in which 
both the covenanted (CRR) and the

actual (ARR) were expressed in 
revalued terms, only 3 met

or exceed the CRR. Moreover, in these cases the CRR was alwa)s

less than 2%.

(vi) The Rate of Return is the 
most common covenant and was 

used in

86% of the loan agreements. Most CRR's are on a revalued basis

(70%), but it is difficult 
to establish from BanJHrCporLS 

wn ch

rates are revalued (real) or unrevalued (historical).
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2. DATA BASE

2.1 The study covers water supply projects for which loan agreements

were signed after January 1, 1970. Projects dealing solely with sewerage

are not included in the analysis as sufficient information regarding them

has not been as yet collected. Their ROR are always lower than those for

water.

2.2 Of a total of 40 Bank financed water supply projects since January 1,

1970, information concerning ROR and averag2 tariffs (AVT) is available

to varying degrees for 37 projects. These 37 projects cover 26 countries

within the different water supply divisions. The total number of loan

agreements- for which some information is available is 50, including

15 sub-loans (batween Bank Borrowers and Subborrowers).

3. COVENANTED RATE OF RETURN (CRR)

3.1 The Rate of Return is the most common financial covenant. It was used

in 86% of the cases (43 of 50). The CRR is usually revalued (70% of cases)

but it is often difficult to establish from Bank reports whether the rate

is on a revalued or historical basis.

3.2 The frequency distribution of covenanted rates of return (CRR) is

given in Table 1. The cumulative frequency distribution is given in Table 2.

This table shows that the distribution of rate covenants is more or less

consistent during the period 1973-1977; on the average, 3% or less ROR was

requested in 23% of the cases, 4.5% or less in 50% of the cases, and 6% or

less in 78% of cases.

3.3 The average covenanted rate of return (revalued and unrevalued) for

the period 1973-1977 is 4.9% with a maximum of 10 and a minimum of 1% (Table 3A).

4. ACTUAL RATES OF RETIN

4.1 The frequency distribution for actual rates of return (ARR) is given

in Table 4. The cumulative frequency distribution for ARR's is

given in Table 5. This table shows a continuous decreare in the ARR, with

15% of cases with negative rates in 1973 and 28% by 1976. For the period

1974-1976 the ARR was 1.5% or less in 48% of cases, 3% or less in 54% of cases

and 6% or less in 84% of cases. In only 2 cases (from 23) was ARE higher

than 6% in 1975.
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4.2 Table 6 shows means and variances of the actual rate of return

separately on a real. (revalued) or historical basis. Actual rates

obtained occur in fewer cases (in proportion 1:2.5). The average ARR

decreases between 1973 and 1976 (2.5, 1.9, 1.9, -3.9). The average for

all revalued ARR's available is 2.3%.

4.3 The maximum and minimum revalued ARR ranged between -10% to 10%.

S. COMPARISON OF COVENANTED AND ACTUAL RATES OF RETURN

5.1' Graph 1 shows a comparison of the covenanted and actual rates of

return (revalued and unrevalued). Separate Graphs appear for each

year from 1973 to 1976. If the covenanted and actual rates would coincide,

they would be in a 450 line.

5.2 A linear regression for each year was also used, and the result

is shown in Graph 1. There seems to be little relationship between the

covenanted and actual rates.of return: the correlation coefficient is

less than 0.13 for all years. Even so, the linear regression lines

are also drawn in Graph 1 and the separation gap between ,the covenanted

and actual rates is easily observed.

5.3 The overall regression (revalued and unrev'alued) during the

periQd 1973-1976 estimates the actual rate as 1.5% plus 2% of the

covenanted rate. During this period the. CRR was met or exceeded in 36% of

cases and presented shortfalls in 64% of cases.

5.4 Table 7 shows the number of cases in which different levels

of CRR's were met, were exceeded, or presp-ted shortfalls. Most of

the shortfall; (89%.) were for a CRR higher than 3%. Most of the cases

with excess (55%) were for CRR's of 3% or less.

5.5 In the period 1971-1976, a study comparing 61 CRR's and ARR's

showed that for all cases in which CRR was exceeded; the mean CRR was

3.7, and for all cases of shortfalls, the mean CRR was 4.9% . The two

means were found statistically different at a 90% level of significance.
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5.6 Graph 2 includes only those cases where both, the CRR and the

ARR are expressed in revalued terms. In only 3 of the 20 cases covered,

CRR was met or exceeded. The excesses occur for CRR's of 2% or less.

The linear regression shows little correlation between CRRs and ARRs

(0.17), with a forecasted actual rage given as ARR = -1.7 + 0.58 CRR.
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Mr. TIMM ROVanit DirOct0r, YEtD thrOugli Oct r 8j 2961-r. John M. KAlboeattan, Wlater & Waatot Adviwsr, E4I8TM8

Riahard N. Hiddleton, Senior anitary En&ineer, MiMD

Omntisrng WterSupmly Lemdinz ta the 'Urban Poor -Dsuso ae

1. Mr. Jaycoxts ramorandum %:Progrwam.ng Urban Fovmtyv proposea that
the DAn.7, adjust its lending prograa so that in each country the rtio of

t vban poor" landing to total urban lendin- cormsponds to thz rm.tio of the
"urban paor" populztion to the total urban potula tin. This would Imply
that vator supply projects, to ba acepttb~l, should have cn Ourun poor"
cexponnt of perh. 25 to 33 peraeut./

2. This amroch, while appamntly consible and simplo, to in useful
mquires dcfinition of each of th four parmoters in a wmr that can be
appisd onst.toay tiroughut all sectors of iank operations. Iirm.ver,

dovpitW thai e;tablisbmant of the Urban Irowvrty Task Vorco and thi !T$SU,
not rTch progress has boen rarde in the last year in reaching acceptable
definitions , tho husis for t "e total urbm 9 popultioms uzed 1- UO O is
still not clear to um, and %rban poor" iW. be defed in nany uays, for
cxwmle in ternm of absoluto or ralativa income, uarmbasing pomer, or acces'

to shelter mnd bezic Dervices. Considerable Aurthzr thtought and .tcuz-
vion - Bm',-vido and not jast within UiU - is neoded before these itd-
tial concpts are enbodled into soe rouatean code with which all Bank
operations ha ve to comply.

3 Tho purpome of this paper is to focnu on onm of the de nitions -
that of "urtan poor" 1n4Ing - specic~aly az it reates to water supplay.
The JT)cox momndu uses a mater supp'ly poject as n e rple of this
sort of qu t fc.2.ion, but in a aiplistie way that igoros definitina
problons ari in ftic b underoatiratea the proportin of any water vu~ppl In-
vastr.t which is dirooted tiard the poor.

h. Aammingi* for the rnamnt, that at somo Cuture date, the marbmn
poor" can be con iAtently idzmtif*ed as a targ~et grotoj the problem rweain3
how to determin tho proportion of any inveatzent mOh can reasonably be
attr.Uxted to servica to that proup. T thnea obvious" nothods are based
on aI-location of bex-aits (i.e., quantity of water consured), on proportin
of popuation swrvad, or on allocation of inveotment. Uono, Iouoavr, is

sairple to apply in praotice.

5. Bank policy is that *ervice atndarda to the urban poor should
be Iom enough to isure project rspLicabilitq. In most cases this will mean

I/ Fem data in Urban Twak kbrc* report, Februa17 190 297.6, para. 22.
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that tho poor wil be vrved thrgch publia stwdpipe; at best, patio or
yard cam ioct onnuo r y. A com. rule of tlzb is Ohat tho poxat

00 ppexcet c domestio co ;,rera u-e nly 20 percent of tho total downstle
water cowu tion -- the fru var frc country to countr, but the joint

is tat i th ,"por" cczistituto, narg 25 prcent of Ah vxln oplticaj

thfy ae = L3e1y to wm vm 10 por'xmt 'Of toa lator e - I- pher"

cerage lu lira2ly to nr A i c-atyr, ven With M r ation of
afCerbilitty or Zenl2Al Ility tcrbr. (Yn this I>ciu, u.atr zappl:? pnm-
jea wculd I.t * lii Z L or Vxk einchgM. Tho poor woud threlfOm

6. Ad us d 1! 1+, the poor c=s7 c tay a manl part
Of tnL mL .l, a mlo raripriX LroC1 r W.1d bz to

N tJ a of t r in to ; g bta be provid-d

by pojet aI ttA wcm tmaae GZ-tbe ractCo vsr J-)-lzv WmilltRe

dor V& por if ~Oor axoas srltho, gervice cm" be clarly
: c-)nst ified, tL3 distri i n would be urb-d to too res, md

ezc' urx tir.1 in y crpemrtion C ,1ur t1.t thia nv mrvie w

pxe-y edbd E'Zm Zm, ho~r a met Oi' prb in osi
t cmnepQZ into practico. rtly, uch piOlJcts would in tIM z~jot
ol c4 ta be Iar toa unall to allWy fyZor Bxnk easi;tar. S rcaly

yo 1 tW in cwmriovAt discrtc W-;im ies tlit lwd t
'Z'4)a totaiC ?"'"' c CmnLyticsW LMor comonly V-ur an m otrdtnG

urban co. li: ray Systvm-a Lava &c extzW~rm3 u rm7
c f vmiotad-Vor m.tor (rgnly50 pr=nt)J p ad rv q gita :Aqr~ly not(

- ,cd wr gr ci Am ol to p:rvida prrL mnOitured m to
rtilculat* racas iu t; yma .Fourthl3, V-.re iz V- podltica

r%2 th'at 1JntA) sote in aOt IF~a was X~ in deoopn cotr~e0 iz

ly ::g t zpAijO to r ot r to cao &~actioa of t
e mity (r-. ~a tter 3 ct'iorly WtO i Ls b o erd in a pfi

rimit9 ogn por-orstedpaeta eaelkh to Zaoe rai t, zinxleial
vtAbil ty ot 3 , de,, i- to the pv.r xor atow itvec.

voe?.aiitd t-f13 -h . iro n 1 nough to covar tl ill cost
of srie

7, 1i0r difi*lmaty (whioi bzomea m ora criti&l in tho case of
.lccatim b costa) is flat of thm vzying =vitea of jojemt clmnents.

Iocal d--ti n flC Ve2a nay av c ity mily s fAlaut ior the =4i1-
Mrhood ~ ~ ~ vrc &e ee ym o~ ad tcummsimo wmOrks FTy hAve cansid-

omler~p~m -j.iy ,t iirat cunstxatcd. T43pmyuaticu ZL=13ly LmD-
fitin fj;hZJatr r# for cml, d= Vill thsrefr= Wt 04ly

1e 2en l~r thNAn U inital pobut also aif Ormt in Inaoe
compsiton cas iat preront t=Wns cwntim, with U , umAzatim

mtVa remaiting In a utead inase In the proportion of poor)

21 r c od b roZxed smuaan t by plac1ng hafdof va a cm vAter conamed,
since &nt2.y tbo initi 20 1ed rmoda d to 3urvive and amstain a toloro

tb2e a Ward of k1giei* mam a Dzr iShWr valm than subwqunt incrwnts.
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poor. It is er.vit that ame part of all empants of a projct -
traresi tmtict, toxmpz diatjra44i=n* 3 pa:K0g Mductim rmasuma
stoing- bmfV .h pworl V,4 problt a in dwcid.Lng, MSVmo

12. 71l c aa rotively mu ortiin Of th3 wator
dud b *r poct (we para. 5 above). Dause fr ononiea of rae

end thz , olic c' it.tzmc4 tp a cw t of providing thia oc'-
vImee vriAl a cn -m caor p~rotio- of p Vct , ix -rcie to tho

r 1x" rgg dd &o 5 rx~ntal to t rom~i of tho r . i Kover,
i J4ra: Ci~s' i nst Ld b r to a T to tU poor r.t w a

but VA C- tx to t'. w1 p a 4Of thO J JeCt; cW t 42lo-
eationD a ncd temfa to a aod on tl, bznLh. T a cla.sic Ctprch -

479mbe U.4t; rainh mzit"--udo :LZipuxWm achc-'x imuld
hotmer ha difilonit M e ayca th4- W ny C-r0a ut ifry

Itd b= r inox diZt axin r hd ty tz le, A3 dixsed abova$
- -a - dI to CLZm i4r.-~ - Wrlt a ct llo(!ation needs to to delod,

the CC Ct Of & n:::da3l ecoi to Mpri7 cnly mixax v vor
flrnad3 (tpl cuat o M nal oMreJ pU2 the prOjeot =ext less Inm.

nonta emisfor nom vor melX dn rmin a notiona proect a
#Tho Ma 7)ora pr n % to oa riO Of the COts Of Ule

otioml to -Ao o? the otlonal pivect). This hewemr muld be
:o M ply in :xutice, tad " t is qotio2bl uhather

tthorai. maos of this sort am the bhst us of mk starf tIo.

13. on0 of the di fIctios wloady totbed -wom in pmodi' pax-
Ermph3 t 1t il to tb.Za mthod. Por lz, ityj m-eIs the poor am

lccate in ci zte c nitis it is axtrc2ely diftlvt to Icdmnti'y the

car~~~~bre-U then Alvo -Irl-, .7it1 iptaly ca itiu ic tok

coawstmotd OnIly Im mdAtins g And tria e-and; ml, te time of rp=-i-
fil th, (Xt of Lfl- I.Omd d the pNa to he scedi eare ut4Uary
not knea p :. ept r Vey prz ia~d. Secodl, where

is a ih pcts of htdl"P water, reizl works to cure
lnue I Mae part c,, 'a yt m Ake-mao ;iaboadices

S otr a ~of the :n aur2In, the pocr. TTIrdly, ulwm
.e neym t, Irnt, l' tay be necdod in u-

vorkc tz 'd U to an citdn dste bntio. notuorz; the poor will
e o: y e i t Oents Ivn if Wrt am not clasiz4ed L,r U*)=U

Uz p-tcdma (fae cl1.3 caB is I y). tOurtlr, sincw m Liea
to the Ixor a mid by vuilo to th mom prozrerouo, m
part of the invowtrta bzfittiag the attor bave to bo regarded a
apoarwreltetdf' ( :, Cntmr to l&ii- plicy, fni~niel autorovy =d per-

Sb=czm to be and urban poor zmliVes funded by diroat grmnts
1%r contrctiot pnt-m cad r.Intomnice)o FcnLmy, alloeation on WO
basio of t4 1nvastints in one mrtJcular project is meliable size it
lnores tl :a ltwm instrtnts that vrlU be nwomisry in 3ater yeare,
for av3rjpl d~lrILt Lm styntat ftaniOmD or tr A-zeaou line dutlicatin
(or evmmJor iLuxne mwors cmittod tan the project, e.g., Jaxkarta).
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Ii4. Fc7in Intoiv1 ds& of Q dr:S of thiz roCmdxv
Hs. JtmiUw ia rpd a brlornai of Drrl macat Proets to sea

ul- rte l c'L:.ucitr Lin: ca= ba g lpimhid will Givo .9 1:ttr
acz. xc".'in projweti ;.LoV ln!a Va ovar 1.0 vmild indLicat tlat

I v" o5 t J rict-a 1c tL Li to ti;h be

tor tlitics om - trpt vwuwcu L "r'c : a':- cl nc,"rie-

m ;(r~WeL tL(~2V. E. MIu3 1o9e t~o 'cap2ht e intilmD i3 in t1e
01,s o tio nwxt IWu day.

35. We WiU be ne , with lvislon chief daring tJe nzo two tok
to d;#Ce PrVAaZea c aad in tlis rrox m ,ad to m.e o a t rs

c or x oactim. In . oaurne oZ t ; 1 e, te i wi2L azo updax okar
of t ur l po v. of t1C uhm laing prozra (as u .

din Y. Stwela r ~m d of tO 4, 1Z273).

26. tg. ioz, tm o md to dmls- vzaouw rthod3 of qanta-
ftdt to a pl thw ruia da tp velcc'ted prJ00tv. F= thi

wt' On anuld ta be to detorIine whd ich otrOd O mida nava ro-
lts ic a canitvt (4nd uhich vA to cxru'pand to a n sn

tsse t t .ti atld proojet bomliti). Du to r tavcrain it
seemsunlikl tat th.ia. uorc oaa bo dora in-haume. 1 threfora prcpoue

o ae itt. To estiatx d latai of tha stdy
is n .math, ama tha coat "50LL Ploame z wa diocusa t -iz.

co: Itasur. E-znat Uariardt Swndara, Staae
"s. Jlu

R~and eto:/cwl

Cme ponnibla da.11'nitiaa rar thia elastlcity I.-
.nqro ta rivn of den rrlmvlthlrme of pb o;

iM~aiosital deroX paxrsonz "netea pOjulation*

In Vie basenm of an clear doil5nition of "m poow" for these proloeta,
we will tze ca a Vlixt pproxLnallon the miao wrban poorttotal u.ran
populatim. appoprtia for the raGion, gpplied to the population of tho

p).ajeot area.
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Harold R. Shipuan 2

A Ad Hoe Rral Water
ThRC Report - Global Information Program

I have briefly reviewed the above report forwarded by IDRC with
their letter of 28 September 1976. Hy oents are in two parts, the first
eancerned with the merits of the reoaindaltions, and the second with what
we do or say about them.

1. Nerits of the Recmendations

There are four broad resonandations which an be boiled down tot

1. A political mandate from governments should be obtained
that they are ready to became involved in the design and
operation of a global program in oammnity water and
sanitation including a global Information program.

The above is acampanied by a further reocomendations
that the Ad Hoe Working Group make its best effort to en-
sure that the question is discussed at the Water Conferenoe
and that appropriate resolutions are adopted.

2. The Ad Hoe group should take steps to establish an inter-
natioal planning team whose task is to define a global
information program.

3. The report coming out of the planning teas study should
be presented to goverrments, and the Secretariat should
obtain coinmento from governments an implimentation of the
recommendations.

4. Since the previous 3 steps will take time, a few interim
projects should be started which will be without prejudice
to the global program. The list of interim projects presented
for illustration include the followings

1) a journal or newsletter, 2) the drafting of a detailed
definition of the subject, 3) the translation of high priority
materials, 4) writing of specific experience studies, 5) pre-
paration of a catalog, 6) preparation of bibliographies on
high priority topios, 7) preparation of a draft thesaurus.
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A. Comments on Recommendations

1. Remmendation No.1

The agreement of goverrments to take part in a global
rural water progros is proposed. The information pro-

gram would be included as part of the global effort.
The question of where the Ad Hoe group goes from her
(or after Ouagadougow) needs to be settled before
deciding on this recommindation. If the decision is
to proceed, discussions at the Water 0onference may
be in order. The question of information system is
so an when esmpare to the bigger issues needing
resolution, that it ought not be raised at this point.

2. Recommendations Nn. 2 & 3

Recommendations 2, & 3, start with the assumption that
a global information system is of high priority in the rural
water effort. Action is to begin by defining what a global
Information program is supposed to be. I had expected that
the 1DRC stuyr was to do this. At the February meeting in
Now York, Harold Groves was highly critical of the loose
talk about an information system. Paragraph I on page two
states what the IDRC tem believes to be the service which
an ideal information system can renderl "a service to which
one can address a question and which then gives an answer
in the right form at the right level at the right time and
based an the latest and most accurate information". The
paragraph recognises that few systems will do this and notes
that for a successful program the system must get Infor-
mation into the minds of the users by "link to other activ-
ities such as investigation, education, demnstration and
extension".

Each of the Centers is nw doing something by way of
Information collection. I believe they, along with IRC,
could work out by thmselves what they think is feasible.
Another study team and more reports are not needed.

3. Recommendation No. 4

The list of interim projeotd de not appear of high priority.
The one exception might be the proposal for a journal or
newsletter. IM now prepares this and what is needed is to
give them more support and to enlarge and improve the present
effort.
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II. %at do we do or sV

I uuld suggest that we propse no further consideration of
the reeamindations until after a decision is taken en where the ad hoe
activities are to go. If they go ahead and if the Water Conference and
the doner countries support the rural program, then the role of IRC could
and should be deflwd. The ball en information should therefore be placed
In I's ourt. If IDRC wants to do more now or later by way of financing
any of the activities proposed in recamndation 14, we should have no ob-
jection but we eortainly should not encourage then by leaving impressiens
that we think the ativities (ether than the neiwletter) are high priority.

ct Xs. Shirley Boskey

HShipIansno



Wi J BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR N

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John H. Kalbermatten DATE: October 7, 1976

FROM: Richard N. Middleton

SUBJECT: Proposed State-of-the-Art Paper on Pipelines

1. I have reviewed the revised draft proposal by Bookman-Edmondston
Engineering, Inc., for this paper, and am concerned that it still does not
fully reflect the scope of work which I hoped would be covered when I first
suggested the project. I am therefore putting some thoughts on paper to
serve as a basis for further discussion between ourselves and with BEE.

2. My starting point is that the paper is intended to asaist our
staff in operational work. It must therefore focus on the problems encoun-
tered in developing countries, in the context of World Bank-financed pro-
jects. Standards and procedures recommended in the paper must be realistic
for the sorts of projects in which we find ourselves involved (this does
not necessarily mean that standards have to be relaxed below those in developed
countries, only that they need to be carefully justified). If this approach
is agreed, then the consultant should plan to spend quite some time in the
Bank discussing their experiences with project engineers, analysing bidding
documents, etc. I doubt whether field trips will be necessary.

3. My second basic point is that the paper should cover sewerage as
well as water supply. This would imply adding some materials (clay, un-
reinforced concrete) to the present list, and placing much more emphasis on
accuracy of laying and adequacy of internal protection against corrosion.

4. Given these basic positions, I have a number of comments of detail
on the proposed outline. These are listed below by cross-references to the
draft, but this is for convenience only; I think it likely that the draft
will need to be rewritten.

IA.1,2 In most of our projects the specifications should express the de-
signers requirements rather than "concepts". It is questionable
how much discretion can be left to local contractors of limited
experience; in fact we have to enable our borrowers to deal with
such contractors. The paper should expand on situations where
the contractor should be encouraged to develop his own alternatives
and ones where no latitude is permitted.

I.A.3 The paper needs to deal in some detail with the evaluation of
alternatives, particularly (a) the comparison of alternatives
with differing lives, hydraulic efficiencies, or other factors
which affect economic analysis, (b) the bidding procedures to
obtain the least cost for supply and installation where a number
of alternative materials should be considered.

I.B Generally this should be "Purpose and Scope of Paper" and should
precede I.A.

I.B.1 Comparative costs should be included.



I.B.2,3 this should be expanded once the contents of the rest of
the paper are more clearly defined.

II. This section will be the critical part of the paper; it will set
out the basic data from which recommendations on specifications
and inspection procedures (Sections III and IV) will be derived.
It needs to discuss each alternative type of pipe in considerable
detail (again, in the context of Bank operations). The sorts of
headings that should be included for each pipe are:

-- General description of pipe, joint systems, specials, etc.

-- Applications

-- Limitations (chemical, bacterial, physical, etc.)

-Protection (linings, coatings, cathodic, etc.)

-Manufacture of pipes, joints and specials (including suita-
bility for local manufacture and notes on particular raw
materials needs).

-- Installation procedures (trenching, bedding, pipe handling,
jointing, backfill, specials, etc., including special install-
ations for submarine or other non-standard uses, and also in-
cluding needs for expertise or equipment not commonly avail-
able in developing countries).

-- Testing and acceptance limits

-Maintenance

-- Costs

This discussion should reflect the consultant's experience in
fields other than municipal water supply and sewerage (for example,
in irrigation or oil and gas transmission), where relevant to the
sector.

II.A Unreinforced concrete pipe should be added (for small sewer appli-
cations).

II.A.1 -- The paper should distinguish between horizontally spun and ver-
tically cast pipe.

-- It should also discuss sleeve joints (external sleeves on plain
ended or ogee jointed pipes, as distinct from bell and spigot).



II.A.6 If this category refers to land drainage pipes it should be
omitted. The paper should however cover clay pipes for sewer
applications.

II.B.1 This category might include corrugated steel culvert (ARMCO or
similar) used for sewers, and also galvanized iron pipes.

II.B.3 If this category is to cover all thermoplastic materials it
should include polyethylene (water mains, sewers, remedial works
on existing sewers).

II.B.4 As well as FRP pipes the paper should cover any other applications
of non-thermoplastic materials.

II.0 This section should be incorporated into the discussion on indivi-
dual pipes (see notes on II, above).

III. The purpose of this section is in my opinion, threefold:

-- To collect relevant material or international standards and
specifications (copies to be placed in the Water Supply Library)
and to prepare a critical comparison.

-- To suggest basic specification clauses which should be included
in some form in the bidding documents for any Bank pipeline
project.

-- To identify common specification or standard clauses which
could be unnecessarily restrictive and which should not be
used in projects subject to ICB procedures.

III.A.1 This needs to be expanded in line with the general notes on III
above.

III.A.3 -- Other corrosive conditions could also be envisaged (eg., saline
water in reclaimed areas or submarine applications) and special
provisions necessary where dual systems are used (e.g. fresh water
for potable water supply, sali water for toilet flushing etc.)

-- The paper should also discuss (here or in Section II) measures
which should be taken, in addition to or in place of lining or
coating to reduce corrosion or maintain capacity. For example:
cathodic protection; pH adjustment of water; chemical corrosion
inhibitors or additives (e.g., sodium hexametaphosphate); chlori-
nation to control algal and mollusc problems, etc.

III.B.C The paper must discuss the merits and drawbacks of combined or
separate supply and lay contracts, in particular where alternative
pipe materials are to be considered. The paper should also discuss
the method of obtaining alternative proposals. For example should
the engineer prepare an outline only, and let various pipe manufact-
urers provide detailed working drawings (and, if so, how are laying
bids obtained?) or should he prepare detailed drawings for his pref-
erred alternative, the onus being on the proposer of another material
to provide suitable drawings.



III.C The logical order of sub-sections would be:

1. Trenching; 2. Bedding; 3. Laying and jointing; 4. Backfilling;

5. Special applications (e.g., marine works).

If the specifications for trenching require wider trenches for
some types of joint/pipe than for others, which could affect the
cost of excavation and the load on the pipe (and so the pipe class)
this should be made clear here or in Section II.

III.D This section needs expansion to cover:

-- Evaluation of alternative bids (supply and lay as one contract
versus supply as one contract, lay as another).

-- Evaluation of alternative supply bids in the absence of install-
ation bids (how to select least cost total price)

-- Evaluation of alternative materials (usually pipes of different
materials will have different true diameters, C values initially
and later, lives, and bedding or other construction requirements

-- Evaluation of local capacity to manufacture or install pipes.
(this also raises the more general problem of performance bonds,
retention money and similar provisions).

In brief, it needs to specify how to identify what is really the
least-cost solution.

IV.AB This section should cover not only procedures but also equipment
required (and its likely availability in developing countries, or
alternatives that would be available or could be improvised), not
only for testing but also for locating and repairing defects.

IV.B This presumably also includes inspection at point of handover
from supply contractor to laying contractor. Section III should
cover how liability is determined.

IV.B The section presumably covers not only acceptance tests of com-
pleted lines but also of individual joints, where required (e.g.,
welded and fettled steel mains). Should it also include cleaning
(by swabs or otherwise) and disinfection and bacteriological
testing (where applicable, including special techniques such as
the use of bactericidal lubricants)?

RNMIDDETON/reb
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Harold R. Shilan

A Proposed Approach to the Recrutwt, AsxJ&Mmt,
mid ReassjpgMnt of Water =%p Jy&Lginery 24,thln the Bank

As directed in your Terms of Reference, February 1976, I have
prepared a proposal for the roearitimnt and use of water supply engineers
within the Bk. The pmposal while specific, and 3iJited to water
supply engineers could, with minar alteratione, probsb2y be applied to
most of the taclnial staff of the Bak engaged in field and supporting
flmctions. The proposal is divided into two parts, the first dealing with
an explanation of the objectives and methodology, and the second
presenting a specific staffing plan covering the next three years.

A. Obectiu and Methbolox r

1. (Abiectives

(a) To achieve a balance of tehenical omptenry between
regiang

(b) to facilitate the lateral and upward vament of water
supply staff under arrangements captible with their
comeer development;

(c) to establish a mechanism which peniits movwnmt of
staff between regions and CPS under a plan agreed to

(d) to provide a system which staff understand and under
which they have a greater opportuxitV to shape their
future in the Bank.

2. PLAM kalipatiqpg

The proposal visualizes that few if a7 hanges to existing
persomal policies are required. It does visualize that an expanatim
be given of how such policies will be applied.

3.e

Briefly stated, this proposal suggests that each year a selected
number of water engineers would be reassigned to other regions, or to CPS
according to a plan which covers a three year period; which is annually
updated; and which has been agreed to in advance by al1 conceme4. It is
proposed that a draft plan would bee wpared h , f<r gen agreement
with the concerned departments and staff mebers involved, would be the
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guide for making reassignments. There would be no change in the respan-
sibilities carried by the Personnel Department and by the concerned
Projects Departments fiv those currently established. The difference in
approach occurs through the establishent of a three year plan which would
guide reassigments and which will permit needed preparation for language
training, more orderly transfer, and better participation by staff. It
will not prevent problems from arising due to unforeseen events which will
still necessitate ad hoc actions to fill vacancies.

4. The Proposal

(a) A three year period is selected as the one most likely to avoid
too many uncertainties and yet is long enough to give advance notice to
staff and those -responsible for staffing. Each year the plan would be
updated by adding a year. As vertical movements occur, the plan would
require interim adjustment as would also be the case when vacancies develop
for other reasons or new posts are created necessitating recruitment.

(b) The present policy statement on reassignment of staff for which
periodic movement is normal indicates that reassiagnment will occur after,
at mot, five years. Rngineering staff are expected to seek reassignment
after at least three years. Reassiaent occurs at staff menbers request,
or after a career review following five years in a department. Oblig-
atory transfer occurs aftr ten years in one Vice Presidential group.
Reassignments of staff at any time in the interest of the Benk are made
by authority of the Chief of Personnel after appropriate consultation.
This proposal is ompatible with the policy statement.

S. Propoed Actions

The following actions would be required under this proposal:

(i) Assignment of the general responsibility for pre-
paration and updating of a draft plan to the Department
of Energy, Water and Telecoammnications, with specific
responsibility to the Water Supply Advisor of that
Department. The Water Supply Advisor as part of his
responsibilities on quality control of regional water
operations should have continuing consultations with
Division Chiefs and staff to know the capabilities and
limitations of the staff. This will permit judgement
on assipnente best suited to the staff and in the best
interest of the Bank. Opportunities for in-service
training and short courses to enlarge staff competence
will also be identified through such knowledge.

(ii) Impumentation of the Plan would be by the Personnel
Department through an annual consultation between that
Department, the Regional Projects Directors mnd the
EWT Department. The purpose of this consultation would
be to reach agreement on the three year plan after
which reassiginats show in the plan would need no
further major clearance. Unscheduled movements would be
dealt with as at present with proposals on appropriate
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staff prepared by Wr for use by Persmmel and the
departnat oncomrned.

(iii) Consultaticu would occur periodically with staff and
Division Chiefs before the plea is extended. This would
penit inputs to the 4aheduling of future reassignmat.
Currently, probluas exist an lateral transfers because
of language requirinent.. Advance information on
reassigment to posts roquiring a language competence will
permit a more seriow effort and a knowledge of how and
when the proficiency will be needed.

6. Basis for Prepamin the Plan

The following factors have been considered in preparing a first
three year plan:

(i) In any one year, the transfers in and out of a region
should not exceed more than two people and preferably
should be limited to one.

(ii) Sendsritr in the Bank, time spent on the current assigp-
mont, staff preferences, technical background and
experience, judgement, and performance as determined by a
review of the Persomel records and by the observations of
Division Chiefs, Deputy Department Directors, and the
Water %upply Advisor, would form the basis for measuring
staff capabilities and interest, and which vill afford a
means for balanning the resources betuen the various
divisions and depsrtmeats.

B. A Proposed Three Year Plan

1. Taking the present roster of Water Supply engineers as tabulated
by the Personnel Departmnt, the situation as of September 1, 1976 appears
as in the upper section of the chart shown as Annex 1. Tears of service
in the Region or CPS Department, observations on tecbxical strengths and
weaknesses both in individuals and in the makeup of the staff of the Regions,
and judgement on assigmnts which will contribute to staff sombers pro-
fossional development, have entered into the selection of staff to be
reassigned. Staff mmbera have not been specifically consulted for this
exercise because it was felt desirabla not to create confusion naong them
if tAds proposal is not implimented, It is probablp that ses changes will
occur after discussions with the concerned staff.

2. It will be noted that vacancies exist now and increase through
the three year psriod. One benefit of the plan beomies evident in that
reassigment or new recruitaut for the vacancies can be better ,tidied
and resources balamnd.
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3. The first actions which can likely occur under this proposal would
be around January 1, 1977 so this date is used for preparation of the second
seotion of the chart. Periods beginning in January 1978 and I979 are also
shomn in the other two sections of the chart.

4. In use, this chart would be the draft plan prepared after a
discussion with Division Chiefs and staff to learn of their present and
future meeds and intereste. The plan muld be put together after dis-
cussion with the Division or Unit Chiefs, and wold reflect as far as
possible the interest of both staff and the Chiefs. The draft plan similar
to that shown here muld than be taken up by th. Persconel Department with
each Project Deportment Head of each Region and of CPS. The Water Supply
Advisor vwuld be present to clarify and explain the proposal. He wuld
assist Personnel in revising the plan to aco date comments received. The
plan when agreed to by each departamt would be made known to the concerned
staff. )OWilo emi changes to the plan during a three year period can be
anticipated due to unforeseen events, it is proposed that to the greatest
extent possible, the plan when approved wuld be retained and not changed.

Speific Actions Now Proposed

The attached Annex II sah-a the sequence of actions to be taken
by the staff, divisions, and departmente, in order to prepare the plan mdich
will be applied for the next three years. These actions would start as soon
as agroment is reached on this proposal.

Cpmglusimn

As a final oaentary, it is believed that the evaluation of staff
and the preparation of a plan for their assimuent is not an exercise that
lends itself to a computer. The run-outs on length of service, time in
grade, time in current assignent, age, etc. are useful to those preparing
the plan. However, it is only after this point has been reached that the
professional competence cmes into play. The balancing of staffs, the
introduction of staff changes which cause a minima of disruption, the
requirawnts and opportunities for training, and actios which leave all
concerned with the least unhappiness, are actions which can't be ecaputerized.
How far this persmonal approach could be applied to larger gronups of pro-
fessionals than enwntered in weber supply will need further examination.

HRtaneft

Attachesent.



THREE YEAR WATER ENGINEER STAFFING PROPOSAL (a)

ECD AS: A FRIC ST ARIcA EENA LAC E. ASIA & PAC. S. ASIA CPS TdURISM

As of Sept. 1976 Erkman Salazar Thys Zavala Williams Beach Kalbermatten Iyac cy (a)
ee-e Rietveld Cosgrove FriedmaLn I Saravanapavan Rasrrusson Middleton
Callejas Motte Cuellar Chang Bruestle Ware Ringskog
Co-ad Buky MacWilliam . Yepe s Prevost Pettigrew Shipman

a Rodriguez Maisch Skytta
La Eahn Sardehely Sanchez

/ .Vacancy-Btazil(d)
Al KhafaJi
Vacancy (b)

l/ Detached service three months

A-o Ja, Vacancy (c)
Vacancy (c )Williams Kalbermatten

977 Vacancy (b) Vacancy-Brazil(d). Ringskog
Al ?2-afaji ;4iddleton ____

Bruestle
Saravanapavan

.s o: jan 1 Salazar Bkw Rietveld Vacancy-Indonesia(e) Kallermatten
lG7S _t __ Vacancy-Brazil(d) - Cz )e

e a, , a nVacancy (g)
jcnc c)

As of Jan 1IamnZ s Prevst Matte MacWillia.m Csyaud aAl iaafaj Vacancy 1h)1979 'c ( c) Vacancy (b) Vacancy-Prazilld) Vancancy-Indonesia(e)
Chang Pruestl.e

[..eans reassigned to this uost

'I.

.0



ANNEX II

Schedule of Actions

1. Propose Draft Plan

(a) CPS (Water Supply Advisor) prepares draft three year plan.

(b) Draft plan agreed with Personnel.

2. Clear Plan with Division Chief

(a) Draft plan explained to each Division Chief by CPS (Water)

(b) " " agreed or modified and then agreed.

(c) Agreement reached to discussed with concerned staff.

3. Clear Plan with each staff member concerned

(a) CPS (Water) discusses with staff member concerned and plan

agreed or modified if possible.

(b) If plan modified, affected Division Chiefs again consulted

and an agreed plan completed.

Clear Plan with Deputy Director, Regional Projects

(a) Final plan agreed by staff and concerned Division Chiefs

presented by Personnel to Deputy Project Directors

(individually) for approval or modification. CPS (Water)

present to discuss technical consideration.

(b) If plan substantially modified, resubmission to staff'for

agreement.

5. Plan Approved

(a) Personnel submits agreed final plan to Director of each

Regional Projects Department for approval following which it

becomes operationally binding. 
-
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Kalbermatten (EWTDR) DATE: September 27, 1976

FROM: R. Costa (Deputy Chief, LCPWS

SUBJECT: Professional Development and Participation in Bank Policy
Development in the Water Supply and Wastes Sector

Please find enclosed a brief summary of my comments (Annex 1)
on your memo of September 17, 1976 regarding the above mentioned subject
together with my preferences (Annex 2) for the topics of interest accom-
panying your memo.

RCosta:lma
Enc.
cc: Mr. A. Zavala (Chief, LCPWS), Division Staff



ANNEX 1
Page 1 of 2 pages

COMMENTS ON MR. J. KALBERMATTEN'S

MEMO OF SEPTEMBER 17, 1976

REGARDING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

TASK GROUPS IDEA - Praiseworthy.

CONSTRAINTS - Professional time available.
- Expertise available.

NEEDS - Definition of objectives for
every group (general objectives
are already defined in memo).

- Programmation of task groups'

workload.
- Coordination with staff respon-

sibilities in divisional acti-
vities.

- Definition of responsibilities
(e.g. for P.U. management task
groups, what would be the role
of the financial and economic
advisors?).

- Budgetary allocations available
for attendance by task groups

members or leaders to profession-

al seminars outside the Bank,

purchases of literature, etc....

ASSISTANCE TO OTHER STAFF - Should be extended to field mission.
In certain instances profitable

assistance cannot be provided with-

out large involvement; for example,

in project appraisal mission and
appraisal report writing. This
subject deserves further development.

GENERAL COMMENTS - Synthesis of technical developments
necessary and obviously of great
help for staff.

- Management matters - much more dif-

ficult to synthesize except again
in very specific areas such as tariff
setting, computer uses and accounting.



ANNEX 1
Page 2 of 2 pages

SUGGESTIONS - Case studies, i.e., selection of
recently approved projects and
divulgation of keen solutions
given to problems presenting a
general interest to staff.

- Decision making process should
be added to P.U. management
topics.

- Other areas of interest:
* The role of P.U. in urban

development
* Government possible approaches

to solving the sector problems
and Bank role in our different
regions of activity (e.g., this
would cover sector work).

* Technical assistance to Borrow-
ers. Bank limitations. Field
missions/pro and cons. Transfer
of technology from country to
country. Use in Washington of
representatives from Borrowers.

* Technical assistance from
brother organizations (PAHO, WHO,
AID, IDB). Combined approach to
sector problem solving. Coordi-
nation. Optimum use of staff.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: John Kalbermatten - Water and Wastes Adviser (EWTDR) DATE: September 27, 1976

FROM: Renato E. Salazar,%hief (WAPEW)

SUBJECT: Our Division's comments to your proposals on professional
Participation in Bank Policy Development in the Water
Supply and Wastes Sector.

1. I have circulated your memo of September 17 on the above subject
to my division staff and requested their first comments. Please find
attached a first list of their preferences for constituting task groups
on the various topics. It should be pointed out that when selecting the
topics most people expressed their interests rather than their present
expertise; the staff welcomes the idea of such groups, and sees them
initially as a way to learn and a vehicle to exchange ideas on the related
subjects, and eventually as a mean to assume the responsibilities described
in your memo.

2. To the list of proposed topics we would like to include the
following:

(i) the inventory management in the public utility
management section;

(ii) Major Civil Works such as dams and tunnels in
the water supply section;

and would like to see the procurement topic cover "Procurement and contracts
administration".

3. The Division's financial analysts and economist are also dealing
with the telecom and power sectors and feel that the P.U. Management aspects
should be viewed in common for the three sectors. In view of similar
multisectoral set-ups for water and power in other regions we wonder if you
would not find it desirable to extend participation of other P.U. staff in
some of the task groups.

EMO

cc: WAPEW's water engineers and'financial analysts
Mr. Gilling

Attachment 1.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Kalbermatten DATE: September 24, 1976

FROM: D. CoYu

SUBJECT: You Memo September 17 on Task Group Specialities.

I offer the following suggestions about the list of tabk group

specialities:

10. Treatment Plant Water Supply and Sewerage. Instead of
dividing in 3 specialities "Design", "0 and M" and
"Optimization", I suggest to divide in "Classical" and
"Advanced Techniques".

For water supply, "Classical" would cover floculation,
sedimentation, filtration, sterilization. "Advanced
Techniques" would cover polishing techniques (Ex.
use of activated carbon-powder or granular, ozonization
etc.), sludge treatment comprising filtration, centri-
fugation, floculant recirculation etc.

For sewerage "Advance Techniques" would cover tertiary
treatment, sludge treatment other than drying beds etc.

20. I would add to the list of task groups the following
specialities:

a) Rural water supply (handpumps, wells etc),

b) Water resources. This would cover for example (1)
dam, (2) multipurpose reservoirs (hydroelectricity,
irrigation, recreation), (3) hydrogeology (artificial
recharge, mathematic model of aquifers, aerial photo-
graphy etc.).

c) Quality of water including (1) raw water as well as
treated water and (2) biological (bacteria and virus)
as well as chemical or physical pollution,

d) Desalinization.

30. I would include:

- "transmission main", "pumps", and water hammer" in
"distribution".

- "hydrology" and "ground water" in "Water resources".

- "Waste water reuse" in "Treatment plant - Advanced
Techniques".

- "Leak detection and repair in "Distribution".
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My first choices for participation in the task groups are:

- Water supply - Treatment plant - Advanced techniques

- Quality of water

My second choices are:

- Water resources

- Industrial waste treatment

DCoya mb
cc: Reekie

Erkmen
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Water Supply Staff DATE: September 17, 1976

FROM: John M. Kalbermat , Water and Wastes Adviser, IITDR

SUBJECT: Professional Development and Participation in Bank Policy Development
in the Water Supply and Wastes Sector

Maintaining and updating professional skills is always difficult due
to time constraints. In the Bank I find this especially true because we are
no longer designers, operators or constructors but primarily reviewers of
other professionals' work. As a consequence, it is easy to lose contact
with the latest developments in the field and even when we stay up-to-date,
we are not practicing what we learn.

When the Bank reorganized staff was concerned about the effect this
would have on the free and informal exchange of ideas and experience.
Actually, the dreaded professional isolation we worried about was not too
pronounced the first couple of years. Nevertheless, I must admit that at
least during the latter part of my tenure as a division chief, I was already
beginning to feel somewhat isolated, simply because I no longer knew all my
colleagues. Engineers and financial analysts hired after the Bank's reorga-
nization were only names to me rather than colleagues I had worked with.
This process will probably continue unless we do something about it.

Because of Mr. Shipman's long tenure in the Bank and personal rela-
tionships he managed to establish during those years, most of us also had an
opportunity to provide input into guidelines, policies and other CPS activi-
ties, sometimes informally, sometimes on a formal basis. Again, however, I
believe there is a potential danger that this input is restricted to the
"oldtimers" and that it is necessary to make an effort to provide everybody
with an opportunity to participate in the development of sector policies and
other CPS activities which affect regional staff. Because all of us have
different backgrounds and different fields of expertise (consultant practice,
public utility management, work in health agencies and international organiza-
tions, etc.) I believe we jointly have the capacity to handle work in most
areas of the sector while individually, and probably even within individual
divisions, we do not.

I, therefore, propose that we form small task groups of three profes-
sionals each in specific areas of expertise. These task groups would be res-
ponsible to:

(a) Maintain proficiency in their specialty through professional
literature, participation in professional activities, attendance
at workshops, seminars or conferences;

(b) Provide leadership in their area of expertise by informing and
training water supply staff through staff working papers, work-
shops and individual consultation;
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(c) Identify and supervise consultants on appropriate state of the
art review and research papers;

(d) Develop guidelines and policies for the use of Bank staff
on the topics of their expertise;

(e) Maintain a roster of and contact with consultants competent
in their area of expertise.

Each of these groups would be composed of professionals from differ-
ent divisions, provide the professional leadership in their areas of compe-
tence and lend assistance (internal consultant services) to other divisions
and other sectors within the Bank. I will coordinate activities and obtain
CPS administrative and budget support (consultants to write state of the art
papers, to prepare workshops, etc., to "fill in" for staff members on loan to
other divisions, etc).

I believe implementation of this task group system would not only
assist us in maintaining our professional skills, but would allow everyone
to more actively participate in policy development, improve the exchange of
ideas and experience and improve our effectiveness vis-a-vis borrowers. It
would also, incidentally, facilitate eventual transfers of staff between
regions.

As a first step in the setting up of this task force system, I invite
you to consider this proposal and be prepared to discuss it at our regular
staff meeting on September 28. (At the division chiefs' meeting of August 9
those present fully supported this proposal). In the meantime, I welcome
any suggestions and comments. I also request you return, by September 24,
the attached list of topics indicating your choice for participation. Please
add to the attached table other task force areas you believe to be of interest.
All those on mission now are invited to comment and indicate their preferences
as soon as possible after their return so I can report the results at a staff
meeting planned for October 19.

Attachment

JMKalbermatten:mk

cc: Messrs. Bronfman(RAPDR), Howell (AEPDR), Pollan (EKPDR), Rajagopalan(ASPDR),
Rowe(ASPDR), Wyss(LCPDR), Rovani, Davis/Smith, Warford, Saunders,
Ringskog, Middleton(EWTDR), Morse (VPSVP)



TASK GROUP SPECIALTIES

------------- CHOICE--------------
1st 2nd 3rd 14th

Public Utility Management

Organization
Information Systems and Computer

Application
Accounting
Auditing
Procurement
Tariff Setting
Project Analysis (Economic & Finan.)
Billing and Collecting
Finances
Training

Water Supply

Treatment Plant: (i) Design
(ii) Opera. & Main.

(iii) Optimization
Distribution: (i) Design

(ii) Opera. & Main.
Leak Detection and Repair
Metering

Any Other Areas of Interest

Transmission Main
Pumps
Air Hammer
Hydrology
Groundwater

Waste Disposal

Sewage Treatment: (i) Design
(ii) Opera. & Main.

(iii) Optimization
Industrial Waste Treatment
Collection Systems: (i) Design

(ii) Opera. & Main.
Waste Water Reuse

Marine Disposal

Solid Waste Disposal

Project Documentation

(i) Project Briefs
(ii) Questionnaires

(iii) Appraisal Reports & Standard
Backgrpupd Information

(iv) Supervislon Reports
(v) Borrowers' Quarterly Reports

(vi) Reports on Experience (Audits)
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John M. Kalbermatten DATE: August 17, 1976

FROM: Richard N. Middleton

SUBJECT: Preparation of "Information Packages"

I would like to suggest an extension of your concept of profes-
sional development through the creation of mini "task forces" to keep up
to date with technical developments, which was discussed and approved at
the last division chiefs' meeting. I believe it would be very useful if
each task force prepared a basic package of documents which could be quickly
copied and distributed to borrowers, engineers (or staff members) -- for
example, on leak detection, metering, water or sewage treatment. Each
package might contain a brief statement of Bank experience, a brief review
of other important work in the field, and a bibliography. We would hold
the more interesting bibliography items in the Water Supply Library so
that they could be selected and attached to the package to suit each in-
dividual case.

I have been mulling over this proposal for a long time, but the
need for some such scheme has been highlighted by recent enquiries, all on
stabilisation ponds. Firstly, when I was in Manila last year, I was urging
the use of stabilization ponds both as temporary treatment for the slum
upgrading program and as permanent treatment for the Looc Tourism Project.
Secondly, in Egypt I was endeavoring to convince all the various authorities
concerned that pumping sewage several kilometers into the desert and than
providing full conventional treatment was folly. Thirdly, we have the
problems of the disputed treatment process for the Lahore Project, where
the borrower is raising a number of environmental problems (smell, fly
breeding, etc.) and needs reassurance, and if possible some information on
the more positive aspects of pond use such as fish culture (which might pro-
vide an alternative occupation for displaced agriculturists, both in Lahore
and in Iower Egypt). In each case it would have been very useful to be able
to obtain quickly sufficient information to give the borrower a clearer idea
of the implications of stabilisation ponds.

Obviously, this would mean an extension of the work of the task
forces and so would place even more burdens on staff. However, I think this
could be largely overcome by the provision of sufficient CPS support - I
have in mind, for example, that we could provide summer students who would
collect the basic literature, under the supervision of Phyllis Peter (who
as Librarian would in any case have to be closely involved in this work).

You may like to consider including some ideas along these lines
when you circularise staff about the task forces.

RNUiddleton/cel
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: ALL DIVISION ChIEFS, WATER SUPFLY b SEWERAGE ATE: August 6, 1976

FROM: Alfonso Zavala, Chief, LCPWS

1:JECT Peviewing reccnt Bank pxpprlnce concerns 'g Borrowers'

capiC to met qcovenarnted financial trgets

The question of what constitutes suitable terms to be included

in the Bank's financial covenants with Borrowers is an ever-present one.

At present, little information is available in a collected form as to

bow far have Borrowers actually been able to meet covenanted terms.

We feel that the availability of such informaticn would be useful to

all concerned when considering setting appropriate financial covenants

in the future.

We therefore wish to undertake the collection of the financial

information necessary for the purpose and request your 
cooperation in

this effort. The information required is only the covenanted and present

rates of return, projected average tariffs and tariffs actually achieved.

A proforma for the purpose is attached hereto.

We Would appreciate it very much if the information is given to

Mr. K. L. Nadkarni, of our Division, who could collect it from the officer

in charge of the project. Alternatively, Mr. Nadkarni could himself collect

the information from the relevant files, if it is available.

Needless to say, anonymity would be maintained in presenting the

findings, which of course would be sent to you for your information.

c.: Mr. J. M. Kalbermatten, EWTDR

Encl. Proforma

DISTRIBUTED TO:

Messrs: E. Erkmen, Chief, Publ. Utilities, East Africa A-1037

Renato Salazar, Chief, Pub. Util, West Africa A-337

. E. Williams, Chief, Water Supply, Asia A-442

A. F. D. Thys, Chif, Water Supply, EMENA A-742

Mr. J.M.Kalbermatten, EWTDR D-1036
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COMPARISON OF COVENANTED AND ACTUALLY ACHIEVED FINANCIAL RATIOS

IN WATER SUP1LY__) _AND SE-IRAGE _S)_PROJECTS

(For Loans and Credits Signed After January 1, 1970)

A. LOAN DETAILS

LOAN NUMBER:

COUNTRY:

CITY:

YEAR.OF SIGNING LOAN:

"r'PE OF PROJECT:

B. TINANCIAL INFORMTION

(1) _ate of_ Netju rn

Based on Covenanted
Historical or or 1970 1971 1972 1973 1v74 1975 i976 1977 1978 t79 1980

Revalued Assets Achieved -___--

Coveuane

Achieved

(2) Average Tariff

Units for Projected 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Average Tariff or Achieved

Projected

Achieved

,ign Exchange rate:
US$ -

1 unit local currency 

-

This space available for any
coriments you nay wish to make
concerning the above Information. - -

PLEASE RETURN 10: K. L. Nadkarni, LC?' S, Room A-842, t. 2353

6/76
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Citizens Water Supply Project
c/o New York State Department of Law

Environmental Protection Bureau
2 World Trade Center (47th Floor)
New York City 10047
(212) 488-3609

August 5, 1976

Mr. John Kalbermatten
World Bank
1818 H Strect, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Kalbermatten:

I much enjoyed our conversation, Monday, and I'm looking
forward to a long weekend's read, reviewing the material you'll

be sending us.

Meantime, here are two papers on our Citizens Water Sunply

Project. New Agenda for Planning presents the project in the

context of basic planning issues. Statement of Purpose focuses

more directly on water supvly in the New York Metropolitan Area.

Again, thanks for your interest and aid.

Sincerely,

Rob rt Aln rn

Pro ject Di ector
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CITIZENS WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

STATE'JENT OF PURPOSE

CONTENTS
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Goals of the Project
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1. "Water Supply Deficit"
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B. Immediate Tasks

C. Broader Implications

Current Progress

Sponsorship



CITIZENS WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

No public interest group 
is scrutinizing the plans 

for the

New York Metropolitan Area's 
fundamental life support 

system:

water supply.

This Project provides that scrutiny.

The context is a major effort to describe 
a "New Agenda for

Planning," for the Region and the Nation, in the next decade.

Need for the roject

For the Metropolitan Area, 
the Project is overdue.

Official figures suggest a major crisis. In 1970, the

"water supply deficit" in the Region was 
140 million gallons per day

(mgd), according to the 
federal Northeastern United 

States 77ater

Supply Study (NgiS). if major new sources are not 
develoced, NEJS

predicts, the deficit 
will grow to 310 mgd in 1980, 950 mgd in the

year 2000, and 1910 mgd in 2020.

Compared to other projections, 
NE7S is conservative. In a

1970 report, the Tri-State Regional Planning Commission, 
official

planning agency for the Mietrooolitaf 
Area, rojected deficits of

600 mgd in 1985 and 1700 mgd in the year 2000. A recent, but L

unreleased, Tri-St3te report anticipates a deficit of 2300 mgd

in 2020.

But who pays attention?

The media? Only rarely since the drought of tte 1960's has

regional water sup!ly made headlines 
-- most notably, the week the

Trenton water system broke down, in 1975. Recently, there have been

features on droughts ifl Africa, England and France, California 
and

Minnesotan. But nothing on lessons for 
New York.

The planners? Most land use and functional plans in the Region

simply ignore water supply as a shaper and 
constraint. Ten

the Regional Plan Association tried to 
focus grass-roots aTtention

on planning in its "Choices for i76" program, options relting to

water supply were not among the choices. 
Nor was water supily one

of the "Critical Issues" in the New York City Planning Commission's

plan for New York.

This, year in March, the chairmen of the Tri-State Regionl Plinning

Commission, the Regional phe Association and the Federal Regional

Council convened a landmark conference to discuss the 
issues facing

the Tri-State Region. From that conference and from a series of

local meetings and sample 
surveys of households in 

the Region, a

list of "major tonics that reouire regional attention" 
emerged.

Water supply was not on the 
list.



Yet, if a crisis exists, the Region must make 
major changes

in its way of life.

It might try to cut the number 
of consumers and shift 

the way

they are distributed. It Might try to nrastiCallY change 
patterns

of consumption. It might spend billions of dollars to 
make new

sources available -- billions on top of the billions that may be

required to preserve the aging water 
supply systems already in

place.

These issues, of course, are not unique to the New York Region.

Goals of the Project

The Project must answer three basic 
questions end then

provide the leadership to translate 
the answers into action,

if necessary.

Is there in fact a 
crisis? If there is, how grave?

and what kind?

What is an appropriate 
response to the crisis, 

if one

exists?

What institutional and 
fiscal reforms does that 

response,

if necessary, imply?



A Reconnaissance of the Issues

A. Threshhold Questions

Is there in fact a crisis? If there is, how grave?
and what kind?

1. "Water Supply Deficit."

The fundamental problem in methodology is what the reports mean
by "water supply deficit."

"Water supply deficit" is the widening gap between "average annual
water demand" and "safe yield" of the water supply systems.

- "Average annual water demand" is good-times consumotion.
Thus, the avercge annual demand figures for the Metropolitan Area
don't reflect our experience of emergency reductions during past
droughts of roughly 2M/. Demand is not need. Or, to quote the National
Water Commission, itself quoting Rene Dubos, "Trend is not destiny."

- "Safe yield" for surface-water supnlies is drought-time
capacity, the maximum amount of water available from the reservoirs
during a critical dry period. Thus, the figures for "safe yield" in
the Metropolitan Area assume the extreme drought conditions of
1961-66, the worst on record, though an episode of comnarable severity
is said to have a "statistical return period" of 400 years.

- "Safe yield" for ground-water supplies is the amount of
water that can be withdrawn from the aquafers each year "without
producing an undesired result." "Undesired," of course, depends on
who is evaluating results. On Long Island, for example, the
currently used figures for "safe yield" ignore the opinion of some
experts that "planned overdevelopment" would be acceptable, allowing
salt water to move inland to new stable positions.

Other, more sophisticated methodologies are possible. In Maryland,
for example, the Bi-County Task Force on Water Sup ly Policy
(Montgomery County and Prince George's County) is comoaring the costs
of shortage with the costs of new supply under a variety of assumed
conditions. At the very least, figures for "water supply deficit"
could be developed at more than one level of risk (i.e. "safe yield"
in different "design droughts" and with different assumptions
regarding management of groundwater supvlies) and at demand levels
reflecting minimum requirements as well as unconstrained use.



In any case, questions should be raised about many 
of the

assumptions accented as "givens" in determining "safe yield."

Emergency sources are excluded from "safe yield," 
including many

in fact used in past droughts. Considerable reservoir capacity is

excluded from "safe yield" as a "contingency reserve." "Safe yield"

in the watersheds of upstate New; York is limited by water release

requirements for downstream use. "Safe yield" in the Long Island

groundwater system is limited by a definition of "water 
budget

area" that excludes major fresh-:iater supplies off-shore. 
In many

parts of the Region, "safe yield" is reduced by failure to make

rational interconnections among local systems and 
across County

or State lines.

We need better measures of need.



2. Population.

The fundaiaental data problem is what we don't know about
how many neople live and work in the Metropolitan Area. If
estimates of current nooulation are wrong, the estimates of current
per capita consuarption are wrong, too, and projections of future
population and future consum-tion are practically worthless.

In fact, the Dooulation data in the i1etropolitan Area involve
at least three deeply troubling issues.

- There is evidence of underestimation on a massive scale
particularly of illegal aliens. In Spring 1975, officials of the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service es-i.mated 1.8 million
illegal aliens in the Netropolitan Area, 1.3 million of them unaccounted
for by census enumeration technieues. New York City estimates its
uncounted illagal alien population at 750,000. The Census 3ureau
acknowleiges that illegal aliens do not aDoear in its 1970 Census
count or in its official estimate of undercount.

- There are serious diver,-encios in the official projections
of the Federal Governmont, the States, and the various regional agencies
and localities in the Region. Thus, the Tri-State Regional ?lanning
Commission, the i?egional Clearinghouse for Federal aid, projects a
New York City population of 7,650,000 in the year 2000. The "interim"
but "official" projection of the Ne7 Yorrk State Economic Dveloor.-Ient
Board, to be used by State agencies in making and evaluating plans,
is 6,876,000. And the OBEES 1972 Series E nrojection of the U.S.
Deoartment of Comnerce, used by 1E1,S in projecting "water supply
deficit" is 8,400,YY).

- Frequently there are discrepancies in the projections used
by localities in plannLa by different agencies or planning for
different functions.

In theory, these differences should be highlighted and resolved
by one or more of the processes ior intergovernmental project review,
e.g. the "A-95" Project Notification and Review System of the
federal Office of ianagement and Budget, or the Environmental Impact
Statement procedures mandated under the National Environmental
Policy Act (LTEPA). In practice, these procesaes hardly come to
grips with the problem.

Better approaches to population estimation and orojections are
re(uired -- particularly relating to undercount -- and better ways
to resolve disagreements about basic data.



3. The Crisis of the Existing System.

The fundamental planning problem is what to give attention to
and how to assign priorities.

In its chapter on the Metropolitan Area, the TNEWS Interim
Re ort presents a "decision tree" with five "branches" -- soce
fourteen basic projects in five different mixes and sequences.
Capital costs urojected through 2020 range from 2.760 billion to
$4.670 billion. But none of the projects in the decision tree
relates directly to rehabilitation -nd repair of the existing systems.
Existing systems were not part of the NEJS Mission.

In fact, however, there anpear to be two crises: the crisis
in new supply and the crisis in old.

In New York City, concern over the condition of the City's
primary distribution system hcs prompted planning and construction
of a Third City Yater Tunnel (recently curtailed as a result of the
City's fiscal crisis). Estimated cost of Stages 1 and 2 of the
Third Tunnel is now over $1 billion. Scattered recorts suggest
deterioration in some of the older upstate reservoirs and aqueducts
of the New York City system. A steadily rising rate of water main
breaks may indicate trouble in the City's secondary distribution
network.

Conditions in systems outside New York City are probably much
worse. (New York City has a unique reputation for care in replacement
and maintenance.) Hoboken, New Jersey, may lose as much as 50; of its
water through leakage, according to research by the Stevens Institute

of Technology. Poughkeepsie, 1ew York, can trace only slightly
more than half of the water entering the City system.

In Fall 1974, staff at the Tri-State Regional Planning
Commission estimated the total canital costs for water su-oly through
2020 at Jl1.6 billion. 33.4 billliin was for new sources of supely,
treatment and transmission; 23.1 billion was for new local--
distribution systems for new development. Significantly, the most
money, $5.1 billion, was for "upgrading and replacement of aged
or obsolete facilities."

Moreover, maintenance cutbacks in a time of fiscal stringency
may well accelerate the pace of decay.

Programs of planning and funding are needed that focus on the
condition of existing urban systems.



B. Immediate Tasks

1. The NEWS Project.

The most imnortant near-term target date is Fall/Winter 1976when the Northeastern United States 'V-ter Suppoly Study is expectedto issue an iEnvironmental Impact Statement and hold hearings ona Project proposal. Project elements will include a Hudson RiverHigh-Flow Skirmming Project, to divert Hudson water into the NewYork City water system, and, probably, sections of the Third
City Thater Tunnel, principally to bring part of the augmented
New York City supply to Nassau County.

Hearings are the only formal citizen participation elementin the NEWS process.

In preparing its comments, the Citizens Project will examinewater need, the NEWS proposal's environmental impact and financing,and possible alternative projects and programs. Alternatives mayinclude schemes for regional use of the vest groundwater supplies
of Long Island, on and off-shore. Conservation programs to bereviewed include universal water metering, structured water
pricing, modification of industrial technology and programs forleakage control. NEWS is expected to re.-uire universal metering
in New York City as a condition for federal action.

2. Planning in the Region.

Other targets relate to the monitoring of plamling studies
in the Region about to begin or already in progress:

- Water supoly studies, such as those for the New Jersey
Water Supply Master Plan and Overall State Water Sup-,ly
Planning Program, and the Survey of Sources of New
York City Water Supp)ly soon to be initiated by the
City's Department of Health;

- Comprehensive land use studies, which should be keyed
to water sup ly, including federally-funded planning
throughout the Region for Coastal Zone Management and
for the land use element in 11701"? Comprehensive
Planning and Management studies;

- Functional plans related to water, including the seven
"208" Area-wide '.'aste Treatment Plans covering the
Region, and the Comprehensive River Basin Plan for
the Hudson ',iver being prepared for the Federal gov rn-
ment by the New York State Department of Environmer
Conservation.



3. Legislation.

The Citizens Project must also review legsilation affecting
water supply, locally, in the three State capitols, and in
Washington. In New York City, for example, a legislative package
on conservation and metering has been promised by the City's
Environmental Protection Administration. In ".ashington, pronosals
for Federal aid to water supply systems Are anticipated in
connection with NEWS.



Current Progress

The Project has already beg, thanks to the dedication of asmall volunteer staff. Tm orary office space has been donated.A Project library has been estL.blished, including an extensivedirectory of contacts ,nd resources. Research on working papersis well under way.

Computer assistance has been offered by a major brokerage
company.

A close cooperative relationship has been established with theBureau of Environmental Protection of the New York State Attorney
General's Office and with major New York City civic and '-)rofessionalgroups.

3Sonsorshin

The Citizens Plannilmg Pro ject is a soecial orogram of theCitizens Union Research Fouadation. CUFRF is a non-profit researchorganization associated with Citizens Union, one of the oldest ofNew York City's sublic interest groups.



C. Broader Implications

Water supply planning has intrinsic importance. The
headline-catching dramas of budget crisis, social confrontation
and environmental pollution that preoccupy the planners, day to
day, are all played in a setting determiined by water.
At some fundamental level, all planning must be about freedom
from drought. To the extent that water supply establishes the
"carrying capacity" of the land, the Citizens Project is
ultimately about land use and comprehensive planning generally
and a reassessment of priorities.

At the sane time, water supply planning has illustrative
importance. Flaws in the planiing processes for water supuly are
flaws, also, of the planning processes for many other functions:
questionable standards of need; questionable population counts,
esti-ates and projections; inattention to the condition of
existing facilities, particularly in older cities; failure to
consider non-structural, conservirg alternatives. The lessons
of an in-depth study of water sup-ly, thus, imply fundamental
changes in the procedures for planning of all kinds.



CITIZENS VIATIER SUpPTLY -PRO JE1CT

BACKG!JO)NT) PAPEN:

A NT&I AGFPLUPA 1''- L>T1 ING

A New Agenda for Pb nning

The planning issues of the next decade have already announced

themselves. But policy-makers are not paying attention.

1. Irmigrat ion.

The Nation is said to be approaching Zero Population Growth

and its central cities are said to be in a period of increasing

population loss.

But in one critical (and central-city-orienlted) sector, the

population may be growing'dramatically. Some estimates suggest that

the number of illegal aliens in the United States 
is already more than

8 million; for the Nev; York metropolitan Area ;lone, the estimate

of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service was 1.8 million

in 1975. As the gap widens between ALerican affluence and the

poverty of other parts of the orld, particularly in this hemisphere,

the influx of immigrants, legal and illegal, can be expected to grow.

Meanwhile, the Census Bureau acknowledges that illegal aliens

do not a-nQ sr in its 1970 Census count or in its official estimate

of undercount. And at virtaully no level of government do official

projections of future population take illegal immigration, past or

to come, into consideration.

The result could be underdesign of vital projects and nrograms

and underinvestment in the central cities where, historically,

immigrants tend to congregate.

2. Urban Systems on Borrowed Time.

America still thinks of itself as a young country.

But many of its cities, and increasingly its 
suburbs, are old

in terms of the "life expectancy" of basic urban systems. When part

of the elevated West Side Highway fell to the street in New York City,

it was no isolated incident -- for New York or the Country. The

problem extends visibly to such systems 
as streets and parks and

invisibly to sewerage, water mains and underground 
utilities. In a

period of fiscal belt-tightening, 
moreover, under-maintenance

accelerates the decay.

Meanwhile, most of the planning and funding for urban physical

"infrastructure" is still designed to meet new needs and create 
new

systems. Even where attention is paid to what already exists 
(as,

for example, in recent Federal trans-ortation programs), the emenasis

is on more intensive use, not on rehabilitation, 
replacement end a

critical minimum of maintenance for an already badly weakened plant.



The result could be breakhdown of the systems that hold the

Nation's major centers together and ultimately hold together the

Ilation itself.

3. Life-Support Systems and Planned Capacity.

Most Americax, s think of water supply as virtually unlimited.

But much of the Nation and the iorld is exreriencing unprecedented

drouight, and major parts of the United States are already in "water

supply deficit" -- current consumpjtion exceeds the "safe yield" of

the suprly system in the worst local drought of record. For the

New York metropolitan Area, for example, the deficit was 140 million

gallons per day In 1970, according to the federal Northeastern

United St tes at er Supply Study (NEVS). Hiabit and technology are

driving ier capita consorumtion still higher.

Meanwhile, the focus -of national concern is not water supply

but water quality. And local and regional plnan ignore water supply

as a major shaper and constraint for land use and population.

The Citizens ater Supnly Project

The purpose of the Citizens dater Supply Project is to bring these

issues into dramatic focus -- in an urgent context, in a critical,

highly visible region.

The region is the New York Metropolitan Area.

The context is the findings of "water supply deficit" by the

NENS Study and the preparation by HiE-S of multi-million dollar

proposals to meet those deficits, prorosals 
that will be the

subject of public hearings, late this fall.

If the planning agenda were different, the deficits that

justify the projects would reflect population data we could rely on;

the proects themselves would -provide not only for new demand but for

maintenance of the existLing, system; and the debate on need and projects

would be central -- as it now is not - in the processes of land use

and comprehensive planning in the Rogion.

We have an opportunity for asking fundamental 
questions: it

must not be lost.
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0 C-r Supply Sta D" DATE: A197t N, 976

FROM J. -. KalbVc, Water wid Wastes Adviscr, NTD

SUBjECT: TOrOKfSional DOVelopment and Participation in Eank Folicy Levelopment
in the a tr SuMly nnd 11stes Sctor

Mintaining and updatin profoosional skills is always difficult due
to tire constraints. In the Bank I find this especially true because we are
no longer designers, operators or constructors but priporily reviewers of
thar urofssicnals' work. As a conscquence, it is easy to lose contact

with the latest developronts in the field and even when we stay up-to-date,
we are not practicing what we lcurn.

Mhen the Bank reorganized staff was concerned about the effect this
would hnvc on the frn and inlomnal exchange of ideas and experiance.
Actvaljy, the dreaded professional isolation we worried about was not too
pronouncad the first couple of ycars. Nevertheleas, I must acmit that at
least during the latter part of my tenure as a division chief, I wes already
beginning to feel sonnwhat isolated, sirply because I no longer knew all my
collea guo. Engirners and financial analysts hired after the Bank's reorga-
nization were only names to me rather than colleagues I had worked with.
This process will probably continue unless we do something about it.

Pecause of Mr. Shipman's long tenurn in the Eank and personal rela-
tions~hp v o manasad to establAsh during those years, most of us elao had an
opportunity to provide input into guidelines, policies and other CPS activi-
ties, soactimes incmally, sometimes on a formal basis. Again, however, I
believe there is a potential dan r that this input is restricted to the
"oldtHmrs" and that it is necasonry to mako un effort to provide everybody
with on oppcrtunity lo participate in the dvlopment of sector Tolicies and
other CPS activities which affent ragional staff. Because all of us have
different backgrouna and diffcrnt Yields H experti e (consultant practice,
public utility nmnanant, work in health agencies and international organiza-
tions, etc.), I bolieve we ; inhly have the capacity to handle :urk in mcOc
areas of thd sector while individally, and probably even within individual
divisions, we do not.

I, therefore, propose that we form sall task groups of three profes-
sionn~s oaah in spetfic areas of expertise. These tack groups would be rcs-
pornible to:

(a) Maintain proliciancy in their specialty through professional
literature, participetion in proiossicnal activities, attendance
at wortchops, seminars cr conferences;

(b) leovido Ladership in their area of expertise by informing and
training Maer qoly staff thinLh staff working papers, work-
shcps and indivi dual conoultation;
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(c) Identify and supervi s con.sulants on appropriate state of the
art review anId rearh papers;

(d) Develop guidelines and policies for the use of Bank staff
on the' tcC<pO2cs of th.ir extiC

( -) Maintain a roster of and contact with conoultants competent
in thc-lr area of expertise.

Each of these roups would be corpeased of professionals from differ-
ent divisions and wauld, in addixion to the three merbers, include a rep-
resentative of CPS. In short, I would expect these task groups to provide
the professional leadership in their areas of competence and to provide
assistance (internal consultant service) to other divisions and other sec-
tors within the Bank. (As I already nenti-ned earlier, the EXTT consultant
budget could be tapped for consultants to replace a staff member on assign-
ment to another region). Ti believe imiplemntation of this task group system
would not only assist us in maintaining our professional skills, but would
allow everyone to o actively participat in policy development, improve
the exchange of ideas and experience and irnprove our effectiveness vis-a-vis
borrowers. It would also, incidentally, facilitate eventual transfers of
staff between regions.

As a first step in the setting up of this task force system, I invite
you to ,onsider this poposal and be prepared to discuss it at our regular
staff mee i:g on Seber 28. 1n the neantiae, I welcone any suggr-stions
and conments you care to make. I also request you return, by September 20,
the attached list of topics indicating your croice for participation. I would
also anreciate if you -ould add to the attached table other task force areas
you believe to be of interest.

Atta chment

JTKalbermatten:mk



- -------- --- CHICE----- ----
1st 2nd 3rd hth

Public Utility Management

Organization
Tnformation Systems
Accounting
Auditing
Procurement
Tariff Setting
Project Analysis (Economic & Finan.)
Billing and Collecting
Computer Application
Finances
Training

Wfater Supoly

Treatment Plant Design
Treatment Plant Opera. & M'inte.
TreatMent Plant Optimization
Distribution Dosign

Opera. & Maintenance
Leak Detection and Repair
Metering

Waste Disposal

Sewage Treatment Design
Sewage Treatment Opera. & Mainte.
Sewage Treatment Optimization
Industrial Waste
Collection Systoms Design

Opera. & 1Maintenance

Marine Disposal

Solid Waste Disposal

An Other Areas of Interest
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Richard Middleton (EWTDR) DATE: June 21, 1976

Claudio Fernandez (FNA, LCPWS9OP.
- Through Joseph Freedman, Actg. Chief, IONS)

SUBJECT: Monitoring Indicators:

Annexed is the list of indicators and their definitions

requested in the last meeting of Water Division Chiefs. We

understand that these indicators and their definitions will be

distributed to all Water and Sewerage Division Chiefs for discussion

during the next meeting.

cc: Mr. A.Zavala, Chief, LCPWS

CFernfndez:nq



LATIN A1{ERICA AND CARIBBEAN WATER SUPPLY PROJECTS

FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL MONITORING INDICATORS

Several of these indicators may be used for the company asa whole or for one part of the areas served by the company; thedefinitions below are in general for the entire company.
The order intends to weight the relative importance; that is,if only five values should be requested, the first five should bepreferred. Obviously, the relative importance of these indicatorsdepend on the particular institution, and may change at differentperiods of the same institution.

There are many other indicators which may be used, but these arethe most commonly used.

Annex 1 contains the list of indicators; the square in the righthand may be used to rank them in a different order. The definitionsare given in Annex 2; the definitions after the 25th are the othervariables required to calculate these indicators; a total of 25 variablesor numbers is required to calculate these indicators. The numberswithin parenthesis represent references to other definitions.



ANNEX 1

MONITORING INDICATORS FOR WATER PROJECTS
(in order of preliminary importance)

1. % Population with water
LJ

2. % Population served

3. % Population served by sewerage

4. % Rate of Return

5. Water production

6. Volume metered

7. Volume Sold

8. Volume sold per connection per month

9. Water connections

10. Unaccounted-for water %

11. Average water revenues US$/m3

12. Operating costs US$/m3 (per cubic meter produced)

13. Minimum hours of service *7

14. Employees per 1000 connections (or per m3 produced)l .

15. Operating ratio %

16. % personnel cost of total cost

17. Per capita production - LCD

18. % Contribution to (average) investment

19. Internal cash ratio

20. Average tariff

21. % Used of system capacity
22. Debt service ratio

23. % receivables on billing

24. % metered -

25. % overtime ]



ANNEX 2

MONITORING INDICATORS DEFINITIONS

1. % POPULATION WITH WATER: Population with water (28) as a percentof total population (30).

2. % POPULATION (WELL) SERVED: Population (well) served (29) asPopulation (well) served (29) as a percent of total population (30).
3. % POPULATION SERVED BY SEIERAGE: Population served by sewerconnections (37 as a percent of total population (30).

4. RATE OF RETURN V (Real): Operating revenues (27) less operatingcosts (26) and depreciation, as a percent of the average netassets in operation (33).

5. VOLUME PRODUCED: Total volume of water treated and deliveredto the system (at plant output).

6. VOLUME lMETERED: Total volume metered to metered connectbnsor other users

7. VOLUME SOLD: Is the volume metered (6) plus the volume of waterwhich could be bought by the amount paid by the flat rate users.

8. VOLUME SOLD PER CONNECTION PER MONTH: Total monthly volume sold (7)divided by total number of water connections(9).

9. WATER CONNECTIONS: Total number of properties with a differentlink to the water distribution lines.

10. % UNACCOUNTED-FOR WATER: Difference between water produced (5)and water sold (7) as a percent of water production (5).

11. AVERAGE WATER REVENUE: Total water operating revenues (27)divided by total volume sold (7).

12. UNIT OPERATING COST: Total operating costs (26) divided bytotal volume produced (5).

13. MINIMUM HOURS OF SERVICE: Number of hours without water (lessthan two meters of pressure) during days in which service was mostrationed. Only those days of maximum water service rationingshould be used and rationing due to unusual problems should beexcluded.



Monitoring Indicators Definitions ANNEX 2
Page 2

14. EMPLOYEES PER 1,000 CONNECTIONS: Number of employees (34) divided
by the total number of connections (9, 36) (water or sewerage)

15. % OPERATING RATIO: Total operating costs (26) as a percent of
total operating revenues (27).

16. % PERSONNEL COST OF TOTAL COST: Total personnel expenditures (1)
as a present of total operating costs (26).

17. PER CAPITA PRODUCTION: Water produced (5) divided by 365 and
by the population (well) served (29). Usually expressed in liters

per capita per day (LCD).

18. % CONTRIBUTION TO INVESTMENT: The internal cash generation (35), less

debt service (38) as a percent of annual investment. To smot'
investment peaks, the average three year investment (present, past
and future) is commonly used.

19. % INTERNAL CASH RATIO: Internal cash generationless debt service (38)
divided by the sum of net assets in operation (33) plus work in
progress (39).

20. AVERAGE TARIFF: Tariff revenue (42) divided by volume sold (7).

21. % USED OF (system) CAPACITY: Volume produced (5) as a percent
of system capacity (32).

22. DEBT SERVICE RATIO: Internal cash generation/divided by debt
service (38).

23. % RECEIVABLES ON BILLING: Receivables from operating revenues
as a percent of total operating revenues (27).

24. % METERED: Number of meters in operation (40) as a percent of
total connections (9).

25. % OVERTIME: Total amount paid for overtime divided by the
personnel cost (41) (without overtime).

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS REQUIRED

26. OPERATING COSTS: All costs related to normal operation, excluding
interest and depreciation.

27. OPERATIONAL REVENUES: All revenues from tariffs (42), water taxes,
installation rights (the recovery of connection costs is considered
a customer contribution). Other revenues related to operation such
as surcharges, late payment sanctions, etc.



ANNEX 2Monitoring Indicators Definitions Page 3

28. POPULATION WITH WATER: Population (well) served (29) plus
the estimated population whch has easy access to safe water
(standpipes, water vendors, safe wells, etc).

29. POPULATION (WELL) SERVED: Estimated number of persons with adequate
water service through house connections. This is usually found bymultiplying the number of connections (9) by the average number ofpersons per connection.

30. TOTAL POPULATION: Total number of persons living within the areasfor which the company is responsible.

31. TOTAL PER CAPITA WATER: Volume produced (5) divided by 365 and by thetotal population with water (28).

32. SYSTEM CAPACITY: Maximum volume of water which could be produced
in a period after considering all bottlenecks (production, pumping,
treatment, storage, distribution).

33. AVERAGE NET ASSETS IN OPERATION: Sum of the net assets (43) inoperation at the beginning and at the end of the year. The assetsshould be revalued, normally using the cost of living index.

34. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: Total number of full-time employees plusthe full-time equivalent of part-time employees (water, sewer and/orboth).

35. INTERNAL CASH GENERATION: Sum of all revenues less all cost, lessdebt service (38).

36. SEWER CONNECTIONS: Number of water connections (9) which have water-borne sewerage.

37. POPULATION SERVED - SEWERAGE: Number of persons served by sewerconnections (36).

38. DEBT SERVICE: Total amount due, principal plus interest for loans.

39. WORK IN PROGRESS: Value of the investment under construction whichstill is not ready to be operated.

40. NUMBER OF METERS IN OPERATION: Total number of metered connectionsless those which are unreadable or broken.
1l. PERSONNEL COST: Total wages, allowances, subsidies, insurance, socialsecurity and other personnel expenses.

42. TARIFF REVENUES: Total revenues from the sale of water, metermaintenance and flat charges.

43. NET ASSETS IN OPERATION: Total fixed assets in operation less theiraccumulated depreciation.
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WATER SUPPLY FEASIBILITY REPORT

- Suggested Outline -

I. BORROWER AND PROJECT AGENCY

1.01 Give a brief history of the agency which will carry out the
Project and be responsible for operating the water supply
system. Include information on organization, administration,
relationship to government departments, and organization charts.
Describe existing legislation, regulations, charters, or by-laws
that outline the agency's responsibilities and its powers to
carry out the proposed project, to borrow funds, to charge
fees and taxes, and to enforce their collection. Describe any
proposed changes.

1.02 Provide a schedule giving by categories of work, the number of
people employed by the water agency at the end of each of the
last three years.

II. PRESENT WATER SUPPLY SITUATION

2.01 Furnish a general schematic map showing all present water
systems including the areas served by each, supply sources, and
(by-symbols) the location of treatment plants, pumping stations,
storage tanks, reservoirs, and transmission and principal
distribution mains. Give information on the average % of time
each system is under pressure. Give details of capacity
(design and present actual) and physical condition of the major
components of each system.

2.02 Describe raw water sources for each water system, give withdrawal
data, static and pumping levels, any trend of change and results
of recent analyses of the untreated water.

2.03 Describe the scope and cost of expansion (or replacement projects)
for the major parts of the water systems during the last five
years and those now in progress. Give dates. Describe whether
work was done by the water agency, by contract, or other means.

2.04 Describe pertinent information bearing upon the rights of the
water systems to use their raw water sources, present and proposed.
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Analysis of Consumption

2.05 For each of the last three years give total water produced
for each water system and the total for all systems. Provide
actual data if available; otherwise provide the best possible
estimates. Describe how the above production data are

determined (master meters, pump rating, hours of operation,
or otherwise), and what is the probable margin of error in % ?

Explain all estimates. Describe any efforts to check or
verify data or estimates.

2.06 For each of the last three years, give the distribution of

water as follows for each individual system:

Class of Water No. of Service Connections Annual Distribution (Volume)

User Metered Not Metered Total Metered Not Metered Total

Domestic
Commercial
Industrial
Public Fountains

or taps
Public or

Government
Free (give details)
Wholesale to

other systems
Other (give details)
Unaccounted-

for water

N.B. If actual data are not available, estimates should be provided and
fully explained. Explain your definition of these classes. Other
classifications may be used if they provide a detailed breakdown
of water uses equal to that given in this suggested table. Is
the metered distribution shown in the table calculated on the
assumption that all customers have used at least the quantity
allowed for the minimum charge?
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2.07 Give a table showing, for each of the last three years, the
average (actual or estimated) water consumption per person
per day by areas for (a) the total population (b) the
population served.

III. EXPECTED DEMAND

3.01 Discuss the growth of population and the pattern of growth
in the project area, and indicate the assumptions made
regarding future population growth, density, etc. in the
preparation of the project. Attach supporting data from
census records, studies and forecasts for development of the
area.

3.02 Provide estimates of expected total water consumption during
the year for each year for which population estimates are
given. These should be based upon analyses of present
consumption and water use practices as well as trends in
population, domestic, commercial, industrial, and other
significant types of consumption, unaccounted-for-water, use
of public watering points, installation of modern plumbing,
use of water service and all other factors which could affect
water consumption. The estimates of the yearly design
consumption should be broken down into the consumptions by
various user categories.

IV. THE PROJECT

Water Resources Development

4.01 Describe the long term plans for the staged development of
water resources to meet the long term demand. Describe how
the proposed project fits in this development.

Description of Project

4.02 Give a general description of the proposed project. Include
a map showing principal roads and geographic features, existing
built-up areas, the areas now served by water systems, the
areas to which service will be extended under the proposed
construction project, and approximate areas which are expected
to be served by successive future extensions.
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On the same map or a separate map, show the location of prin-
cipal components of the proposed project, such as, main
supply lines, pumping stations, reservoirs, and the like.

4.03 Provide the general capacity criteria used for design of the
major elements of the proposed project - distribution,
transmission, storage, pumping, treatment, supply elements,
etc. Explain generally how the capacity of the major elements
would be expanded in the future to accommodate future exten-
sions and increases in water demand. Describe the methodology
used to select the most economic size for the major project
components.

4.04 Describe the results of studies on the yield and the chemical
and bacteriological quality of the various sources of supply
which have been considered. Explain the reasons for selecting
the proposed sources.

4.05 Describe the program for extension replacement and improvement
of secondary mains, meters etc. and all other works not included
in the project but necessary for fulfillment of the objectives
of the proposed project.

4.06 Describe the present status and schedule of project planning,
detail design, further studies, procurement and construction.
Explain how the work is proposed to be done -- by force account,
contract, etc.

4.07 Provide a construction schedule for the major items of work on
the proposed project.

V. COST ESTIMATES

5.01 Cost estimates should be given in sufficient detail, subdivided
into logical project elements, and supported by assumptions and
bases for figures in adequate detail to permit detailed analysis.
The estimates and any revisions thereon should be dated and should
show local currency and foreign exchange costs, land costs, local
duties and taxes, design, supervision, legal, and administrative
costs associated with the project, consultant's fees, and
allowances for price increases and contingencies.
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5.02 Cost estimates should be prepared on the basis that there will
be international competition for all contracts, and the sources
of unit prices given in the supporting data should be iden-
tified, such as, "recent construction costs", "orders placed",
"bids received", "informal information from potential suppliers
and contractors", etc.

5.03 Provide an estimated schedule of expenditures, by year, for
the estimated project costs given by foreign exchange and
local currency expenditures. The schedule should be subdivided
to show requirements for the major parts of the project and
should be coordinated with the preliminary construction
schedule. Show expenditures already made as of a given date
and estimated expenditures for subsequent periods. Dates of
expenditures should be the dates cash payments are due. A
specimen table is attached as Annex 1.

5.04 Provide a similar schedule for other secondary works estimated
not included in the main project but necessary for fulfillment
of the objectives of the proposed project.

VI. FINANCES

Rates and Billings

6.01 Give complete details of present water service charges or taxes
including minimum charges, consumption allowed for minimum
charge (if metered), charges for different service sizes or
classes, penalty or rebate provisions for delayed or prompt
payments, basis of charges for public taps, etc. Are there
any special charges or discounts for government, military,
charitable and other special users? Who owns and maintains
meters on service connections?

6.02 Describe any changes in the rate schedules within the last ten
years.
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Mr. )br"yn L. Weiner (through Mr. T. Rovani) May 26, 1976

John . Kalbermatten

ODA - Rural Water S 3ppLy Evaluation
Comments on Letter and Proposal

1. You have requested couamnts on the letter of 19th )hy and
attachment received from Mr. Cracknell of ODA. Ours are as followes

1. By way of background a rural water and sanitation
inter-agency meeting was held in Geneva in November,
1975, convened by the ad hoc Rural Water and
Sanitation Groups of which IE has been a member.
The meeting was attended by interested multilateral
and bilateral agencies (ODA was represented). In
February of this year the panel met to decide on
what actions to take to respond to the conclusions
reached at the inter-agency Peting and which might
set the stage for a second meeting of the bilateral
and other agencies. our actions were proposed, one
of which was a review of selected rural water projects
for the purpose of noting successes and failures, and
the reasons and factors behind the conclusions reached.

2. IBRD agreed to carry out this study on a selected group
of countries using one consultant (Chas. Pineo) and with
the active participation of CIDA and MO. We attach a
copy of the terms of reference for Mr. Pineo covering
the general approach he is to take. You will note that
as per 2(a) he is to have discussions with knowledeable
staff, including those of bilateral agencies. We will ask
him to call on ODA enroute to Africa (probably in June)
and if OLA feels it appropriate, he could met with Feachem
and Carruthers.

3. It is apparent that the study which we are financing will
not go into the depth which the ODA proposal suggests, but
it will involve most of the items of enquiry which are
listed. It would not result in a havnbook or a guideline
for rapid evaluation.

4. We are interested to note the Lesotho study which has
been done with collaboration of ODA and believe a copy of
the report for our files would be useful, if available.
We have been aware that 080D was considering a atudy of
rural water projects, and also know of a study being
initiated in Ethiopia by SID. There is currently a
sector study being done in Tanzania with primary emphasis
on the rural water subsector. This study is under the
respons Lbility of WHO and carried out by the WO/IBRD
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cooperative program staff. This latter study
will not focus on the items of interest to
Mesers. Carruthers and Peache= to the extent th at
the others will. Ir. Pineo will be working in Peru,
Dominican Republic, Kenya, Upper Volta and probably
Korea on our stut.

5. The preceding is a rather elaborate introduction to
answering your specific questions but we thought that
at least er": of this information would be of interest
to ODA and Pight reflect on your reply. Our judgement
concerning the points in question are as follows:

a) Does the proposal have merit?

Yes, with sore reservations on the handbook
idea, on Bank participation, and on areas
whore studies are to be done.

b) Should it be reviewed by the Research Committee?

No.

c) Should it form part of CfS, DPS work program?

No.

d) Does it overlap work underway?

Yes.

6. You will note in Pineo's T.O.R., that item 2(b)
calls for identification of projects and programs on
which follow-up and more intensified study will be
warranted. You might wish to call this to the
attention of OD with the view that later collaboration
either with us, the ad hoc Panel Group, WHO, or the
taking over of full responsibility by ODA, would seem
feasible if any such projects or programs are found.

7. It may be worth calling to your attention that the
Carruther' s proposal, attached to the ODA letter,
is identical to one sent us directly by Carruthers

py ac A Ono s posibility
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that the study mentioned an of interest to
OED might also be of Carrmthers' origin,
although we are only speculating here with
no knowledge as to the basis for their study.
This may be a case of approaching several
agencies with the ans project, hoping that
one may buy it.

Ataohmente r. Pineo - TC
Mr. Middleton's letter to Carruthers

cot Mew"r. Rajagopalan
Saunders
ltddleton

1~i~Mpman/dso 4p9
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Yr. Charles S. Pin o - ch 3, 1976

planned to evaluate rural water supply in pcru arc attuched. You might

find them usefui for the prepyration of questiennaires, etc.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. VAshler (QUN 1v), Disterich/Kent ( 'HO), Beyer (NIcPE),

1ioppr/c~arry (IRC), Olivero (ID? , Chritoffersen (AR),

Erkmen (f TPE), Ts (F 'S) , willi:ms (ASPWS), Zavala (TOUS),

Ribi (NAFPD), Kidcileton (BPDR)

Mrs. Boskay ( JD), Me. Peters (PBPDR)

C8rinLe o1/Yhipn/RMiddl et on 3nk

4. A.&
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Riohard N. Idt=

201mmlatl Aul amazllsai A~msl eot

Mr* Hovd bas asked us to devIAV a stAnLAard rx for Wwai
rapora, whiah would g;v camIrtiv datan acees to water service. Thia
is intand to be bvadly comparshle to the am&x a ts hoe an tatlticm
routinely attached to +t1ls--mmicat+o- project rvports tmw Attackmnt 1).

This Job *ould easil - be dkme by a sumer asiixtent gr - bms
agreed a forzat (.-o Attakmunt 2) and av certain basic Imput ta:

- Pxpalation and GNP ngurs (World Bmnk AtLa)
- Aoese to service data (WHO,, 1962, I70, 1.975)
- harbidi Vy statistics for water-related disemma

(being byWH C)

The waor roble currently is with M'a 1975 data, whic do not
si to wAke anse for LAC (ac orig to Forandesz) and ar Inco=stent

fox saw other suntrieal Buky is working on this as part of the urban poor
emorise. Tou may wish to discus. this further with hIn.

T mV al wish to r,,e1 the "Seolal Indicatoraff awex attaahed
to th1 Piv.ident's Report, which is weak on uater aupply ad wast.s disposa.

Attawarnts.



ANfX I

EAST AFRICA

EAST AFRICAN POCTS AND TELFCO(MU7ICATIONS COFPOATON (EAPIC)

International Telephone Statirties

CROSS NATIONAL 7_,___ __________SC.NT9Y

NP0PulA -/ PRODUCT - 1 _NAT

Per Capita Per V. Aualcentage

C00NTRY 1/1/75 Per Growth Total 100 Growth Rate Autosa- 'otal P Percentae l Per Pecnag

Capita Rate Number Popu- -. 5) tiz ti0 umser 100 of Nat'l (i er1 P a

(000's) US$ (1965-73) (000's) lation

AFRICA 37,283 149 2.7 215 0.58 10.5 6 8 59 0 27.0

Easpt, Arab _p, 12,730 250 0.3 503 1.37 ..n . 7 4.0 78.8 14 0.5 20.

Ethiopia 27,495 90 1.6 66 0.24 121 3.2 7.8 1 0.5 32.3

Morocco 16,726 320 2.5 189 1.13 2.5 82.0 128 3.2 67.7 43 0.1 32.7

Nigeria 60,674 210 3.3 i 0. 6.4 83.4 68 3.9 80.2 34 0.7 196

Rhodesia 6,205 430 3.5 , 172 2. 6.2 93.4 138 14.2 82 34 2.8 27.7

Sot fia24,,014 1,050 2.0 1,936 7.77 5.5 8L,.6 1,399 24.2 72.3 537 28 2.South Africa 18,112 130 -0.6 56 0.31 4.5 91.4 49 3.0 87.5 7 0.1 12.5

"udni 5,62 40 4.9 14 2.03 12.7 92.6 49 2.4 43.0 65 1.8 57.0

ia 4,687 430 -0.2 68 1.45 8.2 91.8 29 3.3 42.7 39 1.0 57.3

AReina 25,22 1,640 2.9 2,374 9.41 4.9 96.8 1,378 18.9 58.1 (A .6 41.9

Brazil 106,069 760 6.0 2,652 2.50 7.7 94.6 1,9 8. 7160 08 4.9

Caziada 22.661 5,450 3.5 12,454 54.96 5.9 97.0 6,254 5.0 50.2 6,200 51.5 49

Colombia 25,025 440 3.1 1,186 4.74 11.5 99.7 813 7:8 6P.6 373 2.6 31.4

Costa Rica 1,960 710 3.5 98 5.02 16.1 99.0 88 10-5 89. 10 0.9 10.2

El Salvador 4,0(5 350 0.8 50 1.22 8.6 97.2 44 2.9 88.0 477 1.3 18.7

M.exico 58,265 890 2.8 2,546 4.37 13.4 94.8 2,OC9 10.2 81.3 277 2.3 18.7

Tinidad & Tobago 1,060 1,310 2.2 66 6.26 6.0 99.9 41 41.8 (2.1 25 2.6 37.9

US 212,013 6,200 2.5 143,427 67.65 5.0 99.9 75,9o4 73.5 52.9 67,523 62.1 7.1

Venezuela 11,918 1,630 1.3 554 4.65 7.9 99.2 477 9.3 86.1 77 1.1 13.9

China, Rep. of 15,856 660 7.3 901 5.68 18 95 12.0 6 10 2 4.

Ida582,596) 120 1.5 1,69o 0.29 8.4 832.3 879 2.7 52.0 811 02 4.

India 12,86 130 4.5 2,5 0.9 3.4 63.3 201 1.4 70.5 84 0.1 29.5

rndnesia 123,6 1 0 4 85 0.6 26 1. 326.9

!ran 33,565 870 7.4 806 2.40o 6. 94.1 541 5.3 67.1 25 11 3.

Irq10,770 153 1.42 9.4 93.1 16 29 8.27 0.4 17.6

Iraeq 3.0 ,1 . 3 153.1 100.0 562 30.9 76.5 1734 10.9 23.5

Isrel 3408 3,010 6.7 735 21-5 13 63 1

Japan 110,626 3,630 9.6 41,905 37.88 13.1 97.4 26,527 42.9 63.3 15,378 31.5 36.7

malaysi 11,738 570 3.7 259 2.21 7.9 96.6 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Nepaly 12,423 590 -0.1 11 0.09 13.9 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Fitai6910 10 25 214 0.31 5.9 83.0 n.a. n.a. n.e. ni.a. n.a. nl.a.

n 4,941 280 2.6 446 1.09 11.4 g6.0 374 4.3 3.9
Philippines 1,830 9.4 280 12.53 13.5 1000 280 12.5 100.0 - - -

Ina e 2 7,217 400 3. 152 2.14 7.8 89.7 126. 5.2 82.9 26 o.6 17.1

-!land 41,036 270 4.5 271 o.66 15.3 96.0 234 4.4 86.4 37 0.1 13.6

EUROPE . 40 456 4. 3. ,5 83 6.

France 52,742 4,540 5.0 12,405 23.52 8 9 4, 6 3 7, 3 63.

eiay e.Rp f6,5 ,20 4.o 18,767 30.25 8.7 100.0 8,185 46.1 43.6 10,582 23.9 56.4Gray, Fed. Rep. of 62,4 5 320 4-8.97 2 ,649 55. 51.1
Swdn8,178 5,910 2.4 5,178 63.32 4.3 100.0 2,529 75.1 48.94 ,4 51 5.

Switzerland 6,375 6,100 3.0 3,790 59.46 5.9 100 ,798 76.2 4. ,9 96 5.

Tuizer d 3,70 600 3.4 90 2.30 11.3 78.9 618 8.6 68.7 282 0.9 31.3
Turkey 39,127 6oo 4.4 900 .3 999 ,87 5. 3. 1-2,255 31.9 6o.2

U5612 3,060 2.3 20,342 36.26 7.4 99.9 8,087 45.8 39.8 1,5 19 6.

US 53,32 2,030 3.5 15,782 6.23 8.2 94.8 4,234 17.4 26.8 11,548 5.1 73.2

U slavia 21,23 1,060 6.5 15,13 5.38 11.9 97.2 532 17.3 46.6 611 3.4 53.4

.O A-sta 37.49 6.5 95.2 3,840 42.9 76.1 1,196 26.8 23.9

New Zealand 3,106 3,680 2.0. 1,495 48.12 4.5 92.7 1,135 53.0 7.36 3.4 28

I/ population at January 1, 1975 derived from the "Total Telephones" and "Telephones 
per 100 Population" appearing in AT&T's publication,

World Telephones (January 1, 1975).

2 Telephone and population statistics for Nepal 
and Pakistan are not available in AT&T's World Telephones (January 1, 1975). The figures

2 shown are estimates derived from information available from reports in the Bank.

Telephone and population statistics 
for Syria is not available in AT&T's World Telephones (January 

1, 1975). The figures shown are

derived from STE's Statistical Abstraot of Telecormunications, 1975.

SOURCE - GNP Statistics: World Bank Atlas 1975.

- Telephone Statistics: World Telephones by AT&T (1975).

March 25, 1976
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Mr. John H. Maberwatten My 12, 1976

Rchard N. Mi.dlton

Water &won1r Dvisiun Qhdefs' Ksetln

I chaired a meting of the water sqplT division chiefs (Kr. Rkie
deputising for Mr. Erkran) on May 10, at which the principal topic was the

stalifedWar p=Uol 9Mges9Wonna davftloped for ume in Wgls a copy of
which is atiach-ad- (In your %ma to me of 4/19, you had suggested we review
the project brief system, but as yet there did not appear to be sufficient
ezperienoe to make this vortawh l.) It was generally agreed that this new
questionnaire was a step in the right direction, but that it was still too
long for maW of our las*-sophistiatd borrowers. It was agreed that

swrs. ThYs and Willlams would revise th presant draft, making it more
concise and Improving the treatment of finncial anpcts. This revision
wini be assentially an aid to preparing a feasibility study in an urban
area where the local institution bas som degree of copetwce. Deadlie
for this would be the next meeting, Ud. n 13. ,%bsequently, 1r. Reakie
will prepare a much more basic docummnt, which will merve eithor as a guide
for an identification UisasUn or as a questinnamire for pjeots were the
local institution is very weak (e.g., ruzel water sappy).

LAC is andiavorlng to astablish co on regional mitorIng indlceg
based on data requested from their borrowers. Mr. Zavala agreed that 11r.
Fernandes should llise with Mr. Jennings an appropriata indices. By the
next meating an agreed set of indices ahould be available for this regin,
which could then be extended to others. I offered CPS help In compiling
this inormation, which I sugg t should be regularly updated and ciruated.

There was inerl support for --introducing a syste for record-
ing galt Wo& data. hile recognizing that even with CPS support this would
irpoe an extra burdon on regional staff. I agreed to prewar an ontline
proposal for discussin at the next meting.

In discussions with Messrs. Denton and Hahtretter, we had ageed
that for a trial period a sehorand= an mggg0jat should be attahed to
the twis of refarinme of each mission (see my -mo of 1/30//6 to division
chiefs). In fAct, this has not been de, god in vim of the staff rota-
tion sinco 4%naxy I agreed to reofroulate my Janury mmno an frr posi-
ble tbrther discussio at our next meting. It is therefore annamd to this

Attachmnt

Oe I MAsrs. Erkon, Salmar, Thy, i RL nA, Zvala,
tipumm, Jennaings, Ringekeag

ammi4 ton/cal
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P1stammla 21 Wax W=er

Furter to sW vahsta to ysat 1 6s

I ma caLlod tod flr 4 Ar. Bmguery, Teohmtoal Assiste to ta
ELswmtiv* DImetor for Pvuuma, oonmmring the vater noter mpm**aw**ms

fr Ysexa. Ib &asid to bo rinsa d Uat m bIgh ouppor omtaut of
tim eM~r Tbdis was roguized to rosstt V* oarrusivo offeto of tim

sOO, 024 not boosatn te water itbif -o parta la.trlw &gomdvo. I
*wxfhrft* Uhat V"s ma V umtmaxtng fion "r. FV**dmmar hosver, it
Prmzbh wwatua+-s" wished to hwm fornal ontma=& on e tasztuw

t*Aa moldl awk claritlostan banw Uh berrsw, *noe &ny vlava *prvsmed
ky the Bank "1d avo no lowl wa1i1v uder the on+-aot.

I was sloo iLarad t ,daj, by nss . howla and Hai. xmn of
Coft OiTa Awvsmp die Tr itas*%t d"smxo that thoy mdertwd tat
t.-e Asi=n Dwmaomnt m:,K za rajoatod trm =uatomts' -ra **
fOr "WSet Par tA MDA n WStr 8l4gd4 PMJOjt, snd ha *&lld Wr a
zow spa* MotmM wih wouU rttkoet oume awnmturuag praotuas in

oamntrd" OUer thn USA,. Ihis ma~ts Uat we right wNpWg In a joint
wmsrrAsn WiU AMB In dwswkqVdrW 4w appropriato sp*4dfSxAante Ibr IMS

cc$ Esesa 2nsom"* Uvthw, &wIetUagW*

IiVM 4+ 1





FK00rs. NYSIS EtIM 1  Th Wiliam5, W0ams 316

R)ihar4 N. Middloton, Senior SenitaW &glner, Am&

We have hired Me. Sharlaie Krantz for a period of two mwtha fZIm
Hay 3 to assist h1llis Peter end introdueo a new and Improved iUxixng
system for the water wuppI7 lUbrary. o -lope that this will irgM libsrrY
service in several Ws

-aha it easier for staff to knaw %tat books we havwj

-- 0e, iduitify present gVe and what boolk se obould praami

-- provids a ayte= tor infort1rntn retrieval frsm tocbmical
jmurn*2&1 and

-. crss-z ferezwe to other caurces of Infanation within the 3&nk
(especially the Bankto centrul library and cant/regicual
filing systems).

As part of the emerease, we will be collecting all books which
have be- purhased by tie Bnk oither for the library or for idividvial
divisions so that they can be included in the now index. I would be grateful
if you would let staff members know what is going on and ask then to return
any books surplus to their imediate requiremts as soon as posible. Me
will follow this up with a visit to each division to reoord which books are
still held for regular reference, and to oollot books fron the shelv. of
Menbere who are absent on mission.

oca Mr. Kalbermatten
Hs. Peter
Ms. Krants
Mr. Ziatich
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT NTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FI~NANCEASSOCIATION REC STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDU
TO: Files DATE: April 30, 1976

FROM: Klas

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Bank/WHO Water Sector Surveys

Introduction

1. The cooperative program between the Bank and WHO was established in
1971, supposedly to enable the Bank to draw from WHO's experience in the sanitation
and health fields. The executing unit in WHO is the pre-investment and planning
(PIP) unit, whose main undertaking has been water supply and sewerage sector
surveys. On a few occasions PIP staff have also participated in project
identification.

. The usefulness for the Bank of the WHO Cooperative Program (CP) has
repeatedly been questioned. The first sector surveys were often of very little
use and were produced under friction as the WHO early drafts needed extensive
rewriting and better focus on issues relevant to the Bank's project work. The
difficulties were compounded as it was at times not very obvious why the Bank/WO
CP had been created and what for. WHO staff complained of no clear directives
what the Bank expected to get out of the programme whereas Bank staff at times
questioned whether WHO had anything to teach the Bank. Certainly, it was argued,
it would have been preferable to do the sector work within the Bank and not have
to train WHO staff to do it.

3. Although there is some evidence that CP sector surveys are slowly
improving, a reluctance among the different regions to use the program has also
developed. This is a reflection of negative Bank experience from earlier CP
studies that clearly were of little or no use in project work. Often regions
now prefer to undertake sector surveys in a low key way with their own staff,
mostly in connection with a project identification or supervision mission. An( xpanded use of the WHO/Bank CP to follow up with project identification after
sector surveys, certainly a logical step, is altogether ruled out by most Bank
water staff who feel that WHO just will not produce any workable projects.

Purpose of the Memo

4. In the light of what has been said above this memo examines the 29Bank/WHO water sector surveys available in at least draft form, and gauges theirquality roughly. After evaluating the most apparent deficiencies several
recommendations are made to make the sector surveys more useful.

Evaluation of Surveys - Timeliness

Annexed is an analysis of those 29 sector surveys done to date. Withregard to their timeliness, as measured by the time required from field trip tofinal report, some 40% of the studies were completed in less than one year. Oneyear can be regarded as a maximum allowable. Most of WHO CP surveys have thusnot been timely. This is likely due to excessive scheduling of the CP staff andto cumbersome clearance of the reports. Lately, an effort has been made to spreadWHO staff over fewer studies, which should lead to faster completion.
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'Evaluation of Surveys - Length

6. For any survey to be read the main text should be short, preferably no
more than 15 to 20 pages. In this respect the M{O CP studies have failed. The

average length of those examined is 27 pages of main text, excluding average
summary length of 5 pages; 9 (35%) were 40 pages or more.

Evaluation of Surveys - Usefulness

7. The surveys were graded using four grades, to wit: "of little use,"
"of limited use," "of use," and "of much use". The grade distribution found is

shown below:

No ercentae

"Of little use" 14 48%
"Of limited use" 10 35%
"Of use" 5 17%
"Of much use" -

Total 29 100%

8. The results are not encouraging. A majority of the studies have been of

little or limited use. However, there has been a trend towards better and more

useful studies. Among the more recent better ones are those for Chile, Algeria
and Indonesia.

Main Deficiencies of Surveys

9. The flaws of each survey have also been listed in the Annex. The four

main types of flaws are: "lacking focus," "lacking a clear structure," "lacking

analysis of data collected," and "lacking style" (that could at least partly
interest the reader). Those surveys "of little use" generally suffer from all
four deficiencies. In general it seems that lack of clear thinking behind the
surveys has spilled over into lack of clear writing. The reader, if he persists
in finishing a study, is often left asking himself what he has just read.

Corrective Measures

10. It is obviously unacceptable for the Bank to keep funding to the tune of

close to US$ 700,000 per year, a program unable to produce useful studies. One

solution would be to slowly diminish the cooperative program by not renewing the
contracts of marginal CP staff, of which there are several. However, this would not

solve the problem of making much needed sector studies, as it seems that the Bank

is not more consistent itself in the quality of its sector output. Two recent

Bank water sector studies are unfortunately as bad as the WHO average, and

certainly worse than some of WHO's recent and better studies.

11. Consequently the Bank/WHO CP will likely continue making sector studies

and needs to improve. Any improvement will necessarily be evolutionary and will
have to start in the early stages of each survey, but already some simple actions
could be taken.
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1 - Improving timeliness

It is unacceptable for any study to take longer than one year from field

*Is ion through final report. There seems to be a correlation between rapid studies

Id heavy Bank staff input, however, and the recently adopted principle that a

fiold WHO CP mission never go out without Bank staff participating should be stricly

adhered to. For all the upcoming six new surveys, i.e. Portugal, Egypt, Syria,

Congo, Tanzania and Philippines, Bank staff are already slated to participate. This

~il have added advantages of adapting the studies better to the Bank requirements.

Action 2 - Improving focus and structure

13. To improve structure and to reflect policy evolution (e.g. the Bank's

preoccupation with the urban poor) new guidelines for the studies should be published.

These are scheduled to be circulated for regional comments in mid-June. They are
thereafter planned to be applied for the upcoming studies in Portugal, Egypt,
Syria, Congo, Tanzania and the Philippines. The new guidelines will likely have
the following framework:

(i) Analysis of existing service-levels;
(ii) Analysis of targeted or recommended service levels;

(iii) Analysis of the implications to achieve such service levels;
(iv) Analysis of the constraints appearing and proposals how to

overcome them;
(v) Discussion of suitable projects and what the Bank's input

could be to assist sector development.

14. The additional advantages of such an outline is that the main text of
maximum 15 pages could serve as the Bank's internal sector memorandum. The summary
could serve as sector briefs to form the input into CPP's.

Action 3 - Improving focus

15. Lack of clear focus is serious and it is proposed that two measures be
taken. One first measure is to limit the main text to 15 pages and the summary to
2 pages. This will force the WHO staff to concentrate on what is truly important
and set priorities. Any new study of more than 15 pages should be returned to
WHO to be abridged. Additional text will have to go into annexes. A second
measure to make the surveys more relevant for the Bank' s project work is a wider
use of proper briefing and debriefing of WHO staff to explain what the Bank expects
to get out of each study. This has been an area where the Bank at times has
passed up an opportunity to improve the studies.

Action 4 - Improving analysis

16. Data collected by WHO CP teams will have to be analysed before being
included. As it is now there is a tendency to include irrelevant data, albeit
in the annexes, that make the reports swell unduly. Such peripheral data should
henceforth be rejected. The proposed heavier input of Bank staff should also
improve the analysis. Necessarily, the analysis applied will only improve
gradually, and it is too late for the Bank to have an impact when receiving WHO's
first drafts unless Bank staff are quite familiar with the countries.
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Action 5 - Improving style

17. The recent use of an editor on WHO reports is justified although there
are limits to what good cosmetics can do to irrelevant data and text. The
participation of Bank staff at the early stages of the survey, i.e. the field
mission, will likely help style, as will the new guidelines to be produced. What
is more lacking than correct grammar is lack of clear thinking and a more rigid
structure of the studies will undoubtedly help.

Action 6 - Upgrading WHO Staff

18. Undoubtedly several of the ten PIP staff funded by the Bank are not
quite up to the standards required and no amount of guidelines and improved Bank
supervision can change that. Therefore at each semi-annual review of the CP
working program the WO staff available should be weighed against the tasks
planned. If a certain WHO staff member does not fit well with the scheduled
activities over the medium term the only logical step is to replace the person
by not renewing his contract. Thereafter new staff, better reflecting the require-
ments, should be brought in

ANNEX

cc: Messrs. Rovani, Kalbermatten, Shipman, Middleton, Jennings, Warford, Saunders,
Williams, Morse, Erkmen, Thys, Salazar, Zavala, Buky, Nwaneri, Gillings,
Bates, Culagovski.

KRingskog:mds



WHO/IBRD COOPERATIVE PROGRAM ,

EVALUATION OF WATE & SEWERAGE SECTOR SURVEMS

_ bJ
Tdiing of Sector Study Time Lapsed from field Langth of Survey, ongof

Regionrt Draft Country Presentation ial Report Trip to Ciutl Report Summary Mm sxt Usyfuless of Survey Main Defticnci0s of Survey

Lati America & Caribbean

A.gntini 17/75 X/75 VI/76 a/ 5.0. 1 mouths 5 50 Of little use 1 Lacking focus, analysis and style
Bermuda IV/75 VI/75 VII/75 - N.A. 15 months 3 42 Of little use s1 Lacking focus, analyels and etyl*
BolivIa 11/73 12/74 VI/74 VI/74 9 months 6 43 Of limited use: 2 Lacking financial analysis and precision

BraIl I/72 VII1/73 N.A. N.A. N.A. 4 5? Of limited use 2 Lacking focus, struture, anulysis & style
Chile 1/714 I/75 X/75 N.A. 10 months 5 46 Of use , 3 Lacking analysis and style
Costa Rica d/ IV/74 X/76 .A. N.A. More than 214 months 7 13 Of little use I1 Lacking focus, structure, analysis & style
I Salvador - / IV/74 X/74 N.A. N.A. More than 24 months 7 114 Of little use 1 1 Lacking focus, structure, analysis & style

Honduras d/ 17/74 1/74 N.A. N.A. More than 214 month 8 11 Of little use , 1 Lacking focus, structure, analysis & style
Mexico d/ - 1/74 111/75 X/75 111/76 26 months 4 42 Of littlo use 1 1 Lacking focus, structure, an-lysi a& style
Nicaragua j/ 17/74 1/74 N.A. N.A. More than 24 months 6 16 Of little use 1 1 Lacking focus, structum, analysis & style

West Afri c

Cameroon 1/74 I7/74 VI/74 11/7h 23 months 1 13 Of use 3 Lacking focus

Upper Tlta l v 111/73 1/74 N.A. N.A. 10 m oths 1 6 Of little use , 1 Lacking focus, etructure, analysis & style

Last Africa

Ethiopia 1/71 17/74 15 months 6 28 Of livi ted unet 2 Lacking focus

Sudan 11/74 11/75 N.A. N.A. N.A. ? 16 Of little use 1 1 Lacking focus, structure, analysis & style
Tanania IX/71 - 7/72 8 months 3 1't Of use 1 3 Lacking structure

Zalra IV/73 11/7 11 mcths 4 16 Of lipittd unes 2 Lacking focus, structure

Zambia 1/73 1/74 11/74 -1/75 16 sct.hm N 33 Of little use I1 Lacking focus, structure, analysis & style

Algeria 17/75 111/76 71/76 N.A. N.A. 2n 145 Of use t 3 Lacking focus and structure

Iran 17/74 1/74 111/74 1/75 9 monthe 9 19 of iitsd ussi 2 iacking focue and structure

Oman 111/74 VII/7 11/75 N.A. 11 months 28 Or ltl. use , I Lacking focus, structum, analysis & style
lurkey d/ 11/74 r1/75 11/75 N.A. V, sonthe 3 i Or iimitod use, P Lacking focus an. etyte
Temm Arb Repablie I/72 1. 1/731 5 months 3 13 Of 1.1.td use, 2 Lack ing focus and structure
I=ao PON I/72 11/73 5 months 3 20 Of idted use, P Lacking focus and tructure

South Aels.

Bangladesh d/ 1/73 II/73 V/76 NA. At least 20 sonths 6 17 Of little use , 1 Lacking focus, structure and style
India - Xadya Pradesh XI/74 111/75 III/75 N.A. 13 months 9 38 Of lImi ted us., 2 Lacking focus, structure ard style
Nepal d/ IX/75 . - 17/76 N.A. At least 8 months 6 23 Of little use f 1 Lacking focus, structum, analysis & style
Pakistan d/ 1/74 71/74 V/76 N.A. At least ?9 months 7 42 Of little use , I Lacking focus, strucitre, analysis & style

East Asia & Pacific

Indonesia 17/75 11/75 V/76 N.A. At least 13 months 4 22 Of use 1 3 Lacking structure a"d style
Korea 11/74 1/75 11/75 V/75 13 months 5 40 Of limited use: 2 Lacking focus, structure and style

N.A. - Not Applirable

a/ Preliminary data

G/ Oraded on 4 gradest Of little use 1
Of limited use e 2
Of U-s . I
Of morh use - 4

c/ Whes survey is in double space a reduction fertor of m.75 to single space ha been used

./ Based on early drfts by WHO

April 26, 1976
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Richard N. HIddletmi, Samubr Staitar aCyer AfW=ii

Urk, Por m k Ue- 9rmL rasS Irt H It -An&

As 7ou regmstod, I *ttach a brief note setting out Um current
.tutm. of our departmaitt input into te water sqpl, ad dustmmter a
pects of the Taak Grvup's vork. ?a1 n lot ,w knmr if you wua lik e fIr-
V*,r details.

Actc: In..w ~~tm ~o~ & .
REn 4Ja+Va. lbarttenv arvA-- Wlrns Swdrs

Ringskog, Buky

Admddle e



1. The work of the department in relation to the Urban Poor policy
can be divided into two broad categories: firstly, direct assistance to

the Regions in analyzing their lending programs and in assessing the ade-

quacy of the Bank's response to water supply and wastewater disposal needs;

and, secondly, preparation of rem~1~hnpars, uidelines, etc., to assist

Regions in incorporating the Bank's new policy into their projects.

2. A first round of lending program analysis has already been car-

ried out for water supply projects. This indicates, as might be expected,

that Bank sector lending will have only a marginal effect on the needs of

the growing urban population; the situation is particularly bad in South

Asia, where Bank projects will supply water to less than 7% of the 1975-85

increase in population, without reducing the existing backlog. This analy-
sis is now being refined to provide a more realistic basis for target set-

ting and consequent lending program revisions, but the exercise is hampered
by poor basic data. An important input, which has been delayed, is the

result of WHO's 1975 survey; a Bank mission visiting Geneva this month will

again request that the figures are released to us on a confidential basis.

3. A similar analysis for lending for wastewater disposal is not
feasible, due to lack of data on existing methods of disposal. It is appa-

rent that provision of conventional sewerage will not be appropriate or

affordable in many instances, and further research on this subject is

necessary. Meanwhile, the Regions are compiling lists of the principal

cities in which sewerage schemes appear essential within the next decade,
as a guide to target setting.

4. A first step in changing the content of Bank projects so as to
reflect the Bank's new policy emphasis is changing the attitudes of our
staff and our borrowers. The paper being prepared by Professor Gilbert
White on 'Water Supply Service for the Urban Poor: Issues" is being re-
viewed in draft and will be the subject of a staff seminar this summer.

The guidelines for sector work carried out by the IBRD/WHO Cooperative

Program will be revised to strengthen the emphasis on affordable and appro-

priate service to all sections of the community, and assistance is being
given to the Regions in developing responsive Sector Memoranda and Project

Briefs.

5. Design criteria for water supply are being re-examined. Profes-

sor Lauria is about to complete his report on initial studies on design
criteria and staging of investment in Colombia, and to submit proposals
for further case studies. WHO, through the Cooperative Program, is cri-
tically reviewing commonly used design criteria, based on its experience
as Executing Agency for UNDP. WHO has also been asked to compile, as soon
as staff can be made available, comparative drinking water standards from
various countries and to comment on the underlying rationale.
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6. Many large metropolitan areas are approaching the limit of
readily-exploitable cheap water resources. Reuse of reclaimed wastewater
for industry or agriculture could free higher quality sources for domestic
use, and so enable cities to extend service to their growing population at
lower cost. Discussions are being held this month with consultants to
prepare a state-of-the-art paper on reuse, for completion later this year.

7. Another neglected "resource" is unaccounted-for water, which in
many cities may amount to 40 percent of production. This may be lost
through leakage, used through illegal connections, or simply not billed
because of administrative inefficiency. Whatever the cause, it represents
lost water or revenue or both. Virtually all Bank projects include provi-
sion for reduction in unaccounted-for water. A case study is proposed to
analyze the effectiveness of these provisions; at present, we are trying
to find a suitable consultant for this work.

8. The Task Group has placed much emphasis on the need to provide
jobs for the urban poor. We have engaged a consultant (Professor Miernyk
of West Virginia University) to undertake a study on "The Employment Impact
of Water/Sewerage Investments". The outline has been agreed, and the paper
should be completed later this year.

9. The Task Group's reports have stressed the need for water supply
undertakings to maintain financial standards even though they are extending
service to poorer areas. Monitoring of these standards will continue to
be part of our routine project review, and no special guidelines are neces-
sary at this time. However, we are undertaking several related items of
research. Professor Mann (West Virginia University) is preparing a paper
(due June 1976) on various means of estimating marginal costs, which will
aid our analysis of internal cross-subsidies implicit in tariffs, and im-
prove our pricing policies. An in-house paper on public utility pricing
and inflation, now being finalized, demonstrates that in most instances
there is no reason for borrowers to resist raising tariffs on the grounds
that such a step would fuel inflation. Later this summer we plan to begin
a desk study of the financial implications of extending water supply service
to the urban poor, using actual Bank projects to provide basic data.

10. At this point, research into wastewater disposal has been given
a lower priority than research into water supply. We have begun an in-
house study into the impact of sewer installation on water use and on
utilities' costs, for completion this summer. An in-house paper on alter-
native methods of charging for sewerage services has been postponed due
to staff constraints. As far as alternatives to conventional sewerage are
concerned, a first staff seminar has been given by Dr. McGarry of IDRC,
and we plan to keep up this contact. We also expect to participate in
low-cost sanitation studies undertaken by IDRC or Urban Projects Department.
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RichArd ';. Xidd.Utor.

Wit Costa for C2Mn Po.1c ItWIP

Ve haVe been requosted to provide f pical" unit costs for Commm
project itms, for an updating of CP, 9.1. De to staff absenoe on iission
and the sIort ti.e alloved for preparation of the data, I have only been
able to asseble frzo the regionml divIslons very approdmste figures, and
have ot been able to eiplore tAe reasons for the wide ranp of velma re-
ported. The attached table showe t original %PM 9.1 values,, the values
now reported, and tie valuer I suggest we !dgit forward for inclusion in
the revision. It shoild be cl&arly underatood that these are & suitable
for estimating purpoe.s. Further work on dsve ping and zaintaining a
useful unit cost retrieval -ystar is undoubtadly eo-essary.

Attachment

acs ,r. Kalox-iatten

Rddlto/ek



Original CPM West Africa* East Africa* IAC* EMENA** Recommended for new CPM

Water charges for reasonably
run systems, $/1000 US
gallons 0.30-0.90 0.7-1.4 0.60-1.20 0.45-3.50 0.5-2.5

Municipal water systems,
New or major expansions,
Capital costs $/capita served 100-300 50-200 106 35-300 100-300

Municipal sewer systems,
Capital costs $/capita served 100-350 - - 18-100 100-350

Water treatment plant capital
costs US$/US mgd capacity 100,000-300,000 200,000-400,000 - 70,000-150,000 140,000-210,000 100,000-300,000

Storage, capital costs $

-- Surface reservoir/US mg 50,000-75,000 50,000 - 75,000-100,000 80,000-140,000 75,000-125,000
-- Elevated (40 ft to low water)

0.2 US mg 40,000-70,000 - - 50,000-100,000 95,000 50,000-100,000
0.8 US mg 90,000-130,000 - 100,000-150,000 245,000 100,000-200,000

Pipelines (pipes and fittings
installed) US$/in.dia/ft. 1.00 5.0

(range 0.75-1.25) 0.6-1.75 0.30-1.80 1.40-1.75 0.75-1.75

Capital investments:

-gross assets, $/1000 USg. 1.50-2.33 2.5 2.60-5.80 5.0-10.0 2.5-7.5

--incremental investment
$/1000 USg of additional
capacity 1.90-3.00 3.5 8.30-10.20 1.20-5.70 3 -6

* As reported 4/76; no data vailable from ASPWS.
** Region accepted original CFM figures; new tabulation based on regional analysis of 1975 + 15%.
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All Water Supply Division Chiefs April 14, 1976

John M. Kalbermatten (Water and Wastes Adviser,
ETDR)

Typical Unit Costs of Common Project Items

We have been asked to update unit costs contained in CPM 9.1.
You might recall that this memorandum was cancelled when rapid inflation
made the presentation of this information difficult. I am attaching a
copy of the water supply data of the earlier memorandum. Please feel
free to odd other items if you feel the list is not representative.

This should not be a statistical analysis but your best esti-
mate of typical costs in your region. If you can establish a reasonable
average all the better, but I doubt whether this is possible with the
great variation in costs in the countries.

Please let us have your reply by c.o.b. April 21.

Attachment

JMKalbesrs. imk

cc: ?Mssrs. Shipman (WTDR), Middleton (EWrDR), 1Ringskog (&rlrDR)
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'TI2 SUPPiL

Cost per 1000 gal Cost per cu meter
in Us$ in US$

Nater Charges assessed for
reasonably run systems 0.30,-0 .90 0.07-0.24

Capital costs per capita served
in U

Municipal Water Systems
New or involving major expansions 100-300

Municipal Sewer Systems 100-350

Water Treatment Plant costs/million gals 100,000-300,000
Surface water

Storage - surface reservoir/million gals 50,000-75,000
- elevated-(40 ft to low water) - -

-0.2 MG 40,000-70,000
0.8 MG 90,000-130,000

Pipelines (rule of thumb) 41.00/in. diamater/ft

Pipe and fittings installed Range $0.75-1.25

Capital invostn.- in fixed assets

par unit of water production capacity
at and of recent or ongoing expansion

Gross assots par unit of totai

annual capacity - pcj -3 a Range Q0.40-0.60
- por 1000 US gals 1.50-2.33

Incromental investment/ per unit
of annual capacity added by expansion
program - per m3  Range $0.50-0.80

per 1000 US gals $1.90-3.00

./ Lludi ng coat of detailed design, construction supervision and

any managemen, consulting expanditures, during expansion program.
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April 12, 1976

Mr. Saul Arlosaroff
Deputy Water Commissioner
City of Tel Aviv
P.O. Box 7o43, Hakirys
Tel Aviv, Israel

Dear Saul-

I am sending you a copy of a letter I wrote to Professor D.
Goldberg asking him to prepare a state of the art paper on Aeuse of
Waste Water for Food Production. As you can see I mentioned to him
that I would ask you to prepare a paper on the institutional and
economic aspects.

Concurrently with this paper, I am having another one pre-
pared on the potentials of Waste Water Reuse for Industrial applications.
Subsequently I hope to use Mexico City as a case study. As you know,
in Mexico we will not only be talking about technical aspects of waste
water treatment and subsequent reuse, but more importantly, institutional
arrangements. I an sure it will be a challenging task and hope that you
would be able to participate in the field work when the time comes.

In the meantime, I would like you to provide the input for the
institutional and economic aspects of treating and transporting waste
water to the agricultural/industrial consumer. At this stage,your work
would obviously be concerned with the more general and basic aspects only,
as details will vary from case to case.

I look forward to my forthcoming visit and hope we will have the
time to review this project and some possible future activities.

Sincerely yours,

John M. Kalbernatten
Water and Wastes Adviser

khergy, Water and
Telecommunications Department

Encl.
JMKa1be t men:k



April 12, 1976
Professor D. Goldberg
Irrigation Department
The Hebrew University
rehoewt, Israel

Dear Professor Goldberg:

We net about a year and a half agp during the Workshop on aste
Water luse, sponsored jointly by the Goverment of Israel and WHO, held
in Hereliya. I was impressed at the time with your work in Waste Water
Reuse in Irrigation.. Aecently, I have as d the position of Water and
Wastes Adviser for the Bank. As part of a' new duties, I am reviewing
past and exploring future activities by the Bank in the Aeuse of Waste
*ter.

As you kw, the major share of Bank loans in the water supply
and serage sector has been for water sup3y; however, we are beginming
to finance more and more waste water diposal projects. At least one region
is very heavily involved in the financing of sewerage projects. Onse-
quentljy, it is time to ask whether we should not iove from waste disposal
to the reuse of waste water. I am writing you today to find out whether
you weuld be willing to prepare for the Bank a state of the art paper on
the rouse of waste water for food prodUction. In view of your own research
in this field, there in no doubt that you are eminently qualified to prepare
such a report. I will be travelling in the Middle Vast in early Vay and plan
to stop in Tel Aviv on May 6. It it in conveniont, I comld meet with you on
Nay 7 to discuss the details of sach an agreement.

In brief, the paper I have in mind would review present practiess
in waste water irrigation, fish or algae culture, indicate areas in which
further research and development is needed and remead potential pilot
projects the Bank could finance as part of its lending program in water suppLy
and sewerage projects. 3-e of the topics to be overed would be the
suitability of crops, mothods of irrigation, effect of increased soil salnitry
on productivity, potential of groundwter contamination, dangWr of scntasinatiena
by handling of produce, appropriate treatment, effects of toxic substanoes
and heavy metals.

We are proceeding to contract a parallel study for industrial rouse
of waste water with similar objectives. In view of Mr. Saul Arlosaroff'a
experience in utility operations, I plan to contact him in an effort to have
him prepare a report on the institutional aspects and the eoomis of treating
and supplying waste water to the ionsioer for both these studies. I will
therefore send him a copy of this letter for his information. Wil. I plan
to make individual arraen ts with you and Mr. Arlosaroff, I have, of course,
no objection if you wish to disiass this study with him prior to mW arrival
in Tel Aviv.



Professor D. Goldberg - 2 - April 12, 1V76

I hope you will have the time to undertake this study for the
Book. I do not propose to include any field work as part of this std,
but anticipate future activities resulting from this effort which could
require travelling abroad. If there is ary need to contaot m prior to
my arrival in Tel Aviv you can de so through Mr. Horning of FAO in -bm
where I will participate in the ACC Sub-Ca1.itteo on 'dater Resources
from April 26-30. In the hope of seeing you shortly, I remain

Sincerely yours,

John M. Kalberatten
Water and Whsts Adviser

%argy, WIter and
Taleomm anicatine Department

ss Mr. Saul Arlosarotf (?el Aviv)

ct Messre. Shipman (Wrmit), 4iddleton (HIolT), ibtes (ARD)

JXmlbe ak
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Dr. James A. Lee April 9, 1976

J. Tixhoun ?T

F.U. Report No. PUN 21 - PRICING AS A MEANS OF CON-TWLLING
THE USE GF WATER _SOUACES

Introduction

1. The rublic Utilities Department of CPS published the above
report as a MtCans of controlling the use of water resources. It is
issued, among othwr reasons, "for the information and guidance of Sank
staff working in water and wastes".

2. Under Chapter 4, p. 16-Pollution Control, the report die-
cusses the different methods of controlling effluent and comes out in
favor of the effluent charge system. This Chapter 4 is a verbatim
quotation of "Effluent Charges" found in the policy paper "Environment
and Development", p. 29-31, with two paragraphs omitted. In the policy
paper, effluent charges are dascribed as being one way to control pollution.
In PUN 21 the reader is led to believe that the 1ank official policy is to
promote effluent charges, which it is not (see policy paper, p. 32, lot
para.). I disagree with the report for the reasons given below.

EffluentChar a_9vtem

3. Theoretically there is no doubt that the polluter being fined
according to the amount of diacharged pollutants is the solution that is
closest to the economic optimum.

4. Rowever, the procedure to arrive at the total anount of pollu-
tants and at the ratio between it and the fine to pay is already fraught
with difficulties.

5. Each amount of pollutant will have to be weiSgld according to
its toxicity. A ppm of lead is more toxic than a ppm of ROD. Uow much
more is open to question. Synergy between two pollutants can complicate
the addition.

6. Even the same pollutant can vary in toxicity depending on the
receiving waterways. Mercury can stay as inorganic mercury or be methyl-
ated depending on the bacteria in the riverbed. Who will decide how much
will be methylated and what the results of that methylation will be?

7. The report compares the system of effluent charges to a uniform
regulation. The regulation does not have to be uniform. The effluent
factors like pa, temperature, 50D, TS5, can vary according to the respec-
tive flows of the effluent and the waterway. This is the procedure we
applied in several industrial projects.
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8. The international experience with effluent charge systems is
not that good. It creates problems of inter-border pollution and fric-

tion between countrios. The khiue River is a case in point. In 1973

everybody in Switzerland, Germany and mainly France (?otasses d'Alsace)
was dumping chlorides into the river with the result that in iolland,

chloride concentration was at the level of several hundred ppm. The

Dutch phospboric acid plant, Albatros (Rotterdam), ha to run the pro-

cess L 0 C below design to decrease corrosion. Despite this, they were
losing pump rotora every few weeks. Should they be compensated? If so,

how much? Another case is the ihank project CFL in San Salvador. If

CEL is allowed to dump arsenic and boron into an international river, the

Rio Paz, how much should Guatemala be paid? What happens if fish and

shellfish are poisoned by arsenic, if people are poisoned? What happens

if after ten or twenty years several thousand hectares of irrigated soil

are rendered unproductive by boron poisoning?

9. The report then rejects uniform standards as inefficient with

respect to enterprises with different marginal costs. It may be so.

But, is not pollution control installed for the protection of health and

life? If the standard achieves this, it can afford to be inefficient from

time to time. On the other side, the optimal solution from an economic

point of view caunot be achieved without giving a price to haman life and

a cost to sickness or happiness. Only Cod or a politician can do that.

10. Individually adjusted standards are claimed to create over-
whelming information and adainistrative problems. This is not the case

here where we apply them. Even if it were so, I still think that because

of the monitoring problems the effluent charge system will be more com-

plicated and more cumbersome.

11. The statement is made that marginal costs increase exponentially

with the decrease of pollutants in the effluents,. This is true for the

same plant being revamped. This is not always true for a new plant whose

design incorporates the necessary abatement equipnent. And, this is defi-

nitely not true if changes of process are possible. The caustic chlorine

industry in the US went from the amalgam call to the diaphragm cell, elimi-

nating mercury completely (zero discharge), without any discernible effect

on costs or profits. In other words, technology does not stand idle. What

was impossible five years ago nay be comarcially available now or in the

near future. To take another example, zero discharge of 502 ind sulfuri C

plant could be achieved easily now by cooling the absorption
at -1OC to liquify the $02 and separate it from the nitrogen and the

oxygen. The S02 could then be rainjected into the SO converter. The

investment cost would increase but, depending on the luture price of sul-

fur, the total cost might decrease. The case for a rigorous System of

charges may become stronger in a theoretical economic study. It is much

weaker in real life if possible technological advances are taken into

account.

12. Finally, tha report states that the effluent charge system may
be a source of funds for environmental Improvement (i.e. collective treat-

meat works). These funds can be found elsewhere, however, as in the IFC

project of Zenica (Yugolavia). Thare, the steel plant pretreats its
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effluent (eyaides-phenols). The treatment is then completed in the
town sewag. trestmant plant (Tuoslavia has uniform standards).

COUcLASIgil

13. 1 hope the preceding argumentation convinces you that the s57-
ten of effluent charges is not the panacea described in PUN 21.

14. 1 also regret that the report writer did not discuss the pollu-
tion control with us before issuing the paper. P17N 21 is an official docu-
ment. 1y job with IFC or Bank engineers may be more difficult if they
argue about individual standards (uniform or not).

15. I believe an organization like the Bank should not simply
equate pollution with dollars and cents. ?efore looking at the least cost
solution, we should first make sure that this solution does not imply any
trade-off between economic profit on one side with health and life on the
other. We should also make sure that the environment is not irreversibly
destroyed. If we are sure of these two things, the way to achieve them is
of secondary importance.

16. I believe the paper should not be presented as it is now to the
UN World Water Resources Conference in Argentina during 1977 and that
Chapter 4, "'Pollution Control". should be rewritten. I have the impression
that the writer is only thinking about biodegradable pollutants (i.e. 9OD,
temperature) and not about permanent toxicants (i.e. ig, As).

Attacment

JT:fb

ec: R. Overby



,tr. Richard N. Middleton (PBPDR) April 1, 1976

Jozeef B. Buky (WAPPB)

Water Supply Service for the Urban Poor
Issues Draft Paper by Professor Gilbert White

Professor White's paper provides an excellent summary of all
the questions and background information which has already been discussed
from time to time in various forms. I only wish to make a few comments
on selected issues as follows:

1. In connection with his discussions on the Urban Poor in the so-
called shanty towns (2.1 onwards), my experiences are that governments
(municipal or state) generally tend to discourage this form of settlement
mainly because of the "no fixed address' population and it is almost impos-
sible to collect any form of taxes or charges in respect of however minimal
municipal services. Furthermore, these kind of settlements seldom if ever
develop into higher grade organized residential areas (attempts for slum
upgrading notwithstanding) and therefore it is extremely difficult to decide
on the level of service to be provided (if any). In most cases, slums
remain slums for a very long time and people who can afford it move out and
new migrants take their place. Provision of water supply services which may
be made on public health considerations inevitably draw demands for other
municipal services (roads, street lighting, etc.) with little hope of cost
recovery.

2. Type of Service

I believe experience in general will show that intermittent service
in any urban development has always started unintentionally as a matter of
emergency and, if circumstances so developed, such emergencies tended to
extend over a long period. It would be interesting to find out if anyone has
deliberately designed a new system to provide intermittent supply. The
difficulties in operating such a system are well-known and the assumption
of severe health hazards is logical but I doubt that conclusive proof could
be found either way with a research study. Other references to shortcomings
in design, particularly of distribution systems often quoted as deliberately
neglecting the Urban Poor, may be more difficult to analyze. It is well-
known that we generally do not get involved in distribution during project
preparation as distribution extensions tend to follow the main project on an
extended time-scale and are generally left to the utility to carry out. We
should certainly try to do more on this front but it may involve greater
manpower use following project completion, i.e. specific supervision issue.
I do not entirely agree with Professor White's views on the design of diffe-
rent types of distribution systems or levels. A good design will fully take
into account the level of consumption in specific districts or areas of the
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city which usually retain their character over a very long period. In
other words, high income residential areas will remain consumers while high
density low income areas will generally remain small consumers. It is,
therefore, perfectly feasible to use within one city practically all the
forms of services quoted by Professor White without a policy commitment to
any one type.

3. Water Quality

Just a brief comment. People in poor areas, or rich for that
matter, do not understand coliform counts but they do understand color,
taste and odor; while the water must be free from bacterial contamination,
the visible effects produced by conventional water treatment are essential
if the public is to accept the water. Standards and degrees of treatment
will of course vary according to raw water quality and that must be the
criteria for the treatment ultimately provided rather than some economical
level of expenditure.

JBBIfM



14r. Yves Rovani, PBPD)R March 26, 1976

Richard N. Middleton, PRPM

Coutry Sector Work - CPS Ativities

fhe following roug$ working notes, ooncerning the water and wastes
sector, are in response to Mr. Ray's semoravAm of artch 22 to Xr. Warford,
requesting a working paper by April 2nd to serve as a background to a neeting
on April 9.

1. Sector work in the water and wastes sector Is earried out in thr"
principal ways:

- as part of project identfication and preparation

- through special missions by regional projects divisions

- through the UMAMN Cooperative Program (CP).

The first ad third are the Pust importaatj a list of CP activi-
ties to date is attaahed for refwswe.

2. The need for secter studies is reviwed twice yearly during WHO/
IERD CP liaison meetinp in Washiagton. At thee meetings the
Bonk's lending program and level of sector knowledge are revimued,
requests for sector work from WHO and its regi.oaal offices are
submitted, and the work plan and allocation of work between the
Bank and the CP are agreed.

3. The Bank participates in work carried out by the CP, using CPS
and regional sector staff, as followet

- review of tomm of reference for ree s aismanoso and sector
survey iasions

- ddarieting of missions on return

- participation in missions to the extent possible, in pertica-
lar in "wiind-up disa.i.sei with govermosat at the end of
the survey and in presentation of the final reports to
goernent

- review of *he reprts at all stogag. Hwever, these ar
prepared i Geneva and do NOT go through the Bak' s multi-
ealor process (although se final reports are issued in
grey .over). Pwzagrph 7 af Attacment III of Mr. Ray's
nwrsAwn does not therefore apply in this ease.
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CPS in als involved In regional predect. davision etivitias
throuibht

- the si-monthly planaiug review (pare. 2)

- reviling all tUrns of 'ferenoe, baek-to-office r*erte,
appralsal reporte, ste.

- revie of the timetable for seeter emoranda and sector
brief#, and review of those doevoonte when tMy are drafted.

Gmidelines for seetor work Orried out b7 CP (and, by Ili-atiop,
for sector work earriod out by Bank staff) have been isseed, ses
GAS 4 of November 9, 1973. Prosals to introdueo a unv stan-
dardised formt for ster reports have been raised from time to
tine (m.xt recently at the November 1975 liaisen meetings), but
no asews has been reshed en whether this would be m effi-
sient than present practioe. (3tdelinos for secter ismranda and
briefs a" w. r onsidoratiA (sem men Itvant to P.U. diys1on
division ehiefs of March 9, 1976).

6. Special sector topics are normaly handled by regional divisions
in the cerse of projeet prepartion, otten tbrough WDP studies
(e.g., organisatinal, finamial or legal reforwi). Otrs amy
be OP.CIal huk missieo, with CPS SPeCialiut support (e.g., Ahaore
and Bagkok tariff studies).

7. 14ma an extra stoff sember joins this offie in esar April, we
plan net only to improve the qwality of revie of seetor reports
but aso, thmkg axalysis of paest and oning reports, to prodee
a series of informatica papers amaiysing partioclar sector aspects
in sw detail.

8. At preseut, roprte en CP work are prepared by WHO quarterly and
an""e12. The" am Vowwriaed on a caleadar year basis, fello*U4

= praatioe. bperte srawrizing Bank regional seater activities
we nt en by CPS.

9. P & B, a aaalyse., beed e apater printouts, hke. not yet been
able to reprofe the tia spent en sector work. ThW omwistentIy
differ ftos CP tia.et, which are head-processed in Gneva. As
a remit, ana27e s ch as that prented in the Ihy 5, 1975 mmnorea-
dwe ar inecmr t e; for eample, 5.5 man-years ae shoeu as a
projected total for FY75, at a tine when the CP had 9 full time
staff plus ensitants; the actual time alleated to sector work gas
7.7 ian-years, and in affect the whole staff input (10.4 mn-yeaws)
ould hav bass take" Uder tis eateOry.
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10. To m atake the analjvs envisaged in Y. ft"e mW, we would
ueds

- me accurate Foam Meo (which would need to be processed
both by the Bank and by W)

-. mach nore aceate data psoessig by P & B

This would mt be vadertaken by the Department als at its present
taffing lovall very seubtantial inpat would be required from the

region& and from WV. ? & B womld also have to be able to preoee
data mewe promptly and aoemwately than at present.

11. Thwe ae a amber of WHO-originated motor reports, or reports
for which the Bank does not take rospnuibility, which ar- classi-
fied under SW. In the past F & B has refused to allocat. a code
to tase activities on the grounds that a Form 700 has not been
issued. Attaohment V, par.. 6 of Mr. fty's amwrandm susggets
that these will now be seded, to redse the SO claasifioation.
Has this been aUVed with P & B? Is there aiV reason why reports.
sot subject to approwl by the Bank stould be given a hk oda -e
or womld the nor eateory, Co-op eports, igwro all these dis-
tinctions?

12. The above notes ewvor maet of the points rised by W. Ray's mn-
randim. I would lik, to comnent that the d.adlive (one week) is
too short -. Mr* Uy's m u ran-d= obviously reflects a considerable
*ant of time and thougit and a similar ameent should be allowed
for a rep.ms..

13. 1 believe ertain basic questions need to be raised concering
Mr. Ray' proposals.

(a) What are the purported benefits of additional adminis-
tretiot monitoring, and what are the likely costs?

(b) Is tbere any point in striving fbr coListency between
soctor work (at all levels of detail) tn all parts of
the Bank and the Cooperative Program?

(a) I M. ay aware of the considerable effort now being
wade by WW to improve CP manageownt - as evinced by
appointment of Mr. Schultaberg as a full time managpr -
and of WW's dislike of constant secoud guessing" by
a patroniaing Rak? Any increased CP maitoring activ-
ity should be first agreed with WM and then implemented
in oneva rather than in Washington.
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() DOO -. R*W know that att*Mptg to fit Cp into the
BAk's amPlex review process (inS paper/dai*Lm
Meting/Nhit*/Y*lOW//g nr) have been tried and
rejected as gimp4 too musberwo . The twV& of
StOps iavolvod, the fe)ot that all diswaeion has to
be NW mail, the heavy trawvel cosmitmut by both CP
and ftnk staff (which mlke a&seably of r"vie palel
difficult) al leod to xcessive delays. S=9 r"pOrt.
am not still 0owleted after two years. Our rospown
to this ha to seek to plaae inareaving rexpoasibility
on WHO for the qu*aity and t1 1i-Ime of their rvports,
and to provide Bank staff input in the field w*enever
possile. It in not possible to ask WiO staff to be
prest in kashington threghout the review PeAs -
&part from the ewt, it would add oonsidRably to their
travel tin., * Oh is already high (three, four or five
week trips a year, plus minor missions). TM solution
mnut be to build up their own oopteam, so that a mo.
tor rport can be isend udAer a C eover and ued with
conftewm in Bank work.

Attackaft

vo Hamra. Nalbormatton, Werford,, Saundar (PBM),
Me. 17te~ (PBTTR~)



SECTOR STUDIES TO MARCH 23, 1976 Country (Mission Date)

EAST AFRICA (6)

Ethiopia (1/73); Zaire (4/73); Zambia (10/73);
Somalia (2/76); Sudan (11/74); Tanzania (9/71)

WEST AFRICA (1)

Cameroon (1/74)

EMENA (6)

Iran (4/74); Algeria (10/75); Oman (3/74); Turkey (11/74);
Yemen PDR (9/72); Yemen AR (9/72)

LAC (10)

Bermuda (4/75); Bolivia (9/73); Argentina (7/75);
Central America - Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa
Rica (4/74); Chile (10/74); Mexico (1/74); Brazil (8/72)

ASA (9*)

Bangladesh (10/73); Korea (9/74); India-Madhya Pradesh (1/75);
Indonesia (4/75); Malaysia (2/75); Nepal (9/75); Pakistan (1/74);
Thailand (3/76); India-Uttar Pradesh (7/75)

*Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh taken separately.

OTHER RECONNAISSANCE

Liberia (2/73); Guatemala (3/74); India (5/72); Malawi (10/73);
Burma (73)



Special Assistance Missions

PRE-APPRAISAL MISSIONS

Israel (11/71); Iran (Lar River) (6/72); Syria (3/72); Brazil (2/73);
Ivory Coast (3/73); Gambia (3/73); Senegal (3/73); Greece (9/75)

APPRAISAL MISSIONS

Mexico (1/72); Israel (4/72); Iran ( ar) (12/73)

ECONOMIC MISSION

Lebanon (6/74)

SECTOR REVIEWS

Niger (5/73); Mauritania (5/73); Upper Volta (12/73); Kenya (2/75)

LENDING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Senegal (9/73); Pakistan (2/74)

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION AND FORMUIATION

Yemen PDR (11/71); Yugoslavia (2/72); Gambia (3/72); Syria (4/72);
Yetien PDR (4/72); Fiji (4/72); Yemen AR (9/72); Oman (10/72);
India (2/75); Philippines (8/75); Korea (9/75); Cameroon (12/75)

PROJECT GUIDANCE MISSIONS

Nepal (4/72); Morocco (h/72); Guyana (9/72)

SUPERVISORY MISSION

Israel (12/72)

COORDINATTON OF WHO /UNDP-ASSISTED AND WORLD BANK FINA,!C )ED IROJECTS

Kenya (3/72); Indonesia (2/73); Ivory Coast (6/73)



March 26, 1976

I*. Daniel AlexaKdr Okun
526 Dogwood Drive
Chapel Hill, N.C. 2741

Dear Mr. Okuns

T&s. Stone sent me a copy of your letter of Mrch 18 in which you
request instructions regarding your travel from Chapel Hill to Washington.
I suggest we keep the arrangements as siple as possible; therefore, I
authorise you to make one trip a month to iashington without prior autho-
risation. I suggest you prepare an outline of your work plan, indicating
trips you plan to make to Washington. I would then authorise the additional
trips on the basis of this work plan. Obviously, any trips you make in
connection with other business which are not charged to the Bank do not
require any authorisation from the Bdank. I would suggest you let us know
before you arrive to make sue the people you wish to see will be available.

After dictating the above, I received your letter of Mlrch 19. I
will be in my office on the morning of April 1. The people to see in the
liucation Department aret Mr. Riward H. Chittleburgh, Training Adviser,
Telephone 3o. 477-5374, Rom D714, and Mr. Richard W. Van Wagenen, Training
Officer, Telephone No. 477-5375, Room D715. In the Agriculture and Rural
Development Department, you should se Mr. Leif 2. Christoffersen, Assistant
Director, Rural Development and Nutrition, Telephone No. 477-4685, Room D8kl4
Mr. David J. Turnham, Chief, Rural Development Division, Telephone No.
477-6823, Room D1014; and Mr. Ted J. Davis, Chief, Rural Operations Review
and &Apport Unit, Telephone No. 477-5306, Room D842.

A~th best regards.

Sincerely yours,

John M. Kalbeonatten
Water and Wastes Adviser

Public Utilities Department

cc: Mr. Middleton (PBPD3)

JM11 vo~k
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lir. Newton Boules
Dempty Director# progra Miviion
UNICEF

'Jew Tok, Amw ork 10OM7

Dear Mr. BDwleas

'Me Bulk has wWgAged hr. TI.U- Journy to report on currnt land.
puT technelog and to dmonstrate everal prototype m4als In the patio

of the offioss. The Public Utilities and Agricmlture Departonts will be
holding a adzenar on rAnual pwqpin toward the Cnd of Farh where recont
developments in the 3tate of th- art will be dirumad.

I bope that ymp in Yr. Aartin beyer' abene or whmemwr you
AV deputize mayr be able to participate in the msninmr. As sow. as a

deflnite date and time as be..n fimed we allaU telepann yvA.

Following th* vwIar, if it is owiedemrd that the now typ of
iandumsp mould be exposed to a wider au+iec, we would propos to -,ke

a promentatiou at tie IRC aeinar or Uhi topio, at whioh no d"bt yOu
willbe rpeetd

Richard S. Siddletan
Sanitary Engneer
,h*lic Utilities Departaut

cc: Mr. Journe

RlNiddleton/col
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Rr. George Curi
Dacm (1.D.)

. . D rtmet of state
Wa -ngton, D. c. 02

Dar Dr. (mXlins

Tth World BWlkr in wwva= with otmr lmling lastitutionss is very
intemcted in qaant.tyIng the linkgs between impravvd wator muply and
better baltis as an aid to our InvzStArnt dciaimz.

Mr. Tix Journeyj *ia haw Leen engaged byv Vis INbla Utilitioa Depart-
Nent and tlia Agriculture xnd Rural Develop-Aant Deprtant of V&e World Bank
to prepam a mport an low cost tscbnologier fbr mally operstod pm" for
rural awter auppIy, meutioned to we thAt the Qxlara Resoarch Iaborator- and

U-ICV wo. to have oonducted an aplMied rearne progrw in ,97V75 to
*asur te iact of tb. prewnzcv of a tubewell up= tw incldw* of anteric
4aeaes in Vatlab hAWA}.

I *hJl very ,,c approtc atr eoiving a copy of any pulicfatIn
wich ras rmaulted frop th* stud, an thexe Is so lttle relable infrr-

nation avaible on tae mbJect.

;UcI r(d . Addleton
Swnitury 1"gineor

PulcUtilitiou Departirant

TJourncy/-!' wvel



Rarch 8, 1976

Ir. 7r*nk A. Thtrico
Chief, Diviaion of Rnvirorontal Health
Pan Amsrican Health Organiation
525-23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Der Mr. Nutricoi

On kmzch 17 and IR we art having a swminar on grundwater dwralop~
mnt 91van by Mr. John S. Frybergsr, Vice Fresidert, ninewring %terprims,Ir. Nmv, Oklah . Mr. rger is an eminently qualified *prt in

groundwmter devlopment and we look forward to the minar.

I would like *o take .is opportunity to invite you end your staff
to attnd the sssinar. I would appreciate your letting me knyw an soon as
possible, but not later than the end of this ieek, about how many of your
staff you expect to participate, so we can inke appropriate arrangomnte.
I shall inform you on Mnday, mrch 15, of the time and place the smin" is
to be held.

On April 6, Degramnt will make a presentation on Sevage Disposal,
WSaiJA to the mw on Wator Treatment about a yoar ago. Ihe presentation will
start at 12:30 p.m. in Rom D556 and will be "bag lunchc style. You and at-
bars of your staff ae cordially iuwitd to attend. The formal preientation
will tek. place from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., but Dbgemat staff will s
ovor for discusmio, iT participants wish to extend the session.

With best personal regards.

nizcrely you"5,

John M. Kalberatten
ater an taltis Adisr

Public itilitls Dopatmeant
J&&Ilbe ba4l"+n -
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Ing. Humberto 0liverO
jhisf, Swnitary ftriwring Section
Inter-American Development bark
B08 17th Street, I.W.
waahington, D.C. 20006

Bar Ing. OIlverot

On March 17 and 18 we are having a sodnar on groundwater dewrlop-
ment iven by Mr. John S. Fryberger, Vice President, Fngineering Enterprises,
Im-, zorman, Oklahoma. Mr. Fryberger ian mainntly qualified export in

grconwater development and we look fawwrd to the seminar.

I would like to take this opportunity to invite you and your staff
to attend the inminsz. I would apprwciato your letting me knw as soon as

possible, but not later than the wu of this wwxk, about how may of your
staff you expect to participate, so we can make appropriate arrWnoments.

I sall inf om you on Monday, okmzb 15, of the time and place the seminar is

to be held.

I' April 6, Degramt will make a presentation on Sewage sp.Osal,

similar to the one on Water Treatment about a yoFr ao. The presentation
will start at 1230 p.m. in Uoxm i556 and -ill be "bag lunch" style. You and

mebsas of your staff are ordially invited to attend. The formal presenta-
tion will take place from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. but Dugraeont staff will

stay over for discumsiant, if participants wisAh to extend the session.

With best pearsnal regards.

Sincerely yours,

John A. Kalbematten
Water and Wastes Adviser

Public Utilities Department
iai4 n 4Zk
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G.F. Darnall, Assistant Directar, AG1DR

F.L. Hotes, Irrigation Adviser, AGFDR

Back-to-Office Report on Attendance at International Syiposium on Arid
Lands Irrigation in Developing Countries, Environmental Problems and
Effects, Alexandria, Egypt, February 16-21, 1976

1. In accordance with Terms of Reference dated February 3, 1976, I
arrived in Alexandria on February 15 to attend subject symposium. Following
the Conference I departed Alexandria on February 21, returning to Washington,
D.C. on February 22. This mew summarises the highlights of the Symposium,
one of which was the fortuitous field trip arranged for the attendees to the
nearby irrigated areas west of the Noubaria Canal. This is the area in which
the proposed Bank-financed Fruit and Vegetable Development Project would he
located. Upon return to headquarters, it was my responsibility to review the
irrigation and drainage aspects of the Draft Yellow Cover Appraisal Report for
the project, and the field trip was of great assistance in helping to under-
stand the complex and serious drainage problems of the area.

Conference Sponsorship and Attendance

2. The Conference was convened by the Comittee on Water Research
(COWAR) of the International Council of Scientific Unions, and organised
jointly by COWAR, UNESCO, and the Academy of Sciences and the Ministry of
Irrigation of Egypt. Other agencies providing support were UNEP, FAD, and
WHO, while international non-governmental agencies cooperating were IAHS,
IA11, ICID, ICOLD, ISSS, IUBS and IUPAC.

3. About 240 persons from 41 different countries were in attendance,
with the largest representation being from the host country, Egypt. -There
were 14 from FAO (attributable largely to the staff of the UNDP/FAO West
Noubaria Waterlogging and Salinity Study Project), 3 from UNESCO, 2 or 3
from WHO, 2 from UNEP, 1 from the UN Secretariat, and myself from the World
Bank.

Program

4. Four of the five days were devoted to eight formal sessions. One
day was set aside for the field trip mentioned in para. 1. At the formal
sessions simultaneous translation facilities into Arabic, English and French
were provided. Following an overview of the topic of each session by its
Chairman, each panelist gave a summary of the highlights of their paper. Most
papers had been pre-printed in a Symposium booklet; others were distributed
in advance of the sessions. Following the summary presentations, general dis-
cussion ensued from the floor and the panel.
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5. The papers and discussions covered a wide range of topics, from
"traditional" papers on world irrigation development and influence of ir-
rigation on mankind, to socio-economic aspects, influence of irrigation on
land use, soils, water quality, the hydrological processes, biological
balances of the environment, efficiency of irrigation schemes, and health
problems in irrigation areas. A list of the chairman, panelists, and
papers is attached as Annex 1. I partic*pated as a panelist at Session 3,
where I discussed a paper for which I was the senior author on "Effects
of Irrigation on Water Quality."

6. This was one of the best Symposiums I have attended. The papers,
although covering many disciplines, were well-written and easy to under-
stand. The various experts, including those in the audience, were know-
ledgeable and there was a vigorous and useful exchange of information and
viewpoints. Some highlights are noted in following paragraphs.

Highlights

7. Clyde Houston (FAO) paper on "Irrigation Development in the World"

i) New irrigation systems needed by 1985 - 23 million ha;
cost $40 billion.

ii) Improvements to systems required by 1985 - 50 million
ha; cost 25 billion.

iii) Proposes that a World Survey of Water Resources and
Irrigation Potential be undertaken as a co-operative
project by relevant international agencies and inter-
ested countries. Cost to start - $10 million.

8. Des Irrigation Project - Iran. Dr. E. Ehlers of the University of
Harburg/Lahn, Germany, gave a paper on "Social and Economic Consequences of
Large Scale Irrigation Developments - The Dez Irrigation Project/ghusestan,
Iran." This project is partially financed by the Bank. Comparisons were
given of the economic and social effects of four different types of agricul-
ture in the project area: (i) agro-industries, (ii) agribusiness, (iii)
farm corporations, and (iv) traditional farming. The paper is worth reading,
although his differentiation between an agro-industry (sugar cane plantation)
and an agribusiness (large scale mechanized farms under foreign management)
is too simplistic and fails to recognise that the latter could have (and did)
include plans for associated processing industries. I had a good personal
discussion with him later during the week.

9. Influence of Irrigation on Precipitation in Semi-Arid Climates, by
Schickedans and Ackerman of the U.S.A.. A study was made - to whether or
not the phenomenal growth of irrigation in the Great Plains of North America
has had an appreciable effect on the region's climate. Tentative conclusions
are that this has not produced additional clouds or precipitation.
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10. Probability of Droughts and Sacmndary Salinization on World
Soils by Kovda, Rozanov and Onishenko of the USSR contained some very
Interesting tables on complex smeliorations for main soil groups of
arid regions under irrigation and a proposed classification scheme for
aridity, drought probability and secondary salinisation of irrigated
soils, with a map.

11. A Comparison of Vbsquito Populations in Irrigated and Non-
irrigated Areas of the KAno Plains. Kenya was presented by Messrs. Hill,
Chandler and Highton. They reported that the household entry rate of
mosquitos in ricefield areas was approximately 4 times greater than in
non-irrigated areas. The seven project villages were located adjacent
to the rice fields, while the authors recommanded that villages be located
beyond the flight range of malaria vector mosquitos. Mosquito bite rates
of 200 bites/person/night were reported.

12. The values of producing fish in connection with irripAtion
schemes were presented in two papers. During the discussion I mentioned
that the Bank would consider financing such components of irrigation pro-
jects, and that this was done in the case of the Lower Sao Francisco
Folders Project in Brasil.

13. Water weed prob$*ms in irrigation systems and reservoirs was the
topic of an outstanding slide-illustrated presentation by Mitchell of the
University of Rhodesia. I later discussed with him the problem of prepar-
ing a manual on the subject for Bank staff and Borrowers. Available publi-
cations should be evaluated first, but apparently this problem is not
receiving the attention it deserves from economic, hydraulic, and health
standpoints.

14. The results of a worldwide questionnaire survey of irri ation
officJences was reported by Bos of the International Institute irLnd
Reclamation and Improvement, Wageningen. His Table 2 summarises reported
farm, ditch, field application, distribution and overall efficiencies from
91 irrigated areas in 29 cowntries. Most overall project efficiencies were
in the 20% to 30% range. The greatest weakness of the study is that much,
if not most, of the submitted datawerenot based on actual measurements.
The value of the report is that it dramatises the tremendous inefficiencies
in current systems and practices, the potential for improvement and consar-
vation of resources, with resultant increased agricultural production.

15. Health and Irrigation by Dr. Coumbaris of the Faculty of Medicine,
Paris, gave an excellent overview of this subject. He remarked that "we do
not yet know how to eliminate completely bilharsiasis and malaria in develop-
ing countries, but a reasonable goal might be to prevent infection more often
than every 2 or 3 days." Some 200 to 300 million people suffer from bilhar-
ziasis, for uhich there is not yet a universally safe, sure, cure.
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16. An excellent summary of irrigation and malaria in arid land*
was given by Dr. Farid, formerly of 1IO.

17. The problem of Bilhariasis In the Irrigation Schemes of the
Sudan were presented by Drs. Ama and dris. They gave the World Bank
a big (unsolicited) pat-on-the-back for including a major control program
for the disease in the recently approved second stage development of the
Rahad Project.

*ap-lUp Session

18. This was chaired by Dr. Gilbert White, fmed geographer from the
University of Colorado. He noted that at this symposium no one had pro-
posed a panacea such as Sea hIter Distillation, Cloud Seeding, or Solar
Pumps, to solve all problems. Although these had been mentioned, they more
recogmised as being of value omly In special situations. More application
of available information is needed, and the technical disciplinesnust work
together for an integrated approach. He noted that little wae said about
the role of economic and social efficiencies, but that thes. were "portant
considerations in all cases. While problems were discuesed frankly, he
appreciated -the positive outlook of most participants.

Symposiua Proceeings

19. A copy of the Symposium pre-print is available in my of fice
(Ext. 2763). It is hoped that the entire pvoceedings, including the pre-
prints, can be published at a later date.

At acnat

cc: Messrs. M. Burney
J. A. Lee



INTERUNATIONAL SYMPOSIUMS ON ARID LANDS
IRRIGATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS AND EFFECTS

Alexandria, Egypt, 16-21 February 1976

SESSION CHAIRMEN AND AUTHORS

Session 1 - Areas and Methods

- E.B. WORTHINGTON (President of COWAR): Introduction to the synposium

- M. BATISSE (UNESCO): General remarks

- C.E. HOUSTON (FAO): Irrigation development in the world

- A.H. TABA (WHO): The influence of irrigation on mankind

Session 2 Case Studies

- E.B. WORTHINGTON (COWAR): General report

- ABDEL AZIM ABUL ATA (Minister of Irrigation, Egypt):, The conversion
of basin irrigation to perennial irrigation

- A. COUMBARAS (France): A pluridisciplinary approach (irrigation and
health) in two integrated irrigation projects

- E. EHLERS (Federal Republic of Germany): Social and economic conse-

quences of large scale irrigation developments:

The Dez irrigation project, Khuzestan, Iran

- E. URROZ, A. HAUSER (Mexico): Waste water re-use for irrigation and
its effect on agriculture

Session 3 - Influence of Irrigation on Hydrological Processes: Quantity
and Quality

- G. KOVACS (Hungary): General report

- ABDEL EL-FATTAH FAHMI (Egypt): The effect of irrigation on the atmos-
pheric branch of the hydrological cycle, especially
on evapotranspiration
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Session 3 -- (Continued)

- W.C. ACKERkItN, P.T. SC1ICKEDANZ (U.S.A.): Influence of irrigation
on precipitation in semi-arid climates

- T. PECZELY (Hungary): Some observations concerning the change in the
hydrological cycle caused by irrigation

- G.V. BOGOMOLOV, A.V. LEBEDER, Yu. G. BCGOMOLOV (U.S.S.R.): Influence
of irrigation on hydrogeological processes in
the aeration zone

- F.L. HOTES, E.A. PEARSON (U.S.A.): Effect of irrigation on water
quality

- S. PELS, M.E. STANNARD (Australia): Environmental changes due to ir-
rigation development in semi-arid parts of New
South Wales, Australia.

Session 4 - Land Use, Soils and Water Quality

- I. SEABOLCS (Hungary): General report on behalf of V.A. KOVDA (U.S.S.R.)

- P. ANTOINE, A. DELACOURT (Maroc): Observations sur deux sols argileux
(vertisols) irrigues depuis 25 ans dans la plaine
du Gharb, Maroc.

- . VARALLYAY (Hungary): Survey of irrigated areas, related to soil
salinization and/or alkalinization and water-
logging in Hungary

- D.R. BHUMBLA (India): Chemical composition of irrigation water and its
effect on crop growth and soil properties

- V. DUKHOVNY, L. LITVAK (U.S.S.R.): Effect of irrigation on Syr Darya
water regime and water quality

- 1. EL-GABALY (FAO): Problems and effects of irrigation in the Near East
Region

- V.A. KOVDA, B.C. ROSANOV, S.K. ONESHENKO (U.S.S.R.): On probability of
droughts and secondary salinization on world soils.

Session 5 - Effects of Irrigation on the Biological Balances of the Environment

- A.M. KASSAS (Egypt): General report

- M.N. HILL, J.A. CHANDLER, R.B. HIGHTON (U.K.): A comparison of mosquito
populations in irrigated and non irrigated areas
of the Kano Plains, Nyanza Province, Kenya

- J. DAGET (France): La production de poissons de consommation dans les
ecosystemes irrigues
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Session 5 - (Continued)

- R.L. WELCOMME (FAO): Inland fisheries in arid zones

- D.S. MITCHELL (U.K.): Water weed problems in irrigation systems

Session 6 - The Efficiency of Irigation Schomes

- M. HOLY (C.S.S.R.): General report

- M.G. BOS (Netherlands): Some influences of project management on
irrigation efficiencies

- I.Z. KINAWY (Egypt): The efficiency of water use in irrigation in

Egypt

- A. AMAYA BRONDO (Mexico)

Session 7 - Human Problems in Irrigation Areas

- A. COUMBARAS (France): General report

- M.A. AMIN (Sudan): Problems and effects of schistosomiasis in irri-

gation schemes in the Sudan

- M.A. FARI.D (Egypt): Irrigation and malaria in arid lands

- M. LARIVIERE (France): Sante publique et projets d'irrigation: Role
de l'assainissement et de l'hygiene du milieu

Session 8 - Synthesis: Reports of Working Groups and Conclusions

- PROF. GILBERT WHITE (U.S.A.) plus session chairmen
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Tves 1lovnni, Director, P

Training for Water amipY PerstUn-l

1. Over the p*riod of years in which the Bank has been engaged in
lending in the fields of water supply and waste disposal, recogition has
continually been given to the iportanre of the UrWnng of the staff of
the agercies to vhich we land. Within the lst two years the 3ank has
placed increasing emphasis on this activity; all appraisal reports should
now include statemnt concerning training needs. Wile this ha. served
t-Ffocus the attention of apprasal miswd s cn'the training aide of our
projects, our staff have limited expertise in this field, and in inny
countriiea, it also appears unlikely that the nocessar7 actions will be
taken by our borrowers to rhke the training program a moaninful part of
their wrk.

2. We are thref or concernrd to identify any further actions the
rBank should take during the period of project deflopment and appraisal
which would lead to a mcm' organized and effective approach for the
development and execution of training prograra. It has therefore been
decided to cnaisor a vtady which would evaluate the entire training
activity in the field of water supply and wastes, and which would lead to
recoaiendatiors which the Bank could consider for strawtheniN its approach
in these sectors.

3. You have been selected to carry out the training study. For this
purpose you will conduct interviewv with the Training Adviser in our Euca-
tion Dpartont; all the water supply staff aMn all the Division Chiefs in
the Water Supply Divisions; staff of our Humal Developmnot Depzrtnent;
appropriate officials of the Zcontxic Dev*lopmant Institute; and staff
of other departments, divisions and units of the flank that are concerned
with training in the developing countries. You should also have discus-
sions with staff of the ThrIVMIO Cooperative Program and with other con-
corned officials at 141n eadquarter in Geneva. You will review a selected
number of appraisal report* tor gain an undertAding of the present
approaches taken; certain of the sector studies carried out through the
Cooperative ProGram betwen Q and lD; the rpecific reports prpared on
countries where manpower and traiig surveys have been aondwted, and
vwe progrmm have been proposed; and such other documents and reports
as may come to yOur attention prepared by other age ies, both interna-
tional3 and bilateral. It is expected thAt during your t-dy you will
visit certain countries, to be mutually agW upon, whera training faci-
lities or expertise arm available, where trainina activities have been
initiated, or where proble have developed which have resulted in only
lidted proes ing made towards achieving training objective.

4. Your attention should be focused on two broad nreas: firstly,
the actions vhich the Bank might take to improve the wpthods by 1&ich it
deals with training nam in the water supply and wasto disposal field;
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and mondly, the activities which countries thaeselves should be expwctod

to undertake and administer* In considering improvemnts on Bank opera-

tions, you should be fully ware of costraints on Bank staffing; your

rocacwaations should be conservative of staff time and should reult in

the least need for increase in Bank manpower. In designing rcin dations,

therefore,, your priwriV should be to identify isans to Improve the effi-

ciency with which Bank or Cooperative Program staff hanle traiM issues,

for gexnple, the holding of semainars on how to analyze end forecast train-

ing needs or the developmnt of manuals or other aids that staff could use

in the field to orient utilities' data gathering and project preparation

work. In considwrIng country activities you should consider prograos
which would involve the countries themselves to the msaina xtent., but

uhich would lead as soon as possible to a feasible and effective progran

which might lend itself to Bank support. In this respect, you should

consider meo by which national authorities and utility managers can be

made more sensitive to the need for training of appropriate staff, aid

provoked to do something about it.

5 You will work closely with the Training Adviser and the Public

Uilities Department on all matters. Your formal point of contact within

the Bank will be Mr. John M. Kalbermatten, Water and Wastes Adviser in the

Public Utilities Department. Any questions, clarificatione, or proposed

changes in the scope or objectives of your work should be submitted to

Ir. KalbermAtten for his aprovaL. You will also refer to him all deci-

sios concerning possible field trips. Upon c4 pletion of yor background

studies a report should be prepared in draft aud submitted to the Bank

for review, following which a final report should be prepared reflecting

&M cctents received on the draft. It is expected that this aseignmnt

will require approximately 60 manaxgs plus around 1L days of travel timo.

It is expected that you would ccmlete your draft report by not later than

October 31, with completion of the final report within approximately one

month from the tbo when you receive our ccmint.

cc: lssers. Chittleburgh (D), Kalbowuatten (P)PM), fiddletan (?PiH),
. eter (M )

W , 1,tn: k



February 27, 1976

Mr. Fred S. Kent
Chief, Pra-Investmer/- Planning
Division of Environaxntal Health
Vorld ho alth Organization
1211 Ganeva 27
Switzerland

Dear Freds

Thanks for your letter of February 11 with which you forward copies
of reports on rural watcr supplies prepared by SEAIO for seven countries
in that re7gion. kE appreciate vcry much the timeliness of the receipt of
these reports since wo are planning to begin work on a commitment mada to
the Ad Hoc Rural Panel on expericnces gained on past rural water supply
projects. By this xponrs I should like to fill you in on our plans and
perhaps you could make this infornation available to Luis Orihuela and
to Berndt on the proposal.

At the meeting of the Ad Hoc Rural Panel (now called the Steering
Com.-ittee) in New York two weeks ago at which B-erndt was present, hOur
areas of action were agreed upon for the intorim period which spans roughly
the next tVelve months. One of those was a comaitment on our part to under-
take a raviow of experiences on rural water projects worldwvide, and to
ida ntify reasons why certain actions succeeded or failed. For this purpose
we agreed to eraloy a consultant and Charles Pineo has agreed to undertake
this work for us. Wo further agreed to this being more or less a joint
activity between ,1110 and IBMD with the IDRC also involved. 11 proposed
that first a terms of reference for Pinco would be set up with copies sent
to you for your gonural guidance. Secondly, we would propose to have
Pinee rakTe a brief visit to ID2t and to then have meetings with 11O in
Geneva and with UTNIGEF in Hew York. His meetings with you would be to
indicate the nature of the inforiation which he wishes to obtain, and both
from repnrts and from conversations with your staff, to compile a list of
raral water supply )rojocts which have been carried out in the past. Those
on which it Is believed a fair amount of in-formation could be obtained
would bo singled out for further exploratiors, either by personal inter-
views wIth people associated with theo projects, by review of appropriate
reports. and in so- instances, by visits to tho countries. I had oppor-
tunity to talk to Martin Beynr in how York concerning this study and I
received his full endorsoment on the proposal and an expression of UNICEF's
rilliigness to fully collaborate. No indicated that they have some reports
with evaluations which he felt vould be useful.
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We would be (guided by and welcomie ideas which WHO, IDRC and UICEF
might have as to tal aspects of this study and to possible approaches WhIichwe have not thought about. The final objective is to prepare a reportwhich would not only be a catalog of actions which have been taken andwhich have led to rone succsses, but also to expnnles of projects whichfailed and the underlying judr'nents as to the principal reasons for this.It is viy view th;at while as an internal document we would have to nariecountrios and proj.ects, that if at s.ee stage a r'port for geJnera distri-bution wore prepart d, we would have to elihinate particular country namesto avoid embarrassmont.

It is understood that 1r. Pineo would be available about mid-4iarch andwould bein the work at that tine. 1T v-ould lot P110 know in advance of thetime when he would visit C nova, and would like to obtain as early as pos--sible, your views as to whether some recources froia T ITO can be coiuxitted forthis activity. :o would have no objection to use of Cooerative Prorramstaff for this purpose provided it did not interfero with already agreedupon work schedulos.

As noted earlier, I would appreciate your calling the foregoing to theattention of Berndt and Luis, and would uppreciate any comments whichcollectively, you nay wish to provide us. Please accept my best regards.

Very truly yours,

Harold R. Shipman
I4ater "upply Adviser

Public Utilities Departmont

cc: Mr. Kalbermatten (with incoming and reports)
Mr. Middleton
Mr. Rovani

IiRShipman:j
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Harold R. Shipman, Water Supply Adviser, PBPDR

Meetings with WHO Regional Directors

During the period of late October and early November, Mr. Fred Kent
of the PIP Unit, WHO, and myself visited the Regional Offices of WHO located
in Alexandria, Egyptj New Delhi, India; and Manila, Philippines. We had
meetings respectively with Dr. Shoib, Deputy Regional Director, EMRO;
Dr. Gunaratne, Regional Director, SEARO; and Dr. Dy, Regional Director, WPRO.
The following is a brief resume of the discussions.

1. The meetings with the staff of the EMMI Region in Alexandria were
eminently unsatisfactory since they had misunderstood the letter which
Mr. Kent had written them as to the purpose of the visit and aside from
having made certain appointments for us in Alexandria, the meetings in the
Regional Office were disorganized and, for the most part, a waste of time.

A meeting had been set up with Dr. Shoib and this I thought was
fairly profitable in that he expressed his interest in the Region doing more
in the field of water and sewerage and expressed a desire to undertake what-
ever staff trainin as might be possible. There were no commitments on his
part ot ligiTZt suggest that they could probably cover the costs of
certain of their staff to attend training sessions if this were arranged.

2. The meeting with Dr. Gunaratne in New Delhi was one in which he
expressed the view that his regional engineers and those stationed in
countries should be doing more sector work and that he felt the need for
training of this staff to the level where they could undertake this kind
of work. He would support fully any activities that would be initiated in
his region for a seminar or workshop for the engineers and he would be
prepared to pick up the costs for his engineers. Mr. Kent and I indicated
a general willingness to explore this matter further. Dr. Gunaratne' s
complaint seemed to be primarily against WHO Headquarters whom he felt were
attempting to usurp sone of his responsibilities in the region. He felt
there was just reason to decentralize the entire PIP Unit and to station
the people in the regions where they would do more good. Mr. Kent was
quite upset with some of the accusations directed at the PIP Unit and I had
the impression that most of them were not well founded. Nevertheless, this
reflectS the Regional Director's view for the Southeast Asia Region.

The regional engineers had set up an excellent program of work
for us in the region and had invited a number of their engineers to attend
a one-day session at which Mr. Kent and myself went into details on a number
of points on which they had questions. All arrangements were handled in a
professional manner and were quite in contrast with the experience in the
ENRO Region.
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3. The meeting in Manila with the Regional Director, Dr. Dy, was
pleasant, and he took essentially the same position as Dr. Gunaratne had
taken with respect to desires for staff training. He would support the
costs of bringing his engineers into a meeting and was interested in doing
much more in the field of water and sewerage than in the past.

His staff had made excellent arrangements and the various ativi-
ties with which we were concerned in Manila had been well scheduled and our
sessions with the regional office staff were productive.

From the foregoing, I conclude that the New Delhi (SZARO) and
Manila (WPRO) Regions are the ones which should be given the preference for
any attention that we give to scheduling training sessions for WO staff.
I have proposed to Mr. Kent that if EM wanted to tack on some engineers
on one of these courses, this opportunity ought to be presented. I would
doubt, however, that based on the quality of engineers in the EMRO Region,
a special course for that group could be justified.

I an writing to Mr. Kent, asing whether he plans to prepare a
more detailed report on our visit, sines I had understood this was to be
his responsibility.

aet Messrs. Middleton, Rovani - PPDR

HRShipmanJ



February 19, 1976

Dr. J. M. G. van Damne
Manager
V0 International Reference Centre

for Community Water Supply
P. 0. Box 140
Leidschendam
The Netherlands

Dear Dr. van Damme:

I have your letter of January 30 in which you ask our views concerning
a seminar proposed for the week of September 6-10 on the subject of community
water supply in developing countries and to be attended by engineers and
managers from the developing areas. You explain that the proposed timing
for the seminar is to permit those attending to stay over for the I40A
International Conference. I am very pleased to see you take initiative on
this approach since it is one which I have consistently called to the atten-
tion of VH) and IMSA as the mechanism by which we could obtain a much better
representation from the developing countries than has been possible in
the past.

You have asked for our comments concerning the tentative program, and
on the names of possible partioipants in the seminar. I am attaching here-
with a list of the countries and agencies where loans have been made for
water supply, and at the same time designating individuals from the respec-
tive agencies which we believe would be good candidates for consideration.
Concerning the program itself, I have discussed the contents very briefly
with Mr. John Kalbermatten who wilU shortly be succeeding me in my post,
since I will be retiring from this assignment on the first of March. We
both agree that the program as now constituted covers far too many topics
and we believe the participants would be more confused than enlightened.
It is therefore our suggestion that the seminar focus on only two or three
of the major problems which are common to most of the countries. Whether
you elect to adopt this proposal or to stay with the present program, you
could rely on us to make available one or two staff members to cover the
topics assigned.

One problem which you will have concerns the type of participants who
will attend. If it is those similar to what are listed on our attached
sheet, they will be, for the most part, general managers of water utilities,
either at the national level or at major city municipal level. These are
the ones who would normally profit from IWA programs in contrast with those
who are working purely in the rural field. It will be true that in a few
instances, some may have responsibility for all water, both urban and rural,
but this will be the exception rather than the rule. Depending, therefore,
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on what the principal make-up of the seminar participants will be, the
program would logically be tailored to accommodate their interests. If
the program is to be boiled down, it could be separated into two major
categories: (1) management, and (2) technology. It would seem further
that in an introductory statement, which could be the first or second
item on the program, the findings of the 1975 WHO survey of the develop-
ing countries ought to be presented, and specifically for the countries
which would be represented at the seminar. It would seem further that
for each of these countries, projections could have been made to at least
1985 and possibly to year 2000 showing the number of people that will
have to be served in the period to reach certain goals. Similarly, some
estimates on costs might be presented. With this kind of a background,
it would then be more meaningful to move into the actual discussion of
the seminar, attempting to answer the question, what will they need to do
now, and in the immediate future, to meet their responsibilities. This
would introduce the general matter of planning; of the adoption of least
cost solutions; of the means by which projects can be financed; of what
policies, financial and otherwise, will have to be adopted; and of man-
power needs and training.

We would be happy to explore the possible agenda further with you
along the foregoing lines if this seems to have any appeal to you. How-
ever, should you decide to stay with the present proposal, there would
be no advantage in further amplifying our views at this time.

Again, may I commend your efforts in putting together this seminar
at this particular time, and to wish you every success Please be assured
that we will make whatever staff contribution as may be indicated for the
topics assigned to us.

Very truly yours,

Harold R. Shipman
Water Supply Adviser

Public Utilities Department

Attachment

cc: Mr. John M. Kalbermatten, LCPWS

HRShipman: j
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IRC Si~rnar Coiy Water Supply

Candidates for Consideration

Dr. Jaime Arizabaleta Calderon Doutor Fabio Alvares
General Managcr Execitive Secretary

and Banco Nacional da Habitacao
Ing. Jose Manuel Montero Trivino Avenida Chile 230
Chief, Master Plan Rio de Janeiro, Guanabara
Empresas Municipales de Cali Brazil
Apartado Aereo 18, Cali-Valle
Colombia Ing. Jose Arce Crovari

Manager
Mr. Danilo Plata Hurtado Empresa Municipal de Agua Potable
General Manager de Guayaquil
Empreses Publicas Municipales Casilla 5253, Guayaquil

de Palmira Ecuador
Calle 31, No. 24-86
Palmira, Colombia Mr. S. W. Parke

General Manager
Dr. Klaus Reinach The Water Commission
President, 28-30 Church Street
Companhia de Saneamento Basico Kingston, Jamaica

do Estado de Sao Paulo
Rua Costa Carvalho Ing Ariel Cano
300, Sao Paulo, Brazil Gerente de Proyectos Especiales

Secretaria de Recursos Hidraulicos
Sr. Luis Pereira de Nueda Paseo de la Reforma No. 50 - 50 piso
General Manager Mexico 1, D. F., Mexico
Empresa Aguadora de Managua
Apartado 3599 Ing. Mario Gutierrez Llinas
Managua, D. N., Nicaragua General Manager

Empresa de Acueducto y Alcantarillado
Dr. Gustavo Dajer Chadid de Bogota
Executive Director Apartado Aereo No. 80186
Instituto Nacional Bogota D. E., Colombia

de Fomento Municipal
Apartado Aereo 8638 . Mr. D. A. Nunoo-Quarcoo
Bogota, Colombia Managing Director

and
Ing. Alberto Barocio Moll Mr. S. K. George
Vocal Ejecutivo Accra Area Manager
Comision de Aguas del Valle Ghana Water and Sewerage Corporation

de Mexico P. 0. Box M194
Balderas 55 Accra, Ghana
Mexico D. F., Mexico
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Mr. J. van Beuzekom Mr. Divungi di N'Dinge
Director Director General
Water and Sewerage Corporation and
P. 0. Box 20 Mr. Billon Tyrard
Mbabane, Swaziland Assistant Director

Societe d'Energie et d'Eau du Gabon
Mr. E. A. Ngunya B. P. 21871
Director, Water Development Libreville, Gabon
Ministry of Water Development
P. 0. Box 30521 Mr. Y. Camerlo
Mombasa, Kenya Director

and
Mr. A. A. Rouf and

ChairmanMr. Surateau
Technical Director

Chittagong Water & Sewerage Authority Service Autonome de
67, Panchalish Residential Area l'Hydraulique Humaine
Chittagong, Bangladesh Ministry of Plan

Abidjan, Ivory Coast
r. M. B. Rahman
Chairman, Dacca Water Supply Mr. Stapfer

and Sewerage Authority Director
156/157, Motijheel Commercial Area and
Dacca 2, Bangladesh Mr. Peterschmidt

Mr. V. D. Desai Technical Director
Societe de Distribution d'Eau

Deputy Municipal Commissioner de la Cote d'Ivoire
(Special Engineer) B. P. 1843
Municipal Corporation of Abidjan, Ivory Coast
Greater Bombay

Municipal Office Extn. Bldg. Mr. A. Moche
3rd Floor Mahapalika Marg. General Manager
Fort Bombay 1, India Water and Sewerage Department

City Council of Nairobi
Mr. Low Theng Heng, Director P. 0. Box 30656
Water Supplies Selangor Nairobi, Kenya
Pejahat Pengarah
Bekalan Air Selangor Mr. C. J. Lang
Peti Surat 2001 Engineer-Manager
Jalan Pantai Bahru Water Utilities Corporation
Kuala Lumpur 22-07, Malaysia . P. 0. Box 127

Mr. Lee Yoiig Siang, Director Gaborone, Botswana
Environmental Engineering Division Mr. Kelkilew Tadesse
Ministry of Environment A/c General Manager
Princess House, Alexandra Road Addis Ababa Water and Sewerage Authority
Singapore 3 P. 0. Box 505
Republic of Singapore Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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Mr. R. M. Shrestha Mr. A. El Farissi

Project-in-Charge Le Directeur General

Water Supply & Sewerage Board Office National de 1'Eau Potable

Tripureshwar Road .Rabat, Morocco
Kathmandu, Nepal

Mr. S. Streit
Mr. Krachok Supkitvilekkarn Project Engineer
General Manager Tahal Consulting Engineers, Ltd.
Metropolitan Water Works Authority 5h, Ibn Cvirol Street
Siyak Mansri, Sapan Dam P. 0. Box 11170
Bangkok 1, Thailand Tel Aviv, Israel

Mr. Soesanto Mertodiningral Mr. Tahsin Sabhagh
Director General Manager
Directorate of Sanitary Engineering Amman Water and Sewerage Authority
Directorate General Cipta Karya P. 0. Box 2412
Jalan Pittimura No. 20 Amman, Jordan
Jakarta, Indonesia

Mr. Rida Mourtada
Mr. A. C. Chaturvedi Director-General
Managing Director Establissement Public
Jal Nigam de Eaux de Damascus
6 Rana Pratap Marg Rue El-Nassr
Lucknow, 'Uttar Pradesh Syrian Arab Republic
India

Mr. M. Jubari
Mr. Ahmed Freh General Manager
Le Directeur General National Water and Sewerage Authority

Societe National d'Exploitation Sana'a, Yemen Arab Republic
et de Distribution des Eaux

23 Rue Docteur Braquehaye Mr. Jakir Celestin
Monfleury, Tunis Director
Tunisia VODOVOD

Vladimir Nazoro 21
Mr. N. Stojanovic Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia
General Manager
Ibar-Lepenac Enterprise Mr. Abdul Satar

38000 Pristina President
Kosono, Yugoslavia Central Authority for Water Supply

and Sewerage
Mr. Dogan Hitit Nadir Shah Mina
Project Manager Kabul 2, Afghanistan
Istanbul Sular Idaresi
Genel Mudurlugu
Istiklal Caddesi, Fransiz Cikmazi
Beyoglu
Istanbul, Turkey
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H. R. Shipman, Water Supply Adviser, P1DR

Meeting of the Ad Hoc Wrking Group on Iiral Potable Water Supply
and Sanitation - New York, February 9-10

I attended the above meeting in New York together with Mrs. Boskey
and Mr. Kalbermatten. This is to provide information on a few details
covered in the meeting and the decisions taken. It is understood that the
Secretariat ill provide a full minute of the meeting.

1. A meeting of the Emecutive Committee was held in the first morn-
ing attended by the representatives of UyND (Mr. Mashler and Mr. Berna
Mr. Mashler acted as Chairman), WHO (Mr. ieterich), IDRC (Mr. MIcGary5 1
Secretariat (Mr. Harold Graves and Mr. Tter Cohen), and IBRD. The purpose
of the morning session was presumably to take certain decisions which wouldexpedite the afternoon meeting. The exact opposite occurred and the morn-
ing meeting was absolute chaos, with the Chairman pulling one way and mostof the members insisting that until it was known what would be the programfor the forthcoming months, the organizational structure which would sur-round such activities could not be defined. The meeting adjourned at noonwith nothing accomplished.

2. The afternoon session was attended by those present in the morn-
ing plus Mr. David Hopper of IDRC and representatives of UNEP, FAD, andUNCWRET. The afternoon session was chaired by Mr. Myer Cohen.

3. This was the first Ad Hoc Working Group meeting attended by FAOand UNONRET. During the course of the meeting FAQ, UNEP and UNCN-ET wereinformed that while it had not been a precondition of membership on theAd Hoc Working Group that the agency make a financial contribution to thesupport of the work, this had been one of the factors which had initiallysurrounded selection of members for the group. The UNEP representative
indicated that following the meeting he was to explore with his agency apossible cash contribution to the trust fund. FAO and CNRET indicatedthat unfortunately they were unable to support the group and its work bymeans other than some staff time.

4. There was general agreement that a meeting of the larger groupsimilar to the one held in Geneva last November should be held, possiblya year from now at a time when a sufficient amount of information and aclear-cut understanding on a plan of action could be available. It wouldbe better to delay the meeting to obtain such material than to schedulethe meeting earlier and not have it available. The period between now andwhen that meeting occurs has been referred to as an interim phase at whichcertain activities will be initiated and completed, and others initiatedbut not completed.
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5. The question on whether to eventually form a consultative group
or some other kind of forum for exchange of views is to be postponed until
a later time for resolution.

6. The present uncommitted funds in the trust account total something
like $81,000. While Mr. Mashler of UNDP had volunteered to find additional
funds, the group took the position that no new activities should now be
approved unless funds were available and in the account. It was brought
out in the discussions that two of the bilateral agencies have expressed
interest in supporting certain projects almost immediately, and if so, some
of the projects discussed in the following paragraphs might be presented to
them for financing. The trust fund would thus be relieved of this respon-
sibility. It seems highly probable that UNEP will make a contribution and
UNIP might, toward the and of the year, find some means to contribute small
additional amounts. IDRC also felt that it would be able to contribute if
necessity arose. From our side, the Bank did not make any commitments on
funding other than as noted below, which would not be in the form of a cash
contribution.

7. The actions to take place during the period between now and the
next meeting of the larger group can be broken into four principal headings.
These ares

a) One workshop for a group of countries would be held at which
the problems and opportunities surrounding rural water and
sanitation programs will be presented, and to which represent-
atives from a group of developing countries in one region
would be invited. Representatives would be from planning
agencies, the rural water agencies, and rural development
organizations, among others. In the event that during the
workshop certain countries made known their interest in
some preparatory activity, I indicated, and Mr. Dieterich
agreed, that we could probably commit some CP resource for
the follow-up activity. This workshop would be administered
by WHO with the assistance of UNIP. It is tentatively
scheduled for sometime around next September.

b) A review of experiences on past rural water and sanitation
projects is to be undertaken. This study is to be the
responsibility of IBRD with the assistance of MM and IDRC.
We agreed to commit a consultant to this task and it is
proposed to review the sector studies carried out by the
Bank and by the OP, and to supplement information obtained
by this means by data from UNICEF reports and such other
sources as can be found. Because of IDRC's interest, we
indicated a willingness to have them participate in this
particular review to the extent of possibly financing part
of the cost of the consultant. Alternatively, we suggested
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that they might wish to make their contribution as cash to
the trust fund, but these matters were to be sorted out
after the rspresentatives returned to Canada. 1b indicated
that we would approach Mr. Charles Pineo as the consultant
most qualified to undertake this work. We would propose
to get this study underway as soon as possible. I mentioned
a figure of around $15,000 as a possible cost for the con-
sultant expenses, assuming some travel and approximately
three months' work.

a) A third activity is to be a study on communications and
information transfer. This is of particular interest to
IDEC and although there was scepticism expressed on the
proposal as presented by an IDRC representative, since
IDRC is willing to finance the study, it appears that they
will proceed with it.

d) The fourth category of items represent selected studies
which had been identified and recorded in the report which
went to the large group last November. A number of the
studies have been selected from that list, and it is pro-
posed that these would be held up to various bilateral
agencies as soon as possible with the thought that some
might be funded. It was agreed that each of these needed
to be reshaped in line with scme comments which we offered
and which would necessitate substantive changes to avoid
dupliction or misdirection. WHO will handle this activity.

8. No provision has been made for maintaining a permanent Secretariat.
The interim activities will be carried out under the responsibilities as
noted above. Iere there is need for decisions to be taken, for example,
approval of any activities involving the trust fund, these would have to be
submitted to the Exscutive Committee.

9. The term, Ad Hoc Working Group on Rural Potable Water Supply and
Sanitation, is to be dropped and it will now be referred to as the Steering
Committee on Rural Water Supply and Sanitation.

10. I raised the question as to whether the terms of reference set
forth in Montreal still prevailed. At that time the scope of interest was
to include not only rural water and sanitation, but the fringe areas. The
decision of the group was to continue to include fringe areas as a concern
but recognizing that these would have to be dealt with separa$ely. There-
fore, in the, report which we are to prepare, it would probably have to be
in two parts: one concerned with fringe areas and the other with what
would normally be classified as rural.
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11. It was agreed that the Executive Committee would continu, as now
formulated, namely with representation from UNDP, WIG, IDRC and IMfD. It
was also agreed that at a session which would probably be convened sometime
in August or September, this Committee should elect its own Chairman. Under
this arrangement I am not certain who will take the initiative to convene
the Committee, but presume that Mr. Mashler of UNDP, following up on his
previous assignment, would have the authority.

cc: Mrs. S. Boskey, IRDDR
Mr. J. Kalbermatten, LCPWi

HRShipmanisj



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: February 10, 1976

FROM: Richard N. Middleton, Sanitary Engineer, PBPDR $,

SUBJECT: Professor Gilbert White - Research Paper on Water Supoly to the Urban Poor

Professor White called me today to apologize for missing the end-
January deadline for the first draft of this paper. Due to staff illness
and other travel commitments he does not now expect to have an acceptable
draft prior to March 5.

I told Professor White that this slippage would not cause us any
serious problems, provided that he let me have by March 1 an outline of
the follow-up studies he considers desirable. We can then discuss with
Professor Lauria, who will be visiting the Bank on March 1 and 2, how
these studies might be integrated into the next phase of Professor Lauria

t s
work.

cc: Messrs. Shipman, Warford, Saunders
Ms. Peter

RNMiddleton/cel
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Waste Stabilization Ponds -- Professor W. J. Oswald -- Seminar Notes

January .-6, 1976

Brief History and Background

Sanitary engineering is basically a product of the cold, northern

European countries -- England and Germany. Only slowly was it realized that

processes and design criteria could be very different in warmer climates.

The "cold climate" techniques -- activated sludge and trickling filters --

were the basic syllabus in universities; waste pond technology has been in-

troduced into courses only recently, largely as a result of work done at

Texas (Gloyna) and California (Oswald), followed by work in India and the

Middle East.

Ponds are now being used in all climates, but above a certain

boundary -- say 100 g cal/cm2/day of visible solar radiation -- ponds are

not so effective. Note that radiation values (Syllabus Table I) are less

(perhaps 5-10% lower) than would be calculated from weather data, due to re-

flection at water surface. Below this value, which occurs at about 260 north

latitude, year-round photosynthetic oxidation cannot be depended upon. Many

ponds are used for fish production -- Munich, throughout Czechoslovakia and

Hungary, and in much of the Orient. In the Orient ponds are started by

spreading wastes on depressions in the ground and seeding with fingerlings.

The earliest scientific paper on ponds was by Caldwell (1943),

followed by Lindstrom (Sweden) and data on North Dakota. Publications on

work in California began in the early 1950s.

The question is no longer the feasibility of ponds, but the most

effective way to design and operate ponds. It is relevant to consider basic
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systems criteria (see pp. 6, 7 of 1975 Conference reprint).

1) Efficiency throughout life

Ponds have greater inherent flexibility than conventional

plants, which are usually operating at their design capacity

for only a brief period of their lives.

2) Reliable and fail-safe

Most conventional plants are highly susceptible to mechanical

failure or process failure (e.g., pump outages, digester

breakdown). Ponds are inherently fail-safe since they do

not require sludge management systems.

3) Environmental impact'

The only adverse effects of ponds may be insects or smell;

the latter is most unlikely in a well-operated pond.

4) Cost-effectiveness

Ponds are usually very cost effective because earthrork is

cheaper than concrete.

5) Reclamation opportunities

Reclamation of water to potable standards is unlikely to be

economically viable for any form of sewage treatment, because

of the serious public health implications. Some use for non-

potable purposes (e.g., toilet flushing) might be envisaged,

but is likely to be uneconomic, and may cause corrosion prob-

lems. Reclamation for agriculture or power plant cooling

does however look feasible.



6) Capability to incorporate new processes

Conventional treatment is difficult to modify to incorporate

new developments; ponds can be rearranged or, if desirable,

"recycled" at low cost and rebuilt in new form.

7) Short design/implementation period

This can save large sums in times of high inflation.

Design process

Basic data

Population projections

Terrain -- ponding sites (preferably all gravity)

Weather data

Evaporation data: Figure 2 gives nomograph but requires much data, which

is unlikely to be available. Existing ponds will fre-

quently give a rough guideline (but may be complicated by

percolation). Note that 1 cm/day is often a reasonable

estimate, since 5OO Langleys/day will evaporate about

this amount.

Percolation: Permeability coefficients as determined by ordinary soils

tests are usually unreliable because of gradual sealing

of pond floor and sides by sludge. The test illustrated

in Figure h is more appropriate. This should be done

using at least two water levels. The design rate is

then of the order of 5% of the observed rate, to allow

for sealing effects. This test is designed to measure

stable values, usually reached after 14 days. Short-term

(e.g., 1 day) tests may be too optimistic by an order of



magnitude I Long-term percolation will be determined

either by the soil or by the "barrier layer" that gra-

dually accumulates on it. The latter appears to be of

the order of 0.6 cm/day, and to be relatively indepen-

dent of head (i.e., pond depth) (e.g., Richon ponds at

Tel Aviv, built on sand: originally accepting more than

10 cm/day, now after 3 years stable at 0.7 cm/day). This

rate is reached whether the pond is initially sealed (by

compaction) or not -- but if groundwater is being abstracted

nearly, sealing may be desirable to avoid high percolation

rates during initial period of operation (and periodically

after each pond cleaning, when the barrier layer is re-

moved, since the sealing effect does not penetrate sig-

nificantly into underlying soil).

Ponds can be used for aquifer recharge and at the

same time to prevent seawater intrusion; this is toler-

able from the point of view of bacterial or viral con-

tamination (die-off being very rapid) but not if soluble

chemical contaminants are present, which travel much

further.

Note that 9 = (Equation 9)
Qin - A(en (tn

The effects on BOD and TDS of 9 are illustrated by:

BOD BOD D TDS

TDS V



Hence to improve quality (without greatly increasing TDS

due to evaporation from larger A) it is essential to in-

crease d. However, smaller A also has smaller solar

energy input into pond.

A deep pond is essential to remove carbonaceous

BOD. Shallow ponds, producing C02, leave CO 2 in the

pond, since the gas is effectively infinitely soluble

in water (gases discharged by ponds are virtually free

of C02). Hence methane fermentation, which demands

anaerobic conditions is essential. (Other requirements

are pH in the .range of about 7.0 to 7.5, temperatures

above about 12 to 150 C, and of course an initial presence

of methane-producing organisms. Start-up may take, accord-

ing to Oakland, California experiments, one month after

seeding or one year if unseeded. The organismp have not

been clearly identified, but evidently two stages are

needed: organics -- organic acids -- methane. Well

established septic tank sludge will provide a source; a

digestor may be a suitable source, but the organisms

here may be thermophilic or mesophilic and not suitable

for ponds, in which cryophilic organisms may be more

suitable. Do not start ponds at the onset of cold weather --

otherwise odors will develop).

Organisms process organic acids (CH3C00H.-4 CO2 + CHj),
but cannot operate at pH below about 7.0 (some say 6.8).
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Hence rapid disposal of acid is necessary if pond is not

to "go sour" -- rapid start-up, which implies seeding,

is therefore essential.

The effects of detention time on settleable solids,

BOD and coliform count are illustrated on Table VI,

Table VIII and Figure 13, respectively.

The variants which affect design are, in order of

importance, MPN, BOD and SS: design to satisfy MPN re-

quirements will meet criteria for the other two.

Example

Pnet = .3 in/day

enet = 0.1 in/day

T~in = 15C (daily average)

Desired effluent MPN: 10/100 ml (NB excessively high standard:

taken to illustrate need for

several ponds)

From Figure 13, for MPN = 10; T 15, 9 = 100 days or more

Then

(a) For overflowing ponds: (b) For non-overflowing ponds:

Ad

nn-Aet + PnetT in = ~ net + P net

Q. = 0.hA
Ad in

100 2Q I A = 2.5 Q.
in 12 in

(where A in acre-ft)

To solve (a), d must be selected.
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Depth Selection

The temperature gradient in any body of water is usually of the

order of 10 C/m (the "thermal lapse rate"). Domestic waste usually

has an influent temperature of 18-220; by injecting this at the

bottom some degree of methane fermentation can often be maintained

year-round. However, once bottom temperature falls to 150, fer-

mentation will cease (Equation 35).

For complete fermentation, 1 lb BOD will release about 10 ft3 of

gas; fermentation is complete when 450 (T-15) = 10 B where

B = BOD load/acre/day. Field data inserted in Equation 35 there-

fore gives some indication of effectiveness of BOD removal due to

methane fermentation.. Fermentation is seasonal:

S removal by fermentation

Sludge Rate of SS deposition

buildup

1 year

Therefore sludge must be balanced over the year. There will always

be some build-up due to grit (1-10 ft3/mg; usually 1-3 ft3/mg) and

to residuals from sludge (0.1 ft3/cap/year).

Field measurements indicate that the oxypause varies with loading

as follows (at latitude 370N approx.):



-Depth to
oxypause

BOD

Pond surface L Load, lb/acre/day
100 200 400

Winter Avg Summer
Season

When the oxypause reaches the surface, the whole pond becomes

anaerobic.

Hence for facultative pond which never becomes anaerobic in winter,

loading must not be greater than 100 lb/acre/day at 370N latitude.

If persons eat 3000 kcalories/day, about 20%, is excreted unoxi-

dized, i.e., about 600 kCal. Since 1 gm BOD =3.67 kCal, BOD of

excreta ' 160 gm/cap/day. Evidently this is far too high for

developing countries (and also this is ultimate BOD, not BOD5).

Oxygen-dependent processes dispose of only about 20 lb/acre/day;

the remaining 80-380 lb/acre/day is dependent on anaerobic condi-

tions. With large ponds, wind circulation will introduce 0 2-laden

surface water into the lower layers and stop fermentation immediately.

The inlet section of the pond should therefore be carefully pro-

tected by bunds or piles to prevent 02 contamination; at the same

time this retains influent heat and promotes fermentation.

Photosynthetic organisms absorb light, and convert approximately

4% of the light energy into cells, and about 90% into heat. This

effect will overcome the thermal lapse rate effect described above,



and will also stabilize the lagoon by establishing a greater den-

sity gradient and so preventing wind turnover. Night time cooling

would draw surface water (in "tubes ") down to the anaerobic layer;

again, construction of a bunded inlet section will prevent this

effect due to incoming flow.

Q = 1 USmgd - (Note: 1 acre ft = 326,000 g

1 mgd = 3.07 acre-ft.)

Q Ad

Qin - A(Pn + in)

100= Ad
3.07 - 0.A

12

For A 10 100 (3.07 - 0.h A) =.10-d

10 (3.07 - 0.33) = d

d = 27.4

For A 5 100 = 5d
3.07 - 5 x 0..

12

d = 20 (3.07 - 0.17)

= 20 x 2.90

= 58 ft.!

For 40 acres:
100 = h0 d

3.07 - 0.4 x 70

d = 2.5 x (3.07 - 1.33)

= 2.5 x 1.74 -

= 4.35 feet.
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Fo.r non-overflow conditions,

Qin A(Pnet + enet

3.07 = A(Q0L)

A = 92 acres (for higher A, d becomes negative)

If ponds develop odor, this can often be suppressed by lime addi-

tion, since at pH of about 8.0 all H2S is present as (HS- + H+)

Photosynthetic processes

Total incident energy, H = QSA S = Langleys/day

A = area in cm2

9 = detention time in days

Total energy utilization = hCc h = heat of combustion of

algae, cal/mg

Cc= concentration of algae,

mg/-

Consider an element of the pond, of total volume 1 litre 1000 ml.

The surface area = 100 (d = depth in cm)d

If F = efficiency of conversion,

h Cc = GS 1000
c d

But d = hydraulic loading rate = 1000 S
9 h Cc

Note that formation of 1 gm of algae is associated with production

of 1.6 gm of 02 (p. 39). The adequacy of this amount of 02 is

expressed by the oxygenation factor = Photosynthetic 0
BOD

Experiments have indicated that excess 02 is necessary:
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100

%BOD
removed Decline due to high

pH and substances
produced by algae

0

Oxygenation
factor

Because the optimum oxygenation factor 2 BOD/02 conversion, one

may substitute BOD for Cc

d - 1000 FS
h(BOD)

h C 6 cals/g

d = 167 FS
U (BOD)

For this process, the depth is limited by light penetration,

which is governed by equation 32.

Photosynthesis only occurs when the energy input is equal to algal

respiration energy needs, about 10 milliLangleys/minute. We may

therefore 'calculate the maximum effective depth for photosynthesis.

Example: BOD = 220 mg/l

S = 160 calories/cm 2/day Maximum 800 milliLangleys/min.

F = 4%

d = ln So - ln Sd 6.7 - 2.3
C C 220 x 1.28 x 10-3

= 15.4 cm
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However, this very shallow depth does not apply in practice =

horizontal flow velocities result in a steady turnover of surface

layers, so that the actual effective depth 3 x theoretical

depth (for horizontal velocity 0.1 fps).

Algae actually lose weight by respiration in the darker portions

of the pond.

7 Surface > Algal growth rate

Photosynthesis

Respiratory
loss

Bottom

This could mean that with sufficiently deep ponds (say 10 m)

complete destruction of the algae would occur.

Although average velocity may be 0.1 fps or so, for shallow ponds

a daily flush of about 1 fps is necessary to stir up bottom sedi-

ments to prevent them from becoming septic and to provide algal

nutrients.

Algae production is accompanied by a rise in pH. Pathogens cannot

exist with pH of the order of 10, so this process is also a dis-

infection mechanism.
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Pondsare most suitable in the north and south arid zones ("arid"

being defined as where evaporation exceeds precipitation). The north belt

includes the Sahara, Middle East, much of India and China, and contains

about 70% of the world's population. The southern belt covers parts of

South Africa and South America (the rest of the belt being over the oceans)

and only holds about 5% of the world's population.

Largest current system: 200 acres mixing channel, 4 ft. deep, capacity

about 1 million m3 , serving Modesta, California.

40,000 lb 02/day produced, with about 25,000-30,000 lb

algae (not harvested)

Only problems are during canning season, when up-

stream primary plant fails due to overloading, and

200,000 lb BOD/day are discharged to the ponds.

Algal discharge may be 150 mg/l SS. These will remain suspended

at velocities above 0.1 fps and will give no problems -- in fact, will sup-

port food chain. Requirements for algal removal (e.g., Napa Valley, Cali-

fornia) have little justification.

High rate photosynthetic ponds may have solar utilization efficiency

of 4% -- about 25 tons organic matter (dry)/acre/year at 370N latitude (com-

pared to 1% efficiency for facultative pond, producing about 8 tons/acre/year).

Algal separation : centrifuge high cost for power : 2500 kwh/mg

Small units (20 inch: 0.1 mgd) cost

about $0.50/lb. algae. With larger

units cost may fall to $0.02/lb.
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Chemical coagulation: Lime addition to raise pH to 11.0. Sludge drawn

off may be 40-60% algae, depending on water

quality and seasonal algal productivity.

Effluent usually does not need filtering; C02

addition may be needed for pH correction.

Flotation: Capital expense slightly higher than for coagu-

lation + sedimentation. 3-4 mg/l polyelectrolyte

are needed for algae to coalesce.

Micro-straining: Applicable only to a few filamentous algae --

which probably means developing a mono-culture

pond.. Research on this is in hand. Operating

costs may be as low as $20/mg, producing a

5-10% solids slime.

Dried algae ca. 50% protein 5% fat 30% carbohydrate. University

of California experiments equate this to bone meal for swine, soy meal for

chickens, etc. Dilution (10:1) with cheap carbohydrates is necessary. Al-

though build-up of carcinogens, toxic materials, etc., is not known, it is

obvious (?I) that providing protein to starving people is beneficial regard-

less of possible very long term effects.

Chickens reject a proportion of N as fibrous material which can

be used for algal production and fed back to chickens. In Formosa pigs are

being reared on "green water" -- algal culture produced from their wastes.

Chickens can be fed up to 15% algae as addition to meal (more

would waste N) with no detectable effects on growth or egg production.
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Normally, chickens use 5 lb protein in food to produce 1 lb eggs

cattle 9 1 lb product. By treating

chicken wastes, 3 lb protein can be recovered, with two benefits: (a) new

food requirements are reduced from 5 to 2; (b) wastes are reduced from 4

to 1.

For 10,000 head cattle feedlot, 300 - 400 acres of ponding system

might be needed for recycling. (Compared to 100,000 - 200,000 acres re-

quired to grow conventional feed). The waste needs initial filtration --

solids going to the animals, liquid (with 80% N) to ponds.

Note that a pond with power aerators is a very efficient activated

sludge unit. If earthwork costs .$2.50/m3, a 10 ha pond (reactor volume

350,000 m3 , earthwork 100,000 m3 ) will cost ca. $250,000. This might have

a detention period of 100 days. For an activated sludge plant detention

might be about 0.25 day, or 350,000 = 875 m3 . The cost of this at $10/ft3

400
($300/m3 ) is about $262,000. The costs are therefore comparable* but the

high detention period of a pond is beneficial. Spacing of aerators is not

crucial provided total 02 transfer is adequate; in fact, due to the mixing

induced by aerators, it will be necessary to bund off an anaerobic zone

for methane fermentation. 0 "I

Design process

A. Non-overflowing ponds

Determine net evaporation, e net:

Determine or estimate net

percolation, P
net Years of record

or average years
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For this form of pond there are two hazards:

(a) overflow and hence unintentional inundation or pollution

(b) drying-up and collapse of process.

Then basic formula A = , checking units for homogeneity,
en + pn

e.g., A acres

Q = acre-ft/day

en'Pn = ft/day

For example for A = 1 acre-ft/day (0.3 mgd)

en + Pn 0.4 in/day (as earlier example)

A .O = 12 = 30 acres.

This is a very large area of land: about 100 acres/mgd, but the

pond will be maintenance free.

With an influent BOD of 200 mg/l, total BOD = 8.34 x 220.

-1700 lb/mg

'600 lb/acre-ft

Hence loading on pond = 20 lb/acre/day

This is satisfactory: oxypause depth curve becomes asymptotic

at this low loading, so entire pond is aerobic.

However, seasonal variations in loss factor may mean that pond

partially dries up. Since biological processes may take 6 months

to establish, this cannot be tolerated. Therefore divide pond

into cells, and bring varying numbers into use with season, main-

taining at least 3 ft depth in each. If water levels fall below

this, pump out cell and dry it completely. For example:
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1, 2: reactor ponds, used in

series or parallel

------ 3: reactor pond at peak times,

maturing pond for past year,

dry for some of year.

This subdivision will mean that the initial pond may occasionally

be loaded at 80 lb/acre/day, which will mean that this pond becomes

anaerobic. The inlet ponds will therefore need to be deeper to

achieve effective methane.fermentation under anaerobic conditions

(this will anyway be necessary to remove C, unless algal or fish

harvesting is practiced).

Non-overflowing ponds will eventually be heavily laden by salts,

possibly toxic (Cr, Vd), especially if percolation is low (see

equation 8b in Texas paper). Full- sealing of ponds is therefore

undesirable from the point of view of the pond; it also avoids

the problem* of eventually cleaning out and disposing of highly

saline contents. Salt removal may be possible by cleaning the

ponds subject to intermittent drying.

Inlet systems

Regular flushing (by cutting off the inflow, filling the inlet

header pipe, and then releasing the water) is advisable to keep

grit from accumulating:
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about depth to oxypause
(see p. 29)

Pumped orP .
gravity de- Splitter box and 1 3
livery line measuring weirs

(Parshall flumes
or Palmer Bowless
meter on larger
installations

The capacity of the inlet digester should usually be 2-3 ft
3/cap.

(based on untreated digester criteria) plus 0.2 ft
3/cap/year for

grit. Note the use of berms round the digester -- these prevent

the intrusion of cold bottom water, and prevent overturn. Attempts

to induce circulation by injecting flow into corners of pond,

pa'rallel to berms, result in local shoaling, overloading, and

unsatisfactory conditions. A central inlet is to be preferred in

every case.

Interconnections

To avoid raw sewage from flowing to later ponds, interconnections

must be designed to prevent short-circuiting. In winter raw

sewage will be warmer than the water in the pond and will rise to

the surface; similarly, in winter it will be at or near the bottom.

To avoid grease transfer between ponds the first interconnection

must be below surface level (low level transfer: LLT; c.f. surface

drawoff, high level transfer, HLT). For absolute certainty that

final pond will never receive raw sewage or grease, there must be

four ponds in series with drawoffs arranged LLT - HLT - LLT - HLT.

Inlets into secondary, tertiary, etc. ponds need not be to center
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of pond. Hydraulically, these interconnections must carry not

only sewage but also rainfall on pond surface (note that 1 in/hr

on 1 acre 1 cusec).

Spillways

All ponds -- "non-overflowing" or not -- should have a spillway

(regardless of local regulations about discharges from primary

treatment facilities!). To retain water in ponds (using freeboard

as storage) interconnections may be fitted with adjustable weirs,
which are raised during floods. This is only likely to be effec-

tive on larger systems.

B. Overflowing facultative pond

Loadings will be of the order of 200 lb/acre/day in the primary

pond and 50 lb/acre/day overall, if odors are to be entirely

avoided. Loadings may be doubled if odor is acceptable (but

50 lb/acre/day for an ultimate BOD loading of about 0.2 lb/day
is sufficient for 250 persons/acre).

Figure 3 (Texas paper) shows likely BOD reduction as function of

temperature and time. Note that overall reductions in excess of
90% are unlikely because of new BOD being generated by algae.

C. Integrated ponding systems

These systems usually comprise a series operation of facultative --

aerated (high rate) -- maturation ponds. The facultative pond

is designed for methane fermentation, the high rate ponds for
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photosynthetic oxidation of the residue, and the maturation ponds

to provide sufficient storage for coliform die-away.

The facultative ponds will not usually have deep pockets, but berms

across their width to prevent overturn and creation of aerobic

conditions. These ponds are workable only where S exceeds about

100 Langleys/day.

Odor control

The only time when odors are likely to be difficult is at pond

start-up. At this time use of an aerator for a time may be a

solution. Location of aerators is not usually critical -- i.e.,

they will not inhibit development of methane fermentation. Note

that aeration will be needed to satisfy all BOD, since the mixing

inherent with aeration will reduce algal concentration to very

low levels and hence also oxygen derived from photosynthesis.

Reuse for irrigation

At least two ponds in series are required, primary pond effluent

being excessively rich.

Proliferation

The number of organisms after time t, Nt is given by Nt = No 2t/g

where g = generation time. Most algae follow this equation with

g = 1 day approx., but selected species (which cannot yet be

cultivated in ponds) may follow a much more rapid curve:

N = N 16t 0
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Removals

Facultative 40% C 60% N 5-l0% P

Photosynthetic 40-50% C 10% N ? Removed as algae

Phosphate removal is related to increase in pH with algal growth,

since algae remove HCO3, and pH changes according to the relation-

ship

pH = pKi + log (C03 ) , where unit concentrations are in meq/1.

(Hco3-)

This high pH (up to 11.0; commonly 9.5 to 10.5) disinfects pond

and also converts greases to fats and soap which are biodegradable.

As a result, P is precipitated out as Ca3 (POQ4 2.

Recovery

(a) Cassava: algae grown on processing wastes might be de-

coloured and mixed into the product, possibly

boosting protein content from 1% to 4%. Obvious

problems are colour and taste; research is in

hand.

(b) Carbohydrate: by making the end of a channel in a high rate

pond very shallow (ca. 2 in), high intensity

sunlight bleaches algae by converting green

proteins to white carbohydrates -- but at a

considerable loss of food value.
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Diagram illustrates concept of fish rearing -- the question is of

the bleed rate into various tanks in phased stocking system.

Ratios reported in the literature of dry algal weight to fish

weight vary from 1:1 to 4:1. Assuming the fish consume half the

available algae, the conversion ratio might on average be 1:2x2,

or 1:4.

From domestic sewage, with 50% conversion ratio, 150 N latitude,

yield might be 6000 - 10,000 kg/ha/year of tilapia. Very approxi-

mately, assuming a market value of 45 cents/kilo, a profit of

about 17-23 cents/kilo seems possible (if land costs of the ponds

are ignored), giving a return of 12-20%.

Past experience varies widely: in Indonesia fish are grown in

raw sewage, in other places the system fails and the fish die.

Information on commercial operation of fish harvesting is extremely

limited; feasibility studies are now essential.
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Dr. Abel Wolman
209 Amen Hal
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Dear Dr. Nolmant

We an e nclosing berewith *opion of the report
prepared by the pnsl m whiah you wore a member and whioh
convened last spring. Ib had not expeoted quite mwah a
delay in getting the report out, but bea. e of tho ned
to aoodate the varimus oomments resived which, wag
other things, required some editorial revisions, a longer
time was required than had been v1isi ixe4

We wish to again thank you for ymw participation
on the panel and hope that we my be able to call upon you
agsin in the not too far distant futurm.

Yery truly yours,

Harold R. Shipmn
Water Supply Adviser

Publio Utilities Depart&nt

Enlaosures

HRShipmant.1



Jmary 26, 1976

Dr. J. 1. 0. va Dame
Hansgpr
WHO Intermatiaml Referem Cotxv

for Oommityr Water Sapp4y
T. 0. Box 114
Ladshkam35
The Netherimu

Door Dr. Yn Drne

I =Vt SpologimO for tJe long dwlsy in lotting -fv Iwvw our o-
ments =n te draft fnml report on public bydranta. This de3Ay !As oau

aom b t W absenc ma alim is of m o ur staff frft whom we vWL4
a rwiew of the draft, mid by the brak ovr Christmas mnd Uh *w Year.

Amnnr, we have nmw had the apportmnitq to obtain ths reaetionx of m"Wr
of our water Vapply staff, and In addition of cmur.e d scused t* dsaft
With 9r. do MIger and Mr. 7aadvoort uben th*y viaited the %ok in ravmober.

I think I c= beat mm up the rectims of our staff by mzing
"ht they all coaided that the report would be a usefl contribution to

the literatue on this subject, but that it bsoomes progressivel lmps wel
argued and lae convincing as it nowis aay fmm physical equipmant into

momw abJective asqecta s mant. This is PerAPS invitable in
smch a stty, but there mom to be sewal stops that could be taan to
tighten up the prsentatia.

Firtly, the vOPort, amOUld clearly difftrmtiato be*Uw urban
and rvl awvas, slnc diflrent coat reoc ry asthd and nUAmOt wi
inll~y qggi.

Swavondr tk* rext aboud "ry clearly r*UtO its axmertions orC""t"yi"ms to Act"I 00untry 4Jq*Ainft. MMY Of the ptamt vary Samerms
1sed statements would be mr nmo oomvincing if they were aomrly dertvd

from the authors' es obervatims in a partamilr comtry, or frm the
obervtnos of other sw have publied stwi. in this 1.4. The *a.
tent to which coutry snitivities mIght be toimntd by dIzect Xewamne
wuld of course hae to be asiesed, and rierected in the wording.

ThirdV, sin e ahops that this rewrt ill eventmuAy xwoovi
tairly wide 4iMUlAtiOn, and may be relied m n for d in a evatriog,it is esi3=al that the doxim and Cost dats a..wmta. At prseomt, key
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tables (I, U, Anx 11.2) do not oma to be based on field observations
or on actual cost data collected in tme coutries visited. If this data
was not available to the uuthors, it Is possible that we can assist by
obtaini it ftzm our records or fro our borromrs in the ocur*e of Bank
issins, but this night entail unoceptabl dela.

Fourthly, the discuasion n anaganmt of public bydrunts (wh-e
ther they asoala be unattenddp, attdad by a guard ploaud by the =mli-
pality or water undertakinC, or operated by a licnsee) is diffums and does
not appear to draw on country ob*ervatins. It is self-evident tiAt tVw
most desirable syatem is me in which a aila tap is used with care by
enlightned ctiswis; the questin is -- since this does not work in many
instancs, what have bmz fond to be the *ost effective alteratives?
host of us are wmare in gsnral terms of the posaible acltionas pzrposod
in te report, but we do not tame taeo azperiene of hbA they work out
in practice to be able to advim our borrowers.

Pinally, there ems to be genxral agxepi*nt w- x that Cie
third section of the report reaLy adds very littl. to the earlier sectim,
and could to a large dsgpvc be niitted. Xost of the section does not have
a direct bearing on the vain thez of the report, and in many instances in
tqe part eaUng with Knya staterents zade about the oreaniation of the
sector and on the progrsxo of various ageacies are definitely incorrect.
We dii-eed this point at lAngth wit 4hassra. do Vlieglr and 7Andvoort,
and cw-e to the conclusion that this matorial shauld only be retalned to
te extent that it cast ligat on particular problera raised in Swction II -
for emple, on the cost or reliabilitj of a particular type of inrtalla-
tion, or on We equity or effectiveness of variaus veUtds of cost reafry.
Tids naterial could then fn awmwwe to Sction II.

You will gather frm these cmxnts tiat, in respoze to the
question raised in your letter of 31 October, we believe that the studies
stould be cosipiled in one report rather than separately. We doubt whether
any material of real valum will have to be omitted if this is done.

As fkr as follow-up is conwmed, we will omnt farther wign we
we the next draft of the report. Our initial reaction is that tis is too
specialzed a subject to need a training zAma1 or courae an Its ojnj it
vould be mare usofully introanwed as part of, for *zsmqpl*, a courme an
rural water sq~pliez or cm slum upgreding.

I attach wwme detailed eonat, principally cm Sectimas I end I.
In the interests of clArity these cegunwts are given -a'- as they were re-
ceived frmL staff; we tIad a very uw1%l frank and opm dialogue with your
eonsultants, and I -Ape that oontinuation of this frtnness now Vat we hawe
to icimiate In writing will not cana- wV offbnm.. 1,r. do llieger zan-
tioned that .9= were still in t-e prvoea of editing the draft, and so wb



br. J. X. Q* vmt DaMvs 4 3 40 im~ 26,0"s

hmw not como-nme on vaor &.nese "n corrmatlins. Pleame lot ae -iave
yvir viean our obmrmtUim, In par+cu]ar ycqr ant Ilputd tlm:tabla
Xor coo~pleting VAe mpwrt, and abwtler ue c=n bo of swny assistanme In
col ect1g further data. If jou thln it wauld Le hejpf l, we comld arrigp

llor 11-r. Ylidnaotou, din un -this report wit4 7mw can Itanta, to visit
p'w to diAmm the Axt drsft of te rpa~r prior to its .Ablcu.

VQr7 truly fmu*G,

Watuar 3WpIa- Advimar
Tuu utlliu"e Dqpwtment

AttaCmsnt

cc* Mr. Callejan
.-r. -Awndars
)fr. Mwrbord




